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Volume fourteen. Principals of the resonance of the structures of Self-Consciousness.

In this volume the author allows the reader to delve into the most subtle and complex, in terms of 
mechanisms of their manifestation, details of form-shaping synthesis processes of not only in three-
dimensional range of Energy-Plasma, but also throughout the entire multidimensional energy-structure 
of the Universe. Every reader with an inquisitive mind and aspiration for knowledge will discover the 
secrets of physical laws of our material reality manifestation, as well as the mechanisms of gradually 
dimensional formation of inertial ranges of the Universe spatial-temporal structures. Conventionally 
comparing the dynamics of various forms of self-manifestation with the processes of fractal geometry 
formation, taking into account varying degrees of quality differentiation and the associated tension 
(dissonance) configuration, Oris, in an entirely new perspective describes the fundamental questions 
of science: mass formation, the phenomenon of gravitation, materialization mechanisms, relationship 
between matter and antimatter principles, and much more. In his own fashion, he describes the modern 
fundamental interaction theory, in particular, the physics’ standard model and superstring theory, 
continuously comparing the modern scientific and iissiidiological worldviews. In volume 14, he reveals 
the essential basic understandings regarding the concept of dimensions that allow the reader to get the 
key perceptions for mastering the knowledge, depicted in “IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals."

All rights reserved. No part of this book can be reproduced in any form without a written permission of the copyright 
owner. This book is not a textbook on physics, chemistry, astronomy, medicine, biology, genetics, psychology, 
philosophy or any other science, but is only a reflection of the author’s individual world view and his subjective 
view of some scientific issues and philosophical conceptions. The author’s spelling and punctuation were mostly 
preserved in the text. 

© Oris Oris
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14.15551. The specifics of the illusory perception by Formo-Creators of “human individual” Self-
Consciousness in our daily Life, offers us the inertial sequential view of events and occurrences in a 
form of a continuous process of changing of one type of qualitative conditions for another. However, 
any condition of any Form of Self-Consciousness, constantly being employed in an inertial synthesis 
processes of various Quality Aspects and incapable of demonstrating of any type of phenomenal 
manifestation within Space-Time outside of the synthesis dynamics of Formo-Creators, in correlation 
with an unlimited other qualitative conditions, is always slloogrent. The configuration of any type of 
Form, resonantly implemented or visually observed by Us in an outer Reality of various realization 
Forms, possesses of all the slloogrent characteristics, meaning it is potentially “projecting” of the 
synthesis movement of its Formo-Creators into the unlimited dynamics of all other Configurations 
of other Formo-Creators, manifested in both – less and more qualitative wave range of different 
dimensions. That is precisely what provides for the singular Nature of any “CAF” (Close Attention 
Focus) condition, which is manifested in a multi-polarized mode within skrruullerrt system by the 
Self-Consciousness of any type of Form simultaneously towards all possible Synthesis Directions 
upon every single rotational Shift. 

14.15552. For instance, the Conscious Fields of Formo-Creators of the same sub-elementary particles, 
structuring with their Configurations all types of Realities of doolls range, are simultaneously 
being manifested by their more qualitative slloogrent conditions within our groups of Space-Time 
Continuums (SC’s) as elementary particles, but within wave ranges of ФЛАКС groups of SC – 
equally and simultaneously throughout all possible Synthesis Directions – The same Conscious 
Fields are manifested by means of even more qualitative states of Formo-Creators of the super-
universal particles. That slloogrent movement of altered states is being manifested throughout all 
the Eternity of all possible manifestations of Forms through even more advanced attributes of the 
universal proto- and hyper particles, while inertially “projecting” into completely different of their 
Configurations, which accumulate Energy-Information (synthesized Experience) of all the unity of 
universal attributes of various Forms of manifestation of these Conscious Fields. They are being 
specifically reflected through the dynamics of Formo-Creators of the Secondary and Primary Energy-
Plasma, and farter – through the Creative Activity of Super-Universal Creators, all the way until they 
reach Collegial Cosmic Intellects of Super-Universal Totality (Universum = multiple Conversums). 

14.15553. Any level of manifestation within Form-Systems of inertial and conditionally inertial 
(super-temporal) processes of inner-aspect, inter-aspect and inter-quality Synthesis, is slloogrent 
in its potential dynamics, since during the same exact instance of its observance by us, it is being 
manifested in a multi-qualitative mode not only throughout all possible Directions of all possible 
type of Synthesis, but also throughout all possible dimensions of Energy-Plasma, beginning from Its 
conditional state of 10-100000000… dimension, all the way to Its equally conditional state of 10+100000000… 
dimension. The inertial degree, with which we perceive a specific dynamics of any Form of the 
outer Reality (from the global “Nature manifestations” and Cosmos all the way down to bosons and 
fermions), in fact isn’t being real or objective (meaning – it isn’t being as such, which supposedly 
actually exists within the current resonant point of Space-Time), but is rather being an illusion, 
formed by our Perception system. It is subjectively and sequentially formed by Formo-Creators of 
our Self-Consciousness depending on their limited capacities and capabilities towards perception 
of the specific movement of Forms manifestation, inherent to the current duvuyllerrt Reality 
group, structuring with its subjective “human” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms the current group 
of “human” Continuums, where Self-Consciousness CAF-DRF-dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations, which We currently focus within, is manifested. 
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14.15554. “Current” You explicitly and discretely perceive yourselves as being “here and now” in a 
current point of Space-Time in this given state and Form, because the Formo-Creators Configurations, 
which form all the realization activity of your Self-Consciousness, yet aren’t capable of utilizing a 
more complex mechanisms of parallel perception by “you” of “yourselves” at this time, at a very 
different frequency range conditions as well as very different qualitative manifestation of Creative 
Activity. Depending on qualitative degree of this realization activity these Forms of “you” can, more 
or less differ from what you can see in the mirror in your subjective “current time, now”; however, all 
of them – are in fact “you”, or rather, some of the mutual slloogrent part of Your Self-Consciousness 
(Sub-consciousness, Super-consciousness and so on), each Form of which is capable of manifesting 
itself only within its own “here and now”, in some type of duvuyllerrt groups of multi-qualitative 
and multidirectional Continuums. 

14.15555. What you currently perceive as your “current now” – is an energy-informational 
“projection” onto the TES-“unfolding” dynamics of your Self-Consciousness by the cumulative 
Creative Activity of such duvuyllerrt group of SC’s, within which your “currently” in-focused 
“individuals” are manifested, and which supposedly “surrounds” Configurations of Formo-Creators 
of your Self-Consciousness with the specific “geometry” of Configurations of all types of its Forms. 
Again: we are talking about a group of SC’s! Therefore, neither I, nor anyone else is capable of 
precisely and unambiguously determine as to where exactly is the Continuum, where a moment ago 
you had revealed, and in which other SC, from the immense number of them, “you”, will be revealed 
by your reactions towards the outer Reality, owning to the dynamics of your mentally-psychic self-
expression. This is so, due to the fact that all of this – is a sheer Illusion and a complete subjectivism; 
it is something, that doesn’t factually exist, but nevertheless, which presents itself to every one of us 
as being “the most real” of all!

QUESTION: If we talk about “current ourselves”, what type of synthesis occurs within our 
Self-Consciousness – slloogrent or inertial? 

14.15556. Dear Ormala, any type of process, generated by our Self-Consciousness I would call 
slloogrent in its inertial movement. Why? Because slloogrent diversity is introduced within 
skrruullerrt system of Energy-Plasma by duvuyllerrtly-interchanging qualitative (informational) 
states of absolutely all Forms, structuring the Energy of Space (it’s Creative Potential). Inertia is 
introduced in the same skrruullerrt system by the resonant movement of Information, which in turn 
structures not only all Space Forms, but also simultaneously “projected” into the specific ether 
structures of Time. One without another (Energy and Information) isn’t capable to be manifested or 
somehow revealed Itself: any manifestation of Information dynamics implies the availability of at 
least some of the energy potential, which would insure such manifestation. Therefore, neither Space 
nor Time exists alone; only their collective state of existence together is possible in a form of Space-
Time – an inertial condition, allowing each “point” of Time to resonantly reveal itself in a specific, 
inherent only to that “point”, general slloogrent activity of Energy-Plasma (in other words – every 
“point” of slloogrent dynamics of Space corresponds with its own “point” of Time). 

14.15557. And what is the realizational mechanism of the inertial movement of the simultaneous 
manifestation of all Forms within Space-Time? It is the slloogrent dynamics of the UCF of Form-Creator 
Configurations, structuring all possible Levels of Energy-Plasma from 10-100000000… dimension, to 
10+100000000… dimension, which within 3-4-dimensional wave range of Form manifestation is interpreted 
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by us as the dynamics of CAF-DRF of Formo-Creators of an “individual” Self-Consciousness; in 
the 4-5-dimensional wave range – as ФИМИ-УМПИ-dynamics of the collective Sub-Consciousness 
of “plasma” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types and so on. All constantly changing 
“geometry” of the outer actuality is built on the basis of the individual dynamics of all multitudes 
of Form-Creator Focuses of the “individual” Self-Consciousness. Throughout different “points” of 
inertia of SC, in each out of multitude of possible development Directions, “you” perceive “yourself” 
and all other “human beings”, animals, plants and occurrences of nature completely differently; you 
make totally different choices, and all that – are subjective results of the simultaneous inertia of the 
“individual” Self-Consciousness of the in-focused НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, where you 
currently focus. 

14.15558. Thus, it is possible to predicate, that any degree of the manifested Perception inertia is 
actually a subjective reflection of an objective state of slloogrent infinity in a movement of Time. 
The perception degree (ability) of any qualitative “parts” (states) of this slloogrent activity – is in 
fact a factual capability indicator of Creative Activity of Formo-Creators of currently manifested 
Form. For instance, all of what I am currently (in my subjective “now”) experiencing, perceiving and 
imagining, differs completely from your “individual” experience, Perception and imagination, since 
the Perception mechanisms of the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, which you “currently” 
focus upon, yet didn’t reach these Levels of slloogrent dynamics, which are common for my Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators. Once you gradually elevate the quality of your Perception, the 
Levels of more qualitative states of your simultaneous development will become more accessible 
and natural. 

14.15559. We can talk about the inertia of the synthesis processes of any type only from the position 
of our constantly qualitative change of our subjective perception of any of these processes on the 
basis of comparison of his dynamics with “projections” of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of 
Formo-Creators, which at the moment are most active within our Self-Consciousness. At the ever-
increasing of their “objective degree” (meaning at the increasing of complexity of their inter-quality 
Synthesis) our Perception becomes more accustomed to deeper Levels of mutual slloogrent activity 
of Karma-Form Configurations of Space-Time. It becomes impossible to anyhow observe more 
objective dynamics of realization Forms of various Collective Cosmic Intellects throughout every 
type of subjective Reality of 3-4-dimensional wave range, since ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of the 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms “projections” themselves, which are being “projected” by Form 
Creators into an information space of Self-Consciousness during a process of TES-“unfolding”, 
do not belong to the more objective Levels of the global slloogrent activity and aren’t capable 
of identifying manifestation Forms of a more objective Energy-Information into a outer Reality 
without the subjectivism, which is inherent to them. 

14.15560. For example, an ant, crawling on your hand subjectively perceives its surface as basically 
the same way as other animals, trees, rocks and other hard objects. But for us all the differences 
between these items are obvious and real! The same happens here - the Perception systems of Self-
Consciousness of your “currently” in-focused “individuals” aren’t capable of differentiating between 
more objective dynamics of realizational Collective Intellect Forms of Planetary and Stellar Entities, 
and these primitive and subjective Perceptions, which you presume under these familiar terms, such 
as “Earth”, “Moon”, Jupiter”, Sun”, “black holes”, “quasars”, “neutron stars” and so on. From the 
more qualitative system Perception Levels of Yourselves, but in a form of ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators, 
the tremendous difference between various “parts” of slloogrent Configurations of, supposedly, 
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“exactly the same” Perceptions, becomes as evident, as a difference between our bodies and an 
airplane, Elbrus mountain and the Hudson River. 

14.15561. Therefore, in our, as well as other types of subjective Realities it is impossible to 
consciously observe and objectively analyze any of the synthesis processes, since we only deal with 
“projections” of more qualitative states of slloogrent Configurations of Formo-Creators, greatly 
limited by the specific conditions of various Form manifestations within our in-focused Realities. 
The “projections” of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which we utilize, are in fact intermediate 
results of our subjective reactions towards some external ongoing action. Formo-Creators, СЛУ-
И-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators – are not The Creators of Energy-Plasma, but rather their multi-
qualitative “projections”, “unfolding” into the specific synthesis movement of the particular Levels 
of information space of Self-Consciousness (Sub-Consciousness, Super-Consciousness, and so on). 

14.15562. However, their slloogrent principal remains: in their primordial slloogrent state, 
absolutely all Levels of multi-qualitative dynamics of Creative Activity of the Tertiary Energy-
Plasma (from within ±12 to 0-dimensions) are completely synthesized (only for the current state 
of Collective Intellects!), while the specific synthesis dynamics, inherent to the realizational Forms 
of any dimension type, regardless of the principal schema of the individual Aspect Synthesis of 
various Cosmic Qualities (for instance, within 3-4-dimensional wave range it will be all the variants 
of “pairwise” interrelationships, regardless of the background ones!; in 4-5-dimensional range it 
will be all possible types of “Tertiary” interrelationships, and so on), have a tendency of being 
revealed only with the assistance of special inertial “mechanisms”, which structure by their specific 
dynamisms any of the realizational Levels of Collective Intellects of the Tertiary wave range: Proto-
Form or Instinct Consciousness, “individual” Self-Consciousness, collective Sub-Consciousness, 
collective Over-Consciousness and the collective Super-Consciousness. 

14.15563. That means, that for the “projections” Formo-Creators of Collective Intellects of each 
of the Energy-Plasma Levels, any inertial dynamics of Formo-Creators of Forms, structuring all 
of the “above positioned” and “below positioned” dimension wave ranges simply, presumably, 
DOESN’T EXIST! On one hand, all of the Form-Creator Configurations, structuring the dynamics of 
“lesser” dimensions, formed with the conditional lesser “amount” of fully synthesized Aspects of 
Pure Qualities, inertially (sequentially, gradually, resonantly) are “projected” (through VEC and TES 
dynamics) into all possible Vectors of Synthesis of a more universal dynamics of Configurations 
of all twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities. On the other hand, all the СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creator 
Configurations, structuring the dynamics of each of the “higher” dimension wave ranges, slloogrently 
are being “projected by the “karma-fractions” (СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms) of the primordially 
inherent to them Experience into all possible Vectors of Synthesis, which are structured by the less 
qualitative Configurations, all the way until 0-1-dimensional wave range! And let me remind you, 
that both of these inertial processes are being executed simultaneously!

14.15564. Every single Cosmic ОО-УУ-Entity, which are “projected” by OVER-Universe ССС-Ю-
ИЙЙ-ЙЙ-ССС-Entitys into Space-Time of the current Universe Entity and which represent in Its 
Highest Collegial Intellect the slloogrent dynamics of Formo-Creators of some types of Aspects 
of Pure Qualities, is structured by “emanations” and “psyche” types, inherent only to this ОО-УУ-
Entity. “Emanations” and “psyche” belonging to a certain Pure Quality, reflect some distinctive 
inherentities of energy-informational interconnections, which are primordially specifically formed 
in Configurations of only Formo-Creators of Aspects of this Quality in the distinctive, inherent 
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only to them resonant manner, which doesn’t allow them to be revealed separately, but allows the 
“coupled” interrelation – under certain conditions – with other types of “emanations” and “psyche” 
of Aspects of other Pure Qualities. Relatively this can be compared with “dipolar” phenomena of 
water molecules or with valent formation principal between atoms of different chemical components. 
For ease of your Understanding I have subjectively portrayed it as two, simultaneously manifested 
states through different Consciousness Forms, one of which (“emanations”) is associated by most 
“people” to a greater degree with Perceptions of mentality and thinking process, while the second – 
with sensuousness and vitality. 

14.15565. Every type of “emanation” resonantly corresponds to the specific type of “psyche”. 
In their most primitive states – 0-1-dimension wave range of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, the 
inherentities of their energy-informational interrelationships between themselves do not depend on 
Vector of their inter-aspect Synthesis, since the very proto-form Vectors of development of ГООЛ-
ЛГАМАА-А (GOOLGAMAA-A) in this dimension wave range aren’t formed yet. The differences 
begin to be established later, depending on types of Combinations, in which these “emanations” and 
“psyche” commence their resonant interrelationships, revealing in a form of the specific СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Form Conglomerates. 

14.15566. All the way until 4-5-dimensional wave range of Form-Systems, they can be revealed 
only through the synthesis dynamics of Formo-Creators of various Forms of Consciousness: sub-
elementary, elementary and partially super-universal particles, which structure Conscious Forms 
of all atoms, molecules and cells of the outer “materiality”. There is also a larger number of more 
complex diversity of Formo-Creators of these Forms: animal, “human” and floral Forms; however, 
soon, when the high-tech equipment of superb-precision will be able to determine the reactions of 
various minerals towards physical and even psychic influence, the scientists will discover “mineral”, 
“polymer”, “metallic” and also complex-hybrid Forms of Consciousness of “inanimate objects”. 

14.15567. The inertial synthesis of various “karmanations” also takes place with the participation 
of Formo-Creators. Slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of each of the Pure 
Qualities primordially possess the ability to synthesize the specific Configurations of Conscious 
Forms and inherent to them dynamisms, in a corresponding, identical to their qualitative degree, 
Levels of Energy-Plasma. They don’t form, but rather resonantly attract (“decompress”, “unfold” 
within the informational space of Self-Consciousness) these dynamisms, by the CAF-dynamics of 
their ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations from ВВУ(VVU)-Information, identical to their own vibrations, but 
remaining in a specific super-temporal state of realizational “niches” and creative Spheres of ODS. 
“From there” Formo-Creators resonantly activate the inherent to them ВВУ(VVU)-Information, 
and “project” it (subjectively “revealing” it) through the inertial dynamics of Focuses of Self-
Consciousness into corresponding “parts” of the global slloogrent activity of Space-Time. 

14.15568. Meaning that it is of no importance to them whether this information belongs to “ten 
million years ago, or ten million years into the future”, they have no idea about such details; all they 
do is simply attract towards TES-“unfolding” process only certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
which completely resonates with some part of global Configuration of the current “individual”. Thus, 
their “unfolding” process can also attract even such “parts” of slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Information, 
which belongs to totally different Continuums, and other Time Fluxes. The multitude of Formo-
Creators of various Continuum groups react very differently (individually) towards the same type 
of Information, which results in a formation of very different (subjective) Perceptions throughout 
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various Sensing systems of various Conscious Forms. Therefore, the “quantizing” (“clex”) dynamics 
of a single piece of Information by Formo-Creators of our Conscious Forms can differ greatly from 
the similar reaction of Sub-Consciousness ФЛАКС-Creators, for instance.

14.15569. Not all the Information of various Vectors of Synthesis, which is resonantly attracted 
towards various types of Formo-Creators, is compatible with the quality of Conscious Forms of 
the multitude of other ContinУУm groups, which structure the “same” part of skrrУУllerrt system. 
Every group of Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness of various ContinУУms corresponds only 
to the specific type of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which are being “decompressed” from the 
global slloogrent dynamics of Information, while the nature of Formo-Creators of each type is to 
individually (specifically, configurationally) reflect, out all the Information diversity, belonging not 
only to the ODS, but also to ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-complexes, different parts of Information in 
a multi-polarized dynamics of all the Vectors of the rotational Shift. Revealing in the groups of 
ContinУУms by means of resonant-multi-polarized “projections” of their Focuses at the moment 
of each rotational Shift (“quantum shift” of Energy-Plasma within the informational space of Self-
Consciousness) they structure the inherent to them ContinУУm groups by all the multitude of the 
multi-qualitative СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which they attract from the ODS, and reflect 
throughout all the multidirectional dynamics of Form-Systems by completely different synthesis 
attributes, which initiate various cause-consequence interrelationships between the Conscious 
Forms, which they manifest. 

14.15570. Taking into account the slloogrent principal, it is possible to state, that a single Stereo-
Form (Form-Type) - is as slloogrent manifestation within Space-Time of the complex-configurational 
dynamics of supposedly “single quintEntity individual”, a Self-Consciousness (actually – the collective 
Consciousness) of which is multi-polarized through the infinite number of its own Interpretations, 
which are all simultaneously revealed by the individual “projections” of the global (for all of them) 
slloogrent НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration throughout a vast diversity of duvuyllerrt groups 
of ContinУУms and Form-Systems of Realities. The Stereo-Form has absolutely no idea that it 
is divided into such incredibly large amount of multi-qualitative “individual” interpretations: it 
perceives “its own” infinite Existence only throughout all its simultaneous inertial dynamics of all 
its Stereo-Types, and it is simply unaware of various subjective conditions, which every one of its 
Interpretations is experiencing. Just like you, when you don’t keep track every second of all the 
activity of your biological body’s Formo-Creators! It’s simply impossible. You keep to yourself 
(with all your concerns and Desires), while they are, supposedly, separated from you – keep to 
their biochemical problems and issues. In fact, every single Stereo-Form (or Form-Type) of ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) to a higher degree Self-Consciously is revealing itself through Configurations of 
СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУ- (STOOLLMII-SVUU) and УОЛДМИИ-СЛИИ (UOLDMII-SLII)-Formo-Creators 
of the highest Levels of the collective Super- Consciousness. 

14.15571. Our Consciousness Formo-Creators are changing the duvuyllerrt ContinУУm groups by 
their CAF-DRF-dynamics at every instant, while being maximally resonant with their ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations. They focus within each group only because they “experience”, “think” and cognize 
“themselves” in each one of them, so that it correlates with a current ContinУУm group. At the same 
exact instance, some other part of slloogrent Configuration of the same Formo-Creators is “projected” 
into other groups, structured by other Conscious Forms, general Configurations of which allow them 
to experience “themselves” in a slightly different fashion, with a bit different creative realization. 
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14.15572. Why do they actually require any type of realization at all? Because any type of realization – is a 
chance of a deeper synthesis of some of the sub-levels of their Consciousness. Why do they need this more 
profound synthesis altogether? In order to neutralize within their Configurations of the existing tensions, 
stipulated by the certain dissonance distances, thus acquiring an opportunity for yet another “projection” 
of their Focuses into even more qualitative Forms, which structure even more harmonious groups of 
ContinУУms. Why there is a need to focus into a more qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness? To be 
able to receive even more opportunities for the realizational Creation, which makes Self-Consciousness 
(Sub-Consciousness, Super-Consciousness) Synthesis even more insightful, which in turn will provide 
another opportunity of refocusing into yet more universal Forms of even more qualitative ContinУУm 
groups, for the realization within even more high-frequency Collective Intellect Levels!... And so on 
and so forth – infinitely and continuously advancing the manifestation degree of conscious dynamics of 
Creative Activity of Forms of your in-focusing. 

14.15573. Formo-Creators of higher dimension Levels, are creating “their” realizational Forms in 
a less qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma. Formo-Creators of 36th dimension aren’t able to know 
thoroughly (because of impossibility of resonating) about the exact actions of Formo-Creators 
of 3-4 dimension wave ranges; Formo-Creators of the Highest Intellect AYFAAR “don’t have a 
detailed Perception” regarding the precise movement, which takes place every inertial instant in 
every single one of Its infinite multidimensional variants, since this is the absolute highest (for this 
current Universal Entity) manifestation of the dynamics of the synthesis Creation. Therefore Formo-
Creators Configuration of each type, except the primordially programmed into it the evolutionally-
eglleroliftive tendencies (provided for the duvuyllerrt Principal) is also a generating source of the 
Energy-Information, ensuring (by the least qualitative manifestations) the dynamics of Formo-
Creators of lower-frequency wave ranges. 

14.15574. Everything, which We, as Formo-Creators of the collective sub-Consciousness, require 
for some of the lesser-qualitative form-creative process realizations, is revealed in complete detail 
on the levels of Self-Consciousness of Formo-Creators of bosons and fermions throughout all 
possible groups of simultaneously in-focused ContinУУms of 3-4-dimensions. And not a single one 
of us have inertially formed any of it (I am talking about a physical participation); instead all the 
necessary Energy-Information was duvuyllerrtly “projected” by Us (as Formo-Creators of our Sub-
Consciousness) into the Configurations of Formo-Creators of a lower dimensional Levels, who have 
transformed it into Images they can comprehend and in turn “projected” it onto their own refocusing 
dynamics, reflecting their own interests – something, which they can resonate with the most. 

14.15575. Formo-Creators do not actually create anything – absolutely everything already exists. 
It’s that their multi-qualitative CAF-dynamics of their slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations is 
simultaneously structuring multi-polarized dynamics of the entire multitude of multi-directional 
rotational Shifts. The simultaneous inertial transmission is manifested through some “parts” of these 
Configurations into the corresponding Forms of Self-Consciousness (Sub-Consciousness, Super-
Consciousness and so on) of various types of energy Potential (Formo-Creators “projections”), 
which momentarily initiates the activation in the ODS or FLC of the Information, which is totally in 
resonance with a current type of Energy-Plasma. As soon as the Energy – through the structures of Self-
Consciousness – is revealed in a single rotational Shift (that happens instantly), at the same moment 
it becomes a synthesized Energy-Plasma, which in turn is initiating the next consequent “quantum 
shift” of CAF-DRF-dynamics of Formo-Creators throughout all possible Self-Consciousness Forms, 
structuring of all the wave “geometry” of current “part” of slloogrent Space-Time. 
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14.15576. That principal can be utilized in the process of conscious influence of refocusing process 
into Configurations of manifestation Forms of your interest. You don’t really have to reveal yourselves 
in Space-Time of some highly-organized synthesized Form-Entity of 7th, 8th or even 10th dimension 
– all you have to do is to thoroughly cognize the IISSIIDIOLOGY, so that you could meticulously, 
sequentially and consciously elevate the degree of the dynamics of CAF of your Self-Consciousness; 
that will allow you (regardless of the Formo-Creators activity of first two IISSIIDII-centers) to design 
“for yourself”, within current Form-System, of virtually any Configuration of your preference and 
immediately reveal yourself though its Form. Only problem is – you don’t believe, that bosons and 
fermions Formo-Creators – are actually “current” YOU, and that Formo-Creators of luxes, gluons, 
tachyons and a multitude of other super-universal particles – YOU in the near “future”. 

14.15577. Oh no, instead you want to touch, see and probe of literally “every single” Form-Creator, so 
that you could be convinced in its “sanity”, and that it is “just as smart as you are”. Only then you would 
“evenly” communicate to it and trust it! But seriously, everything that you perceive as “yourselves” and 
which you see around you – is in fact a certain manifestations of multi-qualitative dynamics of wave 
structures, resembling in a Space-Time of the specifically streamlined wave states (“standing waves” in 
physics terms), formed by some kind of Energy carriers (Form Creators) and some type of Information 
(СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators). Universal 3-4-dimensional Levels of manifestation are organized 
by ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators of super-universal particles, while their structure aspect is formed by their 
“projections” – elementary particles Formo-Creators. Both of these are, in fact – YOU, however, on a 
much higher qualitative – “transpersonal” Levels of Your manifestation in a form of Formo-Creators of 
all possible Realities and Form systems of 3-4-dimensional wave range. 

14.15578. Then what maintains all the multi-qualitative energy-informational interrelationships 
between Formo-Creators of various Levels and sub-levels, you may ask? Well, the super-temporal 
dynamics of СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, which is simultaneously manifested through all 
the slloogrent activity of TES and VEC-FLUXs of Energy-Information, primordially programmed 
into each and every one of the synthesized Levels of Energy-Plasma. Moreover, all these super-
temporal energy-informational interrelationships between realizational Proto-Forms and Collective 
Intellects of Formo-Creators of various dimensional Levels, is implemented with the assistance of the 
universal system of their (СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)) frequency focus of “self-projection” (through 
the UFS) into the “part” of the global slloogrent dynamics, where the resonant effect of duvuyllerrt 
manifestation of Creative Activity (simultaneously throughout all the Synthesis Vectors!), emerging 
in the Configurations of all realizational Forms of current Collective Intellect, primordially “exists”. 

14.15579. I see, that many of you haven’t thought about the Entity of an inertial Process of multilateral 
multi-qualitative synthesis of Energy-Plasma. We’ll talk about a bit later; instead let me draw your 
attention to the fact, that slloogrent Process, implemented by Formo-Creators at every inertial step 
of Synthesis, leaves intact every single Aspect of any of the Pure Qualities, employed in synthesis 
activity, with all of their inherited unique properties – the state of synthesis with Configurations 
of other Aspects of the same Quality or, with Configuration Aspects of the rest of the eleven Pure 
Qualities, allows these properties to be revealed in a more distinctive way throughout any of the 
“consequent” dimensional Levels of Energy-Plasma. 

14.15580. This process can be approximately compared with the learning process in college: first, 
your Perceptions regarding something are being very superficial, but when you accumulate more 
information and reach more and more in-depth Perceptions, your knowledge about the subject 
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becomes very profound. Same happens here – you, as a Stereo-Form of the slloogrent manifestation 
of your ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), don’t actually change “externally” while your Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators accumulate, throughout all the wave ranges of your manifestation, an extensive 
amount of knowledge, however, your interrelationship with “your inner self” and the outer Reality, 
become more universal, profound and harmonized as a result of that accumulation. You always 
remain “yourself”, but “your” self-perceptions change accordingly upon reaching of more qualitative 
Levels of manifestation. 

14.15581. In order to analyze the dynamic implementation processes of Form Creators of the 
Collective Intellects within the Tertiary Energy-Plasma in a more thorough and insightful manner, 
we should introduce the conditional term as “the observer”, who supposedly oversees the inertial 
Synthesis processes from “aside” (through the focusing in VEC-dynamics), which are taking place 
within TES-unfolding dynamics of each of the Karma-Forms (and not only НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)). 
I also want you to schematically imagine narrow dimensional, “supposedly separated” wave ranges 
(non-existing in reality), into the dynamics of which I will “project” also non-existing monotype 
mechanisms of “karma-form” Synthesis. 

14.15582. Similar manipulation can be compared with actions of a scientist-microbiologist, who 
makes reiterative microscopic sections of the prototype live cell in effort to reconstruct its original 
bioprocesses. So, I will perform similar microscopic “instantaneous cuts” within Energy-Plasma 
and show you some imagery and some processes, non-existing in that mode in reality. This is done 
to ease the process of your Understanding of synthesis mechanisms within Karma-Plasma; so that 
you would clearly see acquire the basic Knowledge in regards to this type of dynamism, which your 
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators simply don’t yet possess. 

14.15583. At a more scrupulous viewing of inertial Synthesis processes, taking place within 
0-1-dimensional wave range, we would see the sequentially synthesizing with each other sub-Aspects 
of each out of the infinite number of Aspects of every out of twelve Pure Qualities. Consequently, 
the universal slloogrent “point” of 0-1-dimensional wave range of skrrУУllerrt system of Energy-
Plasma is structured by the general multi-polarized dynamics of all the multitude of multi-qualitative 
resonant zones, formed by the force interrelationships between sub-Aspects “inside” of each of 
the multitude Aspects of each out of all twelve Qualities. General inertial processes of every one 
of these resonant zones potentially are directed only towards the comprehensive interrelationship 
between the infinity of sub-Aspects of its own Quality Aspect, and not with any sub-Aspect of any 
other Pure Quality. 

14.15584. These narrow-specific qualitative conditions, which we, as “observers” can subjectively 
witness within current wave range, isn’t actually a “beginning” of anything (like Tertiary Energy-
Plasma), but instead they represent only intermediate results of much more profound and inertial inside 
of sub-…-sub-aspect synthesis processes, which are being simultaneously manifested throughout 
the multi-billion-dimensional Levels, EVEN BEFORE Formo-Creators of my Super-Consciousness 
will get a slightest chance to differentiate (from VEC) this synthesis dynamics between Formo-
Creators of every sub-Aspects, every sub-sub-Aspects and every sub-…-sub-Aspects, structuring 
each Aspect of every single Pure Quality. 

14.15585. Meaning, that a 0-1-dimensional wave range - is only one billionth of the infinite 
dimensional transformations, taking place in an Energy-Plasma before the conditional “reference 
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point”, designated by me, and which I subjectively have denominated as 0, since everything, taking 
place within slloogrent Space-Time dynamics beyond its conditional “limits”, isn’t in any way 
explicable by Formo-Creators of my in-focused Forms; meaning, it’s not at all comprehensible for 
any of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms. However, even though we aren’t yet able to comprehend 
of this type of dynamics, this part of the global Synthesis process doesn’t cease to exist within the 
Universe, and therefore will someday be accessible to our Understanding. 

14.15586. Upon the shifting of Our CAF-DRF-dynamics (Us in a form of conditional VEC-Observers 
of inertial processes) into areas of greater “density” (inter- confluence) of force interrelationships, 
simultaneously manifested in every resonant zone, we can see (within 0-2-dimensional wave range) 
the sequential formation of general creative movement of Conscious Fields of a single general 
Conglomerate – the Aspect of the same Pure Quality. There are not hundreds of thousands, not 
millions, but unlimited number of such Aspects, narrow-specifically manifested by Formo-Creators 
of various Proto-Forms within current wave range of Energy-Plasma! Few thousand of these, which 
could become a subject to a subjective comparison interpretation by the Self-Consciousness of 
Formo-Creators of biological analogs of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms, are in fact accounting for 
no more than a fraction of percentage out their total volume. 

14.15587. You should bear in mind, that all the former sub-…-sub-aspect synthesis interrelationships, 
which were formed in millions of dimensions before the conditional subjective zero-reading of the 
dimension indication mode, aren’t disappearing anywhere and aren’t transforming into any new 
properties (factually they aren’t new properties, but new realizational possibilities!), which can 
be acquired as a result of the formation of a greater unity of scattered (on a lower Levels of Self-
Consciousness) creative efforts of Conscious Fields. Because of their collective activity on the level 
of sub-Aspects in each of the wave ranges, formed by them of every Vector of development of 
current slloogrent “part” of skrrУУllerrt system. 

14.15588. Each resonant zone in 0-1-dimensional wave range (as within any other wave range) is 
actually a proto-analog of Synthesis scheme, inherent for the particular type of Proto-Form. In other 
words – there are tremendous amount of proto-form (including “human kind”) Synthesis Vectors, being 
originated within 0-1-dimensional wave range (from the point of view of our Formo-Creators!). These 
Proto-Forms transmute in a higher – deeply-synthesized- dimensional wave ranges - within the more 
qualitative dynamics of slloogrent informational Fluxes, which are being “decompressed” within the 
informational space of Self-Consciousness (Sub-Consciousness, Super-Consciousness and so on) of 
various realizational Forms of different types of Collective Intellects, and provide the energy-informational 
basis for the implementation of a more complicated Synthesis schemes between dominant Qualities of 
different Vectors, by Formo-Creators of each of more qualitative Levels.

14.15589. Further, as the level of dimension rises within wave ranges of each of resonant zones, 
the more favorable creative conditions are formed for the interaction between various Conscious 
Fields, structuring duvuyllerrt (simultaneously throughout different Vectors of synthesis) Aspects of 
their own Quality. By engaging in a more and more active and dense interrelationships within each 
other, they form the possibilities for the formation of multi-qualitative dynamics of all the multitude 
of inter-aspect resonant zones of the same Quality “inside” of the distinctive dynamics of sub-
aspect resonant zones. Such specific “creative zones” (within the same frequency!) are synthesisally 
formed throughout all infinite duvuyllerrt Aspect groups of each of the twelve Pure Qualities. That’s 
what I conditionally imply under 1-2-dimensional dynamics of Formo-Creators of Energy-Plasma. 
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14.15590. Once again I wish to draw your attention to the fact, that all the “self-sustained” (with 
all of their primordial attributes intact!) interconnection dynamics are formed between sub-Aspects 
of each of the Aspects of each of the Pure Qualities within these inter-aspect energy-informational 
interrelationships. It’s essential to understand that inside-aspect, inter-aspect and inter-quality 
“blending” isn’t happening within the slloogrent Configuration of Formo-Creators of any Level 
of Consciousness. Not a single sub-Aspect or Aspect loses its primordial (primeval, inherent to 
its ОО-УУ-Entity) Configuration; in fact, with the assistance of the resonant amplification of its 
vibrations, they actually gain a lot of additional opportunities for yet more and more energy-
informational interrelationships! Therefore, the frequency of all the Realities, manifested within 
2-3-dimensional wave range, is formed by the energy-informational interconnections between Form-
Creator Configurations of the infinite number of multi-qualitative resonant zones, each of which is 
structured by the specific force interrelationship between non-duvuyllerrt Aspects, belonging to 
any of the twelve Pure Qualities. The inertial dynamics of 2-3-dimensional wave range of Energy-
Plasma is formed by the resonant manifestations of the Creative Activity within these single-quality 
Aspects (simultaneously throughout different synthesis Vectors!). 

14.15591. But, along with this conditional process, “inside” of each of the resonant zones, 
structured by the Conscious Fields of Aspects of one out of twelve Pure Qualities, the specific 
conditions are formed, which offer to some of the inter-aspect combinations of Formo-Creators the 
new opportunities for the creative resonant interaction with Conscious Fields of resonant zones, 
representing the inherentities of every single one out of other eleven Pure Qualities. Hence, within 
the corresponding wave ranges (simultaneously throughout all the possible Directions of synthesis) 
the energy-informational interrelationships between the most “compatible” Aspects of various 
Qualities are inertially formed and implemented, which is typical for the 3-4-dimensional Levels of 
Energy-Plasma. 

14.15592. Let me repeat again – “inside” of each of such resonant zones, formed by Aspects of two 
Qualities, all the narrow-specific, inner-aspect and inter-aspect dynamic of Formo-Creators fully 
remains the same (along both interconnected parties) - not a single “psychism” or “emanation”, 
participating in the process of synthesis, changes its original primordial Configuration; instead, it 
is harmonically interposes into the general synthesis dynamics of the rest of the Conscious Fields, 
which structure both Aspects - the self and another Pure Quality. That resonant unity of collective 
efforts of multi-qualitative duvuyllerrt groups of various Conscious Fields, is in fact the main 
reason for the existence within 3-4-dimensional wave range, of the unique opportunities, which 
tremendously differ it from the attributes of 0-1, 1-2 and 2-3-dimensional wave ranges, and where 
“karma-forms” are being constructed differently (instead of creating of something totally new) as a 
result of such synthesis unity. 

14.15593. Then what is taking place within even deeper Levels of inter-quality Synthesis? The resonant 
dynamics of the coupled groups of Quality Aspects, belonging to different Qualities, creates favorable 
conditions for the emerging within the corresponding wave ranges of more and more new opportunities 
for the creative interrelation of each of the infinite number of inter-quality resonant zones with Form-
Creator Configurations of Aspect groups (simultaneously throughout all the Vectors of Development) of 
some other Quality, mostly “compatible” with an already formed condition. 

14.15594. Thereby, the unique attributes of Conscious Fields of 0-1-dimension Level of the 
general slloogrent dynamics of Energy-Plasma, respectively united with each other, form 
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1-3-dimensional and 3-4-dimensional Levels of the self-manifestation; while within Levels of 
even greater catholicity and versatility of resonant interrelationships, they possess absolutely new, 
extraordinary abilities for the creative self-expression within Form-Systems, which I subjectively 
define as 4-5-dimensional Realities. Next, (from the position of the subjective inertial Perception 
“observer”!) everything is unfolding along the familiar scenario: Form-Creator Configurations of 
0-1, 1-3, 3-4 and 4-5-dimensional Levels are simultaneously resonantly united with each other 
along the various Synthesis Directions and form by their resonant dynamics of a completely new 
realizational opportunities, which are inherent for slloogrent Configurations of Formo-Creators of 
5-6-dimensional Level. 

14.15595. Note that all the Form-Creator Configurations, manifested within wave ranges from 
0-5-dimension, simultaneously unite by way of increasing of the number of energy-informational 
interconnections – nothing is actually moving, “mixing” with anything, or “binding” with anything 
– it’s just that within each of the following wave ranges more and more favorable conditions are 
formed, so that some new interconnections can be revealed; these new interconnections integrate 
within themselves all of the previous Experience (informational multitude of a simpler “karma-
fractions”) of all possible manifestations of current Proto-Form. Remember – the so-called “vertical” 
of Cosmic Creation simply doesn’t exist! Any example of increasing of the quality of any Self-
Consciousness occurs only after Formo-Creators of this Consciousness acquire of a new possibilities 
for the extended resonant attraction of Energy-Information (Experience) from the Creative Spheres 
of other Proto-Forms, or another Vectors of development of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), notably after 
the fact of the implication of Form-Creator Configurations of Aspects of some of the new Pure 
Qualities. 

14.15596. From the ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Creators point of view, “observing” the 
Tertiary Karma-Plasma condition, while remaining outside of Its inertial dynamics, all the resonant 
zones are being in a “single place”, within a single singularity, therefore, as the density of energy-
informational interconnections rises (meaning a complication of “geometric karma-fractions “), the 
process of inter-quality Synthesis of CAF-DRF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of all Forms of Self-
Consciousness occurs not towards an imaginable “width”, “height”, or any “slantwise” manner, 
but rather “inside” of the global singularity, trying to envelop with its energy-informational inter-
relationships all the sub-Aspects of all of the Aspects of all of the Pure Qualities, thus consequently 
absorb in itself as much as possible of other Proto-Form Experience, which have already synthesized 
the inherent to them slloogrent parts of Energy-Plasma. 

14.15597. The same goes for the GLOBAL Creative Activity of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, where 
everything is consolidated and self-organized increasingly, throughout various multi-qualitative 
manifestations and inertially formed all of its consequent – 6-7, 7-8, 8-9, 9-10, 10-11, 11-12 and 
12-13-dimensional qualitative wave ranges, within each of which (but in every case – individually!) 
the individual creation of Formo-Creators of Conscious Fields of absolutely all possible Levels is 
manifested simultaneously. Why all? Because, factually, there is nothing else exists besides the 
very “elementary”, primordial Conscious Fields (“emanations” and “psyche”), synthesized within 
each other in Form-Creator Configurations throughout all possible schemes of energy-informational 
interconnections of inherent to them “karma-forms”, within the Tertiary state of Energy-Plasma! 
Secondary state of Energy-Plasma, Creators of which WE ARE, is structured completely differently, 
commencing from the transitional 12-13-dimensional wave ranges. 
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14.15598. All the “higher” Levels of Tertiary Energy-Plasma are formed by the various – more and 
more complex – combinations of only their own synthesized (resonantly interconnected) slloogrent 
Configurations and of no one else’s, which, in fact, is responsible for the increasing of the individual 
realizational characteristics (upon the formation of any new type of such combination) of Formo-
Creators, employed in the Synthesis process of current Levels! Let’s recall from the “IISSIIDIOLOGY” 
Fundamentals of what are the “emanations” and “psyche” is? Don’t you remember? If not, let me 
remind you, that they are the very “primary” realizational Forms of Cosmic ОО-УУ-Entities, Which 
we subjectively interpret as twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities. Conscious Fields of These Entities, 
uniting with each other (through the assistance of the corresponding Formo-Creators) in a very 
specific fashion by their Configurations, are structuring within a Secondary state of Energy-Plasma 
the super-universal Dynamics of twenty four Merged Cosmic Qualities (as I define them). The 
Specific Forms of the creative manifestation of these synthesized Conscious Fields within the wave 
ranges all the way through 24th dimension are in fact, These US, whom I always refer to in capitals 
- ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Form Creators, who simultaneously structure the Secondary 
and Tertiary slloogrent states of Energy-Plasma. 

14.15599. Please perceive this description schematically and not literally, since I am trying to let your 
brain Formo-Creators at least some chance to differentiate something within this incredibly difficult 
configurational slloogrent dynamics of various Forms of the same Energy-Plasma. Don’t forget, 
that within 0-1-dimensional wave ranges, slloogrent Form Creator Configurations of sub-Aspects of 
various Aspects of Pure Qualities are differentiated in great sense onto the “separated” elementary 
Configurations, therefore Formo-Creators of these wave ranges are still very antagonistic towards 
any “alien” (in any way different from their own) Configurations, since they don’t have enough 
resonant interconnections with each other, even if these Configurations structure the exact same 
Aspect of the same Quality, but resonantly belong to the conditionally incompatible sub-Aspects. 

14.155600. In order to better understand this, recall the example regarding the color flashlights that 
was described in the Volume 10 of the IISSIIDIOLOGY. The red flashlight isn’t able to comprehend 
the manipulation sense of the blue flashlight, no matter how “hard” he would strive to. And only after 
the fact of multiple pairwise unification (Synthesis) with duvuyllerrtly resembled colors of other 
flashlights, after the unlimited number of Self-Consciousness “inspirations” of single flashlight in 
its strive to understand other flashlights, where red becomes a bit orange and a bit yellow and green, 
and the blue one includes in its Configuration frequencies, inherent for the cyan, turquoise and 
green flashlights, - only then they all will reveal the mutual “resonant points of contact”, which are 
necessary for the organization of their recently amalgamated Creation activity (similar to the very 
delicate mending of diplomatic fences throughout the multi-qualitative “human” societies). 

14.15601. As you may have guessed, he same takes place in a high-dimensional Levels, when all the 
processes of the inner-aspect (all the tints of light-green or all the tints of dark-green), inter-aspect (all the 
tints of green or all the tints of yellow) and partially inter-quality (blue + turquoise, turquoise + green, 
blue + turquoise + green) Synthesis will cease, and the Configuration of each of the two synthesis states 
of the revealed Forms (in their Entity – the new Qualities) will include in itself the mutual, inherent to 
both of them, Elements of Conscious Fields. If instead of colors (various parts of spectrum of the visible 
light) and their infinite number of tints, you will imply the diffusive Synthesis Vectors, simultaneously 
manifesting within current wave range throughout various Proto-Forms, then you will come close to the 
deep understanding of processes of inner-aspect and inter-aspect Synthesis, implemented concurrently 
within Formo-Creators Configurations of each of the twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities. 
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14.15602. The example with different flashlights greatly illustrates the illusion of the dimensional 
succession of the inertial movement of synthesis processes within each of the Development Vectors. 
Instead – everything behaves duvuyllerrtly. The 0-1-dimensional wave range, just as every other one, 
is structured by the infinite number of narrow-qualitative wave ranges, inside each of which, ССМ-
МУЛЛС (SSMMULLS)-factor (which considers not only the degree of the general quality, but also the 
percentage ratio between the activity and the individual vibrations of Aspects of each Quality) has 
the least possible value for the particular frequency of Energy-Plasma. 

14.15603. What does that mean? The duvuyllerrt Principal implies the gradual, step-by-step 
quantizing (qualitative change) by Formo-Creators of any “unfolding” ВВУ(VVU)-Information. Let’s 
assume for instance the total area of all countries of our Planet with 0-1-dimensional wave range 
of the creative manifestation of Conscious Fields of a single Aspect of any of the Pure Quality, and 
the “people”, living on these territories – with sub-Aspects, structuring current Aspect. If we gather 
them altogether (hypothetically) and instruct them all to commence their inter-communication, then 
who do you think will be able to acquire the maximum ability in establishing the immediate contact 
and mutual understanding with each other? That’s correct – these, who have more ties to each other. 

14.15604. For instance, the Russian will easily communicate with Ukrainian, Belarus, Kazakh, 
Moldovan, Czech, Slovak and so on – with these, whose Self-Consciousness Configurations are 
formed with more or less similar СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. Just like an American will easily 
communicate with a Canadian, British, or Australian. The communication with a Pole, Czech or 
Hungarian for a Russian will be more difficult than with Ukrainian or Belarus because of difference 
in mentality and the language barrier. Just like for an American it will be a bit more difficult to 
communicate with an Australian or Jamaican. It will be even more difficult to establish point of 
contact with Chinese, Japanese, Peruvian or Indonesian, because of the tremendous difference 
between their cultural and even domestic СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. Relatively the same 
process of Synthesis is happening on the level of synthesis interrelations between various sub-Aspects 
of the same Aspect – the inertial process of energy-informational interconnection commences with 
duvuyllerrtly close with each other (whose structure belongs to the specific proto-form Synthesis 
scheme) sub-Aspects, creating slloogrent resonant zones into each of the multi-qualitative wave 
ranges from 0,0 to 0,1-dimension. 

14.15605. Next, in a formation of the synthesis dynamics, within the wave ranges from 0, 1 to 0, 
2-dimension, into the resonant interconnection enter slightly more duvuyllerrtly remote sub-Aspects, 
which form the resonant zones, characterized by the greater complexity of the synthesis dynamics between 
all the sub-Aspects. Later on, with increasing of dimensional synthesis dynamics, resonant zones are 
formed by even greater multi-qualitative (duvuyllerrtly more “remote”) sub-Aspects of a single Aspect, 
with the simultaneous increase of the quantity of sub-Aspects, participating in the Synthesis process. The 
important factor of the dimensional increase within resonant zones of 0-1-dimensional wave range is 
the degree of stability of “newly” forming “karma-forms”: within wave ranges of 0-0, 1-dimension the 
resonant zones play the role of some kind of “neutral territory” for the establishing of point of contact 
between sub-Aspects, but the closer to the Formo-Creators Configurations of 0, 9 – 1, 0-dimension wave 
ranges, the dynamics of the resonant zones can be described as the real opportunity for the establishing 
of the volatile interrelationship between the sub-Aspects. 

14.15606. Note, that as the duvuyllerrt degree of dissonance (“remoteness”, qualitative difference) 
between “karma-fractions”, participating in the dynamics of a single resonant zone, rises (the ССМ-
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МУЛЛС (SSMMULLS)-indicator increase for the synthesized “karma-form”) it influences rising 
tension factor of the energy-informational intensity within Configurations of “newly” synthesized 
“karma-forms”. It is inevitable, because there is an increasing number of multi-qualitative “karma-
form” Configurations, which are being attracted by Formo-Creators into the synthesis process 
dynamics within the wave range of a single resonant zone. 

Upon the approaching of the critical extent of tension stringency, the probability of sub-aspect 
synthesis diminishes to a zero; the same radical difference of the outer Reality views can be observed, 
for instance, of an Eskimo Indian and a Thai. 

14.15607. Thus, for each resonant zone of a single Aspect of each Pure Quality, there is a specific 
corresponding ССММУЛЛС (SSMMULLS)-indicator, which regulates precisely the dissonance degree 
(duvuyllerrt “remoteness”), which is the critical border zone for Conscious Fields Formo-Creators 
of two interconnecting sub-Aspects, beyond which any synthesis inner-aspect processes are not 
possible. These energy-informational parameters represent something called “synthesis zone limit”, 
the value of which depends not only on interconnecting multi-qualitative within each other sub-
Aspects, which are in turn are slloogrent “parts” of the single Aspect, but also on a Synthesis type 
degree, where the Configurations of every one of them partially employed. The rest of sub-Aspects, 
extending beyond the “synthesis limit zone” (very much of different frequency quality or belonging 
to the other Synthesis scheme) aren’t capable of participating in the current resonant zone activity 
and form another resonant zones. 

14.15608. It is important to note, that “synthesis limit zone” has nothing to do with belonging of 
sub-Aspects to some single Aspect. What does that mean? If the resonant zone is structured by 
conditionally “marginal” sub-Aspects of a single Aspect, which duvuyllerrtly transitioning into the 
conditionally “marginal” sub-Aspects of the other (“neighbor”) Aspect, then the “synthesis limit 
zone” wouldn’t stop between these Aspects, and will attract sub-Aspects of other Aspects into the 
dynamics of such diffusive resonant zone. What does that mean? Let’s review all the dynamics of 
the infinite aggregation of sub-Aspects of all Quality Aspects from another angle. Can it be said that 
on the 0-1-dimensional level, “right here” the inner-aspect dynamics of the synthesis manifestation 
of some single Aspect ceases to exist and immediately begins the manifestation of the specific 
creative dynamics of “other” Aspect; or that within some “spot” of Space-Time the dynamics of a 
single Quality ceases to exist and that the dynamics of other Quality commences? Of cause not – all 
of the cosmic ОО-УУ-Entitys, including absolutely every single Configuration of Conscious Fields, 
which they structure, are duvuyllerrt and slloogrent by Their Nature. 

14.15609. If we review all the multitude of all the sub-Aspects of Aspect “A”, and compare it with 
another, duvuyllerrtly close multitude of all the sub-Aspects of Aspect “B”, which belong to a single 
Quality, we will discover, that there is absolutely no boundaries exist anywhere between them; 
there are absolutely no border Elements, and their existence is simply impossible! Only due to the 
specifics of our subjective proto-form system of perception, can we define one duvuyllerrt group of 
sub-Aspects (conditionally for us!) as belonging to Aspect “A”, while the other duvuyllerrt group 
- as belonging to the Aspect “B”. At the same time within “A” group will always be the diffusive 
sub-Aspects, which are to lesser degree (towards the other Elements of Aspect of the group “A”) 
express the attributes of Energy-Plasma, inherent for that group; and in a noticeably larger degree 
they express the attributes of Aspect “B” group. There are also some Aspects, which are evenly 
expressing the attributes of both groups, so we would have to apportion them accordingly. 
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14.15610. Such method of isolation of Aspects (association of sub-Aspects into groups) can be 
implemented not within the dynamics of Energy-Plasma itself, but only within the limited system of 
our subjective Perception; while the Aspect separation principal is determined not by the objective 
indications, but rather by the degree of our Interest towards them, as well as the inherentities of 
the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of our Self-Consciousness. For any other Proto-Form (other 
development Vector) the separation of Qualities into the Aspects and Aspects into sub-Aspects can 
be formulated along completely different principals and differentiating indications, than what we 
are accustomed to. 

14.15611. That is why it’s not correct to talk about the possibility of Synthesis of some specific 
Aspects with some single specific Quality. But we do that, so that we can understand something, 
which at this point, in its integral clause, is still beyond our logic and comprehension. I would like 
to assert, that absolutely the same is taking place between all the Pure Qualities and between the 
dominant and background (recessive) Qualities, duvuyllerrtly transforming into each other; they also 
have absolutely no boundaries, limiting their dynamics between any of them. Everything, absolutely 
EVERYTHING is slloogrent!

14.15612. The statement in the previous paragraph, described by me from the subjective position of the 
sequential “increase” of the qualitative state of dimension, is absolutely identical for principals of the 
inertial formation of all “descending” synthesis processes: the high-frequency Form Configurations 
of Conscious Fields of each of the more qualitative dimensional wave ranges of Energy-Plasma, 
potentially structuring the Form Configurations of Conscious Fields of any of the lesser qualitative 
Levels, including 0-1-dimensional level. In a super-temporal conditions the energy-informational 
interrelations between all of them have primordially occurred in a simultaneous-instantaneous 
fashion within a single slloogrent (multidimensional) resonant “spot”, which is structured by all 
possible, duvuyllerrtly transitioning throughout all possible development Vectors, resonant zones 
and Configurations of Forms of Conscious Fields, which form their multidimensional dynamics. 

14.15613. That is, factually a fundamental realizational Principal of slloogrent constitution of 
absolutely all realizational Forms of any of the qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma: every type of 
the creative manifestation of the Collective Intellect is always potentially structured by absolutely 
all possible Forms of creative activity. Everything, described by me in a supposedly logical, for all 
of us, succession, is only a conforming result of the inertial dynamics of the UCF, which generates 
the certain degree of subjectivism of the Perception of the Self-Consciousness of Formo-Creators, 
of the “personalities”, in which You currently focus upon. 

14.15614. Thus, we have just ascertained, that within each slloogrent resonant zone of the 
skrrУУllerrt system, the Synthesis of a single dimensional wave range is performed on the basis of 
integral unity of all the parameters, inherent for Formo-Creators of various Aspects of each of the 
Pure Qualities, which creates within the exact same multidimensional “spot” of Energy-Plasma the 
universal opportunities for the simultaneous manifestation in it of completely different (from the 
position of the detached observer) energy-informational parameters and attributes, which they have 
gained providing to all of the multitude of their possible combinations. Every Aspect of each of the 
all twelve Pure Qualities must be totally synthesized with every Aspect of each of the rest of the 
eleven Qualities; each of the jointly formed Form Configurations must be synthesized with every 
other Form Configuration, which is formed by all of the other Aspects. The same goes for each of the 
sub-levels as well! Since the Collective Intellects of US, as ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-SNAA) 
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(SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Creators structure the Secondary Energy-Plasma, all of the creative dynamics in 
each of the diffusive wave ranges of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma is performed by OUR “projections” 
– СЛАА-СС-МИИ (SLAA-SS-MII)-Form Creators. 

14.15615. It’s worth mentioning, that these “projections” have an important singularity: The 
Form-Creator Configurations of various Levels, having the exact same frequencies, qualitatively 
tremendously differ from each other. It is an extremely difficult part for an explanation; however, 
I will try to provide a corresponding example: within “rrorrok” wave range (to +3, 0 dimension) 
the more qualitative dynamic of refocusings of “baik-Forms” of Argllaamures and “iff-Forms” 
of Inglimilines, is being eglleroliftively (stimulatory) revealed by the potential “projecting” into 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of these Formo-Creators of the Conscious Fields with tremendously 
more qualitative dynamics of Creative Activity, inherent for “enn-Forms” of Kroydles and “greis-
Forms” of Aossoones, Configurations of which possess the exactly the same frequency; the same 
stimulatory role for “sfill-Forms” and “issk-Forms” of the next qualitative level synthesized sub-
level of the first two Centers is also performed by the “projections” of more developed Formo-
Creators – “ourff-Forms” and “allgss-Forms” of 3-4 of IISSIIDI-Centers, Configurations of which 
possess the same exact frequency, and so on. 

14.15616. In order to better understand of the couching system, please recall that there are no 
“clear” boundaries exist between sub-Aspects of a single Aspect and between Aspects of a single 
Pure Quality. Thereby, not a single “karma-form” can be an “exclusive” representative of either a 
single Aspect or a Quality. On one hand, every Aspect is a unique manifestation of its Aspect and 
its Quality, and can’t be subdivided into constituents, where it would be possible to assert, that, 
supposedly, it contains some percentage of this Aspect and some percentage of that, duvuyllerrtly 
close to it Aspect. On the other hand, such interpretation of quality forces us to distinguish within 
Energy-Plasma of virtually unlimited number of Pure Qualities. 

14.15617. In this dilemma it is pertinent to make a comparison with a visible spectrum of 
electromagnetic radiation (light) – each colorful spectrum part is unique and can’t be subdivided 
into the smaller particles, or be described through its neighbor spectrum parts (through other colors). 
However, within our perception system the various combinations of only three spectrum parts: red, 
green and the blue, allows the imitation for our ocular organs of practically all the color palette, 
which is successfully applied in a TV, video and computer graphic industries. Similarly to the 
seven rainbow colors, through incommensurably more complex, the twelve Pure Qualities unify 
within themselves the elemental 0-1-dimensional “karma-forms”. The more complex: 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 
4-5…-dimensional partially synthesized “karma-forms”, possessing the ever-increasing slloogrent 
potential, more or less unify within themselves the manifestations of various sub-Aspects, different 
Aspects and Qualities. 

14.15618. On the levels of 0-1-dimensional wave ranges, the existing sub-Aspects (elemental 
“karma-forms”) are in fact diffusive in relation to various Aspects of a single Quality – these 
are conditionally “borderline” sub-Aspects for a few Aspects. Parallel to that, within the same, 
0-1-dimensional range there are sub-Aspect groups, which are diffusive in relation to various Pure 
Qualities – these are sub-Aspect groups (Aspects), conditionally “bordering” for a few Qualities. On 
the levels of 1-2-dimension, provided for Synthesis process within resonant zones of 0-1-dimension, 
every “karma-form” is structured by the integrity of less complicated 0-1-dimensional “karma-
forms”, the qualitative difference of which is limited by the “synthesis limit zone”. Consequently, 
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0-1-dimensional diffusive resonant zones form, to even larger degree, the diffusive “karma-forms” 
(comparing with 0-1-dimension) on 1-2-dimensional levels. It is absolutely conforming, considering 
the fact, that all the “karma-forms” are being involved into the resonant dynamics of synthesis 
within the radius of “synthesis limit zone”. Thereby, the 1-2-dimensional “karma-form” structure 
can include not only the diffusive sub-Aspects of 0-1-dimensional levels, but also the sub-Aspects, 
which can be considered “pure” representatives of their Aspect. 

14.15619. Thus, we can see, that the position and the structure of 0-1-dimensional resonant zone, 
greatly determines the possibility or prevailing of the purely-qualitative aspect interrelationships (I 
call it the pure-aspect resonant zone), or various degrees of the manifestation of diffusively-aspect 
interrelationships (I call it the diffusive resonant zone) on the “border” of two Aspects. Principally 
similar situation awakes within any more complicated dimensional wave ranges, but with certain 
specifics. For instance, upon the formation of diffusive resonant zones within 1-2-dimensional wave 
ranges, the aggregation of duvuyllerrtly close Aspects can be involved into its dynamics, one part 
of which reveals more of the attributes of one Pure Quality, while the other – to a greater degree, 
reveals the attributes of some other Pure Quality, which per se will become a simplified “proto-type” 
of inter-quality Synthesis dynamics. Within the wave range of 2-3-dimension, despite the ongoing 
dynamics in 1-2-dimensional range, the main dynamic type in a form of within-quality inter-aspect 
Synthesis, the dynamics of diffusive resonant zones 2-3-dimensions is substantially present. Such 
2-3-dimensional dynamic represents even in a greater degree the Synthesis processes between the 
Aspects of two Pure Qualities, owning to the fact, that “synthesis limit zone” within wave ranges of 
2-3-dimension allows the inclusion of Aspects of various Pure Qualities into the diffusive resonant 
zone’s dynamics. 

14.15620. Let’s review the example for 2-3-dimnesional resonant zone. As you may recall, there is 
an inter-aspect, within-quality Synthesis of non-duvuyllerrt Aspects ongoing within this wave range. 
The Synthesis processes between various Aspects are inherent for the majority of the resonant zones 
of this wave range, to a greater degree manifesting the attributes of a single Quality. For instance, 
the “karma-form”, being synthesized within such “zone”, can contain 83% of the Aspect “LH”, 
13% - of Aspect “LV” and 4% - of Aspect “LT”, where the first letter “L” means the Aspect is being 
a property of Pure Quality “L”, and the second letter conditionally resembles the Aspect of such 
Quality). Or, it can contain 33% of Aspect “LH”, 33% of Aspect “LV” and 33% of Aspect “LT”; or 
25% of Aspect “LH”, 25% of Aspect “LV”, 13% of Aspect “LG”, 4% of Aspect “LA” and 33% of 
Aspect “LT”. Such “karma-forms” are being “mono-quality” in relation to the Quality “L”. 

14.15621. Also let’s review the diffusive resonant zones of 2-3-dimensional wave range. For example, 
the “karma-form”, synthesized within such diffusive “zone” can contain 25% of Aspect “LH”, 25% 
of Aspect “LV”, 25% of Aspect “VF” and 25% of Aspect “VZ”; or it can contain 33% of Aspect 
“LH”, 25% of Aspect “LV”, 8% of Aspect “VF”, 21% of Aspect “VZ” and 13% of Aspect “VCH”. 
And so on – the quantity of possible combinations greatly exceeds googol. Such “karma-forms” are 
mixed in relation to the Qualities “L” and “B”. 

14.15622. As you have guessed, the “karma-form” mixture is capable of being a prototype to 
processes, inherent for a next dimensional level thanks to its diffusive origin. We just saw, that 
the diffusive resonant zones of 1-2-dimensional and 2-3-dimensional wave ranges are capable of 
implementing the synthesis processes between Aspects of various Qualities, although the majority 
of the synthesis dynamics within these ranges belongs to the within-quality processes. Note, that 
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the diffusive and resonant zones have the exact same dimension, because the energy-informational 
complexity of “karma-forms” is the same; however the “karma-forms” of a mixed type within 
2-3dimensional wave range, have become the “conception” of the inter-quality Synthesis, provided 
for their descend. Thus, within the same dimensional wave range we have gotten two simultaneously 
ongoing Synthesis types – within-quality one and inter-quality one. 

14.15623. Now it should be understood that the dynamic of curators Consciousness is structured by 
“karma-forms” of a mixed type; they already have substantial presence of both Pure Quality features, 
which offers them a wide range of opportunities for the inter-proto-form interrelation and increases 
their potential within the global slloogrent dynamics, by virtue of the resonant compatibility with 
two Qualities. What they are supervising is a dynamic of Conscious Forms, in a prevailing sense 
structured by the “karma-forms”, synthesized on the basis of a single Pure Quality, and substantially 
in the lesser degree - (on the levels of a fraction of the percentage of background manifestation) – 
possessing the potential capabilities for the interaction with Consciousness of other Proto-Forms.

14.15624. The inertial dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma is possible only because of the 
activity of Focuses of Self-Consciousness, which, by virtue of their involvement into the activity of 
Time Flaws, reflects the illusion of consequent Synthesis of all sub-Aspects, Pure Quality Aspects 
and the Qualities themselves throughout all the dimensional wave ranges. Within “our” type of 
synthesis dynamics the Tertiary Energy-Plasma under the influence of the Universal Focuses of 
Self-Consciousness is being organized into sub-Aspects on Levels of 0-1-dimension and ceases in 
the vicinity of 12-13-dimensional wave range, commencing and terminates by the reference state of 
ОО-УУ-Entitys, representing the Pure Cosmic Qualities in their primeval mode.

14.15625. Primordially the Tertiary Energy-Plasma is nothing more than a resonant “spot” – the so 
called “null ingredient”. Within this “spot” there is everything: beginning from the conditional null 
dimension all the way to 10100000 dimensions. It is a “spot” because the slloogrent Principal instantly 
“curtails” all the qualitative dimensionality of the Universe. One substance has resonated with the 
other, the third one – with the fourth one, and so forth. All possible Energy-Plasma conditions have 
simultaneously “projected” into each other, which in turn had formed a Universe, something yet 
inaccessible to your understanding, super-temporal energy-informational state of ALL-Existence, 
when all the Forms of manifestation of Collective Intellects (Energy-Information) are always 
revealed within the inherent to their Configurations resonant spots of the slloogrent activity of 
Space-Time, meaning that absolutely Everything Always exists. 

14.15626. The Universal Cosmic Intellect Types and all the multitude of Collective Consciousness, 
which structure all Their Forms, differentiate their Focuses into this slloogrent activity (the inertial 
dynamics of any Focus – is always an initiation of the specific qualitative variance), which always 
initiates the synthesized Quality, resonant to the current condition, and, correspondingly, the 
Configuration, which will belong to the particular “part” of slloogrent activity of some type of Form. 
That’s the Form, through which WE cognize Ourselves. There is no other way, through which this 
resonant spot can slloogrently reveal or cognize Itself. Therefore, you should now realize that none 
of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma Levels exist outside of the inertial dynamics of UFC! 

14.15627. We, as a Collective Intellect, structuring the Secondary state of Energy-Plasma with our 
Configurations, have NOTHING less qualitative: the inertial dynamics of an inter-quality Synthesis 
of absolutely all twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities – throughout all possible Synthesis schemes, 
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allowable for this process – on the levels of the thirteenth dimension primordially is fully finalized; 
it has totally “merged” throughout all the compound slloogrent Configurations of the realizational 
Existence Experience of the infinite number of multi-qualitative “projections” of Formo-Creators 
and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma!

14.15628. Since the “projections” can only manipulate the other “projections”, that means that 
within the conditions of the Tertiary state of Energy-Plasma only the narrow-specific dynamic of 
various slloogrent “projections” is manifested (СЛАА-СС-МИИ (SLAA-SS-MII)-Creators of the 12th 
dimension). That means that WE, as ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Creators (НАА-ГЛЛИ-
И-УУ-Entitys) simultaneously “project” the ЭИЙГ-СС-МИИ-Forms and organize inherent only to 
US synthesis “part” of the slloogrent of Secondary (24-12-dimensions) Energy-Plasma. Therefore 
the Formo-Creators of the 12th-dimension enter into the energy-informational interrelationships not 
with СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators themselves (УУ-ВВУ-Forms and their УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) 
copies, ФЛУ-Modules and their ФЛУУ-ВВУ-replicas and so on, Configurations of which never 
exists “beyond” the dynamics of ODS or ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-, ИИЛЛ- and other ВВУ(VVU)-
complexes) but only with some of the “projections” of inherent to them super-temporal dynamics 
– Though-Forms, Emotion-Form, СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms and Karma-Forms. 

14.15629. Now you should better understand, that Though-Forms or Emotion-Forms, which reflect 
various degrees of prevailing within their inertial dynamics of either the Creative Activity of 
“emanations” or the Creative Activity of “psyche”, outside of the UFC dynamics simply don’t exist, 
since they are primordially gradually (level-by-level) all synthesized into the “karma-forms”, the 
unstable and intermediate condition of which, within the inertial conditions of the Tertiary Energy-
Plasma, is expressed through the unstable semi-synthesis dynamic of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms – our various (and of all other proto-forms) current “subjective” Perceptions in regards to 
anything we see around us. These perceptions continuously change, until they become completely 
synthesized in the process of the multitude of the qualitative refocusings and transmute into the 
Karma-Forms. They become the stabilized and balanced (for the current dimensional wave range); 
in terms of their energy-informational interrelationships they acquire the qualitative state of Energy-
Plasma and become fully synthesized with “emanations” and “psyche”, which structure every single 
sub-level or Level of Self-Consciousness (as well as Sub-Consciousness, Super-Consciousness and 
so on). 

14.15630. Meaning, that Karma-Forms are inherent only for the primordial, initial, fully synthesized 
state of Tertiary Energy-Plasma, however, within the inertial dynamics of CAF-DRF of Formo-Creators 
of our Self-Consciousness (as well as Levels of Super-Consciousness, Excess-Consciousness and 
the lowest levels of Proto-Consciousness) only СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms are enabled – 
various intermediate Karma-Form conditions, which (in relation to the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of all possible Synthesis Vectors, which they differentiate) always, throughout any Levels 
of their manifestation, present by themselves the more objective and more realistic Form, which in 
turn reflects the highly-qualitative Energy-Information within the inertial creative dynamics of the 
Collective Intellect of any of the Energy-Plasma Levels, which is perceived by all of us as our life 
Experience. 

14.15631. This – is a very important point to understand, so that it will become possible to comprehend 
the Entity of the infinite multi-qualitative dynamics, which we subjectively define as the Inertness of 
Energy-Plasma. All the realizational Forms from the 0- all the way to the 12th-dimension, utilize the 
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incompletely-synthesized СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, (which is distinctive type of СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms within this wave range); any synthesis process, which they participate in, always 
has the potential momentum of creative incompletion, which, in fact, creates the conditions for the 
dynamic of eglleroliftive Impulse manifestation, which is the most important factor of manifestation 
of the other qualitative dynamic process – Evolution-Involution. 

14.15632. If you profoundly think about this, then perhaps you will comprehend the true meaning of 
what I define as slloogrent frequency rotational Shift, a basis of which is - an absolute impossibility of 
the “projection” of Formo-Creators of any of the inertial Levels of Energy-Plasma (who are capable 
of manipulating only with an instable СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms) to completely finalize any of 
the implemented processes of the inner-quality Synthesis. Factually, that’s precisely the objective 
circumstance, which stimulates all the “inner” slloogrent dynamic of their Focuses of Creative 
Activity and creates the conditions for the illusory effect implementation, which is manifested 
within the energy-informational structures of Self-Consciousness as a frequency rotational Shift. 
Within the structures of Formo-Creators of Sub-Consciousness, Super-Consciousness and Excess-
Consciousness, this rotational Shift’s presence diminishes in the geometric sequence, finally 
disappearing within the highest Forms of the Proto- Consciousness. 

14.15633. Therefore, when I use the term Karma-Form, I mean the highest for the current Level of 
Energy-Plasma conditional completion degree of some single slloogrent Vector of the global inertial 
process of Synthesis of various Qualities, implemented by the specific “projections” of Formo-
Creators of current Level. If it is a “human being”, who “quantizes” some of the wave ranges by 
his / her СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (through the TES-dynamics), which are compatible with 
ДООЛЛС- or ФЛАКС-Levels, there are certain types of incomplete Karma-Forms being generated in 
the ODS, however, when the same type of action is performed by the Formo-Creators of some other 
Proto-Form Consciousness kinds, this results in the manifestation within the ODS of a completely 
different incomplete Karma-Forms, more or less synthesized throughout the qualitative Vectors, 
inherent to the Aspects of other Pure Qualities. The same goes for the process of achieving by 
various Proto-Forms of the different so called Creative Cosmic conditions – in this case i always talk 
about the maximally possible synthesis degree for each of the Levels of various Aspects of various 
Qualities; that degree of synthesis is being reflected in the Configurations of an incomplete Karma-
Forms, inherent only for the slloogrent TES-dynamics of Formo-Creators of the current Vector of 
Development, specifically manifested within the global slloogrent activity of the current Level. 

14.15634. But that isn’t the hardest part to understand. I urge you to take courage and patience. 
The nervous type should set this book aside… Now, perhaps, the most complex Information will 
follow. Within the specific conditions of the singular Realities (1-0-dimensions) Karma-Forms don’t 
have any way of being formed, since there is almost no activity of the dynamics of the inter-quality 
synthesis interrelationship within these sub-levels between У-У-Protofs, who employ “emanations” 
and “psyche” of sub-Aspects only during the processes of the inter-aspect Synthesis of utmost 
unstable “karma-fractions”, each of which reflect the narrow-specific Creative Activity of only some 
single “part” of a single Aspect of some of the twelve Pure Qualities. Because of the same reason 
the synthesized Karma-Forms are absent within the dynamics of the next 2-1-dimensional wave 
range, the energy-informational basis of which is formed by the variety of unstable “karma-forms” 
of У-УЛ, Л-ЛУ- and У-УУ-ВВУ-Loolgs. They are being generated as a result of the instant (impulse) 
interaction of “emanations” and “psyche”, which in turn structure the different duvuyllerrtly close 
Aspects of a same single Quality. 
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14.15635. The fact that the “karma-forms”, inherent for the sub-levels of Proto-Form Consciousness 
aren’t yet accessible to us (in our common conditions) doesn’t mean that within these frequency 
wave range sub-levels (2-1-dimensions) they don’t exist at all – if there is a slightest inter-movement 
between the “karma-forms” and “psyche” exists, then there have to be at least some results (various 
narrow-specific “karma-forms”) of this energy-informational interactions, since within their own 
frequency wave ranges they are also inertially being a part of an Energy-Plasma and thus, are 
accessible to the Self-Consciousness of the multitude of other inferior realizational Proto-Forms 
of ГООЛГАМАА-А (GOOLGAMAA-A), whose Formo-Creators along with the “karma-forms” they 
utilize, are being active within these qualitative sub-levels. 

14.15636. Now let’s try to clarify some possible term utilization confusion. The Thought-Form, 
which is the occasional variation of manifestation of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form – is a dynamic 
slloogrent state of Energy-Plasma’s Conscious Fields (in a form of an integral, fully synthesized 
Karma-Form), bearing evident signs of the Creative Activity of self-conscientious Elements 
of “emanations”, structuring the mental (the MENTO-Plasma) “part” of the global slloogrent 
dynamics of the synthesized Flux. Sense-Form, which is also an occasional variant of the СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Form manifestation, is basically the same energy-informational occurrence, only 
which is being manifested within the Self-Consciousness, bearing evident signs of typical dynamics 
of Conscious Fields of the “psyche”, which structure the other conditional energy-informational 
“part” of the global slloogrent activity of the Energy-Plasma – (the ASTRO-Plasma). 

14.15637. Consequently, within our simultaneous inertial dynamic of UFS, the “personalities”, 
which WE currently focus upon, always utilize the certain subjective СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms, regardless of the terms of their definition – “karma-forms”, Though-Forms, Sense-Forms, 
УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Forms, Form-copies, УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) conglomerates, ФЛУ-conglomerates, 
and ФЛУ-modules, ФЛУУ-ВВУ-duplicates and much-much more, yet unknown to me and you). 
We can call Karma-Forms the subjective IDEAS (for our types of Realities) only in relation to 
these synthesized Levels, where the Synthesis processes within the certain Vector of development 
are inertially not yet completed. Please bear in mind, that in the more qualitative Levels of your 
creative self-expression, which are the closest to current subjective Reality, due to the slloogrent 
state of ALL, simultaneously manifested throughout the multitude of various qualitative dimensional 
Levels, exists absolutely no subjective differentiating of “something this” and “something that”. 

14.15638. The more real out of any comparable creative states always is something, which already 
has been synthesized on the more qualitative energy-informational basis; something, which has 
integrated within itself all the Existence Experience of the lesser qualitative Forms of the current 
slloogrent Flux (Vector) of Energy-Information. Everything that “you”, as one of the variants of 
simultaneous creative manifestation within Form-Systems of the infinite multitude of “personality” 
Interpretation, think or experience at any given instant of Time, regardless of the fact of your 
recollection of any of your previous life events and regardless of whether you realize it or not at the 
time of its occurrence (as it usually happens during sleep or so called altered states of Mind) – all 
that is, in fact a creatively active part of the collective manifestation of all of the “projections“ of 
Form Creators of your sub-Consciousness. Your sub-Consciousness contains all the individually 
manifested Forms of Self-Consciousness, not only of your Stereo-Form, but of all of the ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms, capable of the perception of the outer reality only by means of inertial 
refraction of the individually “decompressed” ВУУ-Information by their Formo-Creators through 
the prism of the subjective Experience, primordially programmed into the duvuyllerrt group of НУУ-
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ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of their Stereo-Types. 

14.15639. What I have conditionally defined as an Energy-Plasma, is actually the Universal 
slloogrent dynamic of multi-qualitative Fluxes of Energy-Information, self-realizational Elements 
of WHICH (Form- and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators) intellectually organize and entirely inter-
penetrate by their Creative Activity of absolutely all possible Forms of “manifestation” (specifically 
simultaneously structure all Levels of slloogrent dynamics) of the infinite number of Universes, 
eternal in their multi-dimension. The entire system of energy-informational interrelationships 
between Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness of various Forms, structuring different Time 
Fluxes, is performed instantly, since within even the most “densely-plasmous” wave range of 
the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, in which the current Perception systems of your Self-Consciousness 
simply aren’t able to be activated (± 1-0-dimensions), the time (inertiality) of energy-informational 
impulses transition between the single-type Consciousness of various Forms, factually approaches 
zero. Even such a linear conception, as the “speed of light” (approximately 300.000 kilometers 
per second), is considerably small, comparing to the commutative energy-informational dynamic, 
inertially implemented between the Self-Consciousness of realizational Forms, partially structuring 
by their Configurations ASTRO and MENTO-plasmous “parts” of the global slloogrent dynamic of 
0-1-dimensional Form systems. 

14.15640. Absolutely all space-time inertial structures of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma are composed 
of all the variety of multitude types of these Configurations, formed into either Thought-Forms, 
Sense-Forms, or into the multiplexing “karma-forms” of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, possessing 
in each of the dimensional wave ranges (“Plasmous Forces Range”) the unique energy-informational 
structure, fully compliant only with Goals and Tasks of the current wave range of Cosmic Creation. 
“New” Though- and Sense-Forms are created at the moment of the slloogrent “compressing-
unfolding” in the informational space of Self-Consciousness of some specific ВВУ(VVU)-Information, 
subjectively decoded by the brain’s Formo-Creators upon its “unfolding” from TES. In this process 
once the Formo-Creators, within the individual ODS, have initiated the prevailing activity of 
“projections” of УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) conglomerates, bearing signs of realizational Aspects of the 
Will-Intellect Dominant (processes, connected to the activization of rational, analytical, logical and 
intellectual activity), then into the slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of the corresponding “niches”, after the individual quantizing, Though-Forms of УУ-ВВУ 
Copies are being derived. If, however, from the individual ODS in a greater degree the “projections” 
of УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU)  (UU-VVU) conglomerates, which are Form-carriers of Aspects of the Love-
Wisdom Dominant (choices, based upon the emotionality, sensuality, passion, hysteria and other 
manifestations of “psyche”) are being attracted, then СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the specific 
“niches” are being structured by the quantized ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Sense-Forms. 

14.15641. If, during an inertial “compressing-unfolding” process the powerful reproductive “merge” of 
mental and psychical reactions takes place, which tremendously and radically changes the ВВУ(VVU)-
Configuration of “projection” of the attracted УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU)  (UU-VVU) copy, then at the same very 
instance, within the ODS the super-temporal mechanism of the specific “stress zone” is activated, and, 
simultaneously with that, within the corresponding “niche” of ODS the current (temporal, intermediate) 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form of the modified object of Perception is activated, which in turn instantly 
becomes (although it is always being within that particular resonant spot!) the active “part” of the 
slloogrent dynamic of the corresponding Karma-Form (THE IDEA), whose ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration 
represents all the synthesized Experience of the current Level of Energy-Plasma. 
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14.15642. I have already explained why my subjective Perception regarding the “quantizing” process 
(of what I enclave into my own Understanding of this inertial dynamic) somewhat differs from the 
scientific interpretation of that notion. Since the Realities, which we now in-focus are limited in 
systems of our “personal” Perception by “quantum” interrelationship Levels, continuous realization 
in various type of creativity (in a form of generating into Space-Time of various “projections” 
of the multitude of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms from the individual Self-Consciousness ODS), 
we actively manipulate (by means of “our” cerebrum’s Formo-Creators) with various energy-
informational interrelationships between resonantly attracted “projections” of УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU)  
(UU-VVU) conglomerates, at the same time continuously implement within corresponding Levels of 
our Self-Consciousness the inner-aspect, inter-aspect or inter-quality Synthesis. As a result, there is 
multitude of automatically implemented dynamical СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms being generated 
for the consequent qualitative “refocusings” of CAF-DRF-dynamic of Formo-Creators of the НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of our in-focusing into the inertially manifested – simultaneously 
throughout all possible Vectors of development – slloogrent “parts” of skrruullerrt system, structured 
by other ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of the outer us Proto-Forms (objects and events). 

14.15643. Thus, in my opinion, the process of the individual “quantizing” is an inertial modification 
(clexing) of the quality of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of resonantly “unfolding” (in the form of the 
continuous “quants” of the rotational Shift) Energy-Information by Formo-Creators, within specific 
conditions of 3-4-dimensional Continuums. This Energy-Information is an integral element of the 
implementation of multitude of additional – more advanced and profound! – types of Synthesis, 
as a result of which, they (and, consequently, “us”!) can implement the simultaneous process of 
inertial multi-polarized “projections” (“our” refocusings) of their inherent CAF-DRF-dynamic into 
the new НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of Forms of Self-Consciousness, containing higher 
quality Energy-Information, which primordially structure the corresponding duvuyllerrt Form-
Systems. Hence, by means of the inertial “quantizing” process of various objects of the outer 
Reality with the specific, inherent to them СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, brain’s Formo-Creators 
continuously generate additional opportunities for the active inertial manifestation within the 
informational space of Self-Consciousness of all “personality” Interpretations of all the forthcoming 
more or less synthesized СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, so that all of our manifestation Forms of 
Energy-Information, could always implement their most important task – simultaneous inter-quality 
Synthesis of the various Aspects of Pure Cosmic Qualities. 

14.15644. But since the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, which we currently in-focus, as well as 
the other Proto-Forms, represent the diffusive model of Collective Intellect development, within each 
of the slloogrent sub-levels of Self-Consciousness (throughout every single instance of your infinite 
Existence!) the Synthesis process is being implemented simultaneously throughout all the possible 
Vectors of development, inherent to the multi-qualitative Proto-Forms. Every type of our individual 
creative manifestation (professional, sporting, social, political, religious, scientific, philosophical, 
literature and other such activity) within the dynamics of certain duvuyllerrt Continuum groups 
which WE structure, represents a certain type (scheme) of Synthesis of sub-Aspects or Aspects 
of some of the ten Pure Qualities, more or less manifesting (through their realizational Forms!) 
their inherent synthesis dynamics simultaneously with the powerful dominating Synthesis of some 
of the two Qualities (in our case these are Love-Wisdom, and Will-Intellect). Every day of your 
Life consists of the multiple, superseding various daily activities and creative realizations, each 
of which stimulates the process of your inertial refocusings into the Synthesis Vector, inherent for 
various Proto-Forms. Within НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms this process is being implemented in 
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a background mode, along with obvious dominance of the two named Qualities. The background 
activity constantly varies, leading to the constant change in dynamics of your refocusings into various 
Vectors of development. Throughout all these multi-qualitative and multi-directional realizations, 
the certain period of your Life has greatly favored the background Synthesis various sub-levels of 
either a single, or multiple Vectors of development, while during other periods you had concentrated 
on some other issues, which facilitated the background Synthesis of other Vectors of development 
throughout the slloogrent dynamics. 

14.15646. While you are steadily focusing onto a particular development Vector, there is only a certain 
Synthesis variation being activated within the sub-levels of your Self-Consciousness, inherent only 
to the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms dynamics of that particular Direction of Synthesis. As soon 
as the previous interest, which you have expressed towards some type of creative activity ceases, 
you commence the steady refocusing into some other Vector. This means, that within the slloogrent 
dynamics of the same sub-levels, you should implement that Synthesis anew, with prevailing activity 
of these background dynamics, which is inherent to the new Vector of your refocusings! Once you 
are being surfeited with the current creative activity, you become infatuated by something else, and 
again are forced to synthesize the partially scrutinized sub-levels, taking into account the fact of the 
background situation change. And thus – infinitely, throughout all of the sub-levels and Aspects of 
each of the twelve Pure Qualities!

14.15647. Within the dimensional wave range of 3, 75 and 4, 25 the process of “accession” of the third 
Dominant, begins with the inner-aspect and inter-aspect Synthesis with “psyche” and “emanations”, 
representing sub-Aspects and Aspects of that Quality, which is thereafter duvuyllerrtly transforms 
into the inter-quality Synthesis. In our – “ЛЛУУВВУmic” (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) – humanoid) 
– development Direction, the third Quality is The Unity (togetherness). Upon the Synthesis of 
two Dominants, the activity of background Qualities, in spite of its faintly-intensive fluctuation 
dynamic, determines a Vector of refocusing into the proto-form development Directions. Upon 
the chaotic variance of existential interests, the corresponding intensity of background Qualities 
rises within the Self-Consciousness of a “person”. The UCF is fluctuate-alternately shifting in the 
directions of various Proto-Forms, as a result of which the immensely powerful dynamics of inner-
aspect synthesis processes, while within the primary Synthesis Vector the dynamics of inner-aspect 
background interrelationships is diminished to a minimum. 

14.15648. But that doesn’t mean, that the high intensity of inter-qualitative Synthesis within the 
Self-Consciousness between the Aspects of two Dominants results in a “summarized” (for the 
current dimensional wave range) Form of Self-Consciousness, within the Configuration of which 
the background Qualities are scrutinized in the minimal degree. Oh, no! I suppose that you haven’t 
considered that such types of high-frequency Forms of Self-Consciousness are the most qualitative 
and “resultant” for all the Forms of the current proto-form Direction, since their НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU) Configurations contain absolutely all the Experience, collected by means of TOTAL infinite 
number of the lesser qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness of the current ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU), focused within lesser qualitative development scenarios, implementing to a greater degree, the 
prevailing Synthesis of some of the two “human” Dominants with sub-Aspects and Aspects of Pure 
Qualities of the various proto-form Vectors of development. Their constant “Deaths” automatically 
become the source of a passive (automatic) Experience, which is gathered by Formo-Creators of 
each of the more qualitative НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, which in turn within the НУУЛЛ-
ВВУ (NUULL-VVU)-Forms creates the best conditions and possibilities for the maximally stable and 
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profound concentration of Creative Activity of Self-Consciousness of Formo-Creators only in a 
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction of Synthesis. 

14.15649. As you can see, there is no “loss” of Experience or diminishing of profoundness of the 
inter-Quality Synthesis occurs: Focuses of the lesser qualitative “parts” of the slloogrent activity, 
are simultaneously actualizing throughout all possible Vectors of development and resonantly 
synthesizing into a particular Experience, duvuyllerrtly “refocus” into the more qualitative “areas” 
of НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU)-Configurations of the most developed Form-Types of the current 
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Form, providing their Formo-Creators of the more and more favorable 
opportunities (in relation to the lesser qualitative manifestations) for the activation of inherent 
dynamics of Creative Activity within deeper synthesized Form Configurations. 

14.15650. In order to better understand this process, please imagine the Conversum in a form of an 
infinite multidimensional spherical structure, being the mostly qualitative (maximally synthesized) 
within the imaginable Center, while all the lesser synthesized Form-Systems being a multitude of 
layers, moving away from that center. Let’s assume, that a Center in this example is a source of Light, 
while the Configurations of any manifested Forms (within the limits of this Conversum dynamics) 
are pellets of the same size. Any of the pellets, illuminated by the source of light, will shadow of 
the specific size onto the surface of the closest layer (Form-System), creating within the Sphere 
of somewhat an obscure area in a form of cone, where its peak is a pellet, while the bottom (its 
shadow) – the imaginable surface of the layer. The pellet is a “transitional” Configuration of Self-
Consciousness Form, while the shaded cone-shaped area – is an infinite set of the lesser qualitative 
Forms of Self-Consciousness, whose experience is organically included within the current pellet 
Configuration. 

14.15651. Thus, as we can see, the more qualitative (more profoundly synthesized) the Form 
Configuration is, the closer it can be positioned to the Center, and the wider its Experience “cone” will 
be, formed by the Synthesis of a wider Aspect spectrum, including dominant and background Qualities. 
Moreover, you can also reference such principal as ММААГ-СС-ММААА (MMAAG-SS-MMAAA) “I 
AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION OF PRESENCE OF EVERYTHING WITHIN EVERYTHING” (“The 
Law of the Integrity of multiplicities” - ЛЛААСС-ЛЛУУСС (LLAASS-LLUUSS)), which provides any 
Form of a Collective Intellect with “omnipresence”, being instantaneously reflected in a form of an 
infinite number of multi-qualitative “projections” throughout every single Level of the Universe, 
throughout any multidimensional Universal Spheres of Creation. 

14.15652. Let’s talk about another very important detail, which should reveal to you the more in-
depth information regarding the implementation of the “intrusion” of the incompletely-synthesized 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, differentiated at the “unfolding” 
instant into the level-subsequent synthesized slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of these of the 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which already structure each of the “niches” of the individual ODS 
of our Self-Consciousness. But it is impossible to comprehend this without the thorough knowledge 
and understanding of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma structure. Therefore I suggest continuing its detailed 
research and reviewing the very elementary - one-dimensional – Levels, where we would strive to 
study the structures, which provide the slloogrent dynamics of Forms of the twelfth dimension.

14.15653. The inner-sub-aspect Conscious Fields of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (“karma-
fractions”), synthesized by Formo-Creators of 0-1-dimensional wave range, which are structuring 
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the inertial dynamics of 0-1-dimensional Form-Systems by utterly unstable interrelations between 
the “emanations” and “psyche”, figuratively remind me something, which to a greater degree can 
be comparable with the intensively sphering (“rotating”, “shivering”, “vector-fuzzy”, “dispersive-
fluctuating”, “ambiguously whirring” and so on) “tetrahedral” ether structures, in which the scheme 
of the organization of the energy-informational interactions between “projections” of Formo-
Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, can be simplistically imagined as a force multi-
polarized ether “ribs”, Vectors of potential Synthesis of which, constituting all the conditional 
“length” (energy-informational potential) of each of the “ribs”, simultaneously orientated in a 
different duvuyllerrt Directions, inherent to the individual creative dynamics of only their sub-
Aspect or Aspect of some Quality. Every single “rib” resonantly interconnects the “peaks” of each of 
the unstable “tetrahedrons” between each other, which are constantly changing their Configurations 
at every inertial rotational Shift. Each “peak” – is a certain slloogrent “part” of the mutual Creative 
Activity of the Self-Consciousness Configuration of the realizational Form, being manifested by 
means of the specific dynamics of some of the duvuyllerrt groups of Formo-Creators, structuring the 
current one-dimensional wave range. 

14.15654. I have mentioned that all the “tetrahedrons” are intensively sphering (“revolving”); 
moreover, every one of them is rotating in only a single Synthesis Vector, which reflects the integral 
of all Synthesis Vectors of “tetrahedron’s ribs”, orientated into different duvuyllerrt Directions. Why 
did I utilize this term? Only because the perceptions, more or less approximated to such type of 
dynamics, are completely absent from within your Self-Consciousness. I would like to highlight the 
fact, that while talking about “sphering”, in no way I mean the common mechanical rotation, the 
presence of which is simply impossible within the subject of discussion, bearing the parameters of 
such vast dimensions and proportions. Used here and thereafter the term “sphering” – is a constant, 
multidirectional alteration of “angular” dynamics of instantaneously manifested throughout 
the Energy-Plasma of the parameters of Creative Potential (quality and quantity of Energy-
Information) of the scrutinized conditional “karma-form”, at the moment of its interference with 
similar dynamics of Formo-Creators of all the rest of the “tetrahedron” structures, which organize 
all the informational space of the current “karma-form” Consciousness by their own instantaneous 
“dispersive fluctuations”. 

14.15655. I wish to provide an advance notice to all scientists, accustomed to computing and 
measuring of everything: the volume of that dynamic for a single “karma-form” in no way can be 
discretely expressed, since that potential is very closely and complicatedly allied with “dispersive-
fluctuating” dynamics of all the multitude of other structures of all slloogrent multidimensional 
Energy-Plasma Levels. I propose to call this specific dynamics the angular sphering (as a semantic 
analog or a qualitatively different prototype of the widely known notion the angular velocity in 
physics). The angular sphering of each of the “karma-fractions” specifically related with such a 
physics notion as a spin of an elementary particle. Therefore, instead of the term “spin”, I will utilize 
my own IISSIIDIOLOGY term – svilgs, which within the conditions of Synthesis of 3-4-dimensional 
Form Configurations, is a more fundamental and profoundly-expressed analog of a spin dynamics. 
However, in order to describe the details of the svilgs-dynamics, first I would have to expound the 
step-dimensional structuring specifics of “geometrical forms” of “karma-forms”. 

14.15656. Every “karma-form” is created by the mutual dynamics of “emanations” and “psyche”, 
which structure and regulate the multi-qualitative Vector dynamics of the force tensions within 
various “ribs” of “tetrahedrons” (mento-plasmous and astro-plasmous); their individual interrelations 
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also bear their own force characteristics, since each of the “emanations” or “psyche” is a slloogrent 
energy-informational carrier of already synthesized sub-…-sub-Aspects and sub-sub-Aspects by 
means of certain inner synthesis schemes of any single one out of the twelve Pure Qualities. What 
does that mean? This means that before there was a revealing opportunity for “emanations” and 
“psyche” to be manifested by their specific attributes into a dynamics of relatively accessible to 
Our Perception the 0-1-dimensional wave ranges, “emanations” and “psyche”, inherent for the 
manifestation Forms of each of the ОО-УУ-Entitys throughout the Space-Time of “our” Universal 
Entity, have already been synthesized throughout the millions of dimensional types along the infinite 
set of criteria, inherent to the various types of sub-…-sub-Aspects, structuring the dynamics of 
Forms of each of the Qualities within the wave ranges of their own manifestation. 

14.15657. It is simply impossible to reflect all the multitude of sub-…-sub-Aspects in any of their 
manifestation variations in a conditional, pre-zero dimensional state of Energy-Plasma. Therefore I 
will only mention the fact that all that variance of the multitude of the Configurations, synthesized 
within limits of each of the ОО-УУ-Entitys, in a state of the Form dynamics, manifested within 
0-1-dimension, has been expressed within these narrow-specific combinations of all the multitude 
of sub-…-sub-Aspects, which I have defined as “psyche” and “emanations”. Again: their attributes 
are strictly individual for each of the Pure Qualities! The constant interrelationship (throughout 
the wave ranges, higher than the conditional 0-1-dimension) between their Configurations and the 
carriers of the similar individual characteristics of each of the other Qualities, will continuously 
endure some of the inertial frequency alterations, which subjectively can be defined as a distinctive 
“dispersive-fluctuation” sphering. 

14.15658. I would like to immediately highlight that above-mentioned – is an extremely conditional 
discrete description of the energy-informational constituencies of any type of the elementary 
“karma-forms”; it can as well be compared only with just as abstract and metaphysical dynamics 
description of a single “atom” of a single molecule of a substance. Therefore I suggest you treat 
such a subjective description accordingly – just as elementary schematics and rough draft, which has 
little in common with a real object. It is noteworthy, that the larger the resonant balance degree of 
ether force interrelationships of “emanations” and “psyche” along each of the six “ribs”, connecting 
four “peaks” (meaning, the more stable the “tetrahedron”, whose “ribs” are qualitatively correspond 
with each other, without creating substantial tension fluctuations), the deeper and more profoundly 
within the energy-informational interrelationships of the current “karma-form”, the inertial process 
of the inner-sub-Aspect Synthesis will be manifested (between all the sub-…-sub-Aspects of a single 
Aspect). Therefore the Space “geometry” of each Configuration “side” of the current “tetrahedron” 
Form will be more stabilized by means of slloogrent dynamics of the four equilateral “triangles”, 
linked into an integrated “dispersive-fluctuation” sphering “tetrahedron”. 

14.15659. If, however, within some of the force interrelationship Configurations (for instance, 
conditionally “mental” Conscious Fields – “emanations”) the dynamics of Synthesis Vectors of one 
or two “ribs” are positioned in a relative dominance with the realizational dynamics of Synthesis 
Vectors of other ether “ribs” (conditionally “vital” Conscious Fields – “psyche”), then some of the 
interrelationships, forming the energy-informational dynamics of such “ribs”, to some degree are 
experiencing the tension stress (counteraction, resistance destruction) in relation to the qualitative 
dynamics of some of the neighbor “ribs”, as a result of which, the energy-informational formation 
is being created instantaneously within the current wave range, bearing incompletely-synthesized 
(discording with each other) sub-sub-Aspects of Qualities – the “karma-form” Configuration, which 
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is extremely unstable in its manifestation (within the current sub-level of the current wave range), 
bearing the predominance of some “emanation-like” tendencies, slloogrently structuring the Thought-
Forms of a more synthesized Levels, which, according to the resonant Principal, instantly transforms 
(“re-projects”) into a lesser-tension “tetrahedron” structure, since the inertial redeployment of the 
dynamics of the most destructive of its interrelations, into the ether “tetrahedron ribs”, which are 
most effectively compatible in their quality, also occurs instantaneously. 

14.15660. Upon the opposite scheme of the synthesis dominance of the “ribs” dynamics, there are such 
an unstable “karma-forms” are established; however, bearing the more denominated conditionally 
“vital” tendencies (which within the Self-Consciousness Forms of a higher dimensions slloogrently 
create the Sense-Forms). Note, that I have used the words “mental” and “vital” within quotation 
marks, since in reality, neither one of them – in our understanding of it – exists within the single-
dimensional Form-Systems. I only defined the mere tendencies of the synthesis inner-sub-aspect 
and inner-aspect dynamics with these, familiar to you terms. That dynamics is revealed by the У…У 
and Л…Л-Protofs, simultaneously and along each of the Aspect of all twelve Pure Qualities, which, 
frankly, aren’t compatible with our traditional Perceptions regarding Thoughts and Feelings. 

14.15661. When I talk about the instability of some of the energy-informational relationships between 
У…У Protofs, I am implying the very specific interactivities, which are capable of existing within the 
one-dimensional Space-Time only for the duration of the infinitesimal fractions of what we define 
as an “instant”. The schema of their synthesis implementation is elaborated by me so that you could 
at least generally imagine the very Entity of the inertial Synthesis process, as well as the resonant 
formation of all the “karma-forms” in the “realizational niches” of one-dimensional sublevels of the 
ODS and Form-Systems. All these “karma-forms” represent all the multitude of the intermediate, 
semi-synthesized inner-sub-aspect conditions, which precedes the inertial implementation process 
of the inner-aspect, as well as inter-aspect Synthesis inside each of the twelve Qualities. 

14.15662. In reality, as I have noted previously, conditionally “emanation-like” Conscious Fields 
of every “rib”, whose У-У Configurations aren’t balanced with corresponding (Л-Л) conditionally 
“psyche” force interrelationships with the У…У (U...U) or Л…Л (L...L) -Formo-Creators Configurations, 
instantly locate (resonate) within the local slloogrent “part” of skrruullerrt system the more favorable 
“tetrahedron” structures, within the mutual Configurations of which the “rib” energy-informational 
interrelationships between СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Formo-Creators and “peaks” (Formo-
Creators), eglleroliftiveively-organizing their Creative Activity, mostly correspond to the quality 
of Energy-Information, programmed into their У-У-Configurations. At the very instant, while this 
more harmonious energy-informational interaction (with no “mixing” or a complete confluence!) 
takes place, the multi-qualitative dynamics of the interacting “emanations” and “psyche” is being 
transformed into a somewhat different sphering “structure” – the mutual for both of them “bi-
tetrahedron karma-form”, narrow-specifically manifesting within 0-1-dimensional wave range of 
Energy-Plasma, some of the aspect of some creative tendency of the current sub-Aspect of some of 
the Aspect of some of the single Quality. 

14.15663. There is an infinite set of such “bi- bi-tetrahedrons” (two “tetrahedrons” linked by their 
bases), spatially reflecting only a single part of the current realizational tendency. Within their own 
sub-level they are automatically self-organizing into the duvuyllerrt dynamic groups (resonant 
zones) along the various prevailing Vectors of different resonant interactions with the “karma-
forms” of other sub-Aspects of the same Aspect of the same Quality. Most resonating with each 
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other Formo-Creators Configurations (tetrahedron “peaks”) coupled with the energy-informational 
linking “rib” dynamics, are inertially superimposing onto each other, thus forming (along each 
of the narrow-specific inner-aspect Synthesis Directions) a somewhat particular (different from 
them) “dispersively-fluctuating” sphering dynamics of radically different frequency Form-Creator 
Configurations – the specifically sphering “pyramids with a cube in their base”. 

14.15664. Let me emphasize, that factually all these resonant synthesis interrelationships between the 
multi-qualitative Conscious Fields, which level-by-level (dimension-by-dimension) self-organizing 
into a one and only super-temporal “Instant”, are being manifested within the individual dynamics 
of Formo-Creators of proto-form Levels (within the wave ranges between 0-4th dimension) of Our 
“personal” Self-Consciousness only as they continue to implement the inertial “self-projecting” 
(among the mutual slloogrent dynamics of brain’s Formo-Creators) into the most identical with 
them ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, slloogrently structuring the corresponding НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations. 

14.15665. Why “emanations” and “psyche” (beginning with the 2-3-dimensional levels, these 
are already a much more complex Thought and Sense-Form Configurations) aren’t immediately 
synthesizing into the “karma-forms”? Because the Conscious Fields, structuring the “tetrahedrons 
ribs” have different volume of synthesis of sub-Aspects and Quality Aspects, starting from the 
various stages of the most primitive inner-aspect state (when “tetrahedrons ribs” are formed by the 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of multi-qualitative Conscious Fields, differently manifesting through the 
realizational Forms of one-dimensional Form-Systems the narrow-specific dynamics of a single, out 
of their infinite number, realizational Aspects of the same Quality, simultaneously manifested within 
the very narrow frequency wave range) all the way to the inter-aspect state (when “ribs” ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations are acting as multi-qualitative Conscious Fields, which structure the realizational 
dynamics of various Aspects of a single, out of all twelve, Pure Qualities, simultaneously manifested 
within a very narrow 2-3-dimensional wave range of Energy-Plasma). 

14.15666. That is, where the action of a ЙЙЮ-ЛЛУ-АЙЙ (YYU-LLU-AYY)-Law - “The Destruction 
and Destabilizing of all Forms of Quality Aspects in a global Creative Dynamics of the Universe” 
can be observed quite vividly. What is the meaning of that? The meaning of that is the fact, that in 
order for the Synthesis of these more complex and more stable for themselves “emanations” and 
“psyche” to commence into even more complex, and thus, more stable Configurations, it is necessary 
to vigorously destabilize the slloogrent energy-informational interrelationships, which are inherent 
for every single one of these Configurations, so that the process of “diffusion” between them could 
occur (just like a sugar dissolves in a cup of a hot tea). Without such preliminary destabilization of the 
previous – lesser qualitative – individual manifestations, the synthesis processes of the formation of 
additional energy-informational interrelationship between the Configurations of the ever increasing 
number of Formo-Creators, would either not occur at all, or would progress much slower. That takes 
certain amounts of time, which, although they are variable along each of the Vectors, have a mutual 
tendency towards the decreasing of required time volume, as the degree and profoundness of the 
inter-quality Synthesis increases. 

14.15667. You should have a solid understanding of the fact that the various inner-aspect states 
of “emanations” and “psyche” are organized into their own infinite types (Vectors of the inertial 
Synthesis) of the unstable “tetrahedron-like” conditions, since every Aspect of each of the twelve 
Pure Qualities is differentiated “within Itself” throughout each of the frequency sub-levels onto 
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the certain multitude – approximately 2000 – basic realizational sub-Aspects, each of which is 
ALREADY synthesized out of billions of types of sub-…-sub-Aspects. Such an unstable “tetrahedron” 
states aren’t able to commence the intimate synthesis interrelationships with each other until the full 
completion of inner-aspect Synthesis cycle (throughout each of the sub-Aspects), which is being 
implemented within their one-dimensional Forms, occurs. 

14.15668. The interrelationships between such narrow-specific “tetrahedron” groups, formed by 
the sub-aspect force reciprocals, are so inert and unstable, that they simply aren’t capable to create 
the independent “karma-forms” and can sometimes be interpreted by us on an unconscious level of 
Perception as somewhat, instantaneously appearing and momentarily disappearing, quite vague and 
completely uncertain Feeling, or some elusive and imperceptible “thought” or “emotional” “noise”, 
the meaning of which is impossible to register or retain, since the very meaning (sense) – in our 
usual understanding of that term – simply isn’t present yet within this current “karma-form” flux. 
However, by means of the associative aligning towards the frequency of some transient emotional 
feeling (through the Meditation) with CAF-DRF-dynamics of cerebrum’s Formo-Creators, you could 
try to resonate with a more complex ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration of the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, 
slloogrently structured by the current “karma-form”. 

14.15669. Thus, during the process of the inertial Formo-Creators Synthesis, the eglleroliftive dynamics 
has a tendency towards the duvuyllerrt interaction of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Conscious Fields 
of the lesser qualitative sub-levels of Energy-Plasma with ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Conscious 
Fields of more qualitative sub-levels. The unstable ether ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of each of the 
“emanations” and “psyche” of 0-1-dimensional wave range of Space-Time, which have inertially 
formed the variously sphering “dispersively-fluctuating” “tetrahedron” ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
of “karma-forms” by means of their interaction, are being subjected to the compulsory quantizing 
(clexing) by Formo-Creators in a following rotational frequency Shift. That compulsory quantizing 
implies the “projecting” of the next in turn урглукст – while within the 1-2, 2-3 and 3-4-dimesional 
Realities the аффтакст, уйккуй and “quantum” of the new Energy-Information are being “projected”. 

14.15670. As a result, the balance between them instantaneously transgresses, and they again 
resonantly “rearrange” with one another, being automatically drawn into the ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of other, slightly more qualitative “tetrahedrons”, which are structured by the mostly 
corresponding energy-informational interrelationships. Thus, within the current rotational Shift 
there are “new” types of “karma-forms” are being inertially created simultaneously throughout all 
possible Synthesis Vectors. In the following rotational Shift the entire quantizing (clexing) process 
repeats anew and also ceases with the formation of the “new” types of “karma-forms”. 

14.15671. Please keep in mind that the above mentioned energy-informational “ribs” in reality aren’t 
what you perhaps accustomed to from school’s geometry lessons; they are not the mere edges of a 
polyhedron, identical to the classic geometry figures. Oh, no! These – are functional, duvuyllerrtly 
multi-polarized simultaneously throughout all possible Directions of the skrruullerrt system Force 
Vectors, implementing the primordially programmed mutual dynamics of the inertial development 
(refocusings) of Conscious Fields within the strictly defined narrow-frequency wave range of the 
creative manifestation of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of the Energy-Plasma. 
The Energy-Information itself, which is encoded into ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of “emanations” 
and “psyche”, is contained within the narrow-specific dynamics, incentively created between the 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Form Creators of each of the “peaks” of current energy-informational 
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Form-structure, which I only figuratively compare with the well-known to you geometrical figure. 
The resemblance between them is pretty much the same, as between the working draft of the future 
building, and the real structure, already populated and equipped with various home appliances, 
electronics, plants and the like. 

14.15672. Within the tremendously powerful multi-qualitative dynamics of constantly variable 
Form-Systems, one can’t observe any “tetrahedrons” or other above mentioned “geometrical forms” 
whatsoever. In order to describe all that I had to consciously “stop” (“photograph”) instant-by-
instant (from with VEC, by means of ФЛУУ-ВВУ-Modules) the inertial dynamics of my own Self-
Consciousness and delve into the very “microscopic” structure of the inertial slloogrent dynamics of 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of the Energy-Plasma of each Reality, simultaneously 
superseding one another throughout the multitude of multi-qualitative Synthesis Directions 
(as in a Sci-Fi exploration, utilizing the incredibly powerful, hundreds of trillions magnifying 
times, microscope). I had to record and deeply analyze every instance of each step-instantaneous 
“reconnaissance” of the energy-informational interrelationships from ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of 
“karma-form” Formo-Creators of certain Realities, into ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators 
of somewhat different “dispersively-fluctuating” sphering “karma-forms”, structuring the entire 
multitude of other multi-qualitative Realities of the current – 0-1-dimensional or 1-2-dimensional 
slloogrent “area” of skrruullerrt system.

14.15673. So, everything, what I have just told you about and described in a previous paragraph, 
supposedly, for our 3-4-dimensional НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration Formo-Creators, in 
reality, doesn’t exist. That means that visual observance of this simultaneous multi-qualitative 
interaction between the resonating Conscious Fields is simply impossible even with the use of the 
most advanced scientific, or other similar type of equipment. That is because you can only observe 
the powerful inertial interrelation of only the fractional part of the intermediate results of these force 
interactions, occurring far beyond the limits of your perception of “quantum” dynamics. 

14.15674. The distinctive Form-image of the implementation Principal of multi-qualitative energy-
informational interrelationships between Formo-Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators 
implies, that existence of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (or Karma-Forms), “within themselves”, 
in some type of discrete state of separation from other СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (or Karma-
Forms), is totally impossible. What does take place, is a mutual for all, slloogrent-multi-dimensional 
dynamics of Energy-Plasma, which is unified by the multi-qualitative Directions of specifically 
synthesized energy-informational interrelationships simultaneously throughout all possible Levels, 
types and Vectors of force interactions, which are in turn structured by the force interrelationships 
between absolutely all possible sub-Aspects and Aspects of all of the twelve Pure Qualities. 

14.15675. At that, these slloogrent Levels aren’t being “horizontal”, “vertical” or positioned within 
Space-Time in a form of certain “stripes” or multi-qualitative “layers”. Instead, each of these Levels 
bears their own variable characteristics and behavior; also they aren’t bound to the linear Space-
Time concept, which has become your conventional perception. On top of that, they have absolutely 
nothing to do with such of your subjective notions as the top, bottom, left, right, diagonal, transverse, 
far, close, deep, shallow, light, soft, hard, heavy and so forth. Previously I had defined all that with 
such terms as slloogrent, holographic, “fractal” and multi-polarized. However, in combination all 
these terms will only reflect the fraction of these universal manifestation principals of the integral 
mutual slloogrent-multi-dimensional dynamics of all the Energy-Plasma Levels, whose specific 
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states are slloogrent and are “self-projecting” into every single condition of all the other Levels. 

14.15676. Continuing the sequential reviewing of the inertial formation process of Karma-Forms 
from the intermediate “karma-fraction” conditions and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which in 
turn are being created by the “confluence” of the incompletely-synthesized Thought- and Sense-
Forms (“emanations” and “psyche”), I would like to highlight once again, that the variously-
directional Force Vectors of each of the “ribs” of the one-dimensional “tetrahedrons” of the 
extremely-unbalanced “karma-fractions”, individually structured by the Energy-Information of the 
same Quality Aspect, acquire the tendency to become synthesized in groups of four (resonantly 
uniting together) within the “highest” (0, 75 – 1, 0-dimension) 0-1-dimensional wave range, which 
duvuyllerrtly bordering with the “lowest” 1-2-dimensional wave range of Energy-Plasma (1, 0 – 1, 
25-dimension). They are synthesizing with the mostly identical to them “dispersively-fluctuating 
ribs” of the “karma-fractions”, sphering in the same Direction; these “karma-fractions” structure 
the ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration of each of the inertially-following duvuyllerrt Reality by means of 
the slloogrent dynamics of rotational Shifts. As a result of which, the infinite multitude variety and 
types of “karma-fractions” are being created throughout the multidirectional, inter-quality wave 
ranges of 1-2-dimenional groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums. Their somewhat different dynamics 
is progressing in a “pyramidal” form, created by means of resonant amalgamation of energy-
informational “ribs” of four one-dimensional “tetrahedrons” with very similar properties of various 
sub-Aspects, pertaining to the Aspect dynamics of a single, out of all twelve, Pure Qualities. 

14.15677. Throughout each group of duvuyllerrt Aspects of each Pure Quality, there are specific 
energy-informational Vectors of the inter-aspect Synthesis are being formed, which somewhat 
resemble the resonant zones of “pyramidal karma-fractions”: small “pyramids”, which are all 
look kind of similar “geometrically”, but which possess totally different attributes of slloogrent 
Directions throughout the mutual dynamics of 1-2-dimensional levels of Energy-Plasma, which in 
turn tremendously effects the inertial dynamics and qualitative differences in Form Configurations 
of Form-systems. The “pyramids” of 1-2-dimensional “karma-fractions”, partially synthesized 
throughout all the Aspects of each of the Pure Qualities, by means of formation of the variety of 
inherent synthesis dynamics, upon the shift of the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators (which, as 
you might recall, structure the “peaks” of each of ether structures) within the rotational Cycles 
of 2-3-dimensional Form-Systems, begin the “peak” coupling process into “octahedrons”, which 
represent the groups of unsteadily-synthesized Aspects of single Pure Quality throughout the global 
creative dynamics.

14.15678. Sequentially continuing the Synthesis process throughout the 2-3-dimensional wave 
range, Formo-Creators of “octahedrons” synthesisally create and structure the unlimited number 
of variously “dispersively-fluctuating” sphering “hexahedron” (as a consequence of sphering – 
“spheroidal”) Configurations, which are all connected with each other by means of the mutual for all 
of them “ribs” of energy-informational interrelations. All the “hexahedron” totality of various Pure 
Qualities is in actuality an unlimited number of “karma-fraction” form-frameworks, which structure 
all the Form-Systems of “our” 3-4-dimensional wave range with the inherent Energy-Information, 
whose dynamics envelopes various Directions and Synthesis schemes, which could be described as 
the dual Quality Synthesis. 

14.15679. Upon the more detailed review of the duvuyllerrt inertial formation of the “geometry” of 
Forms (including Space-Time) of groups of 2-3-dimensional duvuyllerrt Continuums schematically 
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can be described in the following manner: within the 1-2-dimensional wave range the two similarly 
“dispersively-fluctuating” sphering “pyramids” are resonantly being connected by means of 
four “peaks” and four “ribs” of their “square” foundations into the mutual, inertially a slightly 
more stable “octahedron-like karma-fraction”, the angular sphering of which resembles the two 
multidirectionally sphering halves of a single “spindle”, which in general (independently from the 
dynamics, inherent to the current “karma-fraction”) structurally resembles a single “dispersively-
fluctuating” “octahedron”, every part of which (“half-octahedrons”, as I call them) in turn has its 
own svilgs-dynamics. 

14.15680. The consolidation between the variously-sphering “pyramids” is performed in a similar 
fashion as in case with quarks, when they are being “glued” together by means of gluons; only in 
this case the role of “quarks” is being resembled by ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of “ribs” of each 
type of the “karma-fractions” – “emanations” and “psyche”, while the role of “gluons” is played 
by the multidimensional graviton-analog Formo-Creators: укстры, такстры, йюкстры, хвассло-
ны, роранты and others (which I will talk about a bit later). Formo-Creators of both “peaks” of 
“dispersively-fluctuating” sphering “octahedron”, being within the dynamics of Form-Systems the 
duvuyllerrt Aspects of a single Pure Quality, begin an active attraction of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
of “peak” Formo-Creators of other “octahedrons”, which resonate with them on a single frequency, 
but which “rotate” in different Direction, meaning that they are a bit different in terms of a primordial 
“sense”, programmed into them initially, since they belong to different Aspects of the same Quality. 

14.15681. After the “merging” of two “octahedrons” Formo-Creators of each of the two connected 
“peaks” of two differently-directional sphering “octahedrons” and restructuring of their ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations, form the incomplete dynamic of a “hexahedron” from the four multi-qualitative 
“half-octahedrons”, two of which reflect one group of duvuyllerrt Aspects, while other two reflect the 
second group of duvuyllerrt Aspects of a single, mutual for all of them, Pure Quality. The “facets” of 
that “hexahedron” are formed by means of the “square footings” of the four “half-octahedrons”, while 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of four vacant “peaks” are being positioned in the center. 
As soon as the two pairs of these differently-directional “rotating” multi-Aspect “half-octahedrons” 
begin the intense resonant interactions with each other, their svilgs indexes immediately change, which 
in turn weaken the interrelations between Formo-Creators of the sixteen (pairwise connected) exterior 
“peaks” along with four inner merged “peaks” of the partially formed “hexahedron”. The established 
disbalance literally, at the very same instance, initiates the “involvement” of the next pair of resonant 
“half-octahedrons” (the third group of duvuyllerrt Aspects of the same Quality) by means of its “peaks” 
(ВВУ-Configurations of its own Formo-Creators), thus greatly compensating (balancing) the tension 
interrelation dynamics, which have formed as a result of the qualitative change of svilgs indexes. This 
new “addition” (of the third group) has made the Configuration of the newly formed “karma-fraction” 
even more stable, in relation to all of its previous states. 

14.15682. Thus, at the same exact instance, the dynamics of the infinite multi-qualitative 
3-4-dimensional Levels in a form of the differently-directional Creative Activity of the innumerable 
multitude of “hexahedron masses” (various Synthesis Vectors between all Aspects and sub-
Aspects of some of the pairs of different Pure Qualities) has inertially formed within the Energy-
Plasma. These “hexahedron masses” resemble some “cube-like” structures, which possess the 
multi-qualitative inner dynamics, but which have the mutual dynamics within the separated wave 
ranges. Notably, each one of such “dispersively-fluctuating” multi-sphering hexahedrons, which 
form by their angular sphering the infinite number of specifically interconnected multi-qualitative 
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“spheroidicities”, simultaneously and “independently” from the dynamics of other interconnected 
“ribs” and “peaks”, at the same time, continues to sustain the individual dynamics of the energy-
informational interrelationships between “karma-fractions” of all “previous” dimensional Levels, 
manifested within each “cubic sphere” on a specific frequency, in a form of the specifically sphering 
“octahedrons”, pyramids” and “tetrahedrons”, which are being synthesized by Formo-Creators of 
Conscious Fields of 3-2, 2-1 and 0-1-dimenional wave ranges. 

14.15683. Provided for the existence inside of these structures of the multi-qualitative dynamics 
of the balanced ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of differently-directional force Conscious Fields (the 
mutual frequency for all three pairs of “half-octahedrons” somewhat “attracts” them towards each 
other, while the difference in the Creative Potentials of various Aspects of a single Pure Quality 
which they synthesize, somewhat “repulses” them away from each other) all the infinity of these 
“cube-spherical” karma-structures are not being merged into a single integral whole, but instead 
form (in relation to the other multi-qualitative ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations) some “marginal” (wave 
range) informational space with each other, which is filled with the mutual Information, inherent 
only for their ether layers (symbolically simultaneously being “yes” and “no”, merged together, 
while nevertheless preserving their individual structural inherentities and their distinctive energy-
informational dynamics). 

14.15684. Schematically this process looks approximately so: three pairs of differently-directional 
sphering “half-octahedrons” (throughout the inertial dynamics they resemble something like 
“spindle-like” energy-informational vortexes), which resonantly continue their sphering together, 
while being merged by means of their “peaks”, however now we can observe some slight difference 
in their svilgs-dynamics in comparison with their previous characteristics. Why these qualitative 
transformations are taking place? Because within the slloogrent dynamics of the mutual Synthesis, 
not only Conscious Fields Formo-Creators of the synthesized Aspects of the particular Pure Quality 
are being actively resonantly (gradually) interacting with each other, but also the Formo-Creators 
of the corresponding Aspects of all the other ten Pure Qualities, “karma-fractions” or СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms of which are structured by means of the same slloogrent Energy-Information, 
but which is being differently interpreted by various Proto-Form Formo-Creators. 

14.15685. For instance, a cat is sunbathing while experiencing something pleasant (peace, quiet 
and bliss). СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of that individual experience are being formed by the 
cat’s Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators on the basis of the energy-informational interrelationships 
between various “karma-fractions” of Aspects of such Pure Qualities as Love-Wisdom and Steadiness-
Stability, which they synthesize, and which are being dominant in relation to the other ten Pure 
Qualities. Somewhere else a “human-being” lies on the beach sunbathing and experiencing the same 
peace, quiet and bliss, but in a different way. СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of that “personal” 
experience are created by a “human-being” Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators because of Aspect 
Synthesis of the same vibration sub-levels of the other two dominants – Love-Wisdom and Will-
Intellect. Near them, Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of some mushrooms and lichens are also 
positively experiencing and resonating towards the same exact Information within the same wave 
range due to the specific Synthesis of Aspects of such dominants as Will-Intellect and Tendency, 
taking place within their Self-Consciousness structures.

14.15686. So, during the TES-“unfolding” of the exact same Information, the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Form dynamics (“karma-fractions”) within Self-Consciousness structures of a “human”, a cat and 
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mushrooms, which is reflecting the characteristics of the exact same vibrational sub-levels of the 
ODS, despite the tremendous qualitative difference (let’s not consider the mutual difference between 
all of them in terms of the of conditional degree of “mentality” and “vitality”) in their ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations (which are structured by the Aspects of completely different Pure Qualities!) is 
also being resonant (however, not identical!). The Force Vectors (the individual dynamics of the 
Creative Activity of Formo-Creators of Conscious Fields of every single Aspect) which inertially 
participate in the implementation of that simultaneous synthesis dynamics are differently-directional. 
Consequently, upon the existing resonant effect, Configurations of the “hexahedron” Formo-Creators, 
entering into a creative resonant interrelationship with each other, but resembling the synthesized 
dynamics of Formo-Creators of Aspects of various Pure Qualities, possess the various qualitative 
attributes of the individual sphering. 

14.15687. One more example: in some of the Synthesis Directions, “karma-fraction peaks” Formo-
Creators, which are reflecting the dynamics of such Aspects of a Pure Quality as Love-Wisdom, can 
attract into their ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration the Formo-Creators, which are reflecting the dynamics 
of such Aspects of the Pure Quality as Will-Intellect and vice versa. In some other ten Synthesis 
Directions, the similar mutual gravity can be formed between Formo-Creators of such Aspects of 
the Pure Quality as Love-Wisdom and Formo-Creators of the other ten Qualities. Yet in some other 
of the ten Synthesis Directions, the various types of energy-informational interrelationships can be 
formed between Formo-Creators of such Quality as Will-Intellect and Formo-Creators of Aspects 
of each of the other ten Pure Qualities. And the same goes for every single Pure Quality! They 
can pairwise implement some instable state of something unified whole only in a form of certain 
“duality” – the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form or a “karma-fraction” of 3-4-dimensional Levels of 
Energy-Plasma. 

14.15688. However, this inherent to the current Levels, “duality”, is simultaneously being the Cause 
and the Consequence of these types of interrelationships. It is being their Cause since the inertially 
forming state of constant force instability, created between the “emanations” and “psyche”, which 
structure the Configurations of all the “tetrahedron ribs”, is actually a key factor of emergence within 
the Energy-Plasma of the multi-qualitative eglleroliftive dynamics (constant strive of these inertially 
synthesizing Elements of Collective Intellects towards harmonization, composure and perfectibility) 
owning to which, the certain part of the global slloogrent Process, which we subjectively interpret 
as Evolution, is being implemented. 

14.15689. It is also being a Consequence because as a result of additional complex-configurational 
compounds between the “emanations” and “psyche” of multi-qualitative “tetrahedrons”, there is 
always a new Information quantizing taking place, which again and again creates conditions for 
the formation of tension states between all of them, which in turn stimulate them towards more and 
more resonant interactions. The more quality-differential interactions are being formed between 
“tetrahedrons” merged into the mutual dynamics of a certain Configuration, the less provisions are 
being created for the formation of various tensions, since the incompletely-synthesized Force Vectors 
of each “emanation” and “psyche” receive additional opportunities for the resonant interaction with 
“tetrahedron ribs” Force Vectors, synthesizing the Aspects of other Qualities. 

14.15690. As a result, the instantaneous resonant compensation of newly formed tensions throughout 
all the multitude of existing development Scenarios occurs. Therefore, the more qualitative is the 
Level, which any Collective Intellect Proto-Form is synthesizing, the lesser the degree of “duality” 
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(energy-informationally uncompensated) interrelationships with other Forms of Intellect. That 
is because with each new Level within the mutual synthesis dynamics of various Proto-Forms, 
the additional opportunities for the active inclusion in its Self-Consciousness dynamics of the 
compensational interrelationships with Formo-Creators of Aspects of other Pure Qualities is being 
implemented. Thus, the more dynamic and ideal (versatile) its ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations become. 
Please, also keep in mind, that all these inertial transformations are being implemented within a 
single and only Eternity Instant. 

14.15691. One more inherentity of the energy-informational structuring of 3-4-dimensional Levels is 
that the mutual Formo-Creators Configuration of consolidated “peaks” of each newly formed within 
this wave range “karma-fractions”, also in turn can be structured by Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations, which predominantly reflect the Aspects of two different Qualities, while to lesser 
degree (recessively) it can reflect the Aspects of some other Pure Qualities – catalysts. And it can 
be sub-Aspects and Aspects of any of the ten other Qualities in various aggregations; that is “later 
on”, when they actually resonantly being “sorted” with each other throughout the Configurations of 
the identical Synthesis schemes, inherent to the certain Proto-Form types, for instance - НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU) and НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU). 

14.15692. That is precisely the inherentity of the multi-qualitative “karma-fraction” dynamics, which 
is being utilized by our Formo-Creators, develops in a refocusing dynamics of the “individual” Self-
Consciousness, the emerging ability of certain fluctuation background Creative Activity, reflecting 
throughout the Synthesis process of two main Dominants which we implement, a certain dynamics 
of Form-Creator of Aspects of other ten Qualities, which in turn can very easily transform (which 
definitely does occur in some other scenarios!) into the different Synthesis Directions, inherent 
for Form-Creator’s Configurations of other Proto-Forms. These are the precise characteristics 
of the potential multi-qualitative structuring of 3-4-dimensional (including 4-5-dimensional) 
Levels of Energy-Plasma, which explain the diffusive (meaning the simultaneous and duvuyllerrt 
“reprojecting” into each other throughout the various qualitative Directions) attributes of various 
Synthesis schemes, which are manifested within current wave ranges by Formo-Creators of all 
Collective Intellect Proto-Forms. 

14.15693. Frankly, during all that research of differently-directional and multi-qualitative 
“dispersively-fluctuating” dynamics of the inferior Levels of Energy-Plasma, I have begun 
pondering, as perhaps many of you did, about why the “tetrahedron karma-fractions”, after they are 
being merged into quartet “pyramids”, don’t just begin to “merge” into “hexahedrons” in groups, but 
instead preliminarily acquire the more stable “octahedron” forms, which only then do unite into even 
more stable “cubical” structures? The answer has come very quickly: in order to provide the creative 
opportunity of more stable synthesis “karma-fractions” Configurations, it is necessary to employ 
as much as possible of the energy-informational interrelationships between the all “emanations” 
and “psyche”, participating in this process. Evidently, the three “octahedrons”, already merged into 
the “hexahedron” by means of the synthesis dynamics of six “pyramids”, have much more of such 
capabilities, comparing to just three separate “stand-alone” “octahedrons”. That is why the three-
dimensional Forms are much more stable (more synthesized) than two-dimensional. 

14.15694. That in turn means that the four-dimensional “karma-fractions” are even more stable than 
our current Forms? Yes, that is correct! However, usually the term “stability” is understood only as 
a certain analog of the biological, material steadiness and firmness, while I perceive in it simply 
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the stability of synthesized with each other energy-informational interrelationships, which perfectly 
can be substituted with a different word – universality. The more extensive the dynamics system 
of interconnection between various “karma-fractions”, which are merged into a single slloogrent 
Formo-Creators Configuration, the lesser the degree of the manifestation of the of self-identification 
dynamics with a certain Form, jointly participating in a mutual creative movement. You wouldn’t 
believe how hard it is for me to tell you all this! When my mom have told me to learn physics, I 
haven’t listened to her…And now I am telling you – cognize, study and master IISSIIDIOLOGY, my 
dear friends, so you can avoid the same mistakes I once did. 

14.15695. Returning back to our topic of discussion let me highlight that as a result of all this 
various multi-qualitative dynamics the following occurs: 

1. The Information, inherent to “psyche” of Aspects of certain Qualities, is being partially 
transformed into the “psyche” of other Qualities through the Formo-Creators Configurations,

2. The Information, inherent to the “emanations” of Aspects of certain Qualities, is being 
partially transformed into the “emanations” of other Qualities through the Formo-Creators 
Configurations,

3. The Information, inherent to the partially synthesized with each other “psyche” of Aspects of 
certain Qualities, is also being transformed through the Formo-Creators Configurations into 
the partially mixed “emanations” of Aspects of other Qualities,

4. Simultaneously with all that, the energy-informational Entity of mixed multi-qualitative 
“emanations”, through the Formo-Creators Configurations of mutually formed “peaks” is 
being “projected” into already mixed (within the same exact sublevel!) multi-qualitative 
“psyche”. Therefore, within the current Energy-Plasma wave range, the inertial dynamics of 
certain, more monolithic and much more complex energy-informational Flux occurs, which 
by itself reflects more integral and harmonized state of the mutual synthesis dynamics of 
“karma-fractions” of all Pure Qualities, than all its previous states. 

14.15696. Thus, within a complex “geometry” of 3-4-dimensional wave range of Space-Time, 
the dynamics ether structures are being manifested out of all the variety of multi-qualitative 
2-3-dimensional wave ranges; they are formed by means of three pairs of interconnected and somewhat 
“differently-directional”, energy-informational vortexes, partially delineated with the mutual for all 
of them Energy-Information. The “inner” part of each out of these three, simultaneously interrelating 
with each other pairs, schematically reminds “me” the something, resembling a “dumbbell”-shaped 
object, quickly sphering (with a simultaneous manifestation of various parameters of angular 
sphering) along of its axis, as if it symbolizes the well-known sign “infinity” (∞). But they (energy-
informational interrelationships between various Aspects of a single Quality) are actually directed 
towards the Infinity, birvulartly penetrating absolutely all “superior” and “inferior” Levels of the 
Tertiary Energy-Plasma!

14.15697. The powerful svilgs–sphering dynamics correspondingly transforms the energy-
informational movement of “ribs” of all “square” perimeters, serving as foundations of each of the 
“half-octahedrons” into the “circumference”-like shape, while the sphering “pyramids” (halves of 
each differently-directed sphering “octahedrons”) look “cone-like” throughout the global energy-
informational dynamics. The “karma-fractions”, formed in such synthesis fashion, in their mutual 
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creative dynamics already possess the “complexly-spheroidal” Forms – specifically variously-
sphering “cubes”, the “ribs” of which are structured by the multi-qualitative dynamics of three 
pairs of variously-sphering “parts”, forming three, connected in a single slloogrent “spot”, pairs of 
multi-qualitative “half-octahedrons”. All the multitude of these “hexahedral” structures, which form 
within the 3-4dimensional Space-Time by means of their multi-sphering movement something, very 
much resembling (in my opinion) the soapsuds, with similar in size “soap bubbles”; they constantly 
sphere “all around”, in all possible directions, and have a tendency towards the self-appearing 
simultaneously in multitudes of Synthesis Directions, inherent to the realizational Forms of the 
current sub-level of Energy-Plasma. 

14.15698. This is the global unifying-balancing Principal, which is the basis of the dynamics of 
all realizational Forms of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, structuring all of its “inferior” as well as 
“superior” Levels of multi-qualitative dimension, with the distinction being that the quantity of force 
(energy-informational) interrelationships within each Configuration of Formo-Creators and inherent 
to them Conscious Fields, differ from the same indications of the previous dimension in terms of 
the increasing of Creative Potential abilities by many times, equivalent of the synthesis movement 
of the “karma-fractions” Creative Activity (in other words, with the increasing of dimension, these 
parameters within the inertial dynamics of the realizational Forms are being constantly universalized). 

QUESTION: Oris, could you please describe in short the multi-level Synthesis process, directly 
concerning the Self-Consciousness of the “human-being”?

14.15699. What I have defined under the term inner-sub-aspect process as well as the inner-
aspect Synthesis, isn’t in any way identifiable or cognizable (at this point) for any of you, dear 
Urdllummuurrd, since all of that is taking place on Levels of Consciousness of Form-Copies - УУ-
ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Conglomerates. In fact, all the sub-levels of your Self-Consciousness aren’t yet 
synthesized; but even if they are partially synthesized, it isn’t enough for the stable and sustainable 
refocusing into the ЛЛУУВВУмическое (lluuvvumic) development direction. You might think, 
that the inferior Levels of your Self-Consciousness are already synthesized, however, in case of 
the “projecting” of Configurations of Formo-Creators of your Self-Consciousness in some of the 
multitude of other – proto-form – Synthesis Directions, the manifestation degree of the quality of 
your CAF-DRF-dynamics instantly falls to Levels, which are inherent to Formo-Creators of that 
particular Direction. If you find yourself in a situation where the danger to your Life is obvious and 
inevitable, while some of the sub-levels of 1 through 3 Levels of the first two Energy Centers of your 
Self-Consciousness aren’t completely synthesized, you instinctively will choose to defend your own 
Life at all costs, even if it means the Life of the other. 

14.15700. As you might recall, the “tetrahedrons” are the basis of the mechanism, by means of 
which the Formo-Creators can manifest their inner- and inter-aspect Synthesis inside of a single 
Pure Quality. Within “our” Reality type, where the inter-quality Synthesis are becoming more and 
more active, the “tetrahedron” dynamics no longer exists in its “pure” form, while ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness are implementing mostly through the 
“hexahedron” and “icosahedron” energy-informational interrelationships. The mechanisms of the 
inner- and inter-aspect Synthesis within Our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations still are the key 
structural elements for the implementation of more complex inter-quality processes. 
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14.15701. The Superior Formo-Creators of biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Type, 
resonantly choose only these “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and “octahedrons” out of their multitude, 
which are being slloogrent “parts” of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent to the various 
biological Proto-Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) in order to create their own “hexahedron” 
Reality. Since the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form, as well as all the other Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМА-
А-А (GOOLGAMAA-A), is actually a diffusive Form, the interference of other development Direction 
Formo-Creators into the CAF-DRF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of its Self-Consciousness (according 
to the incompleteness of synthesis degree) is inevitable. The existence of Diffusive Forms is explicable 
by the fact, that the Energy-Plasma itself is diffusive and it is completely impossible to draw the 
exact boundary between the Creative Activity of Formo-Creators and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of one Proto-Form and the activity of Formo-Creators and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of 
a completely different Proto-Form, ongoing within our Self-Consciousness; where exactly ceases a 
certain Level of slloogrent dynamic of Energy-Plasma and commences the other Level of the exact 
same slloogrent dynamic. 

14.15702. All synthesis Realities within the 3-4-dimensional wave range are formed by the 
“hexahedron” dynamics, the “karma-ribs” of which are the carriers of Force Vectors and Synthesis 
Directions of Energy-Plasma, inherent to the Formo-Creators of certain Proto-Forms. The 
“hexahedron” conglomerates are being the multi-qualitative synthesis dynamics, which is being 
formed from the multitude of resonant interconnections on the levels of “tetrahedron” Formo-
Creators, Configurations of which in turn, form the specific Configurations of “pyramids” and 
“octahedrons” Formo-Creators, inherent only to their Synthesis Vector. The Information, which is 
included in this type of dynamics, is partially inherent to various Proto-Forms, on the basis of which 
Formo-Creators, for instance, of the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms, within each of the duvuyllerrt 
groups of Continuums, form their own specific Perceptions: types of the world outlook, relationships, 
moral, ethical values and so on; which to some degree contains the Perception attributes of various 
Proto-Forms, manifested through our laws, religions, philosophy, politics, society and in some of 
our behavioral reactions. 

14.15703. Such mixed activity of different development Direction Formo-Creators is a basis for the 
inertial implementation of the inter-quality Synthesis of some two Dominant Qualities, which begins 
on the “octahedron” level and which is being fully implemented through all possible “hexahedron” 
Forms. “Octahedrons” are the mediums for the multitude of variously-proto-form properties, from 
which Formo-Creators of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction resonantly attract into the informational 
space of their НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms Self-Consciousness only these, which they are capable 
to successfully manipulate with. At the same time, on the level of Formo-Creators of “hexahedron” 
dynamics, the inter-quality Synthesis is being implemented between Aspects of various background 
and dominant Qualities, which on the “dodecahedron” levels results in a cessation Configuration 
Synthesis of all manifestation Forms throughout the two, inherent only to them, dominant Qualities. 

14.15704. Upon the cessation of Synthesis of Aspects of two dominant Qualities, a certain group 
of Formo-Creators of Aspects of some of the ten background Qualities commences a gradual 
stirring to activity within the dynamics of Self-Consciousness informational space. Since the 
energy-informational interrelationships between the most compatible out of synthesized ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of variously-Qualitative Formo-Creators are constantly being activated and extended, 
the opportunities for their dissemination throughout the “ribs” of newly formed “hexahedron” 
Conglomerates of various Self-Consciousness Forms are also constantly being expanded and 
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strengthened. Consequently, the “octahedron” and “hexahedron” Formo-Creators Configurations of 
some other Qualities, simultaneously synthesizing in “hexahedron” Directions, are resonantly being 
attracted into a global inter-quality dynamics of Formo-Creators of some two Dominants, as a result 
of which their powerful convergence and resonant joining is occurring on a “dodecahedron” Levels. 

14.15705. For instance, that is exactly what happens with Formo-Creators Configurations of the 
first two Dominants of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms, where the gradual attraction of the Formo-
Creators of Aspects of such Pure Quality as The Unanimity takes place upon the deepening of the 
Synthesis process between them. However, that is true only in the most favorable (НУУЛЛ-ВВУ 
(NUULL-VVU)) direction out of all possible existing development Vectors for the bio-analogs of 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Form-Types of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Forms. Simultaneously with that, on 
the “dodecahedron” Levels, НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU) Synthesis Direction is also converging with 
“octahedron” and “hexahedron” Formo-Creators Configurations of such Pure Quality as The-Entity 
or The Steadiness, or any other Pure Quality, forming completely different proto-form Synthesis 
Schemes. 

14.15706. It’s worth mentioning, that in reality, the so called geometrical figures, which are 
mentioned in connection with the formation of an “energy-informational” basis, mutual for all the 
Conscious Fields and Formo-Creators of each “karma-fraction”, and which are being constructively 
manifested throughout various dimensional wave ranges, in fact represent the universal slloogrent 
“mechanism” of the corresponding (automatic) resonant alteration of Space-Time “geometry”, 
holographically structured by ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of all possible Conscious Forms. This is 
necessary for the structural constructive manifestation and existence of the unlimited number of 
Forms of various types of Collective Intellects – the bearers of the specific types and kinds of 
Consciousness throughout all the slloogrent Space-Time “continuity”. The slloogrent dynamics of 
this refocusing “mechanism” can be compared with something, which in physics and mathematics 
is implied under the term fractality – the method of constant self-replication of all the nuances of the 
global Idea of self-similarity by means of “self-projecting” of the exact same Information into the 
different qualitative Levels of self-perception of various Forms of Self-Consciousness. 

14.15707. Taking an opportunity, I would like to note, that absolutely all numerical denominations, 
utilized by us within 3-4-dimensional Reality types, possess the dynamic “fractal” nature, based 
on the fact that the vibrations of all the number sequences - univocal (1, 2, 3, …8, 9), as well as 
multivalued – are formed by means of relatively close frequency characteristics of their individual 
vibrations, inherent for “projections” of Formo-Creators of various Quality Aspects, Configurations 
of which resonantly interplay with each other within the multi-dimensional space-time structures. 

14.15708. That means that any digit represents by itself a defined manifestation form of specific 
properties (Energy-Information) of its “fractality” within outer Space-Time, and therefore possesses 
the ability to alter its “geometry” individually! The Configurations of all the univocal digits from 
0 to 9, as well as “projection” Configurations of supposedly the “same” digits in their various 
combinations with other digits of natural sequence (for instance, the “fractality” of a digit 8 in 
numbers 68, 18, 85, 84; 781, 837, 528; 9835, 18727, 64328; 284359, 467881, 1938764… and so 
on) substantially differ between each other not only in terms of the energy-informational potential, 
intrinsic to each one of them, but also the characteristics of their resonant impact onto the dynamics of 
Formo-Creators Configurations of other Forms of Consciousness, results of which in every separate 
case can vary throughout essentially wide range – from the compatibility and balance all the way 
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to the duality and antagonism. Therefore, the Perceptions of a certain “sacral” meaning, ostensibly 
inherent to digits, remaining within the “human kind”, despite the multi-millennial research in this 
field, are still very much simplified and perfunctory. They will become much more qualitative and 
reliable once your Perception systems will be able to differentiate and recognize the dynamics of 
the individual resonant interconnections of Formo-Creators Configurations of digital “fractalities” 
in each of the possible variants of their unlimited combinations. 

14.15709. The “fractality” principal can also become a great example of the formation of slloogrent 
nature of our current state of Self-Consciousness, all the self-organization of which can be compared 
with a certain eternal, globally-dimensional “fractal” structure, being self-similar throughout every 
single “spot” of its constructive manifestation, where all compositional parts of it are synthesized 
simultaneously in the lesser qualitative, as well as more qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma. In 
its Entity, the “fractality” – is the infinite self-similar geometrical figure; only in our case that 
“geometry” is expressed quite conditionally through the resonantly-dissonant dynamics of all the 
multitude of interdependent “parts” of the global Configuration, and also it is dependent on the 
properties and quality degree of the supposed onlooker’s Configuration, whose Self-Consciousness 
Focuses are also multi-polarized into all the multitude of multi-quality scenarios, where every single 
one of these separated “parts” of the mutual global Configuration can be manifested somewhat 
differently, than in its other “parts”. 

14.15710. The “tetrahedron” Levels of Form-Creator Configurations “fractality” provide the 
conditions for the implementation processes of inner-aspect Synthesis of each of the twelve Pure 
Qualities. At that, the “tetrahedron” dynamics is present throughout all the dimensional Levels of the 
Tertiary Energy-Plasma (from 0-th to the ±12-th dimension). Deepening of the Synthesis processes, 
coupled with the universalization of energy-informational interrelationships between Form-Creator 
Configurations becomes possible due to the duvuyllerrt addition of the Creative Activity of Aspects 
of some of the “new” Quality Forms to the current Configuration. The “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators 
are being activated by their Configurations into already existing synthesized interrelationships 
of other Quality Formo-Creators, beginning from the very elementary Levels and sequentially 
synthetizing with them all the way to the very complex (for the current Self-Consciousness Form) 
Levels of constructive manifestation. 

14.15711. Thus, in each of the subsequent wave ranges, where “parts” of the slloogrent Configuration 
of a certain Form of Self-Consciousness are simultaneously manifested, Formo-Creators of the 
already synthesized Dominants – whether there are two, three or more of them – commence the 
active interaction not with all of the Formo-Creators of a new Quality, but rather gradually – first, 
with their “tetrahedron” fractalities” (since the probability of resonance with the lesser volumes of 
Energy-Information is always higher), then – with “pyramidal”, “octahedron” and “hexahedron”, 
depending on the dimension, where some “part” of the slloogrent Configuration is manifested. The 
same goes for all the Aspects of each of the synthesizing Dominants throughout all the dimensional 
Levels, where “tetrahedrons”, “octahedrons”, pyramids” and “hexahedrons”, plus everything, that 
have synthesized before throughout each of the “below-positioned” dimensional Levels, always 
retain the inherent degree of the Creative Activity within the Self-Consciousness Configuration 
Form. Formo-Creators of Aspects of the background Qualities also participate in the synthesis 
processes of Dominants all the way until the 3-4-dimensional wave range on a “tetrahedron” level, 
which are being synthesized into “pyramids”, “octahedrons” and the like upon the increasing of the 
dimensional level. The specifics of this mechanism begin to appear starting from the 9th dimension, 
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when much more complicated “fractality” types, bearing their own profound dynamics, commence 
to engage into the inter-quality synthesis processes, which in turn significantly contributes to the 
deepening of the interrelationships between the Formo-Creators. 

14.15712. The mechanism of “tetrahedron” implication of Formo-Creators into the synthesis dynamics 
is based upon the slloogrent principal of any “rib” of any “karma-fraction” – the “rib” is potentially 
structured by the absolutely all Quality Aspects and absolutely all Synthesis Schemes, therefore, 
between the “karma-fractional peaks” (Form-Creator Configurations) all, inherent to any Proto-
Form, energy-informational interrelationships can occur. The type of the manifestation Form’s Self-
Consciousness determines the resonance extent of Formo-Creators with various global slloogrent 
parts of Energy-Plasma. For instance, our Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators resonate within the 
current dimensional wave range only with these types of the Energy-Information, which are capable 
of at least somehow, be sensibly reflected through the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent to 
the “humankind” and ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators themselves. The same is true 
for an ant; however, his Continuum has different wave range and differs from ours. The interrelation 
between Formo-Creators of the most “people” Self-Consciousness is being implemented within 2, 
5 – 3, 75 dimensional wave range, while ants assumingly “operate” within 2, 0 – 3, 0 dimensional 
wave range. Hence, the mutual dimensional wave range for both of our Consciousness types of 
energy-informational interaction is approximately 2, 5 – 3, 0. 

14.15713. In this wave range Configurations of Formo-Creators of the 10th karmic Channel АРГЛ-
ЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA) are being actively manifested, 
including байки, сфиллки, крокки, иффиллины, исскуллины, иннгуллины, as well as эннирисцы, 
оурффголлуфцы, ууффлуусцы, грэйсцы, аллгссы, ллаволловалоффты of Formo-Creators of 1, 2 
and 3rd karmic Channels of ОРЛААКТОР (ORLAAKTOR) and АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА (AIGLLILLIAA); in this 
sense it could be asserted, that the active intercommunication even between “humans” and ants can 
be established. Moreover, the results in each separate case will be completely different, depending 
on the Perception Levels of certain Formo-Creators, which in this case would be responsible for 
establishing and maintaining of such bilateral interrelationship on both sides. By the way, here is 
my question to you in connection with the above mentioned statement: why is that the multitude 
of “human” nations, for the millennial periods of time, weren’t able to find at least some type of 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms in order to establish the mutual understanding of each other?

QUESTION: Is that true, that the “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators of first and second Levels of 
АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA)-Ииссииди can 
be manifested through our Self-Consciousness Configurations? Since we can perceive the 
Energy-Plasma on these low-frequency Perception Levels as a certain structure with the 
minimal quantity of conditional “ribs” and “peaks”, the Self-Consciousness Forms of these 
Levels seem too primitive to us. However, if someone is capable of perceiving the same exact 
“tetrahedron” Self-Consciousness Forms in a tremendously more complex, “fractal” fashion, 
then would it be possible for him to perceive the Self-Consciousness Forms of the same inferior 
Levels of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA) as 
Cosmic Creators?

14.15714. This is exactly what I have been telling you before, dear Глаайстррасс: The Formo-Creators 
Configurations of the fifth synthesized Levels of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИ-
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МИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA), frequency-wise correspond to the dynamics of the same dimensional 
wave range of the Formo-Creators of first synthesized Levels of ОРЛААКТОР (ORLAAKTOR) and 
АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА-Ииссииди (AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi), although the later reflect their own dynamics 
inherent to their own Configurations, completely differently than иммлы и ррорроки. For instance, 
when we observe the outer Reality from the position of Formo-Creators of the 5th synthesized 
Levels of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA)-Ииссииди, 
we perceive everything from the egocentric positions, inherent to these Formo-Creators. However, if 
we look at the same outer Reality from the position of Formo-Creators of the 1-st Level of ОРЛААК-
ТОР and АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА-Ииссииди (AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi), then the whole world-view within 
our Self-Consciousness immediately transforms and becomes positive and altruistic. Consequently, 
the “hexahedron” quality, structuring all the Forms of the outer Reality will also be perceived by us 
absolutely differently. 

14.15715. For example, the carnivore completely ignores the orange, since it has completely different 
Perception regarding this particular Form of the outer Reality, than we do. The carnivore looks at 
this type of “hexahedrality” with no interest and doesn’t see in it the opportunity for the sustaining 
of his usual livelihood and survival (in terms of food). We, however, perceive the dragonfly not as a 
source of food, but rather as the scientific and explorer opportunity of discovery and research, while 
the birds actually perceive it as their favorite type of food. The dragonfly, orange and even the shish-
kebab on the barbecue – these are all the “hexahedron” types of the outer Reality. And while we, 
just as some of the predator animals, will react similarly towards the shish-kebab, the herbivorous 
animals (the goat or a rabbit, for instance), will not react towards the same shish-kebab at all. 

14.15716. All of this – is a dynamics of “hexahedron” Formo-Creators, or structuring them 
“tetrahedron”, “pyramid” and “octahedron” Forms-Creators, because of whom we can perceive any 
Form, outer us from totally different points of view. It’s completely unimportant how this Form looks 
like – the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which resonantly activate the Creative Activity of various 
Formo-Creators within our Self-Consciousness, connect us with the corresponding Levels of our 
individual ODS. That is true regarding the goat, the rabbit and the carnivore – the traverse of all the 
slloogrent dynamics of transformation of the exact same СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms from the 
more qualitative Levels of our Perception into the lesser qualitative happens at the “junction point” 
of our Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators of the ODS. 
And if the carnivore doesn’t like the roasted meat, since usually he eats the raw meat, while being 
really hungry, he is willing to eat the roasted meat as well. For us is quite the opposite: we don’t 
like the raw meat, however, under the extreme and severe circumstances, most of us are willing to 
consume the raw meat in order to survive, if nothing else is available. Thus, the slloogrent Levels 
of our Perception can change, depending on the Formo-Creators Configuration Levels, responsible 
for the decision making at that time. Remember, that the “traverse point” of various interests exist 
everywhere, when the diffusive dynamics of our Perception systems being implemented as the 
“exact same” Forms, “exact same” hexahedrons”, “exact same octahedrons” or the “tetrahedrons”. 

14.15717. The conclusion is – in order to understand the outer Reality in a more profound and deep 
fashion, we have conditionally divided the very Qualities into their conditional sub-Aspects and 
Aspects, and then in the same manner we have conditionally “projected” their potential attributes 
onto our Perceptions regarding “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids”, “octahedrons” and the like. And then, 
out of all that, we have conditionally differentiated something as being “less qualitative”, while 
something else – as “more qualitative”. Although in reality all this is stipulated exclusively by 
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the Creative Activity of Form-structures of our own Self-Consciousness karmic Channels, while 
the elementary Formo-Creators Configurations of the most “inferior” Levels of АРГЛЛААМУНИ 
(ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA)-Ииссииди are also infinite and just in 
the same way valuable for the slloogrent dynamics of Energy-Plasma, as the most advanced and 
“superior” Formo-Creators Configurations of the 12th dimension. The water molecule is also an 
inferior dipole, without which the whole Global Ocean wouldn’t exist! 

14.15718. For instance, if we look at the Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of АРГЛЛА-
АМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA) at the moment of their inertial 
Synthesis, and the more qualitative interpretations of their own slloogrent activity through the 
Formo-Creators Configurations of ОРЛААКТОР and АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА-Ииссииди (AIGLLILLIAA-
Iissiidi), we will see that their separation for us is being purely conditional, since it only reflects 
the consequence of the limited abilities of our System of Perception, owning to which we are 
capable of distinguishing from the outer reality of something in relation to something else and 
define this “something” as “egocentric” demonstration (in relation to our own capabilities!), while 
the other “something” – as being “altruistic” (again, in relation to our own Perceptions in regards 
to this subject!). However, within the entire dimensional multitude, in which both of these creative 
realizations can simultaneously be manifested throughout the multi-qualitative “parts” of the activity, 
mutual for the current slloogrent Forms, they all potentially equally exist. 

14.15719. According to our Perception, the “interrelationships”, which are being realized through 
the gradual (level-by-level) synthesis dynamics of the first two energy Centers – are the tension 
interconnections of the CAF-dynamics with the Energy-Information, which are to the greater degree 
are inclined to create powerful counteractions, then be in harmonious state with each other. But all 
the “pattern” of the Self-Consciousness Form state (as well as its outer reality) is being changed 
in a duvuyllerrt fashion as the increasing “projection” of the “perception” mechanism of the same 
Energy-Information into the more advanced dynamics of gradual interconnections, inherent to the 
next two following energy-Centers: the lesser-qualitative “projections” of Formo-Creators become 
able to make radically other – much more qualitative, altruistic and judicious – decisions, while 
consecutively and gradually resonating with the more qualitative “parts” of their Configurations 
slloogrent activity. The “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators Configurations, participating in the Pure 
Quality sub-Aspect Synthesis within 1-2-dimensional wave range, differ from the Formo-Creators 
Configurations of “tetrahedrons”, which participate in the resonant formation of “dodecahedron” 
Continuums of 4-5-dimension only by the fact, that energy-informational interrelationships, 
inherent to the “inferior” Levels of manifestation, undergo various kinds of resistance due to the 
weak capacity towards the interchange of the “decompressed” Energy-Information, demonstrated 
by the Formo-Creators. 

14.15720. This creates the favorable conditions for the formation between the multi-qualitative 
“parts” of global slloogrent Configuration, of the very high degree of the inertia, which in turn is the 
result of the relatively small number of Formo-Creators “peaks”, resonantly uniting between each 
other the similar “parts” of the exact same Energy-Information: Formo-Creators of certain “karma-
fractions” interpret it in their own way, according to their ОО-УУ(OO-UU)-Entity’s parameters, while 
Formo-Creators of other ОО-УУ-Entitys either powerfully antagonizing towards the dynamics of 
current Formo-Creators, or somewhat resonate with them by means of inherent interpretations, 
forming a very unstable energy-informational interrelationships. The greater the resonance degree 
between the various multi-qualitative “parts” of the slloogrent Configuration, the smaller is the 
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dissonance distance, which Formo-Creators of these “parts” would have to overcome in order to 
create within Space-Time the certain energy-informational Resomiral. The smaller the dissonance 
distance between the multi-qualitative “parts” of Formo-Creators Configurations is, the lesser the 
inertial degree, inherent to their Conscious Forms manifestation. 

14.15721. The Energy-Informational Resomirals – resonant stable synthesis formations within 
Space-Time of the duvuyllerrt “parts” of the Formo-Creators Configurations of the multitude of the 
multi-qualitative Forms of Consciousness, which are structuring the various proto-form “karma-
fraction” states in each of the dimensional wave ranges. 

14.15722. It is quite important to differentiate between the Resomirals, which are the integral structures 
for the force (energy-informational) interrelationships between the mostly resonant Formo-Creators 
Configurations of the multi-qualitative Levels of the Energy-Plasma, and the notion of subjective 
Realities, which are the “projection” results of DRF-dynamics of various СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of the ODS onto the realizational CAF-dynamics Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness. Thus, 
the Resomirals are primordially energetically invariable in each of the inherent to them qualitative 
states of various “parts” of the mutual slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time (this is what always 
primordially exists). All the variants of the subjective Realities – are narrow-specific “projections”, 
the sheer Illusion (this is what DOESN’T exist within the current “spot” of Space-Time) reflected on 
the “individual bio-screens” of every Self-Consciousness Form, of qualitatively constantly changing 
(again – only within the “individual” systems of Perception!) “karma-fractional” interconnections 
between Formo-Creators and resonantly corresponding to them СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, 
which can at the same time structure the entirely different Resomirals. Meaning that each type 
of subjective Reality – is only an “end result” of the focus dynamics of Formo-Creators, most 
actively participating in TES-“decompressions” of the informational space of Self-Consciousness 
of each of the manifested “individuals”, whose energy-informational manifestation parameters (in a 
“geometry” of Space-Time) are totally being determined by the quality of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
of these Formo-Creators. 

14.15723. For instance, every single “individual”, reviewing the exact same painting, will experience 
different impressions not only in regards to its outer, but also an inner meaning, which its author 
(painter in this case) tried to express through it, including the character and tendencies of the painter’s 
“personality” and so on. The whole energy-informational Entity of this painting – regardless of the 
“spot” of the global slloogrent Space-Time and the Temporal Flux, from where this object is being 
examined (reviewed) by the multi-qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness – belongs to certain (out 
of the infinite number of them) “human” multi-quality Resomiral (considering that the object in 
question was designed by “people”, and not, for example, by animals). All the eternal multitude of the 
multi-qualitative Perceptions, resonantly arising during TES-“decompressions” of every “individual” 
(not only “people”, but also animals, who also have their own perceptions regarding any particular 
subject) along with configurationally manifesting (“self-projecting”) into the “individually” outer 
reality, owning to the Energy-Information, structuring of this subject, forms all the diversity of 
the specific manifestation of the aggregate focus dynamics of all types of “individual” subjective 
Realities throughout each of the slloogrent duvuyllerrt Continuum groups. 

14.15724. The quality of every such Perception totally depends on the fact of which types of the most 
active proto-form development Direction’s hvasslons have participated in TES-“decompressions” of 
this particular Energy-Information. Thus, any object, energy-informationally (“karma-fractionally”) 
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structuring of any type of the “human” Resomirals, is actually a manifestation source of the multitude 
of subjective Realities within each Temporal Flux, where it is manifested in various forms due to 
various reasons (for instance, an archeological artifact, ancestral relic, historical or cultural value 
and so forth). Consequently, each Form of Self-Consciousness represents by itself a certain means 
of manifestation throughout the global mutual slloogrent Space-Time of certain part of СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators), which are inherent for the synthesis 
“karma-like” interconnections between Formo-Creators of the certain variety of the infinite multitude 
of various Resomirals. Resomirals – are super-temporal energy-informational structures; therefore, 
the focus dynamics of Formo-Creators of every single one of them possesses the ability to the 
manifest of the inherent to them Levels of the Constructive Activity throughout Continuums, which 
are in turn structured by various Temporal Fluxes, but which nevertheless possess the resonantly 
similar synthesis conditions for the manifesting of the current, very specific types of Forms of Self-
Consciousness. 

14.15725. It is possible (for a greater visualization and adaptation to your discrete Perception 
systems) to compare (purely conditionally!) all types of the multi-qualitative Resomirals with such 
mathematical notion as the multitude of valid digits, which would unite the integral, fractional, 
natural, even, odd, rational, irrational, simple, unequivocal, multivalued and other types of digits. 
Every single mentioned category is in fact a subset of even greater quantity of digits, which is 
formed by the addition of various subsets of yet another aggregated digit systems, such as integrated, 
interval (the analog of wave ranges) and others. 

14.15726. All the multi-qualitative energy foundation of resomiral structures of Space-Time is 
slloogrently formed by means of the universal attributes of the duvuyllerrt resonance of ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of Formo-Creators of absolutely all Forms of Self-Consciousness of the Tertiary 
Energy-Plasma, which in turn are simultaneously manifested throughout all the Temporal Fluxes 
and throughout all synthesized qualitative Levels. While the Informational foundation of any 
Resomiral is slloogrently based upon ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of all the multitude of СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of ODS and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-Complexes, duvuyllerrtly-resonantly 
interacting with only certain types (sets of the particular characteristics) of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators. Every such set resonantly excludes the greater characteristics 
part of active interaction between Formo-Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, which 
is inherent to all the multitude of other Karma-Forms, interacting only with these, which match 
their own inter-quality Synthesis schema. According to this schema it is primordially qualitatively 
determined which types of “emanations” and “psyche” of the Pure Qualities, and in which sequence 
of svilgs-sphering, are to resonantly interconnect with each other with the formation of variously 
tolerant Synthesis products. Let me remind you, that the certain types of Energy (the Space) are 
capable of interacting with the identical Informational Levels only by means of sequential realizations 
of the multi-qualitative states of Forms of Self-Consciousness, as a result of which the Inertia effect 
is manifested within the Space, which in turn forms all the subjective Perceptions (СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms) regarding the Time throughout all the focus dynamics of Formo-Creators. 

14.15727. By means of “projecting” of the variety of additional characteristics onto the slloogrent states 
of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, which 
broaden their capabilities for the energy-informational interaction, it is possible in each Resomiral 
(“karma-fractional multitude”) to manifest (specifically single out) more and more additional 
aggregates of the greater “discrete” structural conditions (“karma-fractional sub-multitudes”), 
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which become slloogrent constituent “parts” of the Energy-Information of the even more integral 
“multiplicity” condition of the current Resomiral. For the superior СЛАА-СС-МИИ (SLAA-SS-MII)-
Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma only “the single” slloogrent Resomiral is acting as the “state of 
the finite multiplicity”, duvuyllerrtly-resonantly combining within itself absolutely all the multitude 
of Karma-Forms, structuring all the dimensional Levels and Synthesis schemas, while forming by 
its mutual Configuration the integrated Karma-Form of Energy-Plasma of the 12th dimension. If 
we, from within our own Self-Consciousness, begin to consequently differentiate of this Karma-
Form – as a mutual “karma-fractional multiplicity” – onto the constituent energy-informational 
Elements, the less and less universal, but at the same time, more narrow-specific “karma-fractional 
sub-multiplicities” (multi-level Resomirals of Proto-Forms of the Collective Cosmic Intellects) will 
be sequentially implemented in our Perception systems. 

14.15728. As the superior СЛАА-СС-МИИ (SLAA-SS-MII)-Creators, “isolating” from the global 
slloogrent state of Karma-Form the specific energy-informational features of “emanations” and 
“psyche” of every single Pure Quality, We provide the opportunity towards the manifestation within 
our Self-Consciousness of the distinctive properties of the strictly determined “karma-fractional 
sub-multiplicities” (Resomirals) of 11-12th dimensions, within each of which the “emanations” 
and “psyche” of the eleven Pure Qualities exist as Dominants, while the last Quality acts in the 
background mode. If we compare each Pure Quality with a letter, then the Karma-Form of the 
12th dimension of Energy-Plasma will look like “ABCDEFGHIJKL”. Upon the farther “isolation” 
from it of Aspects of every single Pure Quality (considering the Synthesis process is deployed 
backwards), We initiate the manifestation of the twelve multi-qualitative types of “karma-fractional 
sub-multiplicities” (where the upper-case letter resembles the Dominant, while the lower-case 
letter – the recessive state): “aBCDEFGHIJKL”, “AbCDEFGHIJKL”, “ABcDEFGHIJKL”, 
“ABCdEFGHIJKL”…” ABCDEFGHIJKl”, each of which – within its own range of 11-12th 
dimension – resembles the stand-alone, isolated Synthesis schema and, the integrated summary 
of birvulart (i.e. mutually-penetrating of all the Configurations of multi-qualitative Forms of Self-
Consciousness, simultaneously manifested throughout all the Levels before the 11-12th dimensions) 
distinctive attributes of Proto-Forms of a certain type of the Collective Cosmic Intellect. 

14.15729. Upon the farther differentiating the slloogrent Configurations conditions of each of 
the 12 “karma-fractional sub-multiplicities”, revealed with Our assistance within the current 
dimensional range, are capable of dividing onto at least 11 “karma-fractional sub-multiplicities”: 
“abCDEFGHIJKL”, “aBcDEFGHIJKL”, “aBCdEFGHIJKL”, … “aBCDEFGHIJKl”, thus forming 
the next 11 types of multi-qualitatively synthesized Resomirals into the corresponding qualitative 
ranges of the 10-11th dimensions. This process of the conditional differentiating of a more synthesized 
Configurations, “inside” of the mutual slloogrent state, onto their lesser synthesized manifestations 
– as a result of this – within the Energy-Plasma of the various Resomiral “karma-fractional sub-…-
multiplicities”, is inherent for the focus dynamics of absolutely all Forms of Self-Consciousness, 
right down to the Levels of 3-4-dimensions, beyond the limits of which (0-3-dimensional ranges) 
the fundamental processes of the inter-quality Synthesis sequentially transform into the processes 
of the inner-quality Synthesis, thus forming the much more narrowly-specific types of proto-form 
Resomirals. 

14.15730. Please note, that in the conditionally-primitive alphabet example, I have deliberately 
limited the Energy-Plasma model by 12 letters, only to illustrate in a comprehensible fashion the 
slloogrent principal of synthesis process and the sequential inclusion (the duvuyllerrt “projecting”) 
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of the results of the global svilgs-sphering synthesis dynamics, which is simultaneously implemented 
by all the Self-Consciousness Forms of each wave range, as a basic Energy-Informational state for 
the inertial implementation of the synthesis processes (focus dynamics) in the next dimensional wave 
range. In reality such differentiating attributes of the most profoundly-synthesized Configurations of 
Forms of Self-Consciousness onto the separated “karma-fractional sub-multiplicities” and “sub-…
multiplicities” exist in unlimited multitudes, and all of them, being thoroughly synthesized within 
the global slloogrent space-time Continuums and Conversuums of all Levels of the Tertiary Energy-
Plasma, form – with each other and “inside” of each other – the most intricate and unpredictable 
combinations of “emanations” and “psyche”, which we can subjective define as the proto-form 
Resomirals. 

14.15731. The slloogrent Configuration of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Resomiral (ResЛЛУУ-ВВУ), 
partially manifested through the mostly qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness of the bio-
analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, which in turn structure by their CAF-dynamics the 
3-4-dimensional ranges, includes in itself the infinite number of narrowly-specific attributes, inherent 
for all the diversity of Self-Consciousness Forms of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) (including the 
“human”) civilizations, each of which differ from all the rest by means of its specific НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Form inherentities of the implementation of the global inter-quality Synthesis schema, mutual 
for all ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms. For instance, in the CAF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators of a certain civilization, there is a modest prevailing of a single Dominant over the 
other, upon the equal participation of hvasslons Formo-Creators of the ten background Qualities 
(thus, the specific Res ЛЛУУ-ВВУ 1 is formed); the other civilization’s Collective Consciousness, 
simultaneously structuring its own Temporal Fluxes and inherent Continuums along with the first 
one, has evident prevailing (over the intensity of the hvasslons sphering of all the rest of background 
Qualities) of CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of a certain background Quality, for example – THE-
Tendency (thus, the specific ResЛЛУУ-ВВУ2 is formed); НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms of the Collective 
Consciousness of the third civilization have evidently deflated Constrictive Activity of Formo-
Creators of two such background Qualities as THE-Unanimity and THE-Mobility (thus, the specific 
ResЛЛУУ-ВВУ3 is formed); the Self-Consciousness Forms, inherent to the fourth civilization, show 
signs of the hyper-inflated hvasslon Activity of such background Quality as THE-Stability, while 
the hvasslon activity of THE-Knowledge is evidently suppressed (thus, the specific ResЛЛУУ-ВВУ4 is 
formed)…

14.15732. Such diversity of the multi-qualitative fundamental attributes manifestation, inherent for 
the mutual slloogrent state of the fully synthesized Collective Cosmic Intellect Configuration of 
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), is being duvuyllerrtly-diffusively “self-projecting” (“propagating”) into 
the infinity of the synthesis combinations of absolutely all possible Forms of Consciousness of the 
Tertiary Energy-Plasma: certain attributes (specifics) of the hvasslon svilgs-sphering of the mutual 
for all ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms Synthesis schemas throughout all the narrow-frequency 
dimensional ranges, create the pre-conditions for manifestation within the resonant zones of Space-
Time of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of only a certain type of “karma-fractional sub-…-
multiplicities”, which in turn form onto the energy-informational basis of qualitatively corresponding 
to them Resomirals “their own” groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums. For the biological Forms of 
Self-Consciousness of all the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) civilizations, simultaneously manifested 
throughout the multi-qualitative Temporal Fluxes of 3-4-dimensional ranges, the distinction 
characteristics are being various energy-informational combinations (interrelations) of the hvasslon 
dynamics of various “parts” of СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ (SVUULLMII-SVUU)- and ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ 
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(LUUDMII-SVUU)-Creators, which provide the specific formation and the individual revealing of 
the biological forms of absolutely all Proto-Forms (for instance, birds, fish, insects, primates, and 
many more of known and unknown bio-form Self-Consciousness types, synthesized on the basis of 
the constructive interaction between the multi-qualitative bio-Creators, simultaneously structuring 
all the Temporal Fluxes of the current dimensional wave range). 

14.15733. In Volume 10 of the IISSIIDIOLOGY I have stated that ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), within the 
range of 3-4-dimension, doesn’t have its own - ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like – manifestation Forms, 
while the biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-types of every ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU)-like multi-temporal civilizations are synthesized along the certain set of energy-informational 
interrelations between СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ (SVUULLMII-SVUU) and ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ (LUUDMII-
SVUU)-Creators of the multitude of other Proto-Forms, whose inter-quality Synthesis schemas, 
somewhat matches the general wave parameters, inherent to the “human” DNA (that is why all of 
them have a tendency to be revealed along us within the current Continuum group wave range). The 
general slloogrent state of the energy-informational structures of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Resomiral 
of the “current” “human” civilization, which we focus upon, is also specifically differentiated onto 
the few fundamental varieties of “karma-fractional sub-multiplicities” or sub-Resomirals, each of 
which is in fact a slloogrent constituent of the global “human” (i.e. not completely ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU)-like, but duvuyllerrtly “approaching” it by the quality of its Energy-Information) Resomiral. 
Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms of every race, simultaneously manifested through 
the specifics of Temporal Fluxes in each of the “human” civilizations, having various distinctive 
morphogenetic inherentities and psycho-mental characteristics, implement the corresponding part of 
the mutual for all “humans” Synthesis schema, by means of the hvasslon dynamics of the НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Configurations, which they focus upon. There is a multitude of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations of “human” (ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like) civilizations, which simultaneously, 
energy-informationally involved in this global slloogrent process, and which reveal (in their own 
Temporal Fluxes) similar qualitative characteristics. 

14.15734. For instance, within Forms of Self-Consciousness of certain “human” races – due to the 
particular evolutional preconditions of the qualitative formation of their biological bodies – there 
exists a much greater activity of these proto-form СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ (SVUULLMII-SVUU)-Creators 
(in comparison with Forms of Self-Consciousness of other races) which determine the existence 
of the resistive functions towards the low temperatures, while prevent the consumption of dairy 
products; Forms of Self-Consciousness of other “human” races have the adaptive mechanisms for 
living on the very high ground, which is inherent for the certain types of mammals. Yet another set 
of attributes in order to Resomiral allocation can be a mental or a sensual activity, evident through 
various types of professional activity: the “karma-fractional” interrelationships of certain sub-
Resomirals, by means of the specific CAF-dynamics of Forms of Self-Consciousness, stimulate the 
propensity towards medicine and healing; just as the “karma-fractional” inherentities of other sub-
Resomirals activate the predisposition tendencies within Self-Consciousness of particular НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)–Configurations towards the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of physics, mathematics, 
biology, art, sports, dancing, religion, politics, psychology and so on… These tendencies, in different 
correlation, are being manifested in specific Forms of Self-Consciousness of the multi-qualitative 
“human” races, which in turn contain not only the temporary FCA-dynamics of the Collective 
Consciousness of the “current human-kind”, but also qualitative specifics of the Temporal Fluxes 
of the simultaneous manifestation of Self-Consciousness Forms of all other “human” civilization 
types. 
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14.15735. ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness Forms, qualitative 
energy-informational interrelations of which allows them to reveal the certain degree of resonance 
towards the focus dynamics of each other, are slloogrently “integrated” into the corresponding 
Resomiral types. This integration is performed by means of the aggregation of certain, qualitatively 
synthesized particular attributes (СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms + Formo-Creators of hvasslons of 
some certain Pure Qualities), having either the exact same parameters (frequencies) of manifestation 
throughout the Space-Time, or the high “compatibility” degree of hvasslon svilgs-sphering of 
these Pure Qualities within the particular Levels of its manifestation (not only according to the 
commonality of one or both Dominants, but also according to the high activity degree of certain 
types of background interrelationships). 

QUESTION: Oris, could you please tell us if it’s true, that the global ODS is actually a 
combination of all the proto-form Resomirals of the current dimensional range?

14.15736. – The question isn’t quite correctly formulated. It’s the same if you would ask me is it true, 
that the current automobile’s movement is a result of the presence in it of all its components, parts 
and assemblies? Undoubtedly, without some very important assemblies or parts, it will be impossible 
not only move, but even start any automobile altogether. However, upon the full package and great 
mechanical order, but without the presence of other necessary conditions or items (such as the 
availability of a driver) the automobile will still be nothing more than a combination of specifically 
interconnected metallic, rubber, plastic and other types of alloys. Almost the same is true regarding 
Formo-Creators of all Resomirals, which, without an active energy-informational interrelationship 
with УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Forms and УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Conglomerates of the ODS, would still be 
nothing more than the potential realizational capacities of Space-Time. In order to activate ALL the 
inertial dynamics, the uniting factor is necessary – the presence of all the multi-qualitative variety 
of constantly functioning Forms of Self-Consciousness (Proto-Forms), which would resonantly 
bind the otherwise separate slloogrent Configurations of multi-qualitatively-synthesized Energy 
with precisely corresponding to them slloogrent Configurations of multi-qualitative synthesized 
Information. Only upon these conditions ALL The Universe is capable of the inertial functioning. 

14.15737. The Resomirals – are a primordial multiplicity of multi-qualitative types of synthesis 
interconnections within Space-Time of CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators and DRF-dynamics of 
СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators. The space-time formations, which are created by them (“karma-
fractional multiplicities”) not only resonantly, unite the Energy-Information of Forms of Self-
Consciousness by means of their ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, which are being manifested throughout 
various Temporal Fluxes, but also provide the conditions (the existence of duvuyllerrt Continuum 
groups) for the simultaneous slloogrent manifestation of these Forms of Self-Consciousness. It is 
conditionally true, that the Space-Time and the ODS act as certain analogs of the “injector” and 
“fuel”, without which the “automobile” (Form of Self-Consciousness) wouldn’t be able to anyhow 
reveal itself. 

14.15738. Let me remind you, that the informational constituent of all the inertial focus dynamics 
of Forms throughout the Space-Time is provided by the СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators of the 
РЕЗОСКОНЦЕОННОЙ Branch (ODS and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-Complexes), while the energy 
constituent is revealed through ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of the Evolutional 
Branch, united into the corresponding types of synthesis Resomirals. The set of perceptions of any 
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Form of Self-Consciousness in regards to its outer reality – is a sheer illusion, being constantly 
formed by various subjective Perception systems (the ability of the qualitative reflecting of the 
Energy-Information). That means, that the Formo-Creators supposedly “realizing themselves” not 
within Continuums, Realities or World Form-Systems, the illusory manifestations of which every 
one of you somehow subjectively perceives for yourselves, - instead, they supposedly “realizing 
themselves” in Resomirals, while enveloping of all the multitude of multi-qualitatively-synthesized 
proto-form Directions, which simultaneously structure all the Temporal Fluxes, by means of their 
multi-polarized focus dynamics. 

14.15739. The good example of subjective evaluation, which we apply towards various ЛЛУУ-ВВУ 
(LLUU-VVU)-Resomirals, can be the fact, that we still divide all the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms onto 
the different “human races”, “nations” and “nationalities” (proto-form Directions). The basis of the 
Resomiral formation of 3-4-dimensional range is a formation diversity of “hexahedron” Forms of Self-
Consciousness. Factually, Resomirals – are the basis of dimensional formation; it is what prevents the 
Forms of Self-Consciousness of various slloogrent “parts” of Continuum groups to be revealed within 
other Continuum groups, due to the fact of the existence within their Configurations of the specific 
dissonance extent. At the same time, the multi-qualitative structure of dimension, synthesized by Formo-
Creators, allows for a simultaneous manifestation within a single wave range of the multitude of quality-
differential Self-Consciousness Forms, nevertheless, not excluding of some degree of tensions towards 
each other – within limits of the specific synthesis range and Proto-Form compatibility. 

14.15740. That is what is responsible for the emergence of the necessary conditions for the collective 
existence of the specific types of nations, nationalities and races, as well as various animals, plants 
and even objects of living, within the corresponding resonant zones of Space, simulated by various 
Temporal Flux parameters. Meaning, that all these conventional and obvious for us types of the 
electronic, communication, transportation and other appliance technology isn’t necessary inherent 
for the development of other “human” civilizations only because their corresponding, energy-
informational Resomirals (resonantly structuring an FCA-dynamics of their Forms of Consciousness) 
are formed by means of other “hexahedron” combinations, which in turn are formed by means of 
other groups of “tetrahedrons” (in a somewhat different fashion, plus they are synthesized along the 
two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Dominants in other proto-form sequence). 

14.15741. I repeat: ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Resomirals are neither intended nor they exist for 
any specific civilization – the manifestations of the multi-qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness 
throughout various slloogrent “parts” of the multi-qualitative Continuum groups is implemented only 
by means of resonance degree of each of these Forms with the Energy-Information, intrinsic for the 
current zone. If you could somehow “stop” the inertial focus dynamics of your Self-Consciousness 
Form and affix your CAF in a global primordial “instant”, you would see for yourself that all the 
Resomirals already primordially exist. All the other activity, however, which could be described as 
“happened”, or which, supposedly, “taking place” within the outer reality, registered by your systems 
of perception – all of this is nothing more than transitional results of the undulatory manifestation 
of the multi-polarized dynamics of Focuses of multi-qualitative synthesized “hexahedron karma-
fractions”, structuring within Continuums of the current wave range not only НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations, but also all other Forms of Self-Consciousness. 

14.15742. Precisely the narrow-specific inherentities of the focus dynamics allow various slloogrent 
“parts” of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Resomirals to be differently manifested within Space-Time. 
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All “routine” manifestations of World Form-Systems and Continuums within Space-Time are the 
consequence of the subjectivism of the Perception systems of the Forms of Self-Consciousness, 
where we currently focus upon: by “projecting” our inherent Perceptions into the slloogrent 
construction of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Resomiral, we inertially isolate only these notions and 
conceptions, which correspond with our Perceptions. Forms of Self-Consciousness, manifested 
throughout the Collective Consciousness types of variable “human” civilizations, are structured by 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators, concurrently “belonging” to the Forms of different 
Temporal Fluxes, because due to some energy-informational parameters of the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Configurations of their current simultaneous in-focusing, – within the current manifestation 
range – they are capable of sufficiently resonating with СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of various 
Forms of Collective “human” Intellect, structuring different Continuum groups. 

14.15743. Thus, not only a certain civilization as a “whole” (although “the civilization” is a very 
subjective and relative notion), but also the various constituents of its Collective Intellect, upon 
attaining of the certain synthesis conditions, which are inherent to the specific manifestation range 
(i.e. “level of development”), “project” by the quality of their FCA-dynamics into the outer Space-
Time, of particular characteristics, which in turn, to a greater degree, reflect the quality of СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent not only to the current, but also to various other civilizations, 
Forms of Self-Consciousness of which are revealed throughout the multiplicity of the multitude 
of different Temporal Fluxes. Earlier1* I had described in detail the exact process, where the 
steadfast and powerful prevailing of certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, structuring the УУ-
ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Conglomerates of the specific Level of Self-Consciousness during the “individual” 
TES-“decompressions”, can become (and constantly do!) the cause of its purposeful “individual” 
manifestation simultaneously within НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms of various Temporal Fluxes, 
not necessarily within a single, but rather throughout multiple civilizations. These “personified 
incarnations”, accompanying by the retaining of previous “memory” fragments (general СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the individual ODS), are called inter-form-type refocusing. They can be 
implemented not only upon the inter-quality Synthesis (“Death”) throughout certain sub-levels of 
Self-Consciousness, but also in an “ongoing” mode of Existence of variable Self-Consciousness 
Forms, which, while being parts of different Temporal Fluxes, but which, between various “parts” of 
their НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, have a pretty high degree of resonant Creative Activity 
of Formo-Creators, which in turn, during the TES-“unfolding” are capable of utilizing variable (in 
terms of different Synthesis schemas), but at the same time, vibrationally-identical СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms. 

14.15744. All Resomirals, as the qualitative structures of Energy-Plasma, are formed by very specific 
energy-informational interrelationships between Formo-Creators, just as within Space-Time the 
variable “hexahedron fractalities” of different Forms of Self-Consciousness are being synthesized, 
which by means of their multi-polarized CAF-dynamics are capable of simultaneous reflection 
throughout various Continuums of attributes, inherent to a greater degree to hvasslon Aspects of 
absolutely different Pure Qualities. Throughout the global slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time all 
this allows the Forms of Self-Consciousness of various Temporal Fluxes and various civilizations 
to find quite unique and diverse variants of qualitative realization of the exact same scientifically-
technological, social, culturally-ethnical, geopolitical, financially-economical, morally-ethical and 
religious objectives. 

1 See IISSIIDIOLOGY, Volume 12
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14.15745. Certain sequence in various inter-quality Synthesis, forming a somewhat similar dynamics 
of the Creative Activity of Formo-Creators of billions of multi-qualitative groups of “hexahedron 
karma-fractions”, structuring a certain “part” of the global slloogrent ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-
Resomiral, can stimulate the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the specific qualitative Level, which, 
upon the specific resonance degree with each other, can commence the simultaneous manifestation 
within Self-Consciousness Forms of various Temporal Fluxes of a single “human” civilization. The 
same can be simultaneously implemented throughout the different “human” civilizations. At that, 
the higher the advancement level (degree of inter-qualitative synthesis) of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms, the larger number of opportunities can be created 
for the Formo-Creators (which focus upon these НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations) for the 
simultaneous, subjectively-conscious (“individual”) Existence throughout a variety of different 
civilizations (which differently implement the exact same evolutional Tasks) at once. 

14.15746. Certain types of groups of Formo-Creators (the ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations aggregation, 
synthesized along the various Pure Quality Aspect schemas, which are most compatible within the 
current manifestation range with the Formo-Creators of both НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Dominant’s 
attributes) by means of inherent to them biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, are 
forming the inertial dynamics, inherent to certain civilizations within the corresponding slloogrent 
“parts” of Space-Time, while other groups are resonantly active in formation and implementation 
of the FCA-dynamics of Forms of Self-Consciousness of other civilizations. Hence, throughout 
various “parts” of slloogrentity of duvuyllerrt groups of Continuums, concurrently, inertially 
and narrow-specifically, out of different “karma-fractions”, the Forms of Self-Consciousness of 
billions of multi-qualitative civilizations are being formed, which, depending on the svilgs-sphering 
types and sequence, upon which the Dominant Pure Quality Aspects are being synthesized within 
their НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, create variable kinds of solutions for the exact same 
Problems. Let’s assume, that certain Qualities are less compatible with each other, therefore, in 
order to deepen the CAF-dynamics and find the most effective alternate solution, Formo-Creators 
of certain “groups” of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Resomiral, have to overcome the specific tension 
(under-synthesized between certain Aspects) conditions, for which it is necessary to resonantly 
attract into the focus dynamics of “hexahedron karma-fractions” of their own group, while at the 
same time dissonantly exclude, (“kick out”, “expel”) from it the of certain of its “participants” 
(i.e. interchange the drastically discordant types of partially synthesized energy-informational 
interconnections - СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms – between “hexahedron” Formo-Creators onto a 
somewhat resonant, or even more universal, i.e. high-frequency ones). 

14.15747. Upon the completion of this interchange phase, the qualitative-transformed ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of duvuyllerrt “groups” of Formo-Creators of certain “hexahedron karma-fractions” 
instantaneously resonantly “integrate” with ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations (or some of their “parts”) 
of Formo-Creators, which, by means of their FCA-dynamics have already synthesized and 
correspondingly revealed throughout Space-Time the variant of a better solution because they 
possess within their “karma-fractions” (Form of Self-Consciousness) the more compatible types 
of energy-informational interconnections. The duration of the inertial manifestation of a “karma-
fraction” is irrelevant – this is absolutely a subjective factor, which only objectively reflects the 
tension degree of the creative manifestation throughout Space-Time of the FCA-dynamics of Formo-
Creators of certain НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, in relation to the manifestation quality of 
Formo-Creators of these НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, which are ALREADY structuring 
the manifestation dynamics, subjectively selected by us as a “Goal” of our life. 
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14.15748. For example, the most qualitative revealing throughout the global slloogrent dynamics 
of all Forms of Self-Consciousness of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) – is one of the Goals of our mutual 
infinite existence throughout Space-Time. Depending on within which qualitative levels of Energy-
Plasma’s НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations WE are capable of focus upon, these would be our 
most real Forms of our current “personified” inertial existence. Slloogrentity of the inertial revealing 
throughout the Space-Time of OUR certain conditional “final” Goal, consists of sequentially-multi-
polarized (hvasslon-“attractor”) refocusing dynamics of Formo-Creators of the multitude of quality-
differential ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Configurations, which simultaneously structure various types 
of “human” and ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like civilizations. The Goal of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU)-like aspect of OUR Collective Existence as СЛАА-СС-МИИ (SLAA-SS-MII)-Creators – is the 
sequential in-focusing throughout some of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like civilizations, profound 
analysis of any obstacles to our self-development, overcoming of all the existing dissonances within 
our Self-Consciousness and precondition creation for farther in-focusing into the less destructive 
(within current manifestation Levels!) НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Configurations. 

QUESITON: Oris, you have stated, that Resomirals – are the primordially synthesized space-
time structures. Meaning they are already synthesized, unlike World Form-Systems, Reality 
types and their Continuums?

14.15749. – Resomirals – are ALL THE OBJECTIVITY, which has synthesized momentarily – upon 
A SINGLE INSTANCE OF THE UNIVERSAL MANIFESTATION. For the ease of your understanding, 
please imagine that a certain gigantic megapolis was instantly supplied with absolutely all the 
essentials, necessary for the existence of its billions of inhabitants; at that, each supplied item was 
instantly placed on its appropriate place (similar to the file placement procedure within an Oracle 
DBMS – Database Management System – translator’s example). During the multitudes of oncoming 
decades, each of the megapolis inhabitants, depending on their interests and needs, without the need 
of producing anything, simply utilizes anything, which has always been, is, and will be there for 
them. Since every single supplied item primordially located only at the specifically designated site 
within this imaginary megapolis, it is only a matter of certain efforts, which all the inhabitants must 
apply in order to get to where the desired item is located, so that they will be able to get anything 
they wish. 

14.15750. Absolutely all Resomirals are already slloogrently synthesized and qualitatively 
(resonantly) simultaneously revealed throughout this SINGLE UNIVERSAL INSTANCE. Because of 
them, all the Universal Form-structures have ability towards the objective self-manifestation and 
subjective Existence; at least its (Universal) “synthesis” part. We aren’t synthesizing anything, not 
at all altering it, neither do we improving, nor we deteriorating anything. We only actively utilize all 
that in order to gain a specific Experience, just like the student-drivers utilize the driving simulation 
computer equipment in order to acquire the necessary driving skills. During these driving simulation 
sessions no single car or truck is wrecked, no pedestrians are traumatized; the student-drivers 
themselves aren’t being hurt in any way, but instead are able to acquire the necessary driving (or 
flying) skills! If absolutely nothing is being changed during these driving simulation sessions, then 
what exactly helps them to gain that experience? What helps them is the alteration of their psychic 
reactions (Focus) of their Perception systems, which entirely depends on the quality of НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Configurations of Forms of Self-Consciousness, which they simultaneously and multi-
polarizationally in-focus upon. 
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14.15751. The energy-informational inherentities of the infinite Form-structure Existence of various 
World Form-Systems, Reality types and groups of space-time Continuums which they consist of, one 
way or another is being manifested throughout the informational space of your Self-Consciousness 
only because out of the variety of multi-qualitative types of the global slloogrent Resomirals, your 
Focus currently is capable of a resonant “picking” out of the Space-Time and a subjective “reflection” 
(perversely “revealing”, “manifesting”) through the ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms, which are structuring the “Bio-Screen”, of only a strictly synthesis condition 
of Form-structures, out of all the infinite multitude of them, primordially inherent to ALL THE 
UNIVERSE. (The Focus is – the reflection result of “projections” of the CAF-dynamics of Formo-
Creators of certain “parts” of slloogrent Resomirals, from the qualitative condition of СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms of the individual Self-Consciousness ODS). 

14.15752. Forms of Self-Consciousness, very similar and variable in terms of their qualitative 
parameters (for instance, the sequence implementation of their svilgs-sphering) and these, structuring 
absolutely different Temporal Fluxes, have a mutual tendency to resonantly aggregate with each 
other, by means of some “parts” of their НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, regardless of the 
Temporal Flux type they belong to. Provided for this attribute of their focus dynamics, throughout 
variable Continuum’s Forms of Self-Consciousness, the CAF-dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations Formo-Creators, structuring various ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-civilizations, is 
able to be simultaneously manifested in variable forms, which in turn depend on the capabilities 
of the Continuums Themselves. This precise inherentity of Space-Time – is in fact, the inertial 
foundation of your tendency towards the simultaneous refocusing implementation process by means 
of variable proto-form development Directions, into these groups of Continuums, whose СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms are gradually reflecting the energy-informational characteristics of the ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like Synthesis Direction. 

14.15753. As a rough example of the above mentioned, imagine that various “people” have decided 
to get to Moscow from different points of origin: certain groups have originated their journey from 
Europe, certain groups from Africa; others have commenced the travel from Asia, Australia, North 
and South America. Every one of these travelers is faced with different situations and obstacles 
along the way, thus synthesizing the same Aspects in a slightly different fashion from all other 
travelers, considering variable combinations of background and dominant Qualities, consecutively 
self-identifying with the dynamics of certain proto-forms, or with attributes of other ones. Ultimately, 
all the travelers will meet at the certain location, which every one of them have designated as their 
final destination point. In roughly the same fashion, the Focuses of Self-Consciousness Formo-
Creators of all the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms, initiated by their global mutual evolutional Goal, 
but structuring variable ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-civilizations, are being sequentially-resonantly 
manifested by their various “parts” throughout the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, belonging 
to variable Temporal Fluxes. 

14.15754. Throughout the “current” for us Continuum groups, only these Forms of Self-Consciousness 
can more adequately be manifested, which reflect by their СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms the 
properties of the specific Proto-Form variants, including the corresponding Synthesis Directions. 
By means of the persistent shift of the CAF-dynamics into some of the other Synthesis schemas, 
not inherent to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like development Direction, your Forms of Self-
Consciousness gradually become more compliant with these НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, 
which are manifested throughout different other civilizations of roughly the same level of development 
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matching your current one, but which perceive themselves slightly differently. Thus, from the 
different resonant slloogrent Resomiral parts – by mans of the multi-polarized focus dynamics of 
Formo-Creators of the multi-qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness – everything, similar in terms 
of its quality but inherent to various civilizations, is being inertially-jointly manifested. In fact, that 
is how the duvuyllerrt multi-qualitative slloogrent Continuum groups are being manifested, where 
the Forms of Self-Consciousness of your current in-focus are revealed. 

QUESTION: I am sorry, but I can’t really understand – do the Resomirals structure various 
Continuums, or is it vice-versa? 

14.15755. – The global Resomiral slloogrentity (all the way to the 12-13th dimensional Levels) is 
structured by the fully synthesized ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators, meaning that it 
“doesn’t” already contain of any svilgs (hvasslon) dynamics, or any possibilities for manifestations 
of Inertia (although, in reality it isn’t quite so – within Form-structures of the Secondary Energy-
Plasma the Universal Principals instead considerably deepen!). All the 3-4-dimensional Continuums 
represent the narrowly-specific manifestations onto the “Bio-Screens” of all biological Forms of Self-
Consciousness of the slloogrent Illusion of the polytypic Collective Intellects, whose realizational 
Forms (Forms of Self-Consciousness) are also being the “projections” (the simultaneous multi-
polarized activity of hvasslon svilgs-sphering) of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of the EXACT SAME 
– resomiral! – Formo-Creators. The Resomirals represent the Principal of the stable manifestation 
of the potential objectivism, while Continuums – the Principal of the inertial formation of the 
variable Forms of subjectivism. The subjective reflections of various Continuum Forms – are the 
manifestations within the Self-Consciousness of these Forms of the transitional slloogrent conditions 
of all possible variants of the multi-qualitatively synthesized Form-structures of Energy-Plasma. 
There is no fundamental difference (from the position of the VEC-Observer) between the Resomiral 
Energy-Information and the Energy-Information, which is being “projected” from them – these are 
differently perceived Forms manifestations of the exact same slloogrent structure. 

14.15756. But from OUR position as ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Creators, neither 
Resomirals, nor Continuums exist: in reality all that does exist is the slloogrent manifestation Principal 
of Energy-Plasma, owning to which all the simultaneous foundation of skrruullerrt system is capable 
of revealing through the variable types of multi-qualitative Continuums, which in every separate 
case are subjectively being perceived by the Formo-Creators as the outer actuality, consisting of all 
the potentially existing civilizations of all the variants of the “past” as well as all the variants of the 
“future”, which are capable of a constrictive self-expression within the current dimensional wave 
range. Various SC’s are structured by the different proto-form Resomirals, however, at the same 
time any Resomiral is enveloping by its functionality (the focus dynamics of its Formo-Creators) 
multiple groups of SC’s, which are simultaneously manifested throughout diverse Temporal Fluxes. 

14.15757. НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of all the multi-quality types of “hexahedron” 
Forms of Self-Consciousness of 3-4-dimensional range, are synthesized according to the mutual to 
all of them resonance Principal, which energy-informationally aggregates into these Configurations 
the various Form- and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators of different proto-form Directions. 
Therefore, the most primitive “parts” of slloogrentity of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Resomiral consist 
of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators, which resonate with the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of Proto-Forms of domestic animals, who are capable of understanding “people” emotions (for 
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instance anger or love), owning to the fact, that they constantly live together with “humans”. In the 
same fashion, НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms, structuring certain Resomiral Levels of various Proto-
Forms, manifest themselves accordingly. Thus, every single “karma-fraction” can be conditionally 
interpreted as the tolerant synthesis resonant formation throughout Space-Time of duvuyllerrt 
Configuration “parts” of Formo-Creators. Any “hexahedron karma-fraction” represents by itself a 
part of the synthesized slloogrentity of a few proto-form Resomirals, since Formo-Creators, which 
form its “peaks”, are also structure various Resomirals by their ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, which 
actually form this very same “hexahedron” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration (“octahedron” 
Resomirals, “pyramidal” Resomirals and “tetrahedron” Resomirals). On the other hand, the 
“hexahedron” Resomirals are the constituents of even more complex energy-informational formations 
– “icosahedron”, “dodecahedron” and other even more versatile Resomirals. 

14.15758. The larger the quantity of the multi-Aspect or multi-Quality Formo-Creators, employed 
in a Configuration formation of any given “karma-fraction”, the more Experience, generated by the 
Collective Intellects of various ОО-УУ-Entitys is resonantly being attracted into the “decompression” 
dynamics of any Information. When there isn’t enough Experience (meaning – Formo-Creators), then 
any tensions (the qualitative difference in the interpretation of the similar Information) are liquidated 
with the assistance of hvasslons (and other dimensional analogs of svilgsons2) Formo-Creators, 
requiring in this case the larger Energy expenditures, which in turn means the implementation of a 
larger quantity inertial rotational Shifts, which are the essential energy potential Source for Formo-
Creators of any Resomiral, structuring the synthesis dynamics of Space-Time. 

14.15759. This is true regarding of absolutely all Proto-Form manifestations, since the Configuration 
of “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators of each type, is also being a part of all more complex configurational 
structures, inherent for the polytypic Resomirals of all dimensional ranges, where the tension svilgs-
dynamic is being leveled by means of all multitude of Formo-Creators of other “peaks” of each 
of the “karma-fraction”, facilitating to the formation of the stable states of inter-resistance, inter-
opposition and inter-incomprehension within Configurations of Forms of Self-Consciousness. I am 
not talking about the specific state of various Realities and groups of Continuums, the conditional 
Forms manifestation of which are being the consequences of extreme necessity of Synthesis in 
Configurations of their Consciousness of certain qualitative sub-levels. Such Form-systems, 
specializing on the activation of the specific sub-Aspects and Aspects of particular Qualities, exist 
in unlimited quantities. I am talking about the opportunity for each Form of Self-Consciousness, 
primordially programmed within the Universal structure, which allows for the constant increase of 
the inertial dynamics of its qualitative refocusing. 

14.15760. Let’s assume that if you prick yourself with a needle, you will feel pain, since the 
Perceptions of bio-Creators of your biological organism in regards to this impact, aren’t leveled by 
the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form dynamics (convincing Motivations) of other Formo-Creators, 
which possess the necessary Experience regarding the fact that, for instance, a needle shot into a 
certain acupuncture spot, can indeed be very useful for the body. While the Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators don’t have any persuasive Motivation (profound Understanding) for any action 
or mentally-psychic state implementation, the unpleasant feelings from the arising tensions will 
generate the stable Desire of leaving the “painful” process. When, however, the Sense of the ongoing 
event, happening to you, is found, profoundly and comprehensively interpreted and concerted with 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the most active Formo-Creators of your Self-Consciousness, 
2 For the information regarding the variously-dimensional graviton analogs please read below.
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then any, previously unpleasant or even painful conditions or outer influence, lose all “their” – 
farfetched by you! – negativeness, and even can transform into the opposite tension type – state 
of dependency from something or someone, a certain excessive affection. For instance, sexually it 
is manifested in a form of a sadomasochism tendencies and habits. In a relationship between the 
mother and her beloved child or a wife and her husband-tyrant it is manifested as a necessity of 
constant self-sacrifice and denial in return for the ingratitude and rudeness. As soon as the powerful 
Motivation is being activated within Self-Consciousness (consciously or not), which is essential for 
the hvasslon Formo-Creators, so they can completely synthesize of various sub-levels of the current 
Configuration, the situation instantly transforms from the negative and stressful to at least neutral, 
or even positive and favorable. 

14.15761. If you increase the Perception Level in relation to any negative situation or a psychic 
condition, you will deeply cognize the fact that you haven’t yet experienced this particular feeling, 
situation or condition, which could be manifested in this particular pain, this particular humiliation, 
this particular fear, bitterness, disappointment, and so on. And then, in the contrast to dislike, enmity 
and fear, provoked by the critical situation or a condition, the sudden dilemma arises within your 
Self-Consciousness: what’s more important – refuse and escape as far as possible from all, that 
frightens and represses you, or stay and try to experience the possible pain and fear on a much 
greater scale, on Levels, still unknown to you. And, as soon as you decide to stay, you immediately 
magically transform from the helpless “experimental mouse of your insidious and vicious Destiny” 
into the impartial and supraliminal Researcher of your Own Self and the ongoing situation, revealed 
in your Life. This state of mind totally transforms your position, if not into completely positive, then 
definitely into a much more concerned state towards the opportunity of a balanced and reasonable 
analysis of the previously negative situation or a depression. 

14.15762. If the universal IISSIIDIOLOGY-like СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms are being engaged 
together with this process of self-cognition, the effectiveness from such conscious “re-projecting” of 
Self-Consciousness from the dynamics of the lesser qualitative Resomirals into the more qualitative 
ones, instantly being increased manifold. This is true because your high-frequency Formo-Creators 
don’t have a fear of “Death”; instead they possess the profound and deep understanding of the 
fact, that YOUR “individual” Existence is infinite, that it is simply impossible to anyhow harm or 
annihilate YOU and that YOU, who in reality is much more genuine, isn’t at all being the current 
visible manifestation Form. All that understanding allows you to easily cross the conditional limits 
of your Self-Consciousness, simply transforming from the despondent psychic state of a “victim” 
into the state of the optimistic equitable spiritual Researcher of myriads of Realities and multitudes 
of Your Own Selves, manifested throughout the current universe. 

14.15763. Through every situation and your psychic reaction towards it, you have a chance to 
cognize the Word and Yourselves throughout these creative manifestations of Formo-Creators, 
in which you haven’t yet cognized your “current” Interpretation” of yourself. Upon the firm and 
conscious approach to every problematic situation, your subjective negativity towards the objective 
circumstances will drastically decrease; moreover, once you increase the comprehension and 
perception of any situation all the way up to these Formo-Creators, which certainly know, that they 
(“means “you”) aren’t at all that current visible Form of manifestation, then the very liberation 
moment, which earlier had oppressed, scared and intimidated you, might actually begin to show its 
opposite site of joy and satisfaction from the feeling of your stable focusing in a more qualitative 
Configurations of the high-frequency Formo-Creators. 
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14.15764. Thus, it is possible to completely eliminate from your Self-Consciousness of any physical 
or “phantom” pain, which is being a huge problem for the majority of gravely ill “people”. When 
your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators are deeply and incessantly involved into the detailed 
research of the true cause of the origination of any pain or fear instead of focusing on its subjective 
experiencing, not only the Synthesis Directions are being changed, but also the qualitative Levels 
of refocusing from one types of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations into the other inevitably 
occurs. Don’t forget that in more qualitative Self-Consciousness conditions, pain and fear can either 
be manifested in a very weak form, or not at all. On Self-Consciousness levels, where the high-
frequency Formo-Creators aren’t employed, the low-frequency ones are guided by the inherent to 
them Perceptions regarding the pain and fear without any understanding of the fact that owning 
to the very experiencing of these СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of pain and fear, the sequential 
tension liquidation is being implemented, which facilities to the retuning of the focusing process 
into the more universal Levels of Existence. 

14.15765. The great example of the self-sacrifice for the sake of other “people” can be the decision 
of a young German doctor Lindeman, to TESt upon him the contamination effect of the second 
stage of the syphilis bacteria. Therefore, in 1851 he had consciously infected himself, under the 
supervision of the French Academy of Science and Medicine with syphilis bacteria as a result of 
which, the symptoms of severe illness were evident shortly thereafter. He had denied other doctors 
demands for the immediate cessation of the experiment, so that his research could be completed. This 
process, despite the presence in his Life of the obvious potential source of negativism, nevertheless 
had replenished every instant of his Existence with a deep sense of service to “others”, while the 
understanding of his self-renunciation along with the stable exploratory Interest have brought to 
him the joy of the creative gratification. Such examples of the “personal” self-denial for the sake of 
various science developments exist in multitudes. 

14.15766. If we are to compare with these very positive feelings the extremely negative states of 
Self-Consciousness of his other “personified” Interpretations, which “accidently” had been infected 
with syphilis (or any other serious disease), we could evidently see the difference between the Levels, 
where the inherent to them Synthesis processes of Formo-Creators of 1-6 karmic Channels of ОРЛА-
АКТОР (ORLAAKTOR) and АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА (AIGLLILLIAA) are being implemented, with Levels of 
the subjective Perception, implemented by Formo-Creators of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) 
and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA), due to the absence of necessary Experience (more authentic 
Knowledge) within their Configurations, generating into the “individual” Self-Consciousness the 
powerful emotional fear for the biological Form integrity, the affirmative fixation onto the pain 
sensation and all the other similar emotions, which allow them to self-manifest in a outer Reality 
by various expressions of hatred, malice, aggression, humility, depression, despondency and so on. 

14.15767. In the abovementioned example, the system of an “individual” Perception to the most part 
was guided by the inferior Formo-Creators of the second pair of Ииссииди-Centers, for which it was 
far more important to go through the conscious profound experiencing of any ongoing processes, 
which accompanying the researched Cause (in this case – syphilis), and therefore the spontaneously 
manifested state of depression (due to the absence of Knowledge of non-existence of “Death” back 
then, which had provoked an instinctive fear) were minimal. Confronted with the reproach of other 
doctors regarding his forthcoming “Death”, the researcher had replied: “So much the better!”. He 
had formulated the most convincing – for him! – Motivation for such deed: “My death will prove 
that the whole syphilis doctrine is nothing more than a delusion, which will prevent the additional 
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misfortunes”. The experiencing of the sincere state of altruism and the creative intellect gratitude 
became above all the Perceptions regarding “Death” and moreover, they were the constant source 
of the constructive Joy. 

14.15768. The Entity of previous passage is a more profound Understanding of the fact that ALL, 
absolutely all Forms of OUR synchronous Existence, being visually manifested throughout the 
Space-Time supposedly separately and discretely from each other, in reality represent the SINGLE 
ONE – fully integral and in no way separated – slloogrent Configuration of the universal Form of a 
Cosmic Intellect. It’s just that due to the quantity (“density”, capacity) of the energy-informational 
interrelationships within the more qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness, there are more favorable 
conditions and capabilities are being created for the deeper penetration into the more genuine Levels 
of the semantic Entity of things of the outer reality, which allows Formo-Creators to tremendously 
increase manifestation Levels of their realizational dynamics as well as the dimensional level 
they focus upon. As soon as the Entity of the outer events is differently interpreted by your Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators, you immediately change the dimensional level of your own 
Existence within the range of your manifestation. 

QUESTION: Returning back to the issue of digits and “fractalities”, I would like to find out 
how exactly the discrete numerals can relate to the multidimensional “fractal” formations 
throughout various dimensional ranges?

14.15769. Dear Тллааирлисс, since the time of the Pythagorean mathematics, the digits are being 
viewed as primary and essential merits of “God” as an eternal Source of Energy-Information and 
the Law of Harmony as a synchronous manifestation of all Forms of the Universe. The digits were 
interpreted by many ancient philosophers as living Forces and certain “divine qualities”, revealing 
through the inherent actions. Always, when we make any kind of manipulation with numbers (for 
example, while reviewing the influence onto the dimensional attributes of the quantity of force “ribs” 
of any specific “karma-fraction”), invariably within our Self-Consciousness the dynamics of energy-
informational vibration action of the spatial-temporal “geometry”, inherent to the Configuration of 
the very specific number onto the qualitative dynamics of Formo-Creators of the outer Forms is 
being manifested. 

14.15770. Aristotle has called digits the foundation and Entity of all things, manifested throughout 
the Universe, and the main cause of all their interrelationships and conditions. I, on the other hand, 
wouldn’t advise you to perceive his СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms literally, and will only note 
that since the foundation of all the form-building processes, occurring within the physical (from 
our point of view!) Universes, is to a larger degree discretely-additive, that means that these very 
processes are easily explicable and demonstrable by means of digital manipulation, the basis of 
which is the slloogrent, “fractal”, skrruullerrt and duvuyllerrt Principals, inherent to all revealed 
Forms of Collective Intellects. 

14.15771. Within the more qualitative types of the Universe (from the 4th to the 12th dimension 
and higher), structured by the tremendously more qualitative and advanced energy-informational 
interrelations, the manifestation Nature of the individual dynamics of slloogrent Configurations of 
each “digit” is also being the more virtual, universal and less concrete, discrete and unequivocal. 
Therefore, I think that you shouldn’t impart the digits with more value than they actually deserve. 
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“Mathematics” of a more qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma is based on the very different 
Laws, Principals and Knowledge than what we know of currently. And the “digital” dynamics, 
inherent to our realities, simply don’t exist “THERE”! However, the slloogrent energy-informational 
interrelations, inherent to all digits in the same manner as to any other manifestations of Forms of 
Self-Consciousness, have the singular Nature – meaning that they are being prolonged throughout 
all the dimensional Levels by means of the realizational dynamics of Formo-Creators, inherent to 
these Levels. 

14.15772. Concerning the properties of our 3-4-dimensional subjective Reality, I must note, that 
each DNA molecule, inherent to the biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, is 
also built on the basis of “projecting” (“inter-duplicating”) energy-informational interrelations 
between the “dodecahedron” and “icosahedron” “karma-fractional” structures (this will be explained 
a bit later on), as “projections” of the exact same Information into the creative activity of various 
Levels of Self-Consciousness. In general, the finer DNA molecule dynamics can be imagined as 
the dynamic “spheroidicity”, formed by means of the specific types of sphering of multi-qualitative 
“hexahedrons”. And if you could within your own Imagination, specifically “rotate the hexahedron 
karma-fraction” of the DNA onto the 72 degrees, it will transform into the 4-5-dimenaional 
“icosahedron karma-fraction”, which in turn, energy-informationally duplicates the interconnections 
of the “dodecahedron karma-fraction”, inherent to the inferior ranges of 4-5-dimensional Levels. 

14.15773. In this inertial (reciprocal) “karma-fractional” dynamics, structuring every DNA molecule, 
the karmic interconnections, from which this molecule is constructed from alternately being “re-
projected” from the “icosahedron” into the “dodecahedron” and vice-versa…infinitely! The 
invariable order of such constant “re-projecting” – on-the-mitre of 72 degrees and back – transforms 
the “cubical” manifestation dynamic on the molecular level into the “spheroidal” dynamics of 
higher-frequency ranges. In turn, the chromosomes also represent the geometrical “karma-fractions”, 
slloogrently containing within themselves the Form-images, inherent to all the Reality, not only 
relating to our biological bodies, but taking into account the energy-informational interrelationships 
between absolutely all objects of the current Reality, including Formo-Creators of atoms and 
molecules of all Proto-Forms of Collective Intellects of the ГООЛГАМАА-А (GOOLGAMAA-A). 

14.15774. Since the realizational Forms of Collective Intellects of 3-4-dimensonal Levels of Energy-
Plasma to the most part alter the slloogrent “geometry” of Space-Time simultaneously throughout the 
multitude of the duvuyllerrt ranges, forming the infinite numbers of Continuums of their conscious 
synchronous manifestation (existence), the “karma-fractions”, which form the “psycho-emanational 
fractal” Configurations, in fact, represent the specific energy-informational inter-dimensional 
“portals”, which, on one hand, allow the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness 
(and Sub-Consciousness) of the realizational Forms of “neighbor” (adjoining) dimensional ranges 
to “re-project” (what we are accomplishing by re-focusing) into Forms, mostly resonating with the 
Configuration of our persistently ongoing psycho-mental states (i.e. into the other dimension of the 
creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma), while on the other hand reliably prevent the “penetrating” 
of these Forms (into the inherent to them wave ranges (Resomirals), Configurations of “karma-
fractions” of which qualitatively do not match the primordially programmed parameters of their 
Continuums. 

14.15775. Within the superior ranges of 3-4-dimensional groups of our collective manifestation, 
including all the multitude of other proto-Forms, the “tetrahedron” Configurations of “emanations” 
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and “psyche” of the sphering “hexahedrons”, while attracting to themselves the synthesized sub-
Aspects and Aspects of other Qualities, duvuyllerrtly transform into the distinctively sphering 
(by all elements of the inner structure, as well as in relation to their neighboring multi-qualitative 
dynamics) Configurations of Formo-Creators of karma-plasma “icosahedron-like” structures. Then, 
throughout the inferior ranges of 4-5-dimensional Continuum groups, after the process of cessation 
of the federation of “hexahedron karma-fractions”, belonging to the various Pure Qualities, there 
is a “geometrical” transformation of “icosahedron” Configurations into the “dodecahedron-
like” structures, which in turn are being the proto-analogs of Forms of the first synthesis state, 
corresponding to its own Synthesis schema. Our schema in this case is a condition, which I call the 
“Cosmic Constructive Potentiality”. 

14.15776. Once again please pay attention to the following notion: not a single “karma-fraction” 
is being fused or glued together in some type of the “monolith construction”; every “tetrahedron”, 
being part of an inner structure of a “maternal karma-fraction”, fully reserves the inherent only to 
itself the svilgs-dynamics and an informational integrity. It’s just that because of the resonant “karma-
fractional” interconnection, the gradual dimensional merger of svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators 
of each “tetrahedron”, pyramid” or an “octahedron” inside of the “maternal karma-fraction” is being 
implemented, which provides for the formation within the Self-Consciousness of the mutual energy-
informational space, where all the Formo-Creators (which were capable of a resonant unification 
during the dynamics of mutual for them synthesized Experience) are able to receive the Energy-
Information of all the “ribs”, along with all the Experience of other Formo-Creators, structuring the 
“maternal karma-fraction”. 

14.15777. Throughout the medium levels of the 4-5-dimensional Realities, the foundation of such 
“spheroidal” dynamics is represented by Resomirals, which are synthesized by means of Formo-
Creators Configurations of Aspects of various Qualities of “dodecahedron karma-fractions”, 
gradually “accreting” (attracting towards its dynamics) the Configurations of Formo-Creators of 
elementary “karma-fractions” of sub-Aspects and Aspects of the consequent Pure Quality, which in 
turn is involved into the synthesis dynamics of the corresponding proto-form Synthesis Direction. 
Such complex “geometrical figures” can hardly be associated with the proper polyhedrons, known to 
you, since to the most part resemble the “polyhedron spheroidicity”, structured by the large number 
of the variously “interfaced” with each other, resonant groups of multi-Qualitative “tetrahedrons”. 
When I observe the Process of “karma-fractional” formation throughout various Levels of Energy-
Plasma during Meditation, within the informational space of my Self-Consciousness the constantly 
changing Configurations of these Form-Images begin to occur; they are being structured by means 
of self-conscious Elements (Conscious Fields) of the individual ODS into the various dynamic 
integrated figures, many of which I simply unable to anyhow describe due to the fact of the complete 
absence of their dynamics analogs within your Perception systems. 

14.15778. There are well-known elementary figures, such as sphere, hexahedron (cube), pyramid, 
tetrahedron, octahedron, icosahedron and dodecahedron – all these are “projections” of our 
3-4-dimensional Perceptions. However, the figures which I am able to observe in my meditations 
aren’t at all the same as these I have listed above. They are constantly being variable within 
themselves (just as in the plasticine cartoon) and represent some kinds of infinite cone-ellipticities 
and trapeziform truncations, complex-dynamic “fractalities”, specific “extensions”, “convexities”, 
“indentations” and so forth. Moreover, at the very instant of the manifestation of each of these 
“figures”, a certain general Energy-Information is being “projected” into the informational space of 
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Self-Consciousness, the meaning of which isn’t really clear in the beginning, but upon the gradual 
concentration into its Configuration, becomes comprehensible in a form of “sharper projections” 
of Form-Images, which in turn, upon my resonant interaction with brain Formo-Creators, (i.e. 
assimilation of that Information) immediately scatter and dilute, transforming into the shining 
goldish-violet, blue-emerald, silvery-azure, yellowish-green sparkling fluxes, which are being 
altered very dynamically, farther transforming into the additional, infinite color combinations. 

14.15779. At that, each such transformation is being accompanied by a very distinctive sound and that 
is why I continue to assert, that the sound and color dynamic is very closely interconnected between 
each other and has a certain mutual Nature, as opposed to the conventional Science perception in 
regards to this matter. All our conditional geometrical Perceptions regarding “karma-fractions” have 
their own color characteristics, which resembles the mixed color pallet, where it is impossible to 
distinguish any particular single colors but only certain prevalence of any specific spectrum parts. 
The color dynamics of every “karma-fractional” Resomiral is very diverse, very agile; it consists 
of brilliantly sparkling sub-Aspect “karma-fraction” elements, with no regard to the dimensional 
characteristics. On the Configurational Level of the superior Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators, 
this dynamic is perceived as a unified-whole dynamic mass of “something living and intelligent”, its 
being “flashy” and “spangle-like”, consisting of the constantly altering vivid tinges; at that, the color 
intensity and saturation of these “masses” to a great degree depends on the Resomiral (dimension 
type). 

14.15780. For instance, Resomirals, structured to a various degree by the synthesized Configurations 
of Formo-Creators of СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ (SVUULLMII-SVUU) and ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ (LUUDMII-
SVUU)-Forms (from 1-6 and 7-12 ДУУ-ЛЛИ) of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИ-
МИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA)-Ииссииди, are sparkling with vividly-cherry red colors. This isn’t 
blood; instead it is a very beautiful and fascinating spectacle: all the Space-Time, formed by its 
manifestation dynamics appears before the VEC-Observer in a form of a continuous, uninterruptedly 
and variably iridescent mass of various “spangles”, “fountainlets”, and “sparkles”, without bearing 
any signs of negativity, fear or aggression. And when the compulsively-subjective participation of 
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators is absent – this becomes a stupendously colorful, fantastic and 
startling show, which is never being monotonous and uniform. 

14.15781. That is actually a spatiotemporal manifestation (demonstration) of the “karma-fractional” 
Force Vectors dynamics and the inertia of duvuyllerrt Synthesis of the particular Resomirals. When 
two “human” Dominants are being synthesized (THE Love-Wisdom and THE Will-Intellect), a 
certain kinds of colors are involved, while the catalysts, which are always participating in an inner 
dynamics of Formo-Creators of Aspects of each Dominant resemble completely different colors. And 
it is almost impossible to state firmly which color is which. Everything, which the color dynamics 
consists of, is inherent only for the “human” Realities, only for our Perception systems. Proto-Forms 
can visualize the same, but in different and distorted (in comparison to us) shape and form. 

14.15782. I describe the “geometrical transformations” so minutely because this is, in fact, a step-
dimensional principal of “materialization” of all Forms of Collective Intellects – from the state of 
the energy-informational interrelationships, inherent to all “forms of the undulatory manifestation” 
within 2-3-dimensional Levels, all the way to the qualitative states of Formo-Creators Configurations, 
structuring 4th, 5th and all forthcoming infinite dimensions of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. All the 
“materializational” dynamics of each of these transformationally-transmutation processes is feasible 
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due to the concurrent frequency realization of the infinite number of “parts” of certain types of 
slloogrent Energy-Information, implemented by means of the interaction of particular “geometrical” 
figures – “karma-fractions”, which are in turn formed by the narrow-specific Creative Activity of 
the essential component Elements of the Energy-Plasma – “emanations” and “psyche”. 

14.15783. Each of the “ribs” of these “karma-fractions”, slloogrently structured by the specific 
dynamics of multi-qualitative Force Vectors, is an initial “projection” mechanism into the informational 
space of the “individual” Self-Consciousness of the slloogrent Form-Images of a certain Aspect of 
the particular Quality, which, while transforming within our subjective Perception system (by means 
of the brain Formo-Creators) into the certain general Perceptions (“What is this?...”Who is this?”) 
in a distinctive fashion stimulate all our feelings, opinions, Desires and Aspirations. Thus, from the 
partially-synthesized “emanations” and “psyche” of the most inferior Levels of the Energy-Plasma, 
their more complex “projections” commence to be inertially manifested throughout 2-3-dimensional 
Form-Systems – ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Thought- and Sensual Forms, which immediately 
enter into an active interactivity with each other (by means of the Self-Consciousness structures of 
the various Proto-Forms), and synthesize into the corresponding sub-level manifestation СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms – certain intermediate constructive (“karma”) result of the vital activity of the 
Self-Consciousness of any type. Each of such concurrent results, being instantly aggregated within 
the duvuyllerrt sublevels with all the multitude of the specific consequences of the multi-qualitative 
choices of other realizational Forms, create from the abovementioned slloogrent “tetrahedron” 
dynamics absolutely all the diversity of various types, kinds and Levels of the Tertiary Energy-
Information. 

14.15784. The higher the Level of “karma-fraction” quality, which you utilize within your Self-
Consciousness for the formation of your own Perceptions regarding any object or subject, the higher 
the individual frequency of these “karma-fractions” will be, since in order to form a frequency 
dynamics of such density, Formo-Creators have to utilize the ever-increasing number of energy-
informational “ribs” (Energy-Information mediums), which will provide for the lesser degree of 
tensions (incompatibility or dependency) between the Configurations of multi-qualitative Formo-
Creators. It might seem possible to derive all the necessary Information from any single slloogrent 
“rib”, structuring “karma-fraction”, and…I can tell you that this notion is absolutely “correct”! 
Yes, it is definitely so, if only you have an access to a universal - super-temporal – decoding 
“mechanism”, which, unfortunately isn’t active among these Levels of your Constructive Activity, 
which is attributed as an “individual” Self-Consciousness. 

14.15785. The American scientist David Bohme had introduced a following example, where two 
cameras, positioned on the opposite walls of the aquarium, are videotaping the same exact fish 
inside that aquarium. The video is transmitted by means of two different monitors, located in an 
adjacent room. The potential observer, not knowing about an aquarium and viewing the fish from 
the side view and full face angles for the first time, would be greatly surprised if told, that the fishes 
he sees on two monitors – in fact is the same one single fish. That is because the imagery difference 
from both cameras is so striking. Just about the same is happening with “karma-fractions” – in 
each previous dimensional range there is an infinite number of connections of a simpler “karma-
fractions”, which are ultimately jointly form a single, structurally more complex “karma-fraction”. 
We, while simultaneously being focused upon the different groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums, 
become the Observers of all the multitude of factually the exact same “karma-fractions”, who’s 
mutual Configuration is “projected” into an informational space of our Self-Consciousness from 
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the multi-qualitative positions of a synchronous perception, and therefore we have an illusory 
“impression” that these are absolutely different “karma-fractions”. 

14.15786. But that Illusion is only a result of the fact, that within the current type of subjective 
Reality we don’t have an opportunity to observe and analyze the whole integral slloogrent scenario 
of the manifested “karma-fraction”, the Configuration of which is constantly being transformed 
and transmuted into the multitude of additional states: at first the “pyramid” of a certain Aspect 
has joined it in one Form-System, then – the “pyramid” of another Aspect, while in the third Form-
System the whole group of “tetrahedron” catalysts has also joined that “karma-fraction”. And 
somewhere the Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness view the perceived dominant attachment 
of the “karma-fraction” of certain Quality as the connection of background catalysts, consisting of 
Aspects of various Qualities. On the assumption of the difference of the analyzed Configurations 
of the observed Forms, we come to the wrong conclusion regarding the fact, that we observe two 
different “karma-fractions”, when in fact, we see the same exact one. 

14.15787. Looking at the alteration of the outer reality simultaneously from the different scenarios, 
structuring the mutual slloogrent development scenario of the Stereo-Form we focus upon, we always 
subjectively perceive absolutely different consequences of the energy-informational quantizing of 
“maternal karma-fraction”, which within the Form-System actualities are being transformed into various 
lively situations, conditions, “personal” relationships and the ongoing daily activities (happening to us 
or someone else). All this discrete, and, supposedly non-connected energy-informational dynamics, is 
actually constituent Elements of a single “karma-fraction”, which in all their diversity of variously-
qualitative ways of quantizing-connection, form all sorts of variants and possibilities for the cognizing 
of more high-frequency Formo-Creators by means of realizational-synthesis dynamics of the lesser 
qualitative “parts” of a single slloogrent Configuration. And now I wish to ask you: how many of these 
“karma-fractions” in reality are – one or an infinite multitude of them? The beauty of the current situation 
is that regardless of what your answer would be, it always will be correct. That is due to the slloogrentity 
Principal, which is being supplemented and realized by means of ЛЛААСС-ЛЛУУСС-dynamics (“The 
Law of Unity of the multitudes”), is eternal and universal in its essential Meaning, and any manifestation 
Form of the Energy-Information (‘karma-fraction”) is actually a result of an inertial quantizing-unifying 
of structurally more simplified elements. 

14.15788. Currently, existing within a biological Form and completely depending on the qualitative 
dynamics of the brain Formo-Creators (which predominantly form the dynamics, inherent to the first 
two Energy-Centers), you are forced to utilize quite cumbersome and complicated system of narrow-
frequency inertial decoding of the “decompressed” Information, which in turn is tremendously 
limited by the carriers of only two fundamental Qualities, which they (brain Formo-Creators) 
currently synthesize. All the other “part” of the slloogrentity of any “unfolding” Information is still 
being unavailable to them (and, conformably, to “you”). By means of such “unfolding” fashion all 
the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of various types of Self-Consciousness are created. These are 
very specific Formo-Creators Derivations of all the Collective Intellects Proto-Forms, which don’t 
have any binding to the specific Temporal Fluxes within the OD-Systems. They are being connected 
with each other in quite surprising and surreal combinations within the “inferior” Levels of Energy-
Plasma (until 3-4-dimension) and to a greater degree they are being inertially “stratified” throughout 
the Configurations of the various inter- and inner-aspect Synthesis Directions, which they structure, 
while within the high-frequency Levels they are gradually reflecting the universal properties of 
slloogrentity by their dynamics. 
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14.15789. At that, as I have said before, within Configurations of two dominating Quality Aspects 
(throughout each of the inertial Synthesis Directions), structuring Resomirals of wave ranges of 
the duvuyllerrt “projecting” of all Form-Creator Configurations from the multi-qualitative states of 
3-4-dimensions into the similarly multi-qualitative but more synthesized states of 4-5-dimensions, 
certain dissonant (but in reality – moderately compensatory, partially balanced and preparing the 
previous Form to the next Level of its Existence) factor is being interposed into the implemented 
Synthesis process. This factor forms within the multi-qualitative boundaries of 3-4-dimensional 
ranges the sphering “karma-fraction” dynamics on the basis of the very inconstant (continuously 
superimposing onto each other) “icosahedron-dodecahedron fractal” Configurations, which are 
in the more stable states of 4-5-dimensions harmoniously being transmuted into the sphering 
“dodecahedrons”. 

14.15790. These “dodecahedrons”, as opposed to the “hexahedrons” of the previous range, are 
formed by Formo-Creators not by means of unifying of different-Aspect “octahedrons” of a single 
Quality, but by means of creation of qualitatively-new and more functional “hexahedron quadruplets” 
from the differently-Qualitative “tetrahedron” combinations of 3-4-dimesional range. At that, the 
third and the fourth of the interacting “hexahedrons” represent certain Aspects of background 
Qualities and are being catalysts of their interconnection with all the “neighbor dodecahedron” 
Formo-Creators Configurations. The “karma-fractions” of the Quality THE-Unanimity are being the 
Synthesis catalysts in a Direction of forthcoming development throughout the synthesis dynamics of 
Formo-Creators of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) for НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU)-Forms. 

14.15791. Within 4-5-dimensional range there are “hexahedron” Formo-Creators – the carriers of 
Aspects of an additional Pure Quality are additionally being activated. They are equally interacting 
with all other Formo-Creators of Aspects of two already synthesized Qualities while the Formo-
Creators of additional fourth, fifth and sixth “hexahedrons”, resonantly interposed by their 
Configurations into each of the “hexahedron quadruplets” (“dodecahedron”) are also playing their 
catalyst role of the background interactions. Thereafter everything is being revolved along the same 
scheme: in each of the following dimensional ranges the Form-Creator Configurations – Aspect 
carriers of certain new additional dominant Quality, being equally balanced with each other by the 
background catalysts, resonantly engage (by means of the corresponding Resomirals of the similar 
dimensional wave ranges) into the “spheroidal” “karma-fractional” dynamics. 

14.15792. What is the actual difference between the “hexahedrons” of dominant Qualities and 
“hexahedrons” of background catalysts? The “ribs” of the first are formed by “emanations” and 
“psyche” of a single certain Quality, while the “ribs” of the later are formed by “emanations” and 
“psyche” of various Qualities. When interposing into the 3-4-dimensional synthesis dynamics of 
every “hexahedron” pair, which represents Aspects of only two different Qualities, they enforce and 
consolidate an established mutual quantizing (synthesized energy-informational codes) by means 
of their multi-qualitative (only relating to the current pair!) energy-informational interconnections, 
thus decreasing the capabilities for the formation of the stable tension strains between the various 
Dominants. As soon as the tension (the semantic difference between the synthesizing Aspects of 
variable Qualities) becomes too great (we interpret it as a psychic stress), the resonant “projecting” of 
CAF-DRF-dynamics of the current Formo-Creators group occurs into the qualitatively more balanced 
Configurations (already devoid from the powerful energy-informational destruction factor), in which 
the pairs of dominant “hexahedrons” blend with pairs of background catalysts somewhat differently. 
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14.15793. Formo-Creators of catalysts “karma-fractions” throughout all Levels of the Tertiary 
Energy-Plasma represent by their Configurations the mixed type of energy-informational formations, 
created within the diffusive resonant zones and by their Entity are carrying the simultaneous 
manifestation of the two and more Pure Qualities. That is precisely what allows the catalysts to 
“initially” engage into the dynamics of inter-quality synthesis process, forming the distinctive 
duvuyllerrt “bridges” for the connection of the simplest “karma-fractions” of the second (third, 
fourth…) Dominants. By the inertial sequencing interposing of its “tetrahedrons” into the mutual 
synthesis process, catalyst Formo-Creators have an opportunity for the formation in each type of 
Space-Time of the multi-qualitative diffusive transition zones of various interacting “parts” of the 
exact same slloogrent Configuration from the prevailing dominance of a certain Quality over to the 
other types of dominance, substantially balancing the tensor intensity in the Configurations of multi-
qualitative Formo-Creators. 

14.15794. In the inferior as well as the superior ranges of 5-6-dimensional groups of duvuyllerrt 
Continuums these force interrelations become “sixth-seventh-angular rib” Configuration (4 “karma-
fractions” of dominant Qualities are being actively stimulated by the 3 background catalysts; upon 
the dimensional level increase, the 4 Dominants are also being stimulated by the other background 
catalysts). 

Next:

Within 6-7-dimensional Continuums this schema duvuyllerrtly changes for the “eighth-ninth-
angular geometry of fractal facets” (5 Dominants + 4 catalysts; 5 Dominants + 5 catalysts);

Within 7-8-dimensional Continuums the Configurations of Form manifestations are 
correspondingly formed by “tenth-eleventh angular geometry” (6 Dominants + 5 catalysts; 6 
Dominants + 6 catalysts). 

If we look at this interdependence even deeper, we will see that 8-9-dimensional Form 
Configurations have “12-13-angular facets” (7 Dominants + 6 catalysts; 7 Dominants + 7 
catalysts);

9-10-dimensional – “14-15” (8 Dominants + 7 catalysts; 8 Dominants + 8 catalysts);

10-11-dimensional – “16-17” (9 Dominants + 8 catalysts; 9 Dominants + 9 catalysts);

11-12-dimensional – “18-19” (10 Dominants + 9 catalysts; 10 Dominants + 10 catalysts);

12-13-dimensional – “20-21” (11 Dominants + 10 catalysts; 11 Dominants + 11 catalysts);

Within the transitional 13-14-dimensional range (the transition of the Tertiary state of Energy-
Plasma into its Secondary state), the functional ability of the Planetary Collective Intellect towards 
the Cosmic Creation can only be manifested through the “fractality of 22-23-angular facets” of all 
of its Karma-Fractions (12 Dominants + 11 catalysts; 12 Dominants + 12 catalysts). 

14.15795. So now we have determined that Karma-Fractions (the fundamental “psycho-emanation 
clusters” of the creative dynamics of Formo-Creators of Energy-Plasma within each of dimensional 
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ranges of its – simultaneously manifested – Existence) represent somewhat isolated from each other 
and never coming in any sort of contact with each other energy-informational “capacities” (due to 
the fact of the constant influence of “dual” Force Vectors, formed by Formo-Creators – carriers 
of Aspects of other Qualities), which schematically reminds me the functioning principals of the 
computer RAM memory. Even if they hypothetically would “desire” to somehow “merge” – totally 
and inseparably – they wouldn’t be able to do that. 

14.15796. The same principal applies inside the atom nucleus, when the similarly charged 
elementary particles are being retained together, while forming by their constructive dynamics 
the mutual integrated field, where they never impinge or even touch one other. This objective 
inherentity of any dimensional Level of Energy-Plasma provides everything, existing within it to 
take place instantaneously and concurrently. The influence of the rotational dynamics of the inertial 
Coefficient (i.e. qualitative difference between every single TES-“unfolding”, implementing by Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators) is manifested only in the process of your subjective “individual” 
Perception of anything and is realized as a certain chronological difference within your “linear” 
(three-dimensional) Temporal perception between “various” events as a certain logical systemacy, 
conforming sequence or a periodicy. 

14.15797. The key factor in a synthesis “karma-fractional” dynamics, as I have said before, is an 
angular sphering, defined by the mechanism of svilgs-dynamics (svilgs – multidimensional vector, 
characterizing this dynamics), which prevents the “karma-fractions” to merge together. The reason 
why this inertial change of the energy-informational directivity of these parameters takes place is 
unknown for me, since these basic “karma-fractions” are very unstable and because of that I simply 
couldn’t derive this information. 

14.15798. I can only guess that all these “dispersive-fluctuating” sphering occurs due to the existence 
in the dynamics of each of the “ribs” of the multitude of differently-directional Force Vectors, the 
concurrent integral of interrelation of which forms the specific tendency towards the dynamics 
of individual “charge”, inherent to the current “karma-fraction”, i.e. towards the alteration of the 
energy-informational potential in relation to the “spheroidal” force field, which is forced by the 
certain Synthesis Direction (for the “karma-fractions” of 3-4-dimensional range - протофсо-лоолг-
со-ДООЛЛСовыми analogs of different variables of multi-directional svilgs-interactions or svilgs 
waves, representing the concurrent multi-qualitative svilgs-condition of the slloogrent Configuration 
of “graviton” Formo-Creators – svilgsons – of a single “karma-fraction” in relation to all possible 
duvuyllerrt Synthesis Directions). This field is also represented in this multi-qualitative dynamics 
by the integral of Force Vectors, formed by all the multitude of other, actively interacting “karma-
fractions”. 

14.15799. In quantum physics the term “spin” has the following definition: “intrinsic moment of 
quantity of the particle movement, having quantum nature and not connected with the movement of 
the particle as a whole”. Even though this only quite remotely reflects of what’s going on within the 
inertial energy-informational dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma (in multidimensional Form-
Systems), I propose to utilize this term failing the more reliable Perceptions at this time…

14.15800. The spin, ascribed to the elementary particles, is too large to be able to fit the definition 
of rotating of the constituent substance upon the known assessment of the particle’s size. Therefore 
for these particles the spin is reckoned to inner attributes, similar to mass and charge, requiring a 
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specific, still unknown to scientists, justification. One of the specifics of quantum mechanics is the 
fact that the real particle movements are interchanged for the quantum wave functions, while the 
experiment results are calculated in a form of probability of various events. Such approach is unable 
to explain the spin nature, since that requires substantive particle models. The spin of any simple 
elementary particle can either be integer or half-integer, unless we deal with atoms or molecules. The 
atom spin is a vector summary of spins of all particles, which it consists of, considering quantization 
rules. In an unexcited state the atom (or molecule) spin equals zero, since the quantity of protons and 
electrons is the same. Upon the molecule excitation one of the electrons switches over to a higher 
energy level, while the multiplicity can either be the same (upon the unchanging reciprocal spin 
orientation), or altered (upon the change of spin orientation). 

14.15801. It is worth mentioning that the multiplicity is defined by the quantum digit S for the 
square of electron spin molecule. The multiplicity of M equals 2S+1. Since the electron spin is 
half-integral, the multiplicity is a natural number, moreover for the N-electron molecule with even 
N possible definitions of the multiplicity equal 1, 3, 5, … ; the corresponding conditions are called 
singlet, triplet, quintet and so on. At the odd N the multiplicity can be defined 2, 4, 6, … (doublet, 
quartet, sextet and similar conditions). Let’s assume that the molecule from the main singlet state can 
transform into an excited singlet or triplet (M=3) condition. Meaning we are dealing with molecules 
of three kinds, with three different spins. 

14.15802. And here we can draw some analogies with the earlier described attributes of resonant 
range energy-informational interrelationships: multi-differential synthesis dynamics of differently-
directional Force Vectors of each “karma-fraction” within each resonant range also has an 
opportunity of being inertially “excited” – while being positioned on its lowest level within a 
certain “neutral” state, the “karma-fraction”, after being energy-informationally quantized, 
alters its state simultaneously throughout all possible Synthesis Vectors, at that, its multiplicity can 
actually rise. 

In the slloogrent concurrent “karma-fractional” dynamics these force fluctuations aren’t at all 
discretely definable, since throughout each of the dimensional sub-levels the “karma-fraction” 
is manifested only by means of a certain “part” of its mutual energy-informational ВВУ(VVU)-
Configuration, while the only way to actually define it, is possible by means of the Resomiral 
interrelationship within each of the dimensional resonant ranges. 

14.15803. Let us get to the bottom of the spin wave conception. There is such a quasi-particle, called 
magnon, the dynamics of which correlates to the elementary excitement of the interconnecting spins 
system. Within crystals, bearing a few magnetic sub-lattices (antiferromagnetic for instance), few kinds 
of magnons can exist, which have various energy spectrums, each of which represents a spin wave within 
the crystal. This principal quite closely resembles the energy-informational interrelation between Force 
Vectors of variable Synthesis Directions, not only within one “tetrahedron rib”, but also between all 
Vectors of the six multi-qualitative “ribs” of a single “basic karma-fraction”, as well as between all 
synthesized “ribs” of all “karma-fractions” within the same dimensional sub-level simultaneously. 

14.15804. The excitement, arising within any particular Force Vectors is immediately being transmitted 
to all other Vectors, influencing their dynamisms. Magnons interact with one another and with other 
quasi-particles. At temperatures, lose to an absolute zero the crystal lattice achieves the condition 
of the least possible energy, in which the atomic spins (as well as the magnetic moments) are being 
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arranged in a particular direction (which reminds me the formation of the each particular Synthesis 
Direction within “karma-fraction” dynamics). Upon the temperature increasing (the qualitative 
alteration of the informational space dynamics) the spins begin to deviate from the primary direction, 
thus increasing the inner energy and decreasing the full magnetization, similar to the quenching of 
the magnetization volume at the expense of the “parasitic” collective spin interactions.

14.15805. Within the slloogrent “karma-fractional” interconnections this is being inertially 
manifested, for instance, as periodically emerging (within the informational space outer each 
“karma-fraction”) tendency towards the dominant (suppressing) impact or a recessive (oppressing) 
condition of “emanations” and “psyche” of variable Aspects of different Qualities in relation to 
each other. Note that in quantum physics there is such notion as spin wave branches, the quantity of 
which equals the quantity of magnetic sub-lattices. This is governed by the processional character 
of magnetic sub-lattice moments. 

14.15806. Let us deeper get into the mechanism of formation and interaction of “karma-fractions”. 
Svilgs-dynamics in its core foundation resembles the pseudo-rotational process of “tetrahedron 
karma-fractions”, which I have defined as the angular sphering. It would be completely wrong 
to associate the svilgs-dynamics with certain rotary movement kinematics: in reality this process 
of the instantaneous energy-informational “refocusing” of the individual inner-focus qualitative 
Configuration dynamics of “peak” Formo-Creators into the informationally more complex (more 
multidimensional) Configurations of slloogrently (primordially!) formed by them “karma-fractions”. 
Which, from the position of your “current” primitive Perceptions regarding the ultra-fast (but in 
reality – instantaneous) and sequential schema of certain multi-qualitative states of the slloogrent 
Configuration of specifically manifested Self-Consciousness Form into all the multitude of other 
ones, concurrently inherent to it, multi-qualitatively manifested conditions, can be associated only 
with the chaotic geometric transformation of the Form itself within the exact same wave range of 
Space-Time, which in turn creates the illusion of certain “rotation movement” within our imagination. 

14.15807. Although there can be no such “rotation” at all, since there is nothing, which can 
actually “rotate” within the Energy-Plasma (and, frankly, there is no reason for any “rotation” to 
occur), absolutely all variants of all possible multi-qualitative Configuration states as Forms of 
Self-Consciousness are already in existence and manifested within their inherent resonant spots 
of Space-Time. Any inertial dynamics can relate only to the qualitative interchange of inner-focus 
states of Formo-Creators. Resonant “inclusion” of “tetrahedrons” into the dynamics of qualitatively 
different or structurally more complex “karma-fractions” leads to the partial energy-informational 
inter-distortion of previous Formo-Creators Configurations of “tetrahedron” structures, providing 
the opportunities for advanced balancing (equilibration, equalizing) of the mutually created energy-
informational structure. For example, upon the formation of the “pyramid”, consisting of four 
“tetrahedrons”, “lengths” (dissonance distances) of certain “ribs” conditionally “decreasing”, while 
some other ones conditionally “increasing”. In reality, there is no linear alteration taking place, but 
what does take place is the slloogrent properties of Space-Time Form-Structures are being changed 
in the individual-resonant fashion in relation to the current inner-focus dynamics. Within Space-Time 
the more complex Configurations of “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators are capable of manifesting 
only through the specific and inherent only to them, Forms of Self-Consciousness. 

14.15808. The gradually-instantaneous transformation of the geometrical Form of each “karma-
fraction” is not happening chaotically (although it may seem unpredictable and absolutely 
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incomprehensible), but it is being implemented in a specific and unique (for the current Configuration) 
sequence, which strictly corresponds to the Level of slloogrent participation of Formo-Creators 
of the current “karma-fraction” in the synthesis process. That means that the simplest “karma-
fractions” as “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and “octahedrons” are being involved into the dynamics of 
the multitude of the proto-form Synthesis schemas, as structural Elements, which are necessary for 
the formation of the more complex “karma-fraction” Configurations and their manifestation Forms, 
for instance, on the levels of Formo-Creators of carbonic Self-Consciousness Forms – proteins, 
amino acids, saccharides, organic acids and salts, along with other simplest organic realization 
Forms of bio-Creators. Implementing their “functional” purpose in each of the “ascending” (more 
synthesized) fluxes of slloogrent synthesis dynamics, the simplest “basic karma-fractions” are being 
the constituents of the infinite variety of much more intricate “karma-fraction” types, СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms and Karma-Forms, unifying all the potential energy-informational possibilities 
of such participation within the Formo-Creators Configurations of their “peaks”. 

14.15809. By that I would like to highlight, that any “peak” Form-Creator of any “karma-fraction”, 
beginning with “tetrahedron” levels, always has a real potential ability to actively participate by 
means of its Focus’s slloogrent dynamics, in the implementation of synthesis processes within the 
Configurations of Forms of Self-Consciousness, which are concurrently manifested throughout 
0 until the 12th dimension, which means that the Formo-Creators themselves aren’t being shifted 
anywhere, they aren’t becoming more supraliminal or more wise. It’s just that all constructive 
abilities are primordially programmed into them, on the “tetrahedron” levels, and upon the gradual 
implementation of various synthesis processes and the complication of the energy-informational 
Configuration capacity (corresponding to the constructive dynamics of their Focuses) the “peaks” 
Formo-Creators acquire more high-frequency slloogrent constituents of informational “ribs”. This 
can approximately be compared with the situation, when you lie on your bed, and, depending on 
the activity of your Self-Consciousness at that moment, can experience joy, sorrow, flippancy or 
concerned state of mind. It doesn’t mean that you are actually moving anywhere in order to get that 
experience, but rather you can experience all sorts of feelings and emotions, beginning with the most 
primitive ones all the way to the most sublime and subtle ones, by means of associative recollection 
mechanisms of your Self-Consciousness. 

14.15810. The uniqueness of the inertial succession of all “geometric” transformations inside the 
slloogrent “karma-fraction” Configuration, ongoing as a result of the alternate (but in reality – 
simultaneous!) resonant inclusion in it, of the additional Elements of the Formo-Creators Synthesis, 
which results in the formation within its Configuration of the narrow-specific (for each of the variants 
of the simultaneous “karma-fraction” manifestation) Direction of its angular sphering, which I define 
as a svilgs. The process of the simultaneous “projection” by all “karma-fraction peak” Formo-Creators 
of the realization dynamics of infinite number of Focuses of its individual ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
into the informational space (individual ODS) of Forms of Self-Consciousness manifestations, is 
synchronized with the simultaneous dynamics of rotational Shifts of each Form-System, in which 
all the Interpretations of current Forms are being inertially manifested along with the variable 
qualitative TES-“unfolding “variants of their Self-Consciousness. This process is being a part of the 
formation mechanism within Space-Time of the synthesis Formo-Creators svilgs-dynamics of all 
the infinite multitude of Forms of Self-Consciousness manifestation, which is being implemented 
in a narrow-specific fashion simultaneously throughout all possible Synthesis Directions and all 
possible Dimension levels of the Energy-Plasma. 
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14.15811. There are potentially unlimited opportunities exist for various proto-form integration 
Experience, which are available to all the Formo-Creators of “karma-fractional peaks”. Since 
Formo-Creators of each of the “tetrahedrons” (as the carriers of Energy-Information of various 
sub-Aspects, which they synthesize) are capable of the concurrent participation in the multitude of 
variable Synthesis schemas of sub-Aspects and Aspects of all the Pure Qualities by means of their 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, they automatically acquire the Experience of other “karma-fraction” 
Formo-Creators, which is implemented along with completely different Synthesis schemas. This 
circumstance, in turn, provides the opportunity to the CAF-dynamics of each Proto-Form’s Self-
Consciousness Form Creators resonantly “re-project” from the Configurations of certain Proto-
Forms into the Configurations of other ones (only into the resonantly compatible “parts”) during the 
process of the synthesis balancing of tension strains. 

14.15812. So, who is implementing all these sequential inertial balancing and resonant alignments 
between the multi-qualitative Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, which structure various 
“parts” of the mutual slloogrent Configuration of any “karma-fraction”, simultaneously revealed 
throughout all the dimensional Levels of Space-Time? Cosmic Entitys (Formo-Creators), narrow-
specific analogs of which, manifested within our dimensional resonant ranges, scientists call the 
gravitons and define them as pseudoparticles; they are responsible for the organizing of narrow-
specific svilgs-dynamics, not only for each Level of Energy-Plasma, but also for each Resomiral of 
the infinite dimensional resonant wave ranges. These particles have their own IISSIIDIOLOGYCAL 
definitions and corresponding Cosmic Codes within each Level of their narrow-specific activity. 

14.15813. Here is the svilgson classification in a gradual order of dimensional progression:

 • Formo-Creators of proto-elementary graviton-analogs of Conscious Forms, manifested 
within Resomirals of 0-1-dimensional ranges I define as укстры; they are slloogrently 
structuring оглокквортный Level of the causal sub-overtone УРГЛУКСТР – from 0, 0 to + 1, 
0 dimension (Cosmic Code – УКСТР);

 • Formo-Creators of proto-elementary graviton-analogs of Conscious Forms, manifested 
within proto-form Resomirals of 1-2-dimensional ranges I define as такстры; they are 
slloogrently structuring the уффлуммургный Level of causal sub-overtone АФФТАКСТР – 
from 0, 0 to +2, 0 dimension (Cosmic Code – ТАКСТР);

 • Formo-Creators of proto-elementary graviton-analogs of Conscious Forms, manifested within 
proto-form Resomirals of 2-3-dimensional ranges I define as йюкстры; they are slloogrently 
structuring the ирккуллигренный Level of causal sub-overtone УЙККУЙЮКСТР – from 0, 
0 to +3, 0 dimension (Cosmic Code – ЙЮКСТР);

 • Formo-Creators of gravitons of Conscious Forms, manifested within Resomirals of 
3-4-dimensional ranges I define as hvasslons; they are slloogrently structuring the ахсувв-
роллентный Level of causal sub-overtone УПДУХВАССЛ – from 0, 0 to +4, 0 dimension 
(Cosmic Code – ХВАССЛ);

 • Formo-Creators of graviton-analogs of Conscious Forms, manifested within Resomirals of 
3-4-dimensional ranges I define as hvasslons; they are slloogrently structuring the ахсувв-
роллентный Level of causal sub-overtone УПДУХВАССЛ – from 0, 0 to +4, 0 dimension 
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(Cosmic Code – ХВАССЛ);

 • Formo-Creators of more qualitative proto-analogs of graviton-hvasslons, manifested 
throughout various proto-form Resomirals of 4-5-dimensional wave ranges, I define as ро-
ранты; they are slloogrently structuring эккдоррорантный Level of causal sub-overtone 
АЙАССМАСС – from 0, 0 to +5, 0 - dimension (Cosmic Code – РОРАНТ). 

 • Graviton-analogs Formo-Creators of other more qualitative Levels are defined respectively:

 • 5-6 dimensions – вийвы (Cosmic Code – ВИЙВ);

 • 6-7 dimensions – вуллссы (Cosmic Code – ВУЛЛСС);

 • 7-8 dimensions – ммирссы (Cosmic Code – ММИРСС);

 • 8-9 dimensions – дойлссы (Cosmic Code – ДОЙЛСС);

 • 9-10 dimensions – кралмы (Cosmic Code – КРАЛМ);

 • 10-11 dimensions – вуулхмы (Cosmic Code – ВУУЛХМ);

 • 11-12 dimensions – фиймы (Cosmic Code – ФИЙМ);

 • 12-13 dimensions – иввссы (Cosmic Code – ИВВСС).

Throughout the Configurations of manifestation Forms of various Collective Intellects, formed 
within the Secondary Energy-Plasma Space-Time, the svilgs-dynamics is being implemented by 
means of fundamentally different processes, which are regulated by аввакклонов Formo-Creators, 
while the very “mechanism” of their activity is called “аввакк-лонгация” or “аввакклонизация”. 

14.15814. The slloogrent Configurations of all Formo-Creators of graviton-analogs of various 
manifestation Levels resemble the very complexly differentiated resonant combinations of Energy-
Information, the interconnections between which are not at all analyzable, inherent to the very 
limited abilities of the “human” logic. The multi-qualitative attributes of each of the above mentioned 
types of graviton-analogs Formo-Creators are quite diverse, aren’t compatible with anything, known 
to men, aren’t comparable, and thus each of them can conditionally be compared only with the 
distinctive inherentities of a certain nation, which has very unique culture, lifestyle, laws, moral 
principles, religion and so on. The integrity of this nation is insured by the specific, inherent only to 
this nation, traditions, language and all the rest, totally separated and detached from others. The same 
goes for these Form-Creator types, which possess the over specified slloogrent Information within 
their Configurations, and that Information is related to the mutual Synthesis of all sub-Aspects and 
Aspects of each of the ОО-УУ-Entitys, with all sub-Aspects and Aspects of each of the other 11 ОО-
УУ-Entitys. 

14.15815. That is why I am stating that the slloogrent Configuration of each type of graviton-analogs 
Formo-Creators, specifically manifested through the dynamics of Conscious Forms of each of the 
dimensional range, is supposedly differentiated “within itself” onto the infinite multitude of its own 
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varieties, employed in the implementation of all processes of Synthesis, inherent only to certain, 
uniquely expressed and duvuyllerrt with one another (mostly resonating with each other) proto-form 
Vectors. Since the synthesis dynamics of укстров, такстров и йюкстров is incomprehensible to us, 
I will try to compare it with the hvasslons constructive activity. 

14.15816. Previously we have discussed the fact that between the “fractal” Configurations of 
unequivocal digits and each Configuration, which is formed by the variable combinations of some of 
these digits, coupled with other digits (two, three, … n-valued) there is a tremendous difference, which 
in turn is vividly evident in the mathematical attributes, which these various digital combinations 
are revealing (for instance, 5, 51, 256, 5 894, 27 645, 198 534 and so on). The same goes for 
hvasslons. Initially each hvasslons Form-Creator type is configurationally belongs to a certain Pure 
Quality and carries within itself the slloogrentity, inherent to “basic karma-fractions”, СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms and Karma-Forms of only their ОО-УУ-Entity, which within the 36th dimension 
is already being manifested in its conditional “finalized” (only for the dynamics of Formo-Creators 
Plasmous Forces Range from 0 to ± 36th dimension!) synthesized state. Among them there is such 
type, Formo-Creators of which within 3-4-dimensional range are employed in the implementation 
of harmonious and balanced dynamics of sub-Aspects and Aspects of only single Quality – THE 
Love-THE Wisdom (let’s define them as X1). 

14.15817. Other hvasslon type provides the harmonization of sub-Aspects and Aspects of only 
single Quality of THE Will-THE Intellect (let’s define them as an X2). The third hvasslon type (X3) 
provides the harmonious states inside of any synthesis dynamics, related to the Elements of a Pure 
Quality THE Unanimity. Formo-Creators of X4 are balancing everything, which is related to the 
synthesis manifestations of the Quality THE Entity, X5, supposedly, represents THE Aspiration; X6 
represents THE Steadiness-Stability, X7 represents THE Emptiness, X8 represents THE Integrity, 
X9 represents THE Initialization, X10 represents THE Mobility, X11 represents THE Fullness, X12 
represents THE Knowledge. 

14.15818. In the completely different conditions of manifestation of Forms of Self-Consciousness 
within 3-4-dimensional ranges all types of hvasslon Formo-Creators resonantly insure the 
harmonization of Conscious Fields Configurations with each other, which are mainly structuring 
some most compatible between each other, pairs of ОО-УУ-Entitys. For instance, the combined 
dynamics of X1 and X2 is directed towards the constant resonant balancing of Elements of their 
Qualities in every instance of their Synthesis with one another. It would be fine, if not for one, but 
very important factor: the pairwise Synthesis is not possible without a corresponding – background – 
participation in it of Elements of all other ten Pure Qualities. This factor considerably “complicates” 
the harmonizing dynamics of energy-informational interrelations of the combination of X1-X2 with 
hvasslons of all other types. The matter of fact is – all the background synthesis interconnections 
between all hvasslon types in each conditional inertial “instance” of manifestation of Forms of Self-
Consciousness, which they structure, occurs concurrently!

14.15819. Resonantly synthesized pair of X1-X2 resonantly simultaneously interacts by means of 
corresponding “parts” of its mutual slloogrent Configuration with Configurations of not only all other, 
formed with THEM pairs (for instance, Х1+Х3=А, Х1+Х4=Б, Х1+Х5=В, Х1+Х6=Г, Х1+Х7=Д 
and so on; Х2+Х3=Е, Х2+Х4=Ё, Х2+Х5=Ж, Х2+Х6=З, Х2+Х7=И and so forth; А+Е=АЕ-1, 
А+Ё=АЁ-1, А+Ж=АЖ-1..; Б+Е=БЕ-1; Б+З=БЗ-1, Б+И=БИ-1..; В+Е=ВЕ-1, В+Ё=ВЁ-1, 
В+Ж=ВЖ-1.., Г+Е=ГЕ-1, Г+Ё=ГЁ-1, Г+Ж=ГЖ-1..; Д+Е=ДЕ-1, Д+Ё=ДЁ-1, Д+Ж=ДЖ-1..), but 
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also with all their multitude of newly forming between each other, combinations (for example, 
Х3+Х4=Й, …, Х3+Х-б=К; Х4+Х5=Л, …, Х4+Х-б=М; Х5+Х6=Н, …, Х6+Х-б=О; Х6+Х7=П, 
…, Х6+Х-б=Р; Х7+Х8=С, …, Х7+Х-б=Т; Х8+Х9=У, …, Х8+Х-б=Ф; Х9+Х0=Ц, Х9+Х-а=Ч, 
Х9+Х-б=Ш; Х0+Х-а=Щ, Х0+Х-б=Я; Х-а+Х-б=Ю) and with all the variable multitude of their 
conditions, already pairwise synthesized by other hvasslon types. For example, АЕ-1 (as well as 
2, 3, … 10n)+Й (as well as К,Л,М,Н,О…Ю,Я…); АЁ-1 (as well as 2, 3, … 10n)+К (as well as 
Л,М,Н,О…Ю,Я…); АЖ-1 (as well as 2, 3, … 10n)+Л (as well as М,Н,О…Ю,Я…); БЕ-1 (as well 
as 2, 3, … 10n)+Й (as well as К,Л,М,Н,О…Ю,Я…); БЁ-1 (as well as 2, 3, … 10n)+К (as well as 
Л,М,Н,О…Ю,Я…) and so on.

14.15820. Thus within Space-Time are being resonantly formed more or less balanced (in terms of 
existing tensions) synthesis “karma-fraction” Configurations and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
inherent to all simultaneous diffusive dynamics of Formo-Creators of variable biological analogs 
of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms, specifically manifested within their Resomirals. Each such 
Resomiral reflects the narrow-specific singularities of certain proto-form Synthesis Directions, 
revealed “inside” of all manifestation spectrum of Conscious Forms of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms 
within current slloogrent “part” of Space-Time in the qualitative dynamics of the 3-4-dimensional 
range. Within the inertial Formo-Creators dynamics, hvasslons are qualitatively-resonantly 
modifying the more tensorial conditions of the synthesizing “karma-fraction” Configurations, into 
the less tensorial; conditions, which are to a greater degree balanced between each other throughout 
their multi-qualitative “parts” of slloogrentity. 

14.15821. In other words, their mutual svilgs-dynamics creates such a subjective impression, as 
if they actually transmit the Energy-Information from Configurations of Formo-Creators of more 
simplified and to a lesser degree inter-qualitatively synthesized dimensional ranges of Space-Time, 
into the Configurations of Formo-Creators of more complexly-synthesized ranges, more and more 
inertially shifting their qualitative conditions to a certain standard (etalon, for each of the Proto-
Forms of Self-Consciousness, manifested within the current range) primordially existing result. 
And although each hvasslon type initially belongs to a certain Quality, its slloogrent Configuration 
potentially contains within itself absolutely all Information, since, ultimately, the constituent 
Elements of all the twelve Qualities in certain resonant zones of Space-Time are already connected 
together. Let us review the hvasslon role in the formation of svilgs-dynamics of angular sphering. 

14.15822. I would state figuratively that the svilgs-dynamics of hvasslons Formo-Creators of 
certain “karma-fractions” “demonstrates” to hvasslon Formo-Creators of other “karma-fractions” 
its potential readiness towards the mutual participation in a synthesis process of a specific Direction. 
Any “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators and the inherent to them svilgs-dynamics are capable of 
being manifested within Form-Systems only by means of Self-Consciousness CAF-dynamics of 
the Form they structure. If hvasslons svilgs-dynamics of a particular “karma-fraction”, where the 
Observer is located isn’t revealed, therefore, within the fixation range of the Observer’s CAF of Self-
Consciousness, the energy-informational interconnections of Formo-Creators of the current “karma-
fraction” are already balanced, and its svilgs-activity has transformed into the new qualitative states 
of Forms, which are manifested in the higher-frequency dimensional range. 

14.15823. Schematically the inertial svilgs-dynamics of the slloogrent Configuration of every 
hvasslon can be portrayed as a certain imaginary “trajectory”, already primordially “attractively-
interplayed” inside of the global Synthesis schema of all “parts” of Configurations of current Proto-
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Form, revealed within the current dimensional range. Let me remind you that “attractors” are being 
the aggregation of the inner and outer conditions, contributing to the choice the self-organizing 
system makes in one of the multiple Directions of steady dynamics; otherwise it can be defined 
as potentially existing ideal finalized condition, towards which the system is striving to get in its 
development process. Thus, the hvasslons primary goal is – the implementation (actually, it’s rather 
a re-establishing in its inertial fashion everything, which is already present in its most qualitative 
form!) of the maximally profound (the most balanced) Synthesis of “its karma-fraction” with 
some other, separately-manifested “karma-fraction”, potentially capable of the maximal degree of 
resonance. 

14.15824. This principal is quite simple, since all the complicated “attractor” path to this unique 
“karma-fraction” is primordially “coded” within the hvasslon Configuration itself: upon each 
act of Synthesis the most detailed schema of resonant svilgs-dynamics is being automatically 
“decompressed” in it, which is inertially implemented between Formo-Creators of various “karma-
fractions”, in order to shift its CAF one “step” closer towards the most qualitative slloogrent “part” 
of the mutual Configuration of current Proto-Form. This is similar to the playing a videotape from 
its end to the beginning: all that primordially exists on this videotape, to the smallest detail will 
repeat in inverted sequence of all events, emotions and so on, throughout all the causal-consequence 
interrelationships, as well as in all the choices, which has been made by each of the participants, 
who appeared on the videotape at the certain time and place. Or, this also can be compared with 
a computer file: it primordially exists in its finalized state and you, by means of the necessary 
equipment (a PC), always can open it and find any part of the necessary Information within it as you 
please. And so on. 

14.15825. In the same exact fashion, it is possible to “project” the “attractor” svilgs-dynamics of 
hvasslons Formo-Creators, which is still incomprehensible for your Self-Consciousness, onto the 
Choices dynamics, implementing within the Self-Consciousness, which, as you know, determine 
every moment of the biological manifestation of its constantly changing НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configuration for any “individual” Interpretations of the Stereo-Form, in variable (out of the infinite 
multitude of potential possibilities it has) development scenarios. Subjectively-visually each such 
scenario is organized as a time (the number of the specific quantity of ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts within 
the Space-Time dynamics) of constant manifestation of the current Configuration of НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU) Form of Self-Consciousness within the interval between the “lethal” refocusings of the 
previous and the following “individual” Interpretations.

14.15826. Objectively it is an energy-informational Potential, which is necessary for the annihilation 
of tensions between Configurations of Formo-Creators of certain most active Levels of the current 
“individual” Self-Consciousness. This is the volume of Energy-Information of the dissonant distance 
between the two inertial moments in an implementation process of the inter-quality Synthesis – from 
the “previous” to “next”. In the skrruullerrt system it is possible to “project” any “spot” of any 
Choice simultaneously into the multitude of proto-form Directions, which is implemented by Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators throughout various Synthesis schemas, as a result of which, frankly, 
the variable development scenarios are being revealed within an inertial CAF-DRF-dynamics. 
Depending on which dominant Pure Qualities enter within the current “part” of the skrruullerrt 
system into the synthesizing interrelations with each other by means of sub-Aspects and Aspects of 
Formo-Creators, the dissonant distance between the two moments of the successive inter-qualitative 
Synthesis or “Deaths», implementing within the individual rotational Cycle of a single НУУ-ВВУ 
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(NUU-VVU)-Form: the lower the value of this indicator within the structures of Self-Consciousness, 
the shorter the development scenarios, structuring the current “part” of the slloogrentity of the 
rotational Cycle, which insures the more qualitative energy-informational conditions of individual 
Realities, in which the Formo-Creators of its Self-Consciousness are creating. 

14.15827. Hence, the degree of energy-informational capacity of the individual Realities of each of 
the rotational Cycles of any Stereo-Form is characterized by the tension value factor, inherent to the 
CAF-DRF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of each of its “individual” Interpretations. 
This value factor is defined by me as the “t-indicator”. Its individual value is characterizing the 
difference in the qualitative conditions of Formo-Creators Configurations of Self-Consciousness, 
which are structuring the inertial dynamics of multi-qualitative groups of duvuyllerrt rotational 
Cycles of a single Stereo-Form. Thus, the t-indicator is not only a qualitative, but also a quantitative 
characteristic of the dissonant distance between the Configurations of Formo-Creators of Self-
Consciousness, which are concurrently manifested throughout variable scenarios. 

14.15828. In each “spot” of the skrruullerrt system there always exists the most maximal (from the 
potentially possible), as well as the most minimal qualitative limit for the implementation of your 
Choices. The lesser the value factor of the t-indicator of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of 
your Self-Consciousness will be, the resonantly closer your implementable Choice will be to the most 
qualitative condition (out of all possible variations within the same “spot” of skrruullerrt system). 
We aren’t able to determine the exact value of this condition, since its constructive dynamics is 
simultaneously self-projected into the multitude of various dimensions and Synthesis Directions, 
“dissolving” into the Configurations of Forms of other wave ranges). So, the conclusion of the 
previous paragraph is – the least qualitative choices in life are bearing the largest value factor of 
t-indicator and vice-versa. 

14.15829. Objectively, the Self-Consciousness t-indicator is characterized by the svilgs-sphering 
quantity value, which hvasslon Formo-Creators of the current Configuration have to implement 
in relation to each of its manifestation Forms within the current “spot” of Space-Time, beginning 
from the Configurations of Formo-Creators of the molecular biology and physiology, including 
the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms “projections” of the individual ODS they utilize, which in turn, 
actually determines the quality of existential Experience of the current “individual”. That continuous 
svilgs-sphering are vital for the hvasslon neutralization (in each separate case) of existing dissonance 
distance, separating the conditions of the concurrent manifestation throughout Space-Time of the 
lesser qualitative Configurations from the manifestation conditions of more qualitative Formo-
Creators Configurations of the exact same Stereo-Form. Upon the lowering of the value factor of 
t-indicator, the svilgs-sphering quality rises. 

14.15830. The t-indicator is also correlates to the specific qualitative number (but not the quantity!) 
of ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts of the Configuration of Self-Consciousness, concurrently implemented 
throughout the multi-qualitative Form-Systems of various Realities. What in this case could be defined 
as an initial factor in this synthesis dynamics - ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts, qualitatively characterizing 
the inertial dynamics of spatiotemporal “rotation” within structures of Self-Consciousness, or 
the svilgs-sphering activity, determining the order and sequence of Form-Creator Configurations 
manifestation in variable Vectors of development? Of cause it’s the resonant formation “process” of 
“karma-fraction” Configurations as a result of the “attractor” hvasslon activity; the process, which 
defines the exact ongoing Synthesis Direction by the dynamics of the individual svilgs-sphering at 
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every Choice point, as well as the “spot” of the resonant manifestation of current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Configuration in the slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time. 

14.15831. Svilgs-sphering is the key determining factor of the exact result (and not any other!) 
and precise and very specific (and not any other!) visual circumstances – during the sequence of 
implementation of certain Choices / Actions and the inertial ССФУ-УНГСС (SSFU-UNGSS)-shifts of 
CAF-DRF-dynamics throughout Worlds Form-Systems – will inevitably lead the Self-Consciousness 
Configuration towards the corresponding development scenario. The qualitative energy-informational 
Entity of svilgs-sphering of absolutely all possible “karma-fractions” of current Self-Consciousness 
Form determines the fact of the resonant pertaining (slloogrent manifestation) of the current Form-
Creator Configuration to the certain ongoing ССФУ-УНГСС (SSFU-UNGSS)-shifts of Space-Time.

14.15832. The dissonance distance could only be balanced within the resonant point, which inertially 
separates the dynamics of current Self-Consciousness Configuration from the somewhat different 
Configuration dynamics of other “individual” Interpretations, which in turn are structuring the 
qualitatively somewhat different Form-Systems, where the Formo-Creators CAF-DRF-dynamics has 
a potential probability of being “projected” as a result of the fact of implementation throughout 
any certain Self-Consciousness Levels of inter-quality Synthesis (“Death”). The very phenomenon 
of “Death”, within the Self-Consciousness manifestation of 3-4-dimensional groups of duvuyllerrt 
“human” SC, can be defined as an objective necessity, appropriately governed by the great separation 
of Configurations of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms of various “individual” Interpretations, arising 
upon the non-duvuyllerrt overfocusing as a result of the inter-quality Synthesis, where the dynamics 
of the just transmuted Self-Consciousness Configuration becomes absolutely resonantly incompatible 
with the Configuration of Self-Consciousness Form, which is still structuring the previous Form-
System. 

14.15833. The dissonance distance is, in fact, what is qualitatively “distancing” any non-duvuyllerrt 
Configurations, concurrently manifested within each resonant point of skrruullerrt system throughout 
all possible Directions of inter-quality Synthesis. Under the term “distance” I imply the quantity of 
svilgs-sphering, which is necessary in order to make the current part of slloogrent Configuration 
the most resonant with the next value factor of t-indicator, which allows Formo-Creators the 
implementation of inter-quality Synthesis in a certain sub-Level of a particular development 
Direction. 

14.15834. Inertially the current synthesis process is being implemented as follows: within certain 
sub-Levels of Self-Consciousness the inter-quality Synthesis (“Death”), performed by Formo-
Creators, has occurred. This “Death” is actually being a consequence of the resonant realignment 
mechanism of currently revealed “individual” Self-Consciousness Configuration, onto the other, 
more qualitative Self-Consciousness Configuration, which has lesser value factor of t-indicator in 
relation to the most qualitative Choices. This is true, owning to the fact of newly acquired Experience, 
due to the attraction into the CAF-DRF-dynamics of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of more qualitative 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. That means that upon each consequent “Death”, the hvasslons 
Formo-Creators can implement the lesser quantitative value of svilgs-sphering (since they become 
more and more qualitative and thus, more capacious in terms of the energy-information!) in order 
to reach the next position of the inter-quality Synthesis, which in turn, to a much greater degree 
will advance Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators towards the certain “decision making point”, the 
parameters of which are being the most qualitative for the current situation. 
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14.15835. Even upon the most qualitative choices, the development scenarios will not only relate 
to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction, but also can develop for a certain inertial period within 
the Formo-Creators dynamics of near-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) proto-form Directions, parallel to 
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction (so they can attract and Synthesize the deficient Energy-
Information); or qualitatively additive (according to the Pure Quality Aspect compatibility) or to 
the certain degree approaching towards the characteristics of rotational Cycles of the development 
of biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types. Within this resonant point, the Choices 
can be implemented simultaneously, based upon the dynamics of Formo-Creators of other proto-
form Directions, which are being the most favorable for their svilgs-sphering Vectors, however, 
according to our subjective attributes, they are being lesser qualitative than the “human” ones, and 
lead to the situations, where the quantity of svilgs-sphering before the next resonant point of inter-
quality Synthesis (“Death”) and the dissonance distance would constantly increase. 

14.15836. The “attractor” factor of that svilgs-sphering is assigned through the already existing 
within our collective Sub-Consciousness energy-informational trajectories, which are thoroughly 
programmed through the Formo-Creators Configurations of the genome, according to each of all the 
multitude of possible scenarios of development of your Stereo-Form: upon receiving of inter-Aspect 
or sub-Aspect Experience, we are automatically overfocusing from the conditions of the resonant 
manifestation within certain proto-form Directions, into the manifestation conditions of other proto-
form Directions, constantly supplementing the energy-informational synthesis interrelations between 
Formo-Creators by means of the dynamics of additional hvasslon Configurations from other Pure 
Qualities. Once the Synthesis is accomplished, we again sort of return to the resonant state, which 
again (!) allows US to be manifested (already bearing the more qualitative Self-Consciousness 
Configuration!) within the “exact same” slloogrent point of Space-Time, within the exact same 
situation, where previously we have “departed” from the most qualitative Choice we could make, 
but which wasn’t available to us back then as the most qualitative Decision. 

14.15837. Thus, moving through the tremendous amount of variable scenarios in the variable proto-
form Directions, we, unconsciously endure the colossal amount of “Deaths”, acquiring the deficit 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which are necessary for the inter-quality Synthesis; then we come 
upon the necessity anew, of certain Choice making within the current “point” of our Existence, 
and every time begin the resonance with Formo-Creators groups of gradually more qualitative 
development scenarios. Therefore, frankly, our Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators, provided for 
the hvasslon dynamics, are constantly implementing the synthesis processes, which, in spite of its 
apparent to us incomprehensibility and inconsistency, ultimately balance the dynamics of our Self-
Consciousness, so the value factor of the t-indicator within it, is constantly decreasing. 

14.15838. Therefore it can be stated that each such “Death” factually leads the Formo-Creators of 
“individual” Self-Consciousness to the supposed return into the “same exact spot” of the slloogrent 
Stereo-Form Configuration, where they can implement gradually more qualitative Choices upon 
the gradual tension decrease, which means the consequent scenarios also will always begin with 
the lesser tensions between the Configurations of multi-Qualitative Formo-Creators, which in turn 
will offer them the more qualitative (in relation to the previous variants) Choices. In this fashion all 
inter-age overfocusing is taking place, since this – is a realization mechanism of the implementation 
of any desire, still not self-fulfilled during the “individual” Lifetime due to the absence, within their 
Self-Consciousness Configuration, of certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which are imperative 
for the necessary act of inter-quality Synthesis realization within a certain sub-Level. 
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14.15839. Following the series of the proto-form realizations, and the implementation of the 
corresponding sub-Aspect, inter-Aspects, and inter-quality Synthesis, the “individual” realizes and 
reconsiders something within the following development scenario of the rotational Cycle, and again 
is forced to face the similar situation, but this time, bearing the new gained Experience within the 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, the “individual” actually makes more qualitative decision. 
It’s quite an interesting fact, that most “people” usually regret the missed opportunities: “…oh, I 
would definitely make a better choice in this situation, if only I knew, or had a chance to relive this 
moment anew”. Little do they know that precisely in this way – by means of the sequential losses, 
misfortunes and failures – absolutely all constructive abilities gradually implement within their 
rotational Cycles. 

14.15840. Let’s try to find out how the dissonance distance of variable tension degrees throughout 
the mutual svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness is created. For example, when 
in stressful circumstances (in accordance with certain development scenarios) Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators decide to “let the situation go” (act indifferently), or allow the “individual” to 
temporarily relax and forget all that”; or, deeply comprehending the true Cause of the situation, they 
influence the calm acceptance of it), the tensions degree inside of their Configurations is decreasing 
due to the fact that the inertial dynamics of their “projections” is being implemented into the more 
qualitative “parts” of the mutual slloogrentity. That means in turn that the tensions are created as a 
consequence of inability of Formo-Creators of current Self-Consciousness НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configuration to wisely and intellectually “decompress” the corresponding piece of the specific 
ВВУ(VVU)-Information, which structures the more qualitative development scenarios from within 
the slloogrent TES-dynamics. 

14.15841. There an algoristic (in terms of quality degree) “quantum shift”, which occurs within 
the informational space of Self-Consciousness at the moment of TES-“unfolding” upon each of 
the slloogrent states of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, characterized by the strictly defined 
tension degree between ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators and the 
specific (available to their “understanding” and “perception”) quality of the “decompressed part” 
of ВВУ(VVU)-Information. This concurrent multi-qualitative dynamics (in terms of its spectrum 
manifestation) is being initiated by hvasslons of the two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like (“human”) 
Dominants. As a result of which, the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of each of the multi-qualitative 
“parts” of the slloogrent НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration is being resonantly “projected” into 
the Configurations of these development scenarios (out of the infinite number of them), where 
the most favorable conditions for the implementation of certain Synthesis processes, unfinished 
by Formo-Creators exist, in order to shorten the dissonance distance and annihilate the specific 
tensions, still existing within their ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations. 

14.15842. For instance, the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of the least synthesized “parts” 
of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations are being “projected” into the scenarios, where Self-
Consciousness of “individuals” are existing in the deepest (the most active) levels of proto-form 
Directions, qualitatively corresponding to their tension conditions. That is true because of already 
developed extreme necessity, within these Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, of Experience 
acquisition (hvasslons svilgs-dynamics) during the background interrelations with Formo-Creators 
of specific qualitative manifestations of Proto-Forms (СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms), in relation 
to which (due to the absence of any interconnection with them), the most powerful tension dynamics 
arises within their ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations. 
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14.15843. I would compare such “quantum shift” with subjective “withdrawal” (“re-projecting”) of 
the CAF-dynamics into certain “temporal loops”, structured by the multitude of quality-differential 
rotational Cycles with various value factors of dissonance distances between the most qualitative 
and the least qualitative conditions, which are possible for the current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configuration. The infinite multitude of such inertial “loops” conditionally “divide” the “projections” 
of all Formo-Creators CAF’s of each of the lesser qualitative “parts” of the mutual slloogrent НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration from “projections” of CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of each of 
the more qualitative “parts” of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration of the same Stereo-Form. The 
lesser synthesized states between ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of “human” hvasslons and ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of proto-form hvasslons are contributing to the “re-projecting” of the CAF-dynamics 
of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators into the deeper levels of proto-form Directions, into the sub- 
or sub-sub-scenario dynamics, where the most favorable (powerfully stressful) conditions for the 
inner-quality and inner-aspect Synthesis, owning to which the tension annihilation within the more 
“primitive” (low-frequency) Levels of Self-Consciousness, exist. 

14.15844. Subjectively, the “refocusing” of CAF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators 
into the various least qualitative “temporal loops” (in relation to the dynamics of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU)-like Direction) is a result of their least radical and least qualitative decisions making pattern 
(which is most relaxed towards the egocentric or egoistic manifestations), the consequence of which 
is the fact that these Formo-Creators feel the vital necessity to concentrate their synthesis CAF-
dynamics onto the more inertial (lower-frequency-dimensional) processes. Upon the implementation 
of the sequential Synthesis and elimination of the most tensor conditions within ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations, the gradual accumulation of a new synthesis Experience occurs throughout each of 
the consequent scenarios, ceasing by the multitude of “Deaths” of “individuals”, manifested in these 
Configurations. The new synthesis gradual Experience accumulation, coupled with the resonant “re-
projecting” of the CAF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators from the lowest-frequency 
Levels of each of the proto-form Directions into the scenarios of the increasingly more qualitative 
Levels occurs, where the hvasslon dynamics of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like Direction acquires 
the ability for the even more powerful influence of their inherent eglleroliftive Impulse, onto the 
synthesis CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators. 

14.15845. Thus, the dissonance distance - is actually such qualitative difference in the variously 
synthesized Self-Consciousness state manifestations, as if it “separates” any Form-Creator ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations from the certain “part” of slloogrent НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, where a 
specific – qualitatively following – inter-quality Synthesis phase has already been implemented in it. 
It’s neither possible to define the value of this difference in meters, hours nor ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts; 
just as it is impossible to anyhow measure the difference between two various “parallel” Worlds. 
The only comparison of any types of Self-Consciousness Configurations is possible in terms of their 
resonance with one another. Because the “attractor” hvasslon svilgs-dynamics, providing all the 
“reflexive-inertial” CAF-dynamics of absolutely all Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators within the 
current dimensional range has the slloogrent structure, within each out of the multitude of sub-phases 
(sub-scenarios) of the concurrently implemented inter-quality Synthesis, it consists of the strictly 
defined number of “karma-fractional” hvasslon quantizing clexes (acts of the angular sphering).

14.15846. Therefore, the implementation of only a single act of the inter-quality Synthesis (i.e. 
annihilation of the existing dissonance distance) within the certain, (out of the infinite multitude of 
them) sub- and inter-level interconnections, including the transmutation into the more qualitative 
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states of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, requires the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators to experience 
all the multitude of the lesser qualitative structural transformations (i.e. inclusions of all the 
multitude of the necessary “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and “octahedrons” into their “hexahedron” 
svilgs-dynamics from various proto-form Directions). The quantity of such structural background 
transformations, required for the implementation of act of inter-quality Synthesis, is enormously 
large and can be approximately compared with the aggregation of all variants of the formation of 
multi-qualitative types of “dodecahedron” dynamics from the “hexahedron” ones, with respect to 
the multitude of variables and the connection sequence of the constituents of their “tetrahedron 
karma-fractions”. 

14.15847. Throughout various dimensional wave ranges, the meaning of the notion “tensor” 
is quite variable, however, in terms of the geometrical “karma-fractional” model, the “tension 
factor”, as a manifestation of specific conditions of incomplete synthesis of variously-Qualitative 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators (which are coordinated by svilgsons of various Pure 
Qualities), indicates any degree of dissonance (the absence of a complete resonance), when the 
energy-informational dynamics of synthesized interconnections with ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
of Formo-Creators of separate sub-Aspects and Aspects of dominant or background Qualities, are 
absent in the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of the current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration. 
The absence within the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, of the stable (already synthesized) 
interrelationships with various groups of Formo-Creators leads to the limitation of their abilities 
towards the “unfolding” from the slloogrent TES-Information of the more qualitative СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms, in the dynamics of which the Configurations of current sub-Aspects and Aspects 
are already synthesized. Meaning, that some part of slloogrent dynamics of the mutual informational 
TES flux, remains inaccessible for Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of the current “individual”, 
as a result of which within the Perception system of such “individual”, the certain dissonance 
distance is being originated towards the more qualitative manifestations of “decompressed” СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms; this dissonance distance creates the conflict situation, or a confrontation of 
already synthesized СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms with already “decompressed” ones. 

14.15848. As a result of all that, within the current sub-level of CAF-dynamics of Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators, the tension factor appears in relation to the yet unknown to them 
qualitative dynamics, which in turn, forces hvasslons of the two Dominants (in order to annihilate 
this dissonance), apply the certain corresponding svilgs-dynamics towards the CAF-dynamics 
of Formo-Creators of the current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, the goal of which is the 
successive Synthesis with Formo-Creators of sub-Aspects and Aspects of the absent Synthesis 
Direction. Consequentially, the CAF-dynamics of yet incompletely-synthesized Configurations of 
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators becomes cycled within this process, and acts as if it temporarily 
“falls out” from the dynamics of rotational Cycles of more qualitative Forms of the current group 
of duvuyllerrt Continuums. Then, the quality-differentiation process, coupled with the simultaneous 
“re-projecting” (resonant redistribution) of CAF-dynamics of the current Self-Consciousness Formo-
Creators takes place, throughout the multi-qualitative scenarios: the Focus “projections” of the more 
qualitative “parts” of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations (already possessing this Experience), 
are being manifested within the more favorable (less stressful) conditions, while the “projections” 
of CAF of Formo-Creators of yet incompletely-synthesized НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations 
are being manifested in worsened conflict and destructive conditions in relation to СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms of still missing (for them) Synthesis Directions. 
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14.15849. As the lesser-qualitative Form-Creator Configurations become gradually more profoundly 
synthesized (which in certain scenarios requires seconds or minutes, while in other ones – months 
and years), the successive “re-projecting” of their Focuses occurs into the more qualitative “parts” 
of the mutual slloogrentity of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Interpretations of current Stereo-Form. It 
is imperative to keep in mind that this subjective “inertially-reflexive” process, consists of all 
the realization dynamics of infinite inter-age refocusings (by means of DRF-activity of СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of steadily-resonant УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) conglomerates) during the 
implementation instance of each of the inter-quality Synthesis “acts”, accompanying by subjective 
“Deaths” of lesser qualitative “individuals” (within more qualitative Form-systems), as well as 
“Deaths” of more qualitative “individuals” (within the lesser qualitative Form-systems). 

14.15850. Let us review the role of each Form-Type of graviton-analogs (svilgsons) within the inertial 
dynamics of the mutual slloogrent Universe structure. If we look at the Synthesis Process within 
the Tertiary Energy-Plasma in its completeness, we can actually state, that at that very “instant”, 
all “karma-fraction” graviton-analogs Formo-Creators, concurrently manifested throughout all the 
twelve dimensional ranges, have performed all their functional tasks, and all “karma-fractions”, 
counting from the simplest “tetrahedrons” all the way to the fully synthesized 12-dimensional 
Karma-Forms, already exist. Within this, fully synthesized, by all the 12 Pure Qualities, Energy-
Information condition, there could be no more Formo-Creators graviton-analogs svilgs-dynamics, 
since they all are in an already “bound” state, and are being the structural elements of the slloogrent 
Configuration of the Collective Cosmic Intellect of a Single Karma-Form, consisting of absolutely 
all Existence Experience of all Proto-Forms of ГООЛГАМАА-А (GOOLGAMAA-A), which in turn are 
manifested within 0-12th dimensions of the Energy-Plasma. 

14.15851. If we, as certain virtual super-temporal Observers, begin the conditional “disassembling” 
of this 12th-dimensional Karma-Form, and apportion its constituents throughout various Conversums, 
Continuums, Realities and Form-systems in our differentiating Perception system, factually, we will 
commence the deployment of the slloogrent picture of the mutual Synthesis of the Tertiary Energy-
Plasma in reverse order. Virtually separating within our own Consciousness of each new Element 
from the previous, more integral one (i.e. more qualitative state of Karma-Form), we automatically 
form within the current “part” of the slloogrent “geometry” of Space-Time, the “projection” certain 
energy-informational “cord”, which, in accordance with the tension intensity degree, created by 
our own Consciousness, forms within the Configuration of our own Consciousness, the “reflexive 
movement” impulse, constantly quantizing each type of energy-informational distortion, implemented 
by us within the Configuration of Karma-Form, toward Its primordial, fully finalized condition. 

14.15852. I intentionally highlighted the words “our own Consciousness” in order to remind you, 
that all that differentiating (inertial) dynamics of the “subjective partition of indivisible” is being 
implemented only within our own Consciousness (and nowhere else!), and not within the Energy-
Plasma Itself: WE have “compelled” towards the inertial manifestation all the slloogrent dynamics 
of Space-Time, because of our manifestation within already fully synthesized state of the Tertiary 
Energy-Plasma, by means of the realization-motivated dynamics of Focuses of our Consciousness 
Forms, continuously “projecting” the resonantly-deriving from the individual ODS and ФЛУУ-ЛУУ 
(FLUU-LUU)-Complexes onto it, all previously OUR quantized ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-Modules 
and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. 
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14.15853. Schematically this process reminds me of the situation, when we, avoiding to get lost in 
the woods, leave many specific marks on various trees and barely perceptible paths; when we leave 
many such marks, we can always easily trace our way back. The wave quants (clexes), imprinted 
by Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness within ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration of each, inertially 
“decompressed projection” of each СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, are in fact the specific energy-
information “marks” of Dominants hvasslons Formo-Creators of each of the Synthesis Directions, 
concurrently manifested through the Forms of Self-Consciousness of every dimensional range, by 
means of which they inertially revert the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of the total slloogrent 
Configuration into their primordial state – the integral Karma-Form of 11-12th dimensional range 
of Energy-Plasma. Within the Self-Consciousness structures, for instance, the “projections” of 
all these individual quants, are securely and eternally “embedded” into СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Form Configurations of the individual ODS, and that is how hvasslon Formo-Creators determine 
the reversed integral Path of each Proto-Form into its initial state of complete synthesis maturity 
- resonantly “unfolding” from TES-dynamics (which is being translated to them by рорантами) of 
vital (already marked upon the previous differentiating) parts of slloogrent СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms dynamics. 

14.15854. It’s worth mentioning that during the process of such virtual “differentiating” of Karma-
Form Configuration, we are forced to also “partition” the Temporal Entity onto the number of 
Temporal Fluxes, strictly corresponding to the quantity of the implemented “partitions”, which, 
factually serves as the cause of the formation of multi-qualitative Form-systems and the aggregation 
of ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts, consolidating them into the individual rotational Cycles. If you even remotely 
imagine all that, you should also understand that on the highest Level of Its inertial manifestation, 
the Tertiary Karma-Plasma resembles the supergiant aggregation of energy-informational “tension 
bars”, structuring (just like reliable “marks” in the forest), slloogrent Formo-Creators Configurations 
of svilgsons (graviton-analogs of all resonant range Levels), which, within the single, conditional 
“Instant”, again – inertially and absolutely sequentially – sort of “restore” the concurrent “projections” 
of UCF-dynamics of Formo-Creators Configurations of all “karma-fractions” into a certain, mutual 
for them all, “initial” synthesis state. 

14.15855. The temporal extent, which we subjectively define as “our Life” – is actually a sum of all 
the energy expenditures, which we are forced to “project” from the informational space of our Self-
Consciousness into the “geometry” of all other Forms of the outer Space in order to compensate (by 
means of svilgs-dynamics of dominant svilgsons) of the existing informational distortions within 
our Configurations, which have created the infinite number of various tensions within our Self-
Consciousness, the neutralizing dynamics of which, in fact, creates the dissonance distance – which 
we subjectively define as seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years of our INSTANTENEOUS 
(ETERNAL) Life. 

14.15856. Let us review the example of GPS navigation system, where we would see at least a rough 
analogy between the hvasslon svilgs-dynamics of two “human” Dominants Principal, and CAF-DRF-
dynamics of constant re-focusing activity of Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness Forms from 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, which are structuring certain development scenarios, into the 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of other scenarios. I will commence with a very important 
elaboration: although hvasslon Formo-Creators conditionally belong to Pure Qualities, but in 
the global slloogrent synthesis dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma they, as well as all other 
svilgsons (graviton-analogs of 0 to 12th dimensional range), execute the most important function of 
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inertially-indicating and organizationally-guiding Elements, equally inherent to absolutely all inter-
quality Synthesis schemas, inertially implemented within the 0- to the 12th dimension range through 
Self-Consciousness Forms of all types of Collective Cosmic Intellects.

14.15857. Hence,

GPS-navigation system – is a НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form of your “personality”, the one you 
focus upon at every moment of the current rotational Cycle;

GPS-navigation system software – is an CAF-dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Formo-
Creators, determining the qualitative dynamics of each of your sequential actions and choices;

GPS-navigation system’s monitor – is a Perception system, which subjectively reflects the 
quality of your current location (the Self-Consciousness Configuration) at every moment of 
time;

GPS-navigation system’s map (the cartography file), bearing geographical marks and the 
highway information – is a 3-4-dimensional range of groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums, which 
you focus upon in real time mode; it has variable hvasslon svilgs-dynamics of two “human” 
Dominants, directing all Self-Consciousness Synthesis processes straight either into the ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction, or preliminary “preparing” them throughout Proto-Form Directions;

Your chosen final destination point – your Dream, Goal (your more synthesized НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Configuration);

The waypoints – various resonant points of skrruullerrt system, potential possibilities for 
adoption and realization of your choices, phases of possible qualitative movement towards the 
Goal, intermediate НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations for re-focusing of Formo-Creators of 
your Self-Consciousness;

Streets, highways and dead ends – development scenarios between the two “Deaths” (phases 
of inter-quality Synthesis);

Street Crossings – slloogrent “points” of skrruullerrt system, with high qualitative diversity 
Choice Vectors, and generally, the spot, where most accidents happen (re-focusing activity upon 
the fact of an inter-quality Synthesis);

All possible GPS-path variants – this is the simultaneous reflection of all inertial re-focusing of 
CAF-dynamics of the rotational Cycle, subjectively implemented by you.

14.15858. The most important thing I wish to note here is that the “current” re-focusing activity inside 
each scenario, isn’t intended for the execution of the whole sequence of radical Choices, because 
as a result of the implementation of an inter-quality Synthesis act during the re-focusing process by 
your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators, the specific psychic and biological condition, preceding 
your every drastic choice, always acts as concluding “phase” of its development scenario. As a rule, 
this specific condition ends by “Death” simultaneously with a definitive acceptance of any drastic 
choice, as well as the re-focusing of Formo-Creators into the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration of 
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multi-qualitative variants of successive scenarios (out of all the multitude of them), which resonates 
with the quality of current choice the most. On top of that, the “movement” (re-focusing activity) 
inside of each scenario consists of the whole number of possibilities for the “submersion” of CAF-
dynamics into the sub-scenario (“octahedron”) and sub-sub-scenario (“pyramidal”) Synthesis 
processes of both Dominant Qualities; including sub-sub-sub-scenario (“tetrahedron”) Synthesis 
processes of all necessary background Qualities, owning to which, hvasslons “prepare” ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators towards the inter-quality Dominant Synthesis 
act implementation.

14.15859. In order to retain the stable re-focusing tendency towards the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) 
Direction within sub-scenario parts of rotational Cycles, it is imperative to sustain the CAF-dynamics 
on levels, not lower than the qualitative level of the scenario itself, without immersing into the 
details of sub-sub-scenarios and sub-sub-sub-scenarios – a quite low-frequency dynamics, which 
assumes the in-detail study of sub-Aspects and Aspects of various background Qualities. With 
absence of already developed Intuitive ability, this can only be achieved by the empirical method 
- one unsuccessful attempt-failure (the “dead end”), another unsuccessful attempt-another failure; 
this goes on until the result will be mostly harmonized with altruistically-intellectual Perceptions 
of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction, and not the egoistic Experience, inherent to proto-form 
Directions СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. Then, on the next street crossing (in real Life it can be 
any important event, assuming the serious and tremendous changes: a great job offer, completely 
new “individual” relationship, someone’s illness or “Death”, war conflicts, effecting your lifestyle 
and so on) the GPS-software (CAF-dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators) will 
inevitably “decompress” (unpack) from the Subconsciousness the most favorable variation of your 
“future” scenario. 

14.15860. Often, your existential Goal is motivated within your Self-Consciousness by the whole 
number of unconscious Desires. In this situation, the cartographic file of your GPS reflects if not 
all, but still a vast part of global scheme of the potential re-focusings, which is embedded within 
the slloogrent hvasslon Configurations (it exists primordially within the Subconsciousness, as an 
aggregation of variable rotational Cycles of the Stereo-Form), while the GPS-path, which the GPS 
software is laying out – is the most probable trajectory of the continuation of rotational Cycle for 
the current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration of your Self-Consciousness. At that, within the 
Configuration of your hvasslon GPS-navigation systems, all variants of possible intermediate points 
are absolutely precisely recorded (your low- and middle-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form 
conditions realization), through which you have to re-focus on the path towards the most qualitative 
Goal, including the most “insignificant” and “accidental” events, without the experience of which, 
the required Synthesis type within the Self-Consciousness is simply impossible. 

14.15861. If your existential objectives are limited only by the current egocentric necessities (food, 
image, money, power and health), your GPS wouldn’t lead you farther than the nearest possibilities, 
the implementation of which wouldn’t require the availability of the detailed map of the extensive 
geographical locality, and thus the qualitative changes of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, 
daily in-focused by your Self-Consciousness, wouldn’t be in any way substantial – while within 
these low-qualitative levels of existence, you would have to spend years and decades on the same 
“hexahedron-tetrahedron” synthesis manipulations, which would require only minutes or hours if you 
make more qualitative choices. If, however, your existence Objectives are mostly highly-altruistic, 
your hvasslon GPS could offer you path to any point of the planet, coupled with a multitude of 
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shortest routes there, which differ by the complexity degree, depending on your experience and 
readiness to sacrifice (for instance – sacrifice your time, efforts, knowledge and so forth). 

14.15862. While refocusing towards your Final Objective along the chosen GPS path, you are free 
to correct it any way you feel necessary, so that some of the lesser-qualitative Interests will also be 
implemented within your Self-Consciousness. And all the while, during which your FCA inseparably 
bound with СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of your Final Objective, hvasslons (the highway signs 
and the marks on the cartographic map), will inevitably lead your Self-Consciousness into the 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) development Direction, structured by 
hvasslon dynamics of the two “human” Dominants, even upon the considerable deviation from the 
Final Objective (problems with health, money, job, personal drag, or other existential confusions). 
The timing of your “return to the path” is totally dependent upon the character and quantity of such 
deviations. 

14.15863. All the Information regarding the Path is already programmed into the GPS: all possible 
speed limit signs, traffic lights, highway construction zones and dead ends; all you have to do 
is simply remember about your primary Final Objective, striving not to deviate from the chosen 
path, so that the phrase: -“ let’s make a U-Turn as soon as possible”, - agitating your Conscience, 
would come to your mind very seldom, reminding you about the wrong decision you once made to 
“slightly deviate” from the path. During the re-focusing process the GPS software, while scanning 
the Information from the intuitive Levels (GSM-operators in our case), can offer a slight deviation 
from the Path, if an error or an accident (tensions) has occurred. If that happens the GPS device 
(CAF of your Self-Consciousness) might offer you to bypass it and follow the other path, which 
can substantially differ from the original Path, as it might look like in the beginning. However, in 
reality it will always be aimed at saving you time and resources and help you avoiding “roadblocks” 
and traffic, so you could consciously attract certain background Quality Aspects into your CAF-
dynamics, lowering the tension factor of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of your in-focusing, 
and again lead you to the main Path. 

14.15864. Just like on the highway, if you get “stuck” in a “life’s traffic”, you could demonstrate 
a native wit, and find a non-standard, radically more qualitative decision or implement the long-
forgotten phases of the inner-quality and background Synthesis, without which the CAF-dynamics 
quality elevation isn’t possible. In such cases the additional Information regarding the roadblocks, 
construction and traffic will be essential. Such Information can be obtained from the GSM-operators 
- the Energy-Information of Formo-Creators Configurations of high-frequency sub-conscious 
Levels, coordinating all the hvasslon GPS-devices, which, prima facie, offers the illogical or 
unwise decision, motivated by your Primary Objective). Thus, as you are progressing towards your 
Objective, the GPS-device is correcting the initial path by receiving updated information regarding 
various highway obstacles and objects of your necessities realization (variable commercials); it 
also updates the GPS-software. So, each sequential instant you are utilizing the most updated map 
(cartographic file), on the basis of which the GPS implements the “itinerary recalculation”, offering 
you the additional paths towards the Primary Objective, in accordance with the new implemented 
changes. 

14.15865. Please note that various streets or crossings, indicated in your course, do not resemble the 
complete scenario; it is essential to understand that none of your choices and actions can be formed 
and implemented instantaneously. This process is inertial, and depends on a background activity of 
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low-frequency (distracting) УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Conglomerates. It can be implemented with various 
degree of potentially possible success depending on the situation. It is totally dependent on the 
specifics and the perception abilities by your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of the slloogrentity 
of any “decompressed” Energy-Information. Before choosing the most qualitative decision, you 
concentrate, compare and analyze the multitude of various СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, you try 
to correlate them with these, which already exist with your individual ODS as a previous Experience. 
The concentration within the higher-qualitative “parts” of slloogrentity of the mutual Configuration 
of this Experience allows your Formo-Creators to “unpack” the most complete “amount” of the 
Energy-Information per time unit, while the low-qualitative Perceptions allow the manipulation 
with only a very limited and lesser-qualitative potential of the exact same Energy-Information, 
including in this process the considerably lesser quantity of interconnections with other “karma-
fraction” Formo-Creators. 

14.15866. Thus, each more qualitative variant of our possible decision is connected to absolutely 
different inertial distances within Space-Time, since the “projections” of the previous CAF-dynamics 
of your Perception are being “re-projected” (superimposing with the tensions, inherent to them) onto 
the CAF-dynamics of each of the subsequent decisions. The higher the quality of such decision is, the 
higher its effectiveness, and the tension amount, which would have to be annihilated by hvasslons 
(by means of attraction of corresponding stressful situations) is lessened as well. 

14.15867. Although the global continuous Decision-making Process is being implemented within 
our Self-Consciousness constantly, but per se, it’s not in any way quantized onto the certain “before” 
and “after”, since the constant refinement, intermediate result analysis and the current correction 
of all the aggregation of the previously performed decisions, which creates the variable choice of 
each of the subsequent decisions, capable to get you closer to your Primary Objective with variable 
succession. The GPS, while plotting the course, isn’t insisting on you driving through each street 
from its beginning to its end, since there is a tremendous amount of intersections with various 
other streets and avenues; instead, it chooses the shortcuts and the most drastic reductions of an 
itinerary. Each Proto-Form’s hvasslons prime Objective is to provide an opportunity to reach the 
Goal (the highest, for current Form of Self-Consciousness, qualitative state of its Configuration) 
through the shortest possible way; therefore, upon each consequent instant of your infinite Existence 
(your “Destiny intersections”) your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators are offered at least a few, 
most drastic decision variations, settled with which, you can reach your Primary Objective in a 
considerably shorter period of time. 

14.15868. Why did I mention earlier that “attractor trajectories” of the inertial hvasslon svilgs-
dynamics (and other svilgsons) are “running” through the global slloogrentity of Proto-Form 
Synthesis schema? Because throughout the infinite inertial sequence of energy-information “bands”, 
constantly formed upon the synthesis interrelation of multi-Qualitative hvasslon Formo-Creators, 
appearing chaotic and in no way regulated prima facie, nevertheless exists in an absolutely inter-
orderly, inter-balanced, perfectly regulated and completely rational fashion, which is inaccessible 
to any logic or reasoning, but which in each separate case is being manifested as a certain “attractor 
trajectory” – as if it’s being an imaginative aggregation of inter-influences, “programmed by Someone 
in advance” between the Formo-Creators of various “karma-fractions”, which only in their inherent 
resonant mode are creating the “trajectory of orderly convergence”(at that they also act as if they 
annihilate the previous – primordial – hvasslon interrelationships) of Form-Creator Configurations 
of resonating with each other “karma-fractions”, consisting of the sequence of the intermediate, 
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mostly stabilized states of force interrelations, inherent for all Forms of the current resonant zone. 

14.15869. Each, synthesisally stabilized, Form-Creator “karma-fraction” Configuration remains in 
a state of “potential well”, the barrier of which is surmounted with the current “karma-fraction” 
hvasslon assistance, at the inertial resonant stimulation of their svilgs-dynamics by the activation of the 
CAF of the revealed Form of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators (the “karma-fraction” multiplicity 
increase by quantizing). Throughout the Form-System dynamics of 3-4-dimensional Realities, all the 
inertial dynamics of, supposedly, “discrete” development scenarios of each Stereo-Form, structuring 
all their energy-informational interrelations with “karma-fractions” of the corresponding Directions 
of the potential for them, Proto-Form Synthesis within the Configurations of each diffusive Proto-
Form, is built upon all the diversity of “attractor trajectories”, created by hvasslons – by means 
of the constantly manifesting realization mechanism of the resonant synchronization of rotational 
Shifts within the Self-Consciousness. The super-temporal nature of these “attractor bands” is formed 
by the infinite differentiation of the Temporal Entity ОО-УУИЛЛИ-И-УУЛЛ, into all, inherent to IT, 
aggregation of multi-quality Temporal Fluxes, each of which also inertially reflects the “attractor” 
dynamics of the specific resonant interconnections between all Formo-Creators of graviton-analogs 
of Forms, concurrently manifested throughout various dimensional ranges. 

14.15870. In this process the primary role is played by karma-clofts, which transform the 
instantaneous resonant nature of the energy-informational interrelations between Form-Creator 
Configurations of each “karma-fraction” into the inertially-sequential array of ССФУ-УНГСС-shifts, 
determining the instantaneous state of all Form-Creator Configurations of concurrently manifested 
Forms, in turn structuring the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. The inevitable consequence of such ССФУ-
УНГСС-sifts of Self-Consciousness along the hvasslon “attractor trajectories” is being the resonant 
merging of duvuyllerrt “parts” of Temporal Fluxes and, variously (proto-form-like) reflecting the 
specific qualitative dynamics of duvuyllerrt dimensional ranges within the Space slloogrentity. Let 
me remind you that karma-clofts are an indispensable constituent of “karma-fraction” Synthesis 
process, which among scientists is defined as a hypothetically existing “Higgs bosons”, responsible 
for the formation of the “substance mass”. 

14.15871. The hvasslon eglleroliftive svilgs-dynamics, which directs the transmuting processes 
(which are being implemented by the synthesizing Formo-Creators of “karma-fractional peaks”) 
concurrently, throughout all the probable Vectors of variable Synthesis schemas, primordial energy-
informational “trajectories” of which are embedded into their slloogrent Configurations – due 
to the constant increase of the profoundness and quality degree of the implementing Synthesis – 
uninterruptedly increasing energy-informational potential of all “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators 
Configurations, which leads to the tensions decrease (resistance decrease) of all the karma-clofts 
dynamics. Which in turn results in the decrease of the influence degree of karma-cloft Formo-
Creators onto the Self-Consciousness due to the activation of within its dynamics of something, 
we define as profound Understanding, and which is evidently being expressed by us in a form of 
inclusion of a more qualitative ВВУ(VVU)-Information into our Creative Activity. 

14.15872. For instance, if someone tells us that the Earth is being held on the three elephants, 
which in turn are standing on three whales, we would not accept this knowledge, since our Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators within the individual ODS, possess the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of much higher quality of Energy-Information. In this case the karma-clofts deactivate their 
relationship with the current hvasslon part (they increase the dissonance distance towards them) and 
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instead activate the interrelationships with Formo-Creators of other hvasslons, which generate a 
higher-quality dynamics, to a greater degree resonating with our Perceptions. 

14.15873. Please note that there are, at least, three primaries, more or less accessible to the subjective 
interpretations of our Self-Consciousness, three categories (within the global synthesis Formo-
Creators activity) which functionally quite differ between each other in relation to their mutual 
objective – absolute Synthesis of the Versatile State of the Universe, Which we rather superficially 
define as an Energy-Plasma. It’s worth mentioning that each of these three categories is also 
differentiated “inside of itself” onto the infinite number of multi-qualitative Levels and sub-levels, 
variable “classes”, “types”, “kinds”, “families”, “sorts” and “series” of Formo-Creators, the degree 
of the qualitative and functional disparity between which can reach the state of mutual conditional 
antagonism and absolute antithesis with each other. 

14.15874. It is simply impossible at this point to transmit this Information in words of terms, since 
there is not a single analogy of what I imply here, exists within your Perceptions. I am not trying 
to explain it in easier terms because doing so will greatly diminish the quality of IISSIIDIOLOGY 
Information, which I am trying to transmit into the “human” Collective Consciousness. So, you are 
free to utilize the existing (considerably deformed and simplified!!!) variation of this Knowledge, 
but even this variant of the Universal Knowledge resembles the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
which are being quite far from the truth, and which I literally forcedly “adjust” and “squeeze” into 
the staggering subjectivism of your Self-Consciousness. 

14.15875. The Cosmic Civilizations, belonging to the conditional category of the synthesizing 
Formo-Creators within each dimensional range (which they actually structure by means of their own 
slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations) are employed exclusively in the process of the specification 
of any Level of the implemented Process of inter-quality Synthesis (including an inner-quality 
Synthesis throughout Each of the ОО-УУ-Entitys: inter-sub-…-sub-Aspect Synthesis – up to the 
conditional zeroth dimension, and inter-sub-Aspect and inter-Aspect Synthesis – up to the conditional 
3rd dimension). These are also “peaks” Formo-Creators, structuring each of the synthesizing “karma-
fraction” with their Configurations; but they implement only the resonantly-unifying interconnections 
with variable types and multitudes of “psyche” and “emanations”, which in turn are structuring the 
exact same ОО-УУ-Entity, to the Pure Quality of which, the very synthesizing Formo-Creators also 
conditionally “belong”. 

14.15876. They “belong” conditionally, since they in turn are structuring the SYNTHESIS Branch, but 
their energy ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations qualitatively are absolutely identical with the information 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, as a result of which, their 
instantaneous “collapse” (Synthesis) occurs in a specific conditions of Space-Time: The Energy of 
Forms of SYNTHESIS development Branch is constructively unify with the Information of РЕЗОСКОН-
ЦЕОННЫЙ development Branch. Interconnecting by the maximum compatibility principal with the 
most resonating “parts” of slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of similar Formo-Creators, structuring 
the other ОО-УУ-Entitys, each Formo-Creators type automatically attracts into the mutual dynamics the 
inherent types of “psyche” and “emanations” Conscious Fields, which are actually firsthand carriers of 
the Information of СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators of each of the Pure Qualities. 

14.15877. The whole Synthesis is being implemented by means of an infinite multitude of multi-
qualitative Force Vectors, structuring the slloogrent dynamics of each of the “karma-fractional ribs”. 
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The most compatible “ribs” (the most resonating with one another), depending on their Configuration, 
being within the inertial manifestation “karma-fraction” conditions, in the qualitatively-corresponding 
“parts” of Space-Time slloogrentity, form the specific interconnections of “karma-fractional facets”, 
every one of which, depending on the Formo-Creators of various Pure Qualities structuring it, 
resembles the specific group of inherent proto-form Synthesis Directions.

14.15878. Thus, depending on the individual energy-informational “contents” of resonantly-
merged “karma-fractional facets” inside of the synthesis dynamics of each Proto-Form, manifested 
throughout the Space-Time, there are subjective multi-qualitative development Directions are 
created. The “projections” of energy-informational “facets” play the crucial role in the dynamics 
of the current type of Consciousness in variable Forms, and not the “projections” of “ribs”. Why? 
Because the “ribs” reflect the resonant attractor dynamics of multi-qualitative “emanations” and 
“psyche”, while the “facets”, formed by the specifically structured “ribs”, resemble the Creative 
Spheres of certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, synthesized by “peak” Formo-Creators from the 
energy-informational basis of each “karma-fraction rib” they utilize. 

14.15879. Since each “karma-fraction peak” Formo-Creators resemble variable compatible with 
each other Qualities in the mutual synthesis dynamics, the individual interpretations of THE EXACT 
SAME СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, mutually created by them within the “karma-fraction 
facets”, will considerably differ from one another. This concerns not only the difference in 
psycho-mental aspects of Forms of Self-Consciousness formation (the degree of predominance and 
recessiveness of Aspects of certain Qualities over the other, which is reflected onto the specifics of 
mentality and sensuality, culture originality, social structure, religious priorities and so on), manifested 
by these Formo-Creators, but also differences in some genetic features of Forms themselves (for 
instance, the degree of predominance or recessiveness of certain genes, responsible for the color and 
structure inherentities of skin, eyes, hair, height parameters, various parts of the body, and so forth).

14.15880. Separate “groups” of these Directions, qualitatively most compatible with each other, 
“geographically” (historically, ethnically or evolutionally) merge only depending on the sings, 
inherent to their own Forms of Self-Consciousness into the specific multi-qualitative Resomirals 
“inside” of all the multitude of representatives of the exact same Proto-Forms, manifested within the 
same dimensional ranges, but within variable Temporal Fluxes (Continuum groups). For instance, out 
of all the diversity of various Self-Consciousness types, inherent to the biological analogs of НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), concurrently manifested throughout the 
multitude of Temporal Fluxes of 3-4-dimensional ranges of Space-Time, there were 6 (considering 
the “facet” quantity of “hexahedron karma-fractions”) diffusive development Directions formed, 
which could also be considered as 6 fundamental “human” population types (the current classification 
is illustrated here only as demonstrational and generalizing example of possible variant of racial 
differentiating, and is disclaiming the exclusiveness):

Australoid (Avstraloids, races: Australian, Tasmanian, Tasmanoid, and New Caledonian; 
Papuans, races: Papua-Melanesian, Papua-Montana; Tapir; Veddoids, races: Veddoid, Malian);

Negroid (Steatopiga, races: Bushmen, Hottentot, Coastal; Pigmids; Bambuti; Bubinga; Negroids, 
races: Udan, Nilotic, Kaffir, Savage; Batu, races: Aeta-Semang, Andaman; Boreal over-race 
body);
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Mongoloid (Premongoloids, races: Pale-Siberian, Kamchatkan, Tibetan, Punan; mongoloids, 
races: Tungus, Central-Asian, Aral, Chinese, South-Mongolian, Burmese, Palauan; Eskimoids, 
races: Eskimo, Alaskan);

Caucasian (Pre-Caucasian, races: Ainu, Ural, Caucasian, races: Mediterranean, Coastal, 
Berber, Pale-Sardinian, Nordic, Irish, Dalsky, Finnish, Iranian, Assiroid, Libyan, Indian, Indian 
Peninsular, Alpine, Georgian, Baltic, Pre-Slavic, Carpathian, Adriatic, Padan, Noric, Pamir, 
Armenoid; lappoids, Lppish Race);

Subequatorial (Paleo-Indidos, races: Tamil, Malabar, Canary; Ethiopid, races: Ethiopian, 
Oromon, Masai; Batusi, races: Sahrawi, Madagascar);

Pacific (Polynezids, races: Polynesian, Micronesian; Maori; Americanoids, races: Allegheny, 
Dakota, Aleut, Sonora, Californian, Columbian, Pueblo-Andes, Amazon, Laguna; Sirion, races: 
Pampas, Patagonian, Magellan). 

14.15881. It’s worth noticing that purely “hexahedron” “karma-fractional” types (as well as 
“tetrahedron”, “octahedron”, “dodecahedron” and others), within inertial synthesis dynamics of 
Self-Consciousness Forms, concurrently structuring the slloogrent “geometry” of any Continuums 
and Resomirals of Space-Time, simply don’t exist, since the dynamics, inherent to some other 
Synthesis schemas and wave range sub-levels is always “embedded into” each interaction type 
between various Formo-Creators Configurations of “karma-fractional peaks” at any conditional 
“instant”. Therefore any offered classification of “human”, animalistic or vegetative populations 
of Proto-Forms isn’t able to claim even the slightest degree of veracity and accuracy, since all the 
populations constantly interact with one another, not only in the inter-population fashion, but also in 
the Temporal Flux conditions, concurrently structuring the Resomirals and Continuum groups of the 
“hexahedron” – 3-4-dimensional range of manifestation of variable Forms of Self-Consciousness.

14.15882. I suppose you now understand the meaning of what I imply under the notion “synthetizing 
Formo-Creators category”. And now let’s review the second conditional category of Formo-
Creators, which I had to divide into three separate classes:

 • Ixons – Formo-Creators, currently absolutely inaccessible to our Perception, which are 
organizing the inertial processes of (inter-…sub-aspect) Synthesis, being implemented 
within wave ranges below the conditional zeroth dimension;

 • Svilgsons – Formo-Creators of “karma-fraction” graviton-analogs of all dimensional Levels 
of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma;

 • Avvacclons – eglleroliftive Formo-Creators of Karma-Forms of the Secondary Energy-
Plasma. 

14.15883. I am unable to tell you anything regarding ixons and avvaccllons, since their dynamics 
is essentially inaccessible to Conscious Forms, manifesting throughout the inter-quality Synthesis 
systems of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Formo-Creators, however I can provide a certain Information 
regarding svilgsons. Considering the example of already familiar to you Formo-Creators I propose 
we talk about where the svilgs-Creators actually came from. As you know, hvasslons are remaining 
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in their “independent” unbound state until act of Synthesis between the corresponding “karma-
fractions” occurs. Upon the differentiating onto the constituent Elements of fully-synthesized 
Karma-Forms during the “re-projection” of dynamics process of Aggregated Consciousness of 
Pure Qualities from the 12th dimension into the lower dimensional ranges (the analogy of what the 
scientists call “the Big Bang”), the formation of svilgson (eglleroliftive in relation to one another 
upon the decrease of quality or dimension) interconnections between the “constituent elements” of 
Karma-Forms occurs (this is what I have called the “energy-informational bands”).

14.15884. In the slloogrent Configurations of a multitude of svilgs-Creators, which have formed at 
that, the “attractor trajectories” are being created instantly, which structure the development scenarios 
of Worlds Form-Systems, while all the aggregation of the differentiated parts of Karma-Forms is 
being transformed into all the multitude of, supposedly, “separately manifested” Configurations 
(within the corresponding dimensional ranges) of proto-universal, hyper-universal, super-universal, 
elementary, sub-elementary, sub-sub-elementary and proto-elementary groups of “form-particles”, 
structuring all dimensional Levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.

14.15885. The farther review of this issue I offer to continue with the example of the process of an 
introduction of the new Information into the Collective “human” Consciousness with the assistance 
of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entitys. The eglleroliftive Element of the chaos (СБОАЛЛГСС-Entity3) – is an 
instrument of the Energy-Plasma, providing the maximal diversity of Synthesis process, which can 
be achieved by symbiotic “mixture” of the multi-level dynamics of various Proto-Forms and by 
the formation within structures of Self-Consciousness Forms of the researcher Interest, defined as 
“paradox” (among “humans” it is most often demonstrated when they are trying to find the cause of 
other “people” actions, when another reaction was expected; also when they are trying to understand 
the core meaning of certain events or occurrences). The “paradox” state within the Self-Consciousness 
forces the manifestation of svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators of more qualitative Levels in order 
to provide an explanation (clarification of hidden patterns and formation of “motivational sequence 
chains”) of their own lesser qualitative Levels, which currently are being the energy-informational 
fundamental for the everyday dynamics of their Self-Consciousness. 

14.15886. Thus, the dynamics of Formo-Creators Configurations of lesser qualitative “karma-
fractions” is being a part of the synthesis structure of Formo-Creators Configurations of more 
complex “karma-fractions”. In the Worlds Form-Systems, any “paradoxical” situation solution for 
the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators is being the specific psychic state, which can be described as 
“eureka” – the instantaneous Synthesis and the simultaneous refocusing into the “karma-fractional” 
Self-Consciousness of the more qualitative group of the “human” SC, where the conformities of 
energy-informational interrelations, which are provided by the current СБОАЛЛГСС-Entity, become 
evident and obvious due to the fact that in the “new” SC, the required conformity is already found by 
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators, and the “paradoxical” notion has been cognized on the basis of 
inertially preceding perceptions. In this case, the expression “become evident and obvious” means 
that the dynamics of, supposedly, “chaotic” process, observed and analyzed by the Observer, locating 
inside and outside of itself certain patterns or conformities, becomes associated (quite sensible) 
Element of Self-Consciousness, meaning that it becomes a part of its dynamics and establishes the 
energy-informational interconnections with all other active СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, with 
which the CAF-DRF-dynamics of Formo-Creators have been temporarily identified. 

3 See Volume 11 of the IISSIIDIOLOGY
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14.15887. The ways of manifestation of СБОАЛЛГСС-Entitys within 3-4-dimensional SC’s (just 
as in any others) are based on the “attractor” influence of hvasslons onto the resonant dynamics 
of synthesizing Formo-Creators, consisting of their orientation on the Configurations of more 
qualitative “karma-fractions”, structuring the Collective Proto-Form Consciousness. The inertially-
sequential increase of the spatial density of manifestation within Form-systems of highly-
qualitative svilgs-dynamics, which initially being perceived as the СБОАЛЛГСС-Entitys activity, 
consequently leads to the evidently expressed synthesis process, qualitatively organizing the Formo-
Creators Configurations of the lesser energy-informationally capacious СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms into the gradually more energy-informationally capacious СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms 
Configurations. Here is the example: by the end of 1970-s the frequency of informational contacts 
between “people” became so dense, that the quantity of conventional cabled telephone-lines failed 
to provide the rapidly growing demand. The quite stable СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form within Self-
Consciousness of millions of “people” has constantly triggered the question: “why can’t we just hear 
the other party at any place of our own location, sort of like radio receiver”? 

14.15888. Thus, the inherent svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators of various СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of structure and functioning of a mobile (cell) phone, began to penetrate (gravitate) in the 
“attractor” fashion from the more qualitative “human” SC’s to Self-Consciousness of “people”, 
structuring the SC’s of 1980’s, and sequentially incarnate into our outer Reality: the most resonating 
in this Synthesis Direction, Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of “individuals”, who possessed 
all necessary “information” and have constantly directed their thoughtful process towards the 
implementation of this idea technologically, were capable of “grasping” the necessary СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms intuitively and actually combine within their Self-Consciousness such 
heterogeneous СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms as a telephone, radio and the portable energy source, 
as a result of which, something New was created, which included all previous “human” Experience. 

14.15889. And this New has instantly “made humankind” completely different, while per se, it has 
refocused the Collective “Human” Consciousness into these Realities, where everyone is able to 
communicate with basically everyone else. But what became the trigger of this “discovery”? That’s 
right – already manifested throughout the more qualitative SC’s the dynamics of svilgs-Creators 
of mobile phone СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. The intuitive desire of possession of certain 
“device” has provided the mass refocusing of the synthesizing “human” Formo-Creators into these 
Continuums, where all that ALREADY EXISTS. And the initially-weak “attractor” svilgs-dynamics 
has been created by means of the resonant inter-amplification of hvasslon activity throughout the 
Self-Consciousness of millions of “people”, who felt the same exact desire. Now think – do you 
actually want to communicate with others by means of cellphones, computers, satellites and other 
“communication equipment”? Your answer will inevitably foretell of which possibilities you will 
definitely “receive” tomorrow.

14.15890. We have found out that first of all, the slloogrent Configurations of svilgs-Creators aren’t 
directly participating in the energy-informational Synthesis processes themselves, since their role is 
to sustain the necessary eglleroliftive Impulse in the Configurations of synthesizing Formo-Creators, 
which dictates at every conditional instant the activation and the implementation (within each 
“karma-fractional rib”) of various, (solely possible at any given moment) Directions of Force Vector 
dynamics (the concurrent resonant interactions between the multi-Qualitative “emanations” and 
“psyche”). Secondly, the svilgsons aren’t bound to the Self-Consciousness of any Form, concurrently 
manifested throughout the various Temporal Fluxes of Space-Time. For svilgs-Creators of various 
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ranges, absolutely all Configurations of Self-Consciousness Forms, manifested within the current 
range resemble the unified and constant dynamics of a certain virtual energy-informational “stub” 
– strictly fixated within its slloogrent Configuration of “attractor trajectory”, which imprints the 
inversely-progressive dynamics of quality change of Configurations of all manifested Forms of Self-
Consciousness. They are in no way connected with Self-Consciousness of Forms themselves, but 
are absolutely fixated only on the degree of resonant activity, inertially variable in Configurations 
of synthesizing Creators. 

14.15891. In other words, they “know” absolutely all variations of certain intermediate qualitative 
states of Form Configurations up to the “initial” moment of their manifestation throughout the 
specific dynamics of inherent to them, dimensional wave range, including absolutely all variations of 
certain intermediate “ending” states of the mutual slloogrentity of the “exact same” Configurations, 
inherent to these Formo-Creators of the same Form upon “exiting” out of the current range. This is 
almost the same if you ask someone to instruct you how to get to a particular destination: the other 
party would have to have you on the phone until you finally get there, thoroughly explaining you all 
the details and nuances of the path. Other party wouldn’t be implementing this very itinerary along 
with you, but would rather provide their Experience and knowledge, going about their own business 
at the same time. 

14.15892. The same is true about svilgsons of each dimensional Level: they similar to the relay 
race, “accept” within their range under their “command” the Proto-Form Configurations, in the 
synthesis manifestation of which the Formo-Creators of inherent (to the svilgsons) Pure Qualities are 
participating; and literally at the very same instant (which, within the Form’s Self-Consciousness, 
can be perceived as years, decades or millenniums) the svilgsons are “transferring” already the most 
qualitative (for each Synthesis Direction!) variations of the current diffusive Self-Consciousness 
Form over to the resonantly corresponding svilgsons of the next dimensional range. So, where are 
these lesser-qualitative variations of the current Form of Self-Consciousness, you may ask? Well, 
they are still there – they are always being a constituent part of the global mutual Form Configuration 
slloogrentity, which are concurrently with them are manifested through the Conscious Forms of 
more qualitative dimensional ranges. I remind you again and again – nothing can simply “disappear” 
anywhere – each concurrently manifested Form of Self-Consciousness, has its own specific dynamics 
of multi-qualitative inertial states of Focuses of Steadfast Attention of Formo-Creators, structuring 
at the current conditional instant, the current “part” of the slloogrent Configuration of this realization 
Form of the Collective Intellect.

14.15893. At that you should always keep in mind that hvasslons are directing the CAF-dynamics 
of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators throughout all possible Proto-Form Direction of Synthesis. 
You can say that each scenario is bound to the specific duvuyllerrt group of proto-form Synthesis 
Directions, where the Aspect resonance of the dominant and background Qualities – upon their 
compatibility degree – is being the most powerful. In the various synthesis interrelations between 
hvasslons of sub-Aspect and Aspects of any single, out of the two, Dominants with Formo-Creators 
of other background Qualities, they attract the Configurations of Formo-Creators of other proto-
form Directions, as if they “interpose” into the current Synthesis schema, the dynamics, which 
is inherent to other schemas. They, while resonantly attracting from the other Directions the 
interrelations with the necessary “tetrahedrons”, are forming (within 4-5 Levels of 2-3-dimensional 
range of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI)-ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA) and within the 
1 Level of ОРЛААКТОР (ORLAAKTOR)-АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА (AIGLLILLIAA)) from their СФУУРММ 
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(SFUURMM)-Forms the unstable “octahedrons” of the “human” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, as 
if these СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms are temporarily “wedged in” into the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations of “human hexahedron” within the 3-4-dimension, which become the foundation of 
the synthesis dynamics of “icosahedron” and “dodecahedron” ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Resomirals 
of 4-5-dimensional Levels. 

14.15894. The “hexahedron” hvasslon Formo-Creators “attract” the necessary to them “tetrahedrons” 
not from the drastically dissonant, in relation to them, 0-1-dimensional range, but from the schemas, 
already synthesized by Formo-Creators of other Proto-Forms, from the “hexahedron” Configurations 
of which the current “tetrahedrons” “expel” upon the more profound Synthesis, as “unnecessary” (the 
most tensor ones). This takes place in approximately the following fashion: through the universal 
dynamics of “zero ingredient” the hvasslons are “projecting” the specific Energy-Information into the 
Formo-Creators Configurations of “their own” Form of Self-Consciousness, which exists in a form 
of an extremely unstable (due to the weak resonance with Configurations of other Formo-Creators) 
“tetrahedron”, temporarily structuring the Configuration of other Form of Self-Consciousness (either 
“human” or proto-form), regardless of the fact of how specifically the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form 
of the current “tetrahedron” is expressed because of its affiliation with the other Synthesis scheme. 
But absolutely any kind of Energy-Information is vital for Formo-Creators of the specific Levels of 
“human” Forms of Self-Consciousness, since during the TES-“decompression” it can be interpreted 
(quantized) by the corresponding “human” Experience. Meaning that the attraction into the ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) type of Synthesis of Formo-Creators of background Qualities occurs due to: 

1) The increase of the degree of “tetrahedron” dynamics between the “hexahedron” Configurations 
as a whole, and

2) Constant interchange of Formo-Creators of the most dissonant “tetrahedrons” onto the lesser 
dissonant ones.

14.15895. In cases of drastic “shift” (“refocusing”) of CAF-dynamics of a certain part of Self-
Consciousness into certain proto-form Synthesis Directions, the “extra” active svilgs-dynamics of 
hvasslon Formo-Creators of the Proto-Forms begins to introduce into the “hexahedron” НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Configuration of Self-Consciousness not the “expelled tetrahedrons”, but “pyramids” or 
“octahedrons” of background Qualities, already synthesized by Formo-Creators of these Directions. 
These, more complex than “tetrahedrons”, “karma-fractions”, while becoming to active part of НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, make the CAF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators 
of the current “individual” gradually more “inconsistent” with СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of 
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Synthesis Direction, which in turn maximally increases the tensor state 
of that “individual” in relation to the most high-frequency ЛЛУУ-ВВУ manifestations, deeply 
submerging the “individual” into the narrow-specific Perceptions, inherent to the current proto-form 
Synthesis Direction. 

14.15896. For instance, for the biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types the hvasslons 
of the two Qualities of THE-Love-Wisdom and THE-Will-Intellect are being the synthesizing 
Dominants, while for other Proto-Forms – hvasslons of the Qualities THE-Will-Intellect and THE-
Aspiration (meaning that hvasslon dynamics the Quality THE-Will-Intellect are being mutually-
diffusive for them). Formo-Creators of these Proto-Forms – through the “hexahedron” Configurations, 
already synthesized by hvasslons of both our Dominants, - powerfully “project” the tensions of 
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inherent to them СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms into the Configurations of Formo-Creators of the 
second Dominant THE Love-Wisdom, due to the “expelled” dissonance dynamics, “re-project” the 
destructive Energy-Information from “hexahedron human” Forms into the elementary “tetrahedrons” 
of their own “hexahedron” Configurations and narrow-specifically synthesize them, which results 
in the purely “human” exterior manifestation, while all the “inner” psycho-mental dynamics of 
such “individual” reflects only the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the specific animalistic Proto-
Form, Formo-Creators of which are still powerfully dominate within the “unfolding” dynamics of 
its Self-Consciousness. 

14.15897. To tell you honestly, the Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness of about 9/10th of 
the global Earth population “currently” resemble the similar, deeply “degrading”, proto-form 
conditions, initiating by their powerful tension vibrations various illnesses, syndromes and genetic 
mutations in the “people’s” physical Forms. How can “people” actually escape these occurrences 
if, - as “individuals” – they aren’t able to individually (adequately, self- consciously) “reborn” in 
the animalistic Forms? Any degree of tension, manifested within the current dimensional range, 
can be sequentially annihilated only by means of the gradual inertial increase of the degree of 
multi-Qualitative “tetrahedron-like” activity throughout “hexahedron” Configuration; due to the 
sequential “inner” Synthesis of the simplest “karma-fractions” of energy-informationally suppressed 
Dominant, which, upon the lesser synthesis degree of Energy-Information within them, reflect the 
sub-Aspects and Aspects of the current dominant Quality the most, which is inherent to the current 
vibration Level of interrelations. This is how, very-very slowly (by means of the infinite number of 
“death”, age-related and inter-form-type refocusing) but surely, the inertial return into the “unfolding” 
TES-dynamics of “human” Self-Consciousness of the “previous” Levels of Creative Activity of 
Formo-Creators of either two of our Dominants is implemented – from the purely instinctive and 
unconscious Levels of the animal-biological activity into the subconscious Levels of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ 
(LLUU-VVU) “bio-plasmous” and fully “plasmous” analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types. 

14.15898. Let’s review the third conditional category of Formo-Creators of “karma-fraction peaks” 
– karma-plasmoids. Each dimensional range has its own variety of Formo-Creators of karma-
plasmoids, which qualitatively (configurationally) can considerably vary among themselves not 
only throughout various resonant ranges of a single conditional dimensional range, but also within 
the Configurations of Forms of Consciousness manifestation, inherent to the various proto-form 
Resomirals. You should already be familiar to some of them – karma-clofts of 3-4-dimensional 
range, which is structured by the synthesis Formo-Creators of УПДУЙКК-Field. Therefore lets us 
review the part of the karma-plasmoid properties on their example. 

14.15899. The inertial degree of the attraction process of inter-resonating Configurations of 
“karma-fractions” depends on the dynamics of karma-clofts. It is extremely hard to explain the 
interrelation schema between the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form Conscious Fields and karma-
clofts Formo-Creators; therefore I will utilize the certain allegoric model, which will assist you in 
creating an associative perception of this specific dynamics. Imagine that all “karma-fractions” of 
3-4-dimensional range are submerged into the certain sticky “liquid”, which is fully envelopes them 
from all over. The “liquid” resembles a substance of a Collective Intellect of the УПДУЙКК-Field. 

14.15900. Conscious Fields of conditional “facets” and “tetrahedron ribs”, which, due to the 
hvasslon svilgs-dynamics, already entered into the resonant interrelationship with other “karma-
fractions” and have formed the “hexahedrons”, are not in contact with the “liquid” by their surfaces, 
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but instead are interconnected with each other by already existing synthesized interrelations, which 
provide the unhindered energy-informational exchange with Configurations Formo-Creators of their 
“peaks”. Therefore within the inner “space” of each “karma-fraction” the tensions, which arise as 
a result of the certain qualitative difference between Configurations of multi-Qualitative Formo-
Creators of each “peak”, are minimal in relation to these, which are submerged into the УПДУЙ-
КК-Field substance, while the interrelation speed between Formo-Creators is extremely fast, since 
they have a mutual informational space. Conscious Fields Configurations of these “facets” and 
“ribs”, which interact with the “liquid”, become a subject of the more powerful inertial deceleration 
– since the “liquid” is quite sticky, the eglleroliftive Impulse, coming from hvasslons (by means 
of which the synthesizing Formo-Creators enter into the resonant interrelation with each other), is 
forced to overcome the resistance of the substance, thus shortening the dissonance distance between 
Configurations (which is essential to overcome, receiving the signal, and subsequently connect with 
the corresponding Configuration of other “karma-fraction”). 

14.15901. It is important to note that upon the complexity increase of the global Configuration 
of all “peak” Formo-Creators of a “karma-fraction”, the relation between the quantity (energy-
informational capacity) of “ribs”, connected with each other, and the quantity of “ribs”, connected 
with the “liquid” increases in favor of the first. For instance, the “tetrahedron” has the 6 “ribs”, 
which come in contact with the “liquid”, while the “pyramid” has the 20 “ribs”, connected with the 
“liquid” (out of the 24 of total number of “ribs”); the “octahedron” has 24 out of 48, “hexahedron” 
72 out of 144, and so on. Upon the geometrical complexity of the “karma-fraction”, more and more 
“ribs” will participate in an unhindered Synthesis, and thus there will be the lesser quantity of these 
“ribs”, which come in contact with the “liquid”, which is slowing the processes of the resonant 
“merging” of “karma-fractional” Formo-Creators Configurations. 

14.15902. One more important role, which is played by the karma-plasmoids within the mutual 
dynamics, is – the reflection of the specific “projection” Configurations of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms, which are resonantly being manifested within the informational space of Form Consciousness 
during the TES-“decompression” process into SOMETHING, WHICH we subjectively define as Space-
Time; i.e. – into the qualitative instantaneously-interchanging dynamics of Forms of individually 
outer us Reality. The specific reflection in each “part” of the slloogrentity of Space-Time of each 
of the resonant interrelationships, constantly occurring within “karma-fractional” Formo-Creators 
Configuration, which in turn simultaneously revealed throughout the multitude of the Temporal 
Fluxes, is, in fact, being their primary function. The karma-plasmoids actually form from the Proto-
Form “karma-fractions”, structuring the multi-qualitative Form-Systems, absolutely all synthesis 
types of proto-form Resomirals, Realities, Continuums and Conversums. The same karma-plasmoids 
are being the generators of the narrow-specific dynamics, individually inherent to the various 
manifestation conditions of Configurations of Conscious Forms, which I conditionally define as 
“mass-analogs”, or what the science interprets as “substance mass” within our 3-4-dimensoinal 
range. 

14.15903. We have spent considerable amount of time to this complex issues, so I will not mention 
again the fact between the way the scientists define it, and what it is in reality is a considerable 
difference. Instead, I will only note that karma-plasmoids, by their participation in the structuration 
of the inertial dynamics of Space-Time, provide something, which we, in our Reality, define as an 
Interest. Each moment, because of an eglleroliftive influence of svilgsons onto the synthesizing 
Formo-Creators Configurations, the realization dynamics of “projections” of СФУУРММ 
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(SFUURMM)-Forms of their Focuses, resonantly maximally being attracted towards the certain, 
outer us manifestation Forms of the Creative Activity. This, frankly, stimulates our Interest (as a 
manifestation in our Self-Consciousness of Sympathy or Antipathy Forces) towards anything as a 
whole, and something specific in particular. Depending on the degree of an Interest quality, which 
we display towards the outer us Reality (because we subjectively create it) we resonantly structure 
the dynamics of our Self-Consciousness by either more qualitative karma-plasmoids, or the lesser-
qualitative ones. 

14.15904. This sums it up in regards to the conditional Formo-Creators categories activity. Let us 
now review the synthesis processes, based on svilgs-dynamics implementation. Any svilgs-dynamics 
conditions of Configurations of synthesizing “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators is being formed on 
the basis of merging of contradirectional Configurations of “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators svilgs-
dynamics types of the lower dimensional ranges. Within resonant zones, the synthesis occurs by 
means of the sequential accession of the simplest “karma-fractions” (“tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and 
“octahedrons”), with a consequent shift of svilgson activity from the “newly” formed (“intermediate”) 
“karma-fractions” Configuration, towards the “karma-fraction” Configuration of the next resonant 
zone. 

14.15905. These geometrical figures, which I define as “octahedrons”, “hexahedrons”, 
dodecahedrons” and the like, exist only within the lower resonant ranges of each of the dimensional 
diapasons: from 1, 0 to 1, 25, from 2, 0 to 2, 6, from 3, 0, to 3, 03, from 4, 0 to 4, 01, - where the new 
type of the synthesis interactivity commences. It includes the Synthesis of duvuyllerrt Aspects of a 
single Quality, the Synthesis of non-duvuyllerrt Aspects of a single Quality, inter-quality Synthesis, 
and the Synthesis, where additional Aspects of other Qualities are appended to the existing inter-
quality Synthesis. Throughout all other resonant ranges (for instance: from 3, 15 to 3, 20, from 
3, 37 to 4, 41, from 4, 65 to 4, 68…) the Configuration of any “karma-fraction”, having a proper 
“geometric” form within the lower resonant range, resonantly “accumulates” the “newly” acquired 
“tetrahedrons” throughout its whole surface. 

14.15906. The svilgs attraction process of necessary Configurations of simplest “karma-fractions” 
into the resonant zone for the subsequent inter-quality Synthesis implementation has a duvuyllerrt 
Nature: Formo-Creators of “matrix karma-fraction” constantly correlate their svilgs-Impulse with 
a svilgs-Impulse of an attracted “karma-fraction”, alternately synthesizing into their Configuration 
the energy-informational interconnections of simplest “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators, at that 
partially annihilating the part of their svilgs-potential, which is inherent for the current dimensional 
range, and thus, sequentially and gradually shifting the activity of their svilgs-dynamics into the 
Formo-Creators Configurations of higher dimensional ranges. 

14.15907. Upon the approximation towards the totally complete geometric “karma-fraction” form, 
adopted for the manifestation conditions of the current dimensional range (1-2nd, 2-3rd, 3-4th …), 
meaning when a quantity of “attracted tetrahedrons” (“stuck” to its surface) becomes sufficient for the 
formation of the proper geometric figure, necessary for the revealing within the following diapason, 
the svilgs-dynamics tensions, inherent for the current diapason weakens, being compensated due 
to the additional energy-information capacitance of Form-Creator Configurations of “attracted” 
simplest “karma-fractions”. Upon the merge of Configuration of the last deficient “tetrahedron” 
(“pyramid”, “octahedron”…) the previous svilgs-dynamics of “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators, 
inherent to the current dimensional range, instantly “re-projects” into the more qualitative “karma-
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fractional” Configuration of Formo-Creators of the following dimensional range. What about a 
previous one? Since the current process is being slloogrent, the “previous” or “next” Configurations 
or conditions simply don’t exist. Therefore, any “previous karma-fraction” is always being at its 
own place – within the resonant zone of Space-Time, inherent to its Configuration! 

14.15908. Let’s review the instance with the formation of synthesizing Formo-Creators Configuration 
of “octahedron karma-fraction” from the Configuration of Formo-Creators of an initial “pyramidal 
karma-fraction”. Each “pyramid” Configuration, structuring the 1-2-dimensional ranges of Space-
Time, has the unique svilgs-dynamics, inherent only to its Formo-Creators, which determines the 
potential capabilities of their participation in the corresponding proto-form Synthesis schemas. First, 
the Configuration of “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators, possessing the uniquely-corresponding svilgs-
dynamics, resonantly attracts to the Formo-Creators Configuration of “matrix pyramid” within the 
resonant zone of 1, 0 – 1, 25-dimenaional range, which results in a partial balancing of differently-
directional (tension) svilgs-instances within the sphering of both Configurations, and shifting of 
CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of “newly” formed “karma-fraction” (“pyramid” + “tetrahedron” 
= “P+1”) into the dimensionally-following resonant zone. 

14.15909. Second phase involves the resonant attraction of Formo-Creators of an additional 
“tetrahedron” to the already formed intermediate Configuration “P+1” within the 1, 25- 1, 5 
dimensional range, and both Configurations concurrently enter in the energy-informational 
interrelationship, including the initial “karma-fraction”, thus even greater compensating the 
“previous” tensions within the initial “pyramidal karma-fraction” Configuration, while displaying 
its own degree of instability on more qualitative interaction Levels, which causes the implementation 
of “additional” Configuration “integration” of the “newly” revealed “Karma-fraction”. 

14.15910. The next two phases involve the attraction of Formo-Creators Configurations of two 
additional “tetrahedrons” to the intermediate form “P+2”, which finalize the formation of the 
second “pyramidal karma-fraction”, totally identical with the initial “matrix karma-fraction”. The 
“peak” Configurations of “peak” Formo-Creators of a “newly” formed and the “matrix pyramids”, 
are connected with each other by the “ribs” of their foundations, jointly forming an “octahedron 
karma-fraction”. The second revealed “pyramid” possesses the svilgs-dynamics, which is absolutely 
identical with the manifestation frequency of the “matrix karma-fraction” Configuration svilgs-
dynamics, but has the conversed ratio balance of Formo-Creators in relation to it, which in turn 
resemble the ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma (meaning that it expresses the differently-directional 
angular sphering). 

14.15911. Such inter-compensation by Formo-Creators of the two “karma-fractions” of their own 
svilgs-dynamic leads to the increased balancing and the decrease of tensions, existing between their 
Configurations. However, it never gets to the complete stability (all the way up to the Karma-
Forms, manifested within the 12th dimension!) since again there is a shortage of “something”. And 
then the next resonant attraction of additional Configurations occurs…and so on and so forth, all 
the way until the fully balanced slloogrent Karma-Form Configuration of the superior sub-level of 
11-12th-dimensional range of the Tertiary Energy Plasma forms within Space-Time, Which, frankly, 
resembles the COMPLETE slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time.

14.15912. Therefore, it is true that the svilgs-sphering of Formo-Creators Configurations of 
any “karma-fraction” resembles the dynamic resultant Vector of the eglleroliftive Synthesis 
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directionality, formed by the aggregation of multi-qualitative interconnections between all 
“ribs” and “facets” Conscious Fields, as well as the Formo-Creators of “peaks”, structuring the 
current “karma-fraction”. 

14.15913. The svilgs-sphering (or, simply, svilgs) defines the inner quality of the “karma-fraction” 
Formo-Creators dynamics and depends on the Creative Activity degree, manifested within their 
Configuration by the constituent Elements not only dominant, but also background Qualities. The 
svilgs-dynamics “attractor activity” of “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators is conveyed in a form of the 
resonant Synthesis possibility of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of certain proto-form Directions 
upon the maintaining of the “primary” Synthesis Direction for each of the proto-forms. During the 
Synthesis process, and the qualitative “re-projecting” into the structurally more complex “karma-
fraction” types, the svilgs-parameter of Configuration of each of the “newly” formed “karma-
fraction” represents the result of aggregation of all Formo-Creators Configurations of the initial 
(“previous”) “karma-fractions”. 

14.15914. The svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators of any wave range – is an actual direction of 
“quantum” (ДООЛЛСового, ФЛАКСового…) “shift” towards the larger Energy-Potential, which 
corresponds to the larger volume of the structuring Information. This is the inner qualitative 
transformation, which is directed onto the balancing and stabilizing “inside of itself” of all the 
connected “karma-fraction” Form-Creator Configurations due to the constant approaching of 
the resonant states, bearing the larger volume of Energy-Information. Hvasslons, as elements of 
interconnection of synthesizing Formo-Creators, constantly direct each “octahedron” inside the 
“hexahedron” towards the larger energy-informational capacity. Various “hexahedron” Formo-
Creators are simultaneously forming the different proto-form Resomirals throughout different 
Synthesis Directions, and consequently, all of them have their own svilgs-dynamics. 

14.15915. For instance, within the various “octahedron” Form-Creator Configurations, the svilgs-
sphering activity is spread into multiple directions, but upon the merging into a mutual “hexahedron” 
Form-Creator Configuration, they form the aggregated svilgs-sphering, different from the svilgs-
sphering of the neighbor “hexahedron”, which consists of the completely different “octahedron” 
Formo-Creators, bearing different, inherent only to them, svilgs-dynamics. The svilgson job – is to 
determine which Formo-Creators of Aspects of which Qualities have to enter into an interrelation, 
in order for the maximum energy-informational effect and resonance to occur, which in turn would 
attract the new Information “quant”, which would lead to the consequent change of svilgs-sphering 
volume of “hexahedron” Form-Creator Configurations. Again – the various proto-form Directions 
are formed by Formo-Creators of various “hexahedrons”, consisting of Form-Creator Configurations 
of the various “octahedrons”. These Synthesis Directions are expressed throughout our subjective 
Reality type as an air density, gas composition, and the inter-gas interrelationship, including the 
interaction with other substances. Thus, the “hexahedron” Formo-Creators, which throughout our 
resonant ranges are responsible for the formation of an air space, to a lesser degree, are inclined to 
interact with “hexahedron” Formo-Creators, forming, for instance, metals, however, to a greater 
degree are interacting with these Formo-Creators, which are responsible for the formation of liquids, 
flora and fauna. 

14.15916. Let’s review the “hexahedron” svilgs-dynamics example, belonging to the resonant zone of 
the synthesis Direction of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU); upon the THE-Love-Wisdom Aspects dominance, 
the hvasslons would predominantly adjust the svilgs-sphering of “karma-fraction facets” towards 
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the Synthesis with Formo-Creators of Aspects of other Quality – THE-Will-Intellect. This occurs as 
a result of the activity of hvasslon of a certain Quality with a gradually increasing hvasslon activity 
of other Quality, which ultimately results in established interconnection, coupled with Synthesis 
process, and thus, a saturation of the mutually formed Configuration of Formo-Creators of “newly” 
formed “karma-fraction” by the more qualitative Energy-Information. 

14.15917. In our case, the Formo-Creators of the Quality THE-Will-Intellect suddenly get saturated 
with the Energy-Information more than the Formo-Creators of the Quality THE-Love-Wisdom, and 
begin to generate the Energy-Information, as a result of which, the Synthesis process initiation 
function is being transferred over to the Formo-Creators of other Dominant – THE-Love-Wisdom. 
Each Dominant Formo-Creators construct their svilgs-dynamics type, the sphering directions of 
which are unique. Thus, during the interaction process the alternate activity of svilgs-dynamics of 
both Dominants is fluctuating, going through the harmonious balance instances. Formo-Creators of 
each “karma-fraction” concurrently participate in the synthesis processes of the tremendous amount 
of multi-qualitative resonant zones. Each resonant zone, in turn, represents the structure element of 
the innumerable amount of the Synthesis schemas, within which the very specific “fragment” of the 
synthesis dynamics of the mutually-proto-form Synthesis schema occurs. Any proto-form Synthesis 
Direction schema consists of countless multitudes of slloogrent fragments of synthesis processes, 
occurring within resonant zones. 

14.15918. Per se, each resonant zone represents the multi-polarized in its svilgs-dynamics, the 
Configuration of Formo-Creators of sub-Aspects and Aspects of corresponding Pure Qualities 
(only within the current frequency range!). Much more extensive slloogrent Synthesis schemas of 
multi-qualitative Proto-Form Configurations are structured out of all the aggregation of resonantly 
similar zones. What we define as a Proto-Form, can encompass the multitude of dimensional ranges 
of Energy-Plasma by their resonant zones dynamics, while being sequentially synthesized within 
each of them into the more universal and perfected Configurations of the creative manifestation of 
Cosmic Conscious Forms. 

14.15919. Commencing from the “hexahedron” range of 3-4-dimensions, the primary synthesis 
dynamics of Formo-Creators of which is concentrated upon the deep Synthesis of Aspects of two 
different Pure Qualities, “karma-fraction” Configurations, structuring the resonant zones, acquire 
the more profound abilities towards the widening of the spectrum of Forms of their realization 
manifestation by means of the multi-qualitative synthesis processes. Thus, Formo-Creators of 
completely synthesized Aspects of the Quality THE-Love-Wisdom, begin to attract into their own 
svilgs-dynamics the Form-Creator Configurations of sub-Aspects of the five “compatible” Qualities, 
thus creating the new, higher-dimensional resonant zones, each of which reflects its own Direction 
of the proto-form Synthesis. 

14.15920. The “karma-fraction” and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms projections onto the 
distinctive dynamics of Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness, Sub-Consciousness and Super-
Consciousness (and of cause onto the subjective Perception system of our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms!) are not being the only possible mechanism and the Principal of manifestation of the synthesis 
Creative Activity of Each of the ОО-УУ-Entitys throughout the Universe. Outside of the limits of 
“tetrahedron” Energy-Plasma Synthesis schemas are the infinite multitude of possibilities for the 
inertial manifestation of sub-Aspects and Aspects of Pure Qualities hidden, which we aren’t able 
to neither logically detect, consciously associate, nor anyhow systemize and bring into conformity, 
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correlated with our Perceptions, while we are existing in the “current” conditions. Hence, some part 
of what can somehow be expressed outside of the “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators dynamic limits can 
represent the variable more complex “fractal” manifestations, which otherwise are unable to anyhow 
be reflected within our Perception systems, as only by means of certain, completely unstable within 
our Self-Consciousness, types of an inertial manifestation. 

14.15921. Therefore, you should really understand the fact that there is no such “finalized” state, 
as, supposedly, the third dimension, upon which the Space-Time would be totally constructed out 
of the accessible to our Perception, number of “hexahedrons”, since any “hexahedron” Forms of 
Consciousness manifestation resemble only a very narrow-specific effect of the subjective energy-
informational interrelation of such “part” of the global slloogrentity of Space, which is structured by 
Formo-Creators of our Perception system, accompanied by such Temporal Fluxes, which narrow-
specifically being resonantly “projected” only into an informational space of similar narrow-specific 
structures of Self-Consciousness of your “currently” manifested НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms. All 
the other activity, occurring parallel with everything, which we are capable of perceiving out of 
the outer reality, is hidden from the CAF-DRF-dynamics of our Formo-Creators, but nevertheless 
structures the 99, 999 99…% of the Creative Activity of variable manifestation Forms of the multi-
typed Collective Intellects of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. 

14.15922. All the Configurations of the appearing Reality, which I have conditionally defined as 
“tetrahedrons”, “octahedrons”, “hexahedrons” and others, - is a small fraction of what I was able 
to somehow detect and filter by means of Formo-Creators of the superior Levels of my Super-
Consciousness out of a certain “part” of the mutual slloogrentity of the outer Space-Time. Meaning 
that all this is only a “little something”, which at least to some degree resembles something, which we 
already can associate and perceive, representing not the whole complete picture of the outer reality, 
but only some of the uncertain advances of the superior Formo-Creators of my Super-Consciousness, 
transmitting Their СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms into the Form-Creator Configurations of sub-
Consciousness by means of their ability to “stop” the Illusion of inertial instances. 

14.15923. But the problem of my objective construction of a more authentic “picture” of the outer 
reality is such, that the very moment, which I can subjectively and comprehensively review for as long 
as I want when I “stop” the inertial dynamics of Formo-Creators of my Self-Consciousness, simply 
doesn’t exist throughout the dynamics of the Universe! It’s completely non-existent, since this – is a 
sheer Illusion, mirage and the phantom of my subjective Perception! However, it primordially DOES 
exist, it has always “been existent”, and always “will be existent” everywhere! Any “halted” inertial 
“instant” has an ability to be manifested only within the Secondary Energy-Plasma, from where 
comes Our Observation ability as ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Creators, implemented 
concurrently after all the dynamics of Forms of Consciousness, structuring the Tertiary Energy-
Plasma. Meaning that only beyond the limits of the Tertiary state of the Energy-Plasma it is possible 
to implement such minimally altered observation, throughout the Perception Levels of at least АА-
НИ-Entitys. 

14.15924. So, everything that isn’t in any way cognizable, and completely unavailable to any 
Levels of our Perception system (remember that the self-cognizable dynamics of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU)-Formo-Creators commences only from the 2nd-3rd-dimensional levels!), which is manifested 
throughout the Space-Time “far” beyond the limits of the resonant zones of “tetrahedron” Form-
Creator Configurations, is not in any way less complex and consists of not any less-complex energy-
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informational interrelationships, representing the consequences of other, much “smaller” – but 
not in any way lesser-complex! – “fractal” Levels of the outer Configurations of Formo-Creators 
of “tetrahedrons”, “octahedrons”, “hexahedrons” and so on. All these – are sub-…-sub-Aspects 
Synthesis Levels. Their exact quantity and the interconnection principals of their Formo-Creators 
are totally unknown to me, since currently they are completely inaccessible to any levels of my Self-
Consciousness. 

14.15925. However, one thing is pretty clear: we can’t limit the dynamics of our Self-Consciousness 
by only the subjective Perceptions regarding “tetrahedrons” as being “minimal” manifestation Form 
of Universal Formo-Creators. There are infinite multitudes of possibly considerably more complex 
Forms of Collective Intellects can specifically be manifested either “below” the conditional zero, or 
“above” the conditional 36th dimensions. We might assume that Forms of Consciousness, manifested 
within 0-1-dimenaional levels, are the most primitive and simple (comparing to “us”), but we shouldn’t 
forget that “below” the conditionally defined by me, “0-mark”, in a natural fashion, INFINITELY 
continues its existence the certain, currently inaccessible to our Perception, complication degree of 
the energy-informational interrelations between variable Formo-Creators.

14.15926. The ОО-УУ-Entitys Configurations have their commencing not from the “tetrahedrons”, 
but much, much “deeper” – eternally “deeper”; and their Synthesis completes not within the 36th 
dimensional Levels, but also, much “deeper”, and surely, these slloogrent states of Energy-Plasma 
“cross” and superimpose somewhere. Our current discussion reminds me the research of the 
“Mariana Trench” – the deepest-water cavity on our planet, the researchers of which, while not 
possessing any real technical means to submerge into this depth, are nevertheless convinced, that 
there are Life Forms out there, existing even deeper than that, which still have to be researched. 
The “projection” complexity of geometrical Configurations of “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators, 
manifested throughout the dimensional ranges from 0 to 12th, upon the so-called deepening or 
“decreasing” dimensional levels, aren’t being “shrunk” to the state of the lesser quantity of “peak” 
Formo-Creators, but instead they are being transformed into other Configurations. 

14.15927. On the assumption of our inherent logic Perceptions, it’s very possible that slloogrent 
Form-Creator Configurations of sub-Aspects, manifested within the 0-1-dimensional range, are 
structured by even more simplified Form-Creator Configurations of the infinite multitudes of sub-…
sub-Aspects. But this suggested assumption can also be a mistake! And I urge you not to think along 
the similarly-primitive lines! Why is that that the whole Energy-Information Flux abruptly and 
unexpectedly discontinues “below” the zero dimensional mark within the парргоидно-аллавном 
Level? I suppose that beyond these limits there is something, not in any way less complex than the 
Configurations of Conscious Forms of the 12th dimension, but which have nothing in common with 
ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Form-Creator dynamics. And I say let there be a mystery! There must be 
a Big Mystery even within such a fundamental and Universal Knowledge, as the IISSIIDIOLOGY!

14.15928. The fact, that we have an opportunity to commence our more authentic cognition of 
the Universe only from the “tetrahedron” Form-Creator Configurations, is just one, out of many 
slloogrent possibilities of Form-Creator Configurations of our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms, which, 
throughout the other, unknown for Forms of Self-Consciousness of 0-12th dimensional range, 
Levels of the Universe, to a greater degree is being manifested with other capabilities towards the 
synthesis modeling of absolutely different Configurations, while the “ribs” and “facets” of any of 
the “tetrahedrons” are structured by the multitude of variable, inaccessible to our comprehension, 
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“multifractal” dynamic types. “Multifractal” – because there is variable sub-…-sub-Aspects of 
various Qualities participate in these types of interrelations. And even when we are saying that 
Form-Creator Configurations of homo-typed “tetrahedron karma-fractions” represent only a 
certain Pure Quality, it is a mistaken Perception: the dynamics of sub-…-sub-Aspects of all other 
Qualities, Configurations of which are simply being “aggregated” within a “tetrahedron”, potentially 
superimposed and narrow-specifically manifested within each alleged “homo-typed” Configuration. 

14.15929. Each “tetrahedron” Configuration – is an integral reflection of very complex energy-
informational interrelations of “pre-tetrahedron” Formo-Creators of various Consciousness 
Forms. We simply potentially “filter” out of the outer slloogrent “geometry” of Space-Time only 
the Configurations of these Formo-Creators, which at least potentially (“in the attractor fashion”) 
can resonate with Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of the “human” Form. However, from the 
exact same slloogrent dynamics, Formo-Creators of other Proto-Forms “filter” absolutely different 
interrelations, and apparently, this is being perceived (reflected) as something, which is known and 
more accessible to the Formo-Creators of their Perception mechanisms. 

QUESTION: From what you have said I understood that within 0-1-dimensional Levels, 
within limits of each of the 12 Pure Qualities, the Synthesis occurs of an unlimited number 
of sub-Aspects inside of each of the infinite set of its Aspects. Consequently, Formo-Creators 
Configurations of “tetrahedron karma-fractions”, representing the synthesis dynamics of 
sub-Aspects of certain Pure Qualities, can’t be the most “simple” out of all geometrical 
figures, which means in turn that the very sub-Aspect Configurations can also be expressed 
within the Self-Consciousness as certain Levels of Quality Aspects, or even as certain other 
Pure Qualities or their Interpretations?

14.15930. Please keep in mind, dear Стойлерргустр that Form-Creator Configurations of all the 
multitude of sub-Aspects also represent the “parts” of the slloogrent dynamics of Self-Consciousness: 
if these are СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms – they belong to СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, if 
these are Consciousness “projections” into the SC – they belong to Formo-Creators. If we begin 
to conditionally differentiate each sub-Aspect onto its constituents, we will discover in their 
Configurations the reflections (“projections”) of all the multitude of sub-Aspects of compatible 
background Qualities, certain interrelations between these sub-Aspects, and their background sub-
aspect analogs. Everything, which we will perceive and derive from the dynamics of Consciousness 
Formo-Creators of various Proto-Forms, will immediately transform the “rib-facet” dynamics of 
the outer “karma-fraction” Configurations into something, which can at least somehow be reflected 
within the Observer’s Consciousness the most. 

14.15931. If we examine the energy-informational dynamics of the Energy-Plasma from any Level 
of VEC, we’ll observe the variable combinations of “multifractal” figures, simultaneously manifested 
throughout the global slloogrent dynamics of all Forms of Consciousness. Throughout the inferior, 
low-frequency Levels of Energy-Plasma, the manifested dynamisms in no way resonate with our 
“human” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, and they aren’t identifiable with anything we know. If 
we stop the slloogrent dynamics, and review the single “frame”, we can associatively identify some 
of their manifestation with something, which remotely resembles our Perceptions of “facets” and 
“ribs” of some fantastical polyhedrons. There is an unimaginable and inexpressible quantity of 
them, which is densely interrelated and birvulartly penetrate one another. And if we intently review 
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some part of this global flux, and steadily “submerge” with our Observer’s Mind into it, we could 
“get down” to “tetrahedron” dynamics, after which again the obscure and highly complex dynamics 
of “multifractal” structures. 

14.15932. So, it appears that the Observer’s Consciousness can “snatch out” (“filter out”) only a 
fraction “part” of the mutual dynamics out of the global flux, as if it’s “one within the other”, after 
which goes the same, as before – the whole series of unknown Configurations, built out of some 
unclear interactions. However, if it wasn’t an Observer of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms but 
instead of some other Proto-Forms, he wouldn’t pay any attention to the Configurations I have 
mentioned, “filtering out” only these Configurations, which at least somehow associate with “his 
own” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. I suppose that the sub-Aspects, Aspects and Pure Qualities 
themselves, as well as the synthesis States, into which they are being synthesized by Formo-Creators, 
according to their informational capacity “not really” differ from each other (just as analog systems), 
distinctively reflecting a Certain, mutual for the whole Universe, Entity, just as synonyms reflect 
a certain sense between various words. Therefore, it is possible to anyhow “deploy” and model 
each of these Levels for as long you want, which, frankly, Formo-Creators of variable Proto-Form 
Consciousness types are doing all the time. There isn’t even a hint of “discreteness” of anything, - 
even ОО-УУ-Entitys! – existing in the Universe! The discreteness and the ability to the division of 
the indivisible – it is only an attribution of an individual Perception mechanism, isolating something 
out of the global dynamics in order to comprehend it and ultimately cognize it as something integral 
and logical. 

14.15933. Form-Creator Configurations of “tetrahedron karma-fractions” in terms of their 
informational saturation and other processes, occurring within them, are not less saturated and 
integral then Form-Creator Configurations of all the other “polyhedrons”. It’s just a “tetrahedron” 
group, manifested within 0-1-dimensional range became a bit “larger” upon its manifestation within 
the dynamics of 1-2-dimensaional range (from the position of our subjective Perception) although 
the quantitative measures aren’t even applicable here, - again, this is a purely specific attribute of 
our inferior mind and these Formo-Creators, which within the current wave range of manifestation 
of our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, recourse to such artificial differentiation in their strive 
to comprehend and perceive something. 

14.15934. Variable combinations of Formo-Creators of different “fractal” Configurations are capable 
of the implementation of various types of Synthesis. Formo-Creators, merging their Configurations 
into the “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and, partially, “octahedrons”, implement the inner-aspect 
and inter-aspect Synthesis Process. Form-Creator Configurations merged into the “octahedrons”, 
hexahedrons”, “icosahedrons” and “dodecahedrons”, provide the implementation of the inter-
quality Synthesis. The Configurations of “spheroidal polyhedrons” of various complexity degrees 
continue the next types of Synthesis – multi-qualitative. But, since the “tetrahedron”, “octahedron” 
and “pyramid” Configurations are equally inherent to 3, 5 to 3, 75 dimensional ranges, the inertial 
processes of the inner-aspect and inter-aspect Synthesis occurs within them, on the background of 
the variable inter-quality Synthesis schemas. But even here these processes can’t cease, because the 
inter-aspect Synthesis is being implemented concurrently throughout all Directions, and the Formo-
Creators re-focusing occurs sequentially – from the Configurations, where the current Synthesis has 
partially been completed into these, where it has been completed to a larger degree. 
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14.15935. Let us switch the topic slightly; otherwise it will be difficult for you to understand all the 
forthcoming information. I have already mentioned it before that within the very Form of manifestation 
of any type of Consciousness, there aren’t any Formo-Creators exist, except these, who implement 
the dynamics on atom and molecular levels, but even they aren’t actually being present there – these 
are simply “projections”, conforming results of their interaction Forces, subjectively manifesting 
within Space-Time by means of variable Forms – carriers of Consciousness “projections”. The 
Conscious-Fields of Creators of these Forms, organizing their interrelations into all the variety of 
Forms, aren’t being manifested in the inertial conditions of Levels of Space-Time, where Forms 
of their realization are being manifested; instead they structure the sequentially more qualitative 
wave ranges. Moreover – the very Forms of their manifestation represent only the “projections” 
of slloogrent Form-Creator Configurations of even more qualitative Levels. And so on. So, where 
are the Formo-Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma actually “located”, you may ask? Within the 
Secondary Levels of Energy-Plasma! But even THEY represent only more genuine (in relation to the 
Tertiary state) “projections” of slloogrent Form-Creator Configurations of Super-Universal Levels 
of Energy-Plasma, organizing Its Initial state. Hence, as I said before – there isn’t any “beginning” 
or an “end” there!

14.15936. Any, visually manifested Form, as well as what you perceive as “yourselves”, - is simply 
something, which your limited Perception system is capable of differentiating throughout all the 
diversity of other Forms, similarly structuring the outer reality, but inaccessible to the sensor 
systems of your “current” Perception, as if all the infinite diversity of these Forms of Consciousness 
simply doesn’t exist for you! You exist separately from them, since you aren’t able not only to 
notice them around you, but even cognize the minimal amount of Consciousness Forms, which are 
manifested along with you. However, as your Perception system begins to develop, you begin to 
notice something, which completely doesn’t match any parameters of atoms, molecules and all your 
scientific Perceptions of them, as well the traditional Perceptions about solidity, viscosity, fluidity, 
airiness and all the others. 

14.15937. Upon the deepening and the larger degree of concurrent polarizing of your CAF-DRF-
dynamics within various Form Configurations of Consciousness (which occurs only upon the greater 
submergence and completeness of Synthesis processes throughout all the inferior and mid-frequency 
Levels of your Self-Consciousness), everything is drastically being transformed and altered, above 
all, within the Perception system, and not within the brain. The doctors waste considerable amount 
of time and resources, meticulously “digging” the brains of the dead geniuses and psychics, striving 
to find the difference, - it’s not there, and never will be! Structurally, molecularly the brain of the 
“psychic” isn’t at all different from the “ordinary man” cerebrum. But then who and by what means 
provides and correlates the qualitative difference of Perception systems of the “gifted” and “ordinary” 
people? Well, it’s WE, but as the more qualitative “parts” of OUR slloogrent Configurations, which 
are manifested within the more qualitative Form-Systems as an infinite diversity of ФЛАКС (FLUX)-
Forms of the collective Sub- Consciousness. 

14.15938. Let us review the “fractal” types anew. I have mentioned before that each “karma-fraction” 
Configuration type, to a greater degree reflecting the Aspects of a certain single Quality, can be 
“decompressed” within the Self-Consciousness Form only by means of the resonant interaction 
with corresponding Form-Creator Configurations, which reflect the dynamics of the same Aspects. 
For instance, the Formo-Creators of Aspects of two Pure Qualities, such as THE-Will-Intellect and 
THE-Love-Wisdom, compile the energy-informational foundation of the creative realization of 
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Forms of Self-Consciousness of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, which structure the collective 
Consciousness levels of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms. 

14.15939. As a result of Synthesis of their Configurations the specific type of Configurations of 
“octahedron”, hexahedron”, “icosahedron”, dodecahedron” and other, resonant with them “karma-
fractions” and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms is being created. I define these as ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations, which, depending on the wave range conditions of their manifestation, are being 
transformed into the whole diversity of Proto-Forms, forming “inside” of the multi-qualitative 
dynamics of the Collective Consciousness of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Form. Note that within 
various ranges of Energy-Plasma and within various Synthesis conditions, there are such ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations as: НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU), УУЛЛ-ВВУ, ГООРР-ВВУ, ПИИЙКХ-ВВУ, РР-ВВУ, 
ТТ-ААЙИ-ВВУ, ППУУРПУ-ВВУ, ЯИХСС-ВВУ, ФЛИРРФ-ВВУ, ССМ-ВВУ, ТАО-ВВУ, ММУУ-ВВУ, 
СЦЫЫГЛ-ВВУ, РДУУ-ВВУ, УЛГУУ-ВВУ, ЛЙЮЙЮ-ВВУ, ХВУО-ВВУ, ДДВУУ-ВВУ, ЯИЙГ-ВВУ, and 
many others, which are slloogrently included within the manifested structure of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Configurations of Formo-Creators of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms. 

14.15940. The process of the energy-informational “decomposition” (TES-“decompression”) within 
structures of variable Proto-Form “karma-fraction” Consciousness Configuration occurs only upon 
the interconnection of the resonantly corresponding to them, Form-Creator Configurations. For 
instance, the “ВВУ” prefix indicates the potential affiliation of certain Formo-Creators, together 
structuring the Configuration of current Form of Consciousness, to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) 
development Direction – the Collective Consciousness of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms. Our 
“human” subjective Realities are structured by СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, the Configurations 
of which have the “ВВУ” prefix; this is an indication of the fact that these – are our Realities, our 
creations, our types of creative realizations, regardless of their qualitative nature. Therefore, only 
these Forms of Consciousness, which possess similarly active Configurations, Formo-Creators of 
which reflect the Aspects of at least one of “our” two Dominants, are capable of at least some degree 
of understanding of the specific peculiarities of the energy-informational interrelations, essential for 
the “inter-human” relationships. 

14.15941. When Aspect Formo-Creators of a certain background Quality begin to actively pretend 
on one of the halves of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-dominance in the realization dynamics of Self-
Consciousness of large amounts of “people”, belonging to a single race or a nation, the inter-
comprehension issues with other races or the whole nations commence, which can last for centuries 
and even millenniums. However, since within these races and nations there are “people”, whose 
realization dynamics of their Self-Consciousness are also effected by the Formo-Creators of Aspects 
of other Qualities, the absence of the mutual understanding leads to the constant civil wars and 
within-national and ethnic conflicts, solving of which is currently possible only on the basis of the 
searching of such moral, religious, social and political values, which are inherent to all Dominants. 

14.15942. Since there are not many of such mutually-universal СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
or they are only being manifested within the high-frequency Self-Consciousness Levels, the wars, 
revolutions, uprisings, turnovers and the other murderous conflicts became the usual signs of the 
outer reality. What is the solution? I suppose the best solution would be to find a universal means of 
rapid increase of the Constructive Self-Consciousness Activity of hundreds of millions of “people”. 
Honestly speaking, throughout a multitude of the development scenarios, mostly favorable towards 
the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Direction, this global reconciliation and mutual understanding task 
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was successfully completed with the assistance of the Universal Knowledge of the IISSIIDIOLOGY. 
Would the ВВУ–Configurations of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of your НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Forms belong to these scenarios – is only up to you!

14.15943. Not only ВВУ(VVU)-Creators are structuring the subjective “human” types of Realities 
and Continuums within limits of the specific energy-informational dynamics of the “octahedron-
hexahedron” and “hexahedron-icosahedron” Resomirals, inherent only to the “human” Proto-Forms; 
and not only ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of our individual ODS can 
hardly be comprehended even by “people”, not mentioning of the other Proto-Forms. But along with 
that, ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms, while being “projected” through the TES-dynamics onto the limited “facets of hexahedron” 
surfaces of Space-Time, also “snatch” into the informational space of our Self-Consciousness out 
of the global slloogrent dynamics of Conscious Forms of the outer reality only the ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, manifested as “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids”, 
“octahedrons”, hexahedrons” or “icosahedrons”. From the informational database (ODS) of the 
“generally-hexahedrons” Forms, structuring the outer Space-Time, ВВУ(VVU)-Formo-Creators 
can resonantly attract and minutely cognize only something, which corresponds to the diffusive 
dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ-Form, the global slloogrent Configuration of which is totally quantized by 
the variable ВВУ(VVU)-СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. 

14.15944. The productive interrelation of Formo-Creators with the various carriers of ВВУ(VVU)-
Information (manifestations of Nature, society, variable creative realizations, objects, events and so 
on) occur only resonantly, which is possible only with these СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which 
are quantized by the identical ВВУ(VVU)-Information. ВВУ – is a specific frequency, a specific 
vibration, inherent for all People, this is a whole spectrum of the specific behavioral reactions, 
which penetrates the multitude of dimensions, and is inherent for all of Us, who is being currently 
manifested within the much more qualitative dimensions, as well as these Us, who are being 
manifested within the current wave dimensional range. 

14.15945. The larger the “quantity” (the energy-informational potential) of Formo-Creators 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, which can resonantly attract the ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of the 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms we utilize, the more opportunities for a much higher qualitative 
realizations will be offered (“reflected”) within our outer reality. Consequently, each additional 
resonant merge of “tetrahedrons” between each other increases the quantity of Formo-Creators and 
the interrelations between them. The united “tetrahedrons”, after formation of “pyramids”, and then 
– “octahedrons”, are svilgs-sphering in a contradirectional fashion towards the mutual qualitative 
directive of one another, and thus, each “peak” remains independent, meaning that Formo-Creators 
of each “pyramid” remain actively interconnected between each other, but not united. 

14.15946. Upon the exchange of the energy-informational Impulses and the qualitative alteration of 
their previous ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, they commence the svilgs-sphering in the slightly different 
dynamics, trying to attract the new ВВУ—Configurations, the dynamics of which is also altering the 
mutual svilgs-sphering of the utilized СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form. At the new interrelation instant 
with another Proto-Form ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration, the svilgs-shift occurs, but in a slightly different 
Direction. Hence, the formation of all the multitude of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of the “human” 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms within our Self-Consciousness, reflected by Formo-Creators into 
Form-structures of the outer reality, which we resonantly attract out of the chosen ВВУ(VVU)-
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Configurations of the proto-form “pyramids” and “octahedrons”, occurs. Each combination of such 
interchanging dynamics every time it occurs is different, not the same it was within our individual 
ODS, since it includes part of the new proto-form qualitative interrelations. 

14.15947. This is the primary Entity of the formation of all the multitude of НУУ-ВВУ-Resomirals 
– “human” types of subjective Realities, structured by the Formo-Creators of “human” Forms, 
belonging to various races, nationalities and nations. The dynamics of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
forms all the infinite multitude of “individual” genotypes and the DNA, at which the Formo-Creators 
of other Proto-Forms can “wedge-in” into it only in case if they also possess the same ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations. Therefore, the Resomirals of 3-4-dimensional Realities, manifested through the 
variable Temporal Fluxes, consist of somewhat stereotyped “hexahedron karma-fractions”, which 
are formed by the specific svilgs interrelations. 

14.15948. The Resomirals of the ants Realities, for instance, are structured by the other somewhat 
stereotyped “hexahedron karma-fractions”, formed by totally different svilgs interrelations between 
Formo-Creators. Although all these Resomirals aren’t able to mix with each other even within the same 
dimensional range conditions, but they definitely can interact with each other by means of the mutual 
Continuums, constantly acquiring the new, more qualitative energy-informational interrelationships 
(due to the continuous increase of “quantity” of “peak” Formo-Creators of the mutual “karma-
fractions” and annihilation of the current tensions), which in the conditions of 4-5-dimensional 
ranges leads to the resonant formation of the multitude of inter-proto-form Resomirals, where people 
and animals not only easily understand each other, but cooperate of the mutually beneficial levels. 

14.15949. All leptons, which are manifested throughout the 3-4-dimensional ranges, are also 
structured by the various “octahedron-hexahedron”, “hexahedron” or “hexahedron-icosahedron 
karma-fraction”, depending on the proto-form Resomiral they structure. The point of this is the 
fact that electrons are not all the same. Moreover, the “hexahedrons” are also not all the same, 
because the Formo-Creators Configurations, from which they are created, are different. Certain 
“hexahedrons” can interconnect with one another, while others push-off from each other and aren’t 
able to interconnect, since their Formo-Creators are able to resonantly interconnect only with Formo-
Creators of the qualitatively corresponding “fractal” figures (magnets are the good example). As a 
result of the fact, that Formo-Creators of our Forms are diffusive, they can have homogeneous 
reactions towards few other groups, closest to them, or vice-versa – the opposite in terms of the 
quality of Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations. 

14.15950. If a tendency towards the predominance of the Direction of a certain Proto-Form becomes 
evident during the refocusing process, the Creative Activity of Formo-Creators within the Self-
Consciousness also changes, since each Form-Creator type can interact only with СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms of the inherent to them Proto-Forms. ВВУ(VVU)-Formo-Creators aren’t able to 
understand or cognize (resonantly activate) Formo-Creators from the other Proto-Form Direction due 
to the differences in Perceptions and СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. For instance, I don’t suppose 
any of you would even remotely understand what a crow’s croaking would mean! The Formo-
Creators of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Direction aren’t an exception within the global dynamics 
of Proto-Forms Formo-Creators; they are simply different, but not more or less important. If the 
stabilization of the CAF-dynamics in a ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Direction occurs on the regular 
basis, the brain Formo-Creators are becoming more harmonized (i.e. resonantly inclined) by the 
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high-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of their ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, predominantly 
manifesting only the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) activity. 

14.15951. However, as soon as the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of your Self-Consciousness 
persistently and steadily is being “re-focused” by means of an Interest into any other Directions, 
predominantly resonating with СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent to some Proto-Forms, this 
stimulates the manifestation of an increased amount of tensions (dissonance) within the informational 
space of Self-Consciousness in relation to the Synthesis schemas of other Formo-Creators of ПРОО-
ФФ-РРУ (not only of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), but other Directions as well!) and the СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms they generate. 

QUESTION: Is it possible for Formo-Creators Configurations of “hexahedron karma-fractions” 
to gradually “refocus” into the “dodecahedron karma-fractions” of the 4-5-dimensional 
range by means of the sequential quantizing?

14.15952. Dear Ооллспрооксс, the various Configurations of “dodecahedron” Formo-Creators 
are being formed due to the svilgs-sequential inertial attraction into their dynamics of the 
informational “icosahedron” fragments of Configurations, inherent to the more high-frequency 
Levels from the Formo-Creators Configurations of various “hexahedrons”. The quantity of the 
energy-informational interrelations of “hexahedrons” Formo-Creators increases and the structure 
of their Configurations is gradually being modified, transforming into the more complex figure, 
which penetrates into “hexahedrons” of other Formo-Creators and Proto-Forms and establishes the 
resonant interconnections with them. This is the primary conception of the concurrent differently-
directed Synthesis throughout all possible Directions. 

14.15953. When I utilize such terms as the Synthesis dynamics or the dynamics of Synthesis 
processes, this automatically correlates to the inertial system of our Perception, a certain sequence, 
in which one “octahedron” is being connected to the “hexahedron”, then the second “octahedron”, 
and so on. In reality, however, all that already exists: the “hexahedron”, synthesized with a single 
“tetrahedron” of the other Quality, the “hexahedron”, synthesized with the “tetrahedron” of the 
third Quality, the “hexahedron”, synthesized with the three “tetrahedrons” of the fourth Quality, 
and all other possible variations of their interconnection between each other – always already exist. 
However, for our understanding we will review this gradually and sequentially, as if we are moving 
behind your virtual Focus of the Steadfast Attention, concurrently surfacing throughout the gradually 
complicated conglomerates of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of various Directions of a possible 
development. 

14.15954. The process of establishing of the energy-informational interconnections by Formo-
Creators of other Proto-Forms can be imagined in a way, as if a “hexahedron” is being “accreted” 
by the additional “tetrahedrons”, directed towards the potentially formed resonant interconnections. 
Attracted “tetrahedrons” belong to the other Synthesis schemas and sub-Aspects and Aspects of some 
other Cosmic Quality. “Newly” formed interconnections allow the “hexahedron” Formo-Creators 
to attract into their dynamics of completely new Directions of the creative realization. The more 
of the multi-qualitative simplest “karma-fractions” being added to “hexahedrons”, the more of the 
interconnections with the Continuums of other Proto-Forms there are, and to the greater degree the 
“hexahedrons” are being transformed into the “figures” of the higher dimension – “icosahedrons”, 
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gradually transferring into such manifestation conditions, which are inherent to the ФЛАКС (FLUX)-
Forms of Sub-Consciousness of 4-5-dimensions. Upon entering of the range of 4-5 dimensions, 
all the interconnections, bearing the specific svilgs-sequence, formed within the previous range, 
contributed to the creation of “dodecahedrons” – the new energy-informational structures, built on 
the basis of “hexahedrons” and the attached to them simplest “karma-fractions”. 

14.15955. Comparing to the “hexahedron”, the “dodecahedron” interrelations are much more 
“globally-universal”, due to the inclusion within the self-dynamics of Form-Creator Configurations 
of other Pure Qualities. And so, the “tetrahedrons”, which were previously incomprehensible and 
inadmissible for Formo-Creators, throughout the higher dimension, participate in a totally different 
capacity, as a necessary material for the organization of the new Creative Directions, which in the 
previous conditions didn’t make any sense, due to the absence of the Energy-Information – more 
reliable СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. For instance, currently we are unable to retrieve the energy 
out of the vacuum or derive energy from the hydrogenous interrelations, while in other Continuums, 
all this has been already performed – the specific groups of Formo-Creators have done this “for 
ages”. Why? Well, we don’t have enough Knowledge, which is inherent to them. 

14.15956. We refocus into “these” resonant zones of Space-Time gradually, more and more submerging 
into other proto-form Continuums by means of the dynamics of “newly” added “tetrahedrons” to our 
Configurations, where our specific “future” Interpretation will have an Idea: “Oh! I can actually do 
it this way!” The result of this could easily be a stupendous Invention – a new Energy-Information. 
This Energy-Information is potentially present within the “tetrahedrons” of 0-1-dimensional range, 
within “pyramids” of 1-2-dimensional range, within “octahedrons” of 2-3-dimensinal range, but 
the unanimity degree of multi-qualitative dynamics of Form-Creator groups for its implementation, 
wasn’t sufficient for the Mutual “hexahedron-dodecahedron” quantizing Configuration of the 
corresponding Form-Systems of Realities. 

14.15957. Once again I wish to draw your attention to the fact that the inner-aspect and inter-aspect 
Synthesis processes are being implemented within Conscious Forms of various dimensional Levels, 
and not only throughout the inferior ones, but also within mid- and high-frequency Levels. The 
“tetrahedron”, “pyramid” and “octahedron” Form-Creator Configurations participate in all Synthesis 
schemas, up until the 13th dimension. The instances of lack of the implementation occur more often 
within the superior Levels, since within the inferior Levels the interrelation schema includes one, 
two of three dimensional ranges, so consequently the scope zone of the qualitative Synthesis isn’t 
large (everything is taking place within a single Quality), therefore the arising tensions are quite 
“easily” being annihilated. On the Levels of 4-5-dimensions the new Energy-Information is being 
synthesized in the Configurations according to much more complex and inter-penetrating schemas, 
where upon the interrelation establishing attempts, the previous СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form and 
Perceptions don’t correlate with the newly created conditions. That’s because these perceptions are 
incoming from Continuums, which structure the Collective Intellects of other types and other Proto-
Forms. The attempt to establish the connection between the domestic and proto-form СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms reveals the presence of vast non-synthesized fluxes of the slloogrent dynamics 
of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU). 

14.15958. During such times we are experiencing a great deal of Interest, however, we don’t know 
yet of its usefulness or its nature. But that, for instance, is being a manifestation of a Quality THE-
Mobility, not inherent to us, and we commence its research, begin the resonant comparison of that 
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with what already exists within our Self-Consciousness. And suddenly there resonant shift occurs – 
a piece of the “puzzle” is being placed into the space, which was missing within the slloogrent flux 
of the Stereo-Form. As a result, within the structure of 3-4-dimensional СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Form, an inner-aspect Synthesis has occurred in the Direction of the intensification of interrelations 
with Configurations of Formo-Creators of the Quality THE-Mobility, meaning that the “tetrahedron” 
Configurations of sub-aspects of this Quality have sequentially svilgs-spherically connected to the 
group of “hexahedrons”, which are structured by Formo-Creators of Qualities THE-Love-Wisdom 
and THE-Will-Intellect. 

QUESTION: Why can’t we simply develop exclusively in our own ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-
Direction, without any concern regarding any other Proto-Forms?

14.15959. The new Information, dear Фллавуййерра, introduces its own Perceptions, meaning 
that the previous СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms change; they change depending on the quantity 
of additional interrelations with new Proto-Forms is being formed within the Configurations of 
our Forms of Consciousness. Why all Forms are diffusive? The reason lies in the structure of the 
Continuums, where everything is interconnected with everything: food chains, the law of energy 
conservation, symbioses, biosphere cycle, and water circulation. The Synthesis of Two Dominants 
occurs only after everything, related to them, merges into this process; however, within the Continuum 
of the current Proto-Form, everything will be synthesized only according to these two Dominants. 
For instance, everything we teach our domestic animals, is being automatically transferred to their 
whole kind (remember the “hundredth monkey” effect). The hundred monkeys throughout the 
different parts of the world were shown the same trick of whipping bananas from palm trees with 
sticks, and sometime later, across the globe the monkeys themselves are looking for sticks so they 
could whip the bananas off. They get an idea, a СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, that “this” can be 
done “like that”. So they actually “scanned” some of our СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. The same 
is with bears - the conventional excavators are created in a similar way the bears dig their lairs. 

14.15960. In the volume 10 of the IISSIIDIOLOGY I was asked why our choices to a large degree seem 
accidental, “attractor-wise”, and why aren’t they are nondeterministic (clause 10.11718). The reason 
for that is – the implementation of КРУУЙЙ-ДМООЙЙ-Principle of the Destabilization, reflecting 
the Law of ЙЙЮ-ЛЛУ-АЙЙ, which contributes to the profound Synthesis of Quality Aspects within 
the Humanoid Evolutional Development Branch without missing a single Synthesis schema and the 
Synthesis Direction, ultimately leads to the Synthesis of such Quality as THE-PERINEALNESS. 

QUESTION: Oris, what is the qualitative difference of synthesis processes within diapasons 
and resonant wave ranges?

14.15961. It is imperative to precisely understand what a resonant range (“resopason”) is, dear 
Стуиннгллион, and be able to differentiate it from the notion diapason. The resonant wave range 
is the area, where the stable resonance with the “standard” informational Pattern arises within the 
current Configuration of Form of Self-Consciousness. Each such area has the objectively expressed 
character within its own Configuration, which correlates to the specific type of the Collective 
Consciousness and is characterized by the specific attribute of the Perception subjectivism of 
its Self-Consciousness Forms in a resonant principles category and the “amplitude” of resonant 
vibrations in relation to the “standard”. The most resonating Configurations of a single Proto-Form 
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“karma-fraction” Configurations within limits of a single resonant range, manifested throughout the 
slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time, are merged into Resomirals. The comprehensiveness of any 
resonant range potentially includes all possible interrelations of the current type, since even within 
the infinite the resonance degree is striving towards the zero, but doesn’t equal it. 

14.15962. Therefore, for ease of understanding, I have defined a resonant range as the aggregation 
of all resonantly-similar ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, the resonance degree of which in relation to the 
certain “standard” Configuration remains within limits of the “significance effect”. The degree of 
such “significance effect” can be determined in each separate case in a form of conditional boundaries. 
For instance, “the zone of resonant overlapping of Configurations with identity degree of over 20%” 
means that when we review any dynamics process, we are only looking for Configurations, the 
resonance degree of which with the chosen “standard” Configuration equals of more than 20%. 

14.15963. The notion “resopason” is a derivative of the two words: resonance and diapason. Hence, 
in order to determine the resonance degree, we would require the “standard” Configuration, which 
would resonate with all other Configurations, while the diapason determination would require the 
criteria of the evaluation assessment of the extent of the resonant superposition of Configurations 
along with the degree of its importance of the reviewed process. The necessity of choosing of a 
“standard” Configuration upon the determination of resopason is justified by the infinite duvuyllerrt 
state of the Universe and the absence of diapasons as such. Usually, speaking of diapason, we 
imply the certain extent of the associative similarity of an object, event or phenomena with specific 
standardized Perception within our Self-Consciousness. The mathematical diapason notion isn’t 
really applicable in real Life, where beyond the limits of any diapason the process dynamics doesn’t 
cease, but rather either considerably diminish, or transform into the other qualitative manifestation. 

14.15964. Per se, only resopasons, and not the diapasons are present within the slloogrent dynamics 
of Karma-Plasma. Meaning that everything dynamic and duvuyllerrt, consisting of transitioning 
states. There are certain instances, which allow certain dynamisms to be merged into a mutual 
dynamics according to a single inherent attribute, or another attribute, but which qualitatively 
is being manifested in a completely different scope. Gradually the “octahedrons” transform 
into figures, very remotely resembling “hexahedrons”, after which it all forms into more dense 
energy-informational interrelations. Then, “hexahedrons” begin to attract other “octahedrons”, and 
immediately “tetrahedrons” enter in their dynamics. These “octahedrons”, which have entered into 
the “hexahedron”, begin to resonantly attract “pyramids” by “ribs” of their foundations, as a result of 
which “octahedron” is being formed, partially being a constituent of one “hexahedron”, and partially 
– the constituent of the other. At that, the other “hexahedron” of some proto-form Continuum was 
attracted to the “hexahedron” of the “human” Proto-Form. That’s how we receive the Experience 
“from there”, which isn’t inherent to the current group of Continuums. And if we can somehow 
compare the “human” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms with geometrical figures, the other Proto-
Forms energy-informational interrelations might “look” completely different. 

14.15965. I would like to remind you to please not to link to the exact “karma-fraction” Forms, 
since these Conscious Forms don’t have any precise exact specifics. “Tetrahedrons”, “octahedrons”, 
“hexahedrons” – are predominantly associative symbols, in which you should find your own profound 
meaning. You don’t really perceive a spin of the particle as a rotation of the charged ball? The same 
is regarding “tetrahedrons”.
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QUESTION: Oris, if Formo-Creators, which are manifested within the 0-2, 5 dimension ranges, 
aren’t able to reveal in “our” dimensional ranges, could we perhaps not consider them at all?

14.15966. – Dear Уссоотл, the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of our current in-focusing, 
manifest as НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms concurrently throughout the multitude of duvuyllerrt 
Continuums, while the Formo-Creators dynamics of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) is only reflected by 
our own psyche. Formo-Creators of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-aren’t being what we consider “our 
body”. Do your current thoughts in regards to the IISSIIDIOLOGY reflect through your body? No, they 
don’t. Our body – is the whole biochemistry, transformed into the mechanics. What is biochemistry? 
This is the aggregated Formo-Creators dynamics of Proto-Forms, where each group provides their 
own functional physiological element: kidneys, brain marrow, lymph, epithelium, hair and so on. 
Each bio-Creators group, structuring the biological body, remains within their own Continuums, 
where they have a primary role “there”, and not “us”. 

14.15967. Our brain and our biology – are the manifestations of other Continuums, other Proto-
Forms, which are involved into activity, inherent to our Synthesis schema, but at that their Formo-
Creators participate in the totally different Synthesis schemas. During the refocusing process our Self-
Consciousness, the set of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms and the biological body’s Configuration 
are being changed qualitatively, Formo-Creators of which have to precisely correlate with the current 
ongoing psyche processes. For instance – adrenalin, dopamine, noradrenalin and cortisol and the 
similar hormones are being the realization Forms of the inferior Formo-Creators - АРГЛЛААМУНИ 
(ARGLLAAMUNI)- and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA)- Ииссииди. If these hormones cease to 
release within your psyche to a greater extent, therefore you actually shift your CAF from the current 
Continuum group into the more qualitative Continuum group. The only question is – which proto-
form direction you are refocusing into?

14.15968. We change Continuums by means of the alteration of our psychic state of Self-Consciousness 
– out current Perceptions of anything. The current Continuums depend on the type of proto-form 
Formo-Creators, which we predominantly interconnect with. Recall that the very definition of the 
Continuum is its binding to the Form manifestation frequency. What is – the Form? For us is still 
pure biology. But within these НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU)-Forms, the dynamics of Formo-Creators 
of which is capable of adequately reflect the dynamics of Formo-Creators of the superior Levels of 
Self-Consciousness, the Form begins the gradual merging with Consciousness and within its most 
qualitative manifestations transforms into the integral dynamics of ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Forms of Sub-
Consciousness, revealed in the conditions of 4-5-dimensional ranges. 

QUESTION: Within the 3-4-dimensional resopasons, where the basic Configurations of 
manifestation are being “hexahedrons”, can the more complex figures be present?

14.15969. “Icosahedrons” and “dodecahedrons” are present within the 3-4-dimensional ranges 
potentially, as complicated “hexahedrons”. But please don’t think dear Склаилффууллс that it 
has to do with “higher” or “lower”. They are present within the integral multitude of the energy-
informational interconnections. In order to gain more Experience, one should “transmit” more 
Information through their Self-Consciousness. The increased amount of Experience will provide the 
interaction with larger amount of Formo-Creators in an integral slloogrent Configuration. The more 
Experience you have, the larger energy-informational potential of multi-qualitative Formo-Creators 
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you will be able to attract towards your type of the resonant concernment, the larger the volume 
of Energy-Information you can manipulate per unit of Time, the higher the quality of СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms you utilize, which in turn means the presence of deeper and more multi-polarized 
Perceptions within your Self-Consciousness. 

14.15970. We easily depart from older Perceptions once the Experience is already synthesized. If 
that occurred, you will not commence the passing on a two-way road, since you will definitely know 
what you need: you don’t need a burned corpse, but rather the constructive activity. The more of 
such Experience you possess, the more nuances and “refinements” appear in your Understanding 
of any of the possible realization instances, and the intuitive capability to quickly filter everything 
more qualitative from everything less qualitative in your Life, becomes more active, which in 
turn will allow you to make more and more qualitative choices. All the above mentioned is the 
svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators, which “project” into the Continuum (your realization sphere) 
the most important Energy-Information. Each Information type is coherent to the specific Energy 
type: the more highly-qualitative Information you possess and manipulate within your own Self-
Consciousness, the larger energy potential you automatically vest into each refocusing pattern. 
Additionally, the most qualitative Perceptions of your current existence pertain to the IISSIIDIOLOGY. 
Hence, they represent the most energy-intensive informational “puzzles”, from which every one of 
you is sequentially forming “their own” outer Reality picture. 

QUESTION: The Clexing and the Synthesis – are these notions have a single meaning, or 
are they being the two phases of the hvasslon dynamics of the “karma-fraction” Synthesis? 
Does the “karma-fraction” Configuration undergo the preliminary gradual clexing before 
the Synthesis occurrence, or it’s immediately merges with the other “karma-fraction”, which 
you, actually, define as “clexing”?

14.15971. Factually, my dear Астаавусонна, these are two, inertially inter-stimulating, sides of the 
same exact simultaneous process. As if they are “two in one”. But in reality, however, this process 
is already primordially implemented, and we have an opportunity to analyze and compare, – within 
incredibly limited and subjective frames, only from the positions of these СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms, which are synthesized by Formo-Creators of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Direction!, – of 
only the tiniest fraction part of the multi-level “projections” of the very narrow inertial CAF-DRF 
dynamics, inherent to Formo-Creators of polytypic Conscious Forms of biological analogs of НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, manifested within very specific conditions of the current group of 
duvuyllerrt subjective Realities. Such polytypic and multi-qualitative groups of “human” Realities 
(“human-like” Resomirals), duvuyllerrtly transmuting in one another throughout various parts of the 
global slloogrentity of Space-Time, concurrently exist in infinite multitudes. 

14.15972. Therefore, speaking about the inertial aspects of inter-quality Synthesis, I imply the 
concurrent multi-qualitative dynamics not of just the two, or a hundred constituent Elements, but of 
the participating in this energy-informational exchange process, of the infinite multitude of multi-
qualitative Formo-Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. 
The inertial Synthesis simply couldn’t possibly be completed without the clexing dynamics, while 
the very process of clexing can only be manifested within the Form-system only by means of the 
energy-informational exchange act (i.e. various СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms Synthesis) between 
the resonant parts of the slloogrent Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations.
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14.15973. Let me remind you of what exactly I imply under this term – clexing. The term originates 
from the Code clex – the specific wave mark, resembling the certain type of magnetic bar-code, 
individually inherent to the CAF-dynamics of each group of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators, 
owning to which, every multi-polarized “instance” of the inertial “unfolding” process is being 
qualitatively-specifically “labeled”. Additionally, the simultaneous СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms “labeled projections” differentiation, is being implemented throughout the individual Self-
Consciousness Interpretations of various Forms of the ODS. This, sequential, step-instantaneous 
qualitative alteration of energy-informational interrelations between Formo-Creators, is the primary 
cause of the inertial transformation of their CAF-DRF-dynamics in certain Synthesis Direction. The 
true clexing source is the eglleroliftive Impulses, which are being simultaneously generated into 
the global slloogrent inertial dynamics of absolutely all Synthesis Levels by hvasslons of various 
Pure Qualities. Due to this precise Reason, each conditional clexing “instant” is multi-polarized 
within structures of multitude of “individual” Interpretations of Self-Consciousness, throughout all 
possible Synthesis directions, possible for the current “point” of skrruullerrt system, at once. 

14.15974. The multi-qualitative groups of Formo-Creators, most resonating between each other, 
constantly implement the slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Information within the Self-Consciousness; 
they structure the specific Levels of Self-Consciousness, and, due to their incomplete synthesis 
state, implementing groups of Formo-Creators manifest the highest Constructive Activity at that 
instant, while the other Form-Creator group’s participation in this process is suppressed. Out of 
all the slloogrentity of TES-Information, they resonantly attract the “projections” of only missing 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (types of energy-information interrelations) into their ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations, which are required for the deepening of already established synthesis conditions 
between them, and, thus achieving a greater resonance degree. 

14.15975. All this CAF-DRF-dynamics alternately is being initiated by hvasslons of both Dominants: 
upon the completion of certain, - sufficient at that moment – Synthesis part in the current Direction, 
the hvasslon eglleroliftive Impulse of one Dominant somewhat weakens, which allows the 
hvasslons of the other Dominant to increase the Constructive Activity of corresponding groups of 
Formo-Creators within the individual space of Self-Consciousness, and attract them towards the 
TES-“unfolding” clexing dynamics. It is a common occurrence, when the eglleroliftive Impulse of 
one of the two Dominants, due to the partial absence, or the incomplete presence of the required 
synthesized interrelationships of Formo-Creators of the current Quality, with Formo-Creators of 
some of the background Qualities, for the continuation of the process of even greater deepening 
of already existing synthesized state, periodically concedes their active positions in the CAF-DRF-
dynamics over to the eglleroliftive hvasslon Impulse of the required Quality, which I define as the 
Self-Consciousness submergence into the current proto-form Synthesis Direction. 

14.15976. Nothing other, than the alternate inertial CAF-DRF-dynamics of various resonant groups 
of Formo-Creators, throughout the multi-qualitative conditions of primordially synthesized Energy-
Plasma within the Self-Consciousness, occurs! Please NEVER forget this, otherwise, the dynamics 
of your Self-Consciousness inevitably will again become part of the Illusion, that you “individually” 
can create something, in your infinite inertial Existence! Not at all! We have already, primordially, 
created everything, and within our “current” conditions can only CHOOSE ANYTHING, out of all 
the infinite multitude of Forms of Self-Consciousness, which structure our mutual, AGGREGATED 
Creation. The primary “mechanism”, through which the current inertial Existence Illusion is being 
“projected” into each type of Self-Consciousness of our concurrently manifested НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
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VVU)-Configuration, is being the universal Principle of larger or smaller degree of resonance of the 
generated UCF with qualitative Configuration characteristics of various Forms of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators, already primordially manifested “overall” throughout the Space-Time. Owning 
to this very Principle, the Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness of us, as ССЛОО-СС-СНАА 
(SSLOO-SS-SNAA)-Creators (24-12 dimensions), are multi-polarizing into the entire multitude and 
the synthesis diversity of multi-qualitative states of ФИМИ- and CAF-dynamics of other us, but this 
time as СЛАА-СС-МИИ (SLAA-SS-MII)-Creators (1-12 dimensions). 

14.15977. So, certain types of resonant groups of Formo-Creators “decompress” only resonating 
ВВУ(VVU)-Information from the TES-flux, in a form of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms inherent only 
to them; upon the processing it through the narrow-specific cycle of biochemical and psychosomatic 
reactions, initiated by the corresponding hormonal and ferment activity, (the result of which, 
frankly, is the qualitative foundation of each clexing instant of the outer Space-Time by the Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators), they “project” the specifically “marked” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms “back” into the ODS, from which they were resonantly “scanned”. As a result of these inertial 
manipulations, between some of the multi-qualitative states of CAF within the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Configurations of various “individual” Interpretations, the Illusion of the “current Synthesis 
manifestation” had formed in the Self-Consciousness of each of these “individuals” various “parts” 
of their НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations. However, if I would always imply that while talking 
about these processes, I ALWAYS talk about an inertial Perception Illusion, and not about the real 
condition of already finalized process, you wouldn’t be able to understand me. Therefore, in order 
for me to transmit this Knowledge to you as best as I can, I allow you to self-deceit in relation to the 
fact, that it is you, who actually CREATE the outer Realities, in hope that you never forget about this 
very important peculiarity of your inertial Existence. 

14.15978. Qualitatively different resonant groups of Formo-Creators, manifested within parallel 
scenarios at the same exact instant, in an informational space of the qualitatively somewhat 
different Self-Consciousness НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, resonantly “decompress” 
completely different СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms from the same slloogrent TES-Flux, upon 
which they clex them with corresponding psychosomatic reactions, “project” them back to the ODS. 
Individually “marked” in such fashion, the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms potentially become part 
of the individual ODS of these “personalities”, through the Self-Consciousness of which the current 
resonant Form-Creator groups have been implemented (partially synthesized into the qualitatively 
corresponding sub-levels). 

14.15979. Thus, the Formo-Creators CAF –dynamics of our Self-Consciousness, constantly, 
“gliding” (“re-projecting”) throughout the multi-qualitative states of already synthesized Energy-
Plasma, creates within our Perception system, the subjective Representations regarding the Synthesis 
processes, which “we” supposedly, implement. If we review this issue from the inertial positions 
of Forms of Self-Consciousness, structuring all levels of 3-4-dimensional range, the Synthesis will 
appear as a process, which reflects the hvasslon simultaneous svilgs-dynamics of all Pure Qualities 
through the multi-qualitative states of synthesized Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations. 
Meaning, that factually, it is all that aggregation of multi-qualitative hvasslon svilgs-dynamics, 
which must be initiated within the Self-Consciousness Form-Creator Configurations of the current 
“individual”, so that in the next instant their CAF-dynamics could manifest in a qualitatively other 
“spot” of resonant activity of the slloogrent Space-Time, through the Self-Consciousness of the 
other “individual”. 
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QUESTION: Can it be stated, that each “quantum shift”, implementing within the Self-
Consciousness approximately 328 times per second, results in the situation, when a Synthesis 
act occurs within the Self-Consciousness upon each of these “quantum shifts”?

14.15980. Yes, dear Иусселддмийя! Of cause! The “quantum shifts”, which are concurrently multi-
polarized throughout Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators Focuses of absolutely all possible Proto-
Forms, in turn structuring various Synthesis Directions of the 3-4-dimensional wave range, are 
being a primary “trigger mechanism” of each of the inertial rotational Shift. The inertial dynamics 
of rotational Shifts is in no way connected to the fully synthesized state of Space-Time itself, the 
Self-Consciousness Form Configurations of which always remains unchanged in each spot of 
their resonant manifestation. The rotational Shifts are being implemented only by means of the 
multi-qualitative focus dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators themselves, initiated by 
the multi-Qualitative eglleroliftive Impulses, and not anywhere “outside” of it. These Impulses 
are being constantly “projected” by Collective Cosmic Intellects of ССЛОО-СС-СНАА (SSLOO-SS-
SNAA)-Creators (24-12 dimensions) into all possible levels of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma in a form 
of the slloogrent Energy-Information, structuring all TES and VEC-dynamics. 

14.15981. If at least “one” elementary Synthesis act wouldn’t be implemented within the 
Configuration Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness (which implies the resonant attraction into 
their CAF-dynamics of the energy-informational interrelations of at least one “tetrahedron”), there 
will be no CAF-dynamics, along with the rotational Shift, which is responsible for the realization 
of an Illusion of constant changeability of all Forms of Self-Consciousness, structuring the Space-
Time. The “Quantum shift”, is a minimal qualitative “shift” of CAF-dynamics in the slloogrent 
Information, structuring the single “quantum” of Energy, according to our subjective Perceptions. 

14.15982. Let me remind you, that the “tetrahedrons” aren’t being the minimal energy-informational 
unit. We could only approach the conditional “boundaries” of the so-called “zero dimension” in 
our Perceptions regarding the most inferior Synthesis Levels, however, in reality, an unimaginable 
energy-informational potential of various synthesis transfigurations – concurrently with all the other 
(from 0- to ±12th dimensions) dynamics of the Tertiary Form conditions – is being implemented 
even before this conditional Level of the specific manifestation within the Energy-Plasma, of the 
various synthesis Self-Consciousness Forms. Meaning, that if the inertial modifications occur within 
the conditional zero dimension, that means, that they are stipulated by certain processes, not yet 
accessible to our Understanding, and which are implemented by Formo-Creators throughout all 
possible sub- …-sub-Aspect Levels of energy-informational interrelations.

QUESTION: In the Volume 11 of the IISSIIDIOLOGY you state, that the duvuyllerrt Continuum 
groups of our manifestation, are structured by the Energy-Information within the 2, 5 to 4, 
0 dimensional range. How can the activity of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Levels of the first two 
energy Centers manifest through the structures of our Self-Consciousness, considering the 
fact, that all that activity can only reveal within the lesser-dimensional range?

14.15983. Dear Стуургурс! Within the “unfolding” TES-dynamics of our Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators, they are potentially being manifested among the mutual slloogrentity of all the 
other Configurations, since they are appropriated for Formo-Creators of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms of the lesser qualitative Continuum groups, which are manifested throughout other Temporal 
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Fluxes simultaneously with us, and whose manifestation range of Self-Consciousness Formo-
Creators of the most primitive НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, is limited by the lesser-frequency 
dimensional ranges (for instance from 2, 0 - 3, 0 or 1, 5 – 2, 5 or 1, 0 – 2, 5 – what we define as 
“primeval men”). At that, within the current groups of “human” Continuums, the “human” НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms of “people”, who have approached the utmost inferior limits of refocusing 
into the various proto-form Directions, are also revealed. Consequently, their Formo-Creators are 
responsible for the formation of absolutely different individual dimensional ranges, by means of the 
predominant activity of animalistic СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms within the Self-Consciousness 
of these “people”, which are inherent for the narrow-specific instances of manifestation of all other 
types of animal Proto-Forms within the “human” Continuum groups. 

14.15984. For instance, various combinations of Synthesis of any НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Dominants 
with Aspects of other Qualities, form the totally different Resomiral types inside of resopasons of 2, 5 
to 4, 0 dimensional range – beginning with “pyramid-octahedron” and “octahedron-hexahedron” all 
the way to “hexahedron-icosahedron” ones. All these multi-qualitative Proto-Form Configurations 
can simultaneously, bearing the higher or lower types of activity, manifest within certain types 
of duvuyllerrt Continuum groups: the lower-quality НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations can 
reveal within some higher-qualitative proto-form Continuums, while the lower-quality proto-form 
Configurations can reveal within higher-qualitative “human” Continuums. That is determined by 
the diffusive and duvuyllerrt Principles of the concurrent inter-quality Synthesis of all Forms of 
Consciousness. 

14.15985. Within the higher-qualitative НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, everything, which 
is being “decompressed”, but isn’t at all resonating with ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators (such as “tetrahedron”, “pyramidal” and partially “octahedron 
karma-fractions”), is being attracted into their synthesis dynamics only in a form of a “building 
material”, so that various proto-form “superstructures” can be implemented in the “hexahedron” 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms they utilize. That allows for considerable deepening of the inter-
quality Synthesis they implement, but doesn’t possess the required activity degree, which is already 
inherent to Formo-Creators of the current dimensional range. Don’t forget, that within the 1st and 2nd 
dimensional Levels, there are no stable (in our understanding of it) СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms; 
hence, I define them only as “karma-fractions” – the participants of certain intermediate Synthesis 
processes. Since they are rather unstable, they are not able to manifest within our Self-Consciousness 
in a form of the inherent to them individual inertial dynamics, Levels of manifestation of which, are 
considerably lower than our ВВУ(VVU)-Creators Levels of Constructive Activity. 

14.15986. Hence, everything you perceive as certain “destructive” or “subversive”, which in your 
subjective Perceptions can resemble the first two ИИССИИДИ-Center Levels, don’t belong to 0 – 
1, 5-dimensional range, since they are actively employed in the Formo-Creators Configurations of 
completely different dimensional resopasons. Such ВВУ(VVU)-Information, which we decompress 
from the TES, is structured by “karma-fractions” of these dimensions, for instance, “tetrahedrons”, 
which is inherent to various types of animals. But! The only Formo-Creators, which are manifested 
within their corresponding dimensional ranges from 0 to 1, 5 resonate with them. What does it mean? 
There is a vast amount of various, as we think, “shreds” of some Thoughts, feelings and perceptions. 
The СВУУЛЛ-Creators of the inferior Levels, structuring the groups of our Continuums, are capable 
of attracting of these partially synthesized fragments of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma, and on the 
basis of their aggregated dynamics form the Perceptions, which are of much higher quality than 
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what is represented by these “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators, manifesting in their corresponding 
dimensional range. 

14.15987. In the same exact fashion can ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators of 4th – 5th dimensional levels 
(collective Sub-Consciousness), manifest through the highest Self-Consciousness Levels of Forms, 
revealed within current Continuum groups – from 2, 5 to the 4th dimension. The primary mechanism 
of the energy-informational interrelation with Levels of Formo-Creators, extending beyond our 
Continuum groups, is the karma Channels structures. ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators of Sub-Consciousness 
Levels, resonantly detecting the slloogrent fragments of certain “hexahedron-icosahedron”, or just 
“icosahedron” ВВУ(VVU)-Information, attempt to form something, resembling their Perceptions, 
like with the “puzzle” pieces. Within the inferior, extended for their Configurations Levels, they 
form something, which of cause, doesn’t match the required veracity, clarity and realism degree, 
which they perceive in the higher-qualitative Levels of inherent to them, Sub-Consciousness.

14.15988. Here, within the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types of our Continuums, Formo-Creators of 
these higher-frequency Levels, aren’t able to manifest, since the manifestation implies the utilization 
of the complete energy-information potential, fully enable the dynamics of all their СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms, but this is exactly what they aren’t able to perform in our Continuums, because 
our habitual СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, are being similarly “garbled” for them, the “building 
material” for their СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, just as the simplest “karma-fractions” of 0-2 
dimensional levels resemble the “building material” for Configurations of our ВВУ(VVU)-Creators. 
This is also a primary mechanism for the lower-frequency ВВУ(VVU)-Information manifestation, 
which isn’t capable of being reflected and revealed within our Continuums, simply because there 
are no necessary conditions for it (all the aggregation of duvuyllerrtly-interconnected СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms of the specific frequency range). However, it is potentially present through the 
“tetrahedrons” of any dimension, within any slloogrent dynamics, such as psyche and reasoning. 
These simplest “karma-fractions” of 1st and 2nd dimensional levels, always exist as the implementation 
possibilities for “something”; they exist as the “puzzle” pieces, by means of which, it is possible to 
sequentially refocus into the higher-frequency Levels of the Constructive Activity. 

14.15989. The “hexahedron” consists of the “spheroidal” svilgs-dynamics of the three conditional 
“octahedrons” (or 24 “tetrahedrons”), “octahedron” consists of two “pyramids”, “pyramids” consist 
of the four “tetrahedrons”, remember? The “tetrahedrons” participate in the formation of dynamics 
of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of both – the 4th and the 5th dimensions, but already through 
the other Proto-form types of Consciousness. If they aren’t able to implement through the НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Form, they enter in the synthesis 
interrelations with “Constructive Cosmic conditions”, in their other proto-form states. In the ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) development Direction, the process of attraction of Formo-Creators of the Quality 
THE-Unanimity, doesn’t occur right away; it’s rather a gradual process, beginning with sequential 
background activation in our Self-Consciousness of Form-Creator Configurations of “tetrahedrons”, 
“pyramids”, and also “octahedrons” of this Quality, when they begin the gradual resonance degree 
connection, on the corresponding manifestation Levels, to the process of dominant Synthesis of 
Aspect Formo-Creators of our two Qualities. 

- That means they manifest through us indirectly?
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14.15990. Yes, dear Лаармии-Ллиррг, this is an attribute of any duvuyllerrt Continuum groups – to 
unite in their constructive dynamics the multi-qualitative and multi-level synthesis processes, at the 
same time, limiting them by the conditional “highest” and the “lowest” margins, inherent separately 
to each Continuum group. Formo-Creators of Sub- and Super-Consciousness manifest through us 
indirectly in Forms, through НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of which, we are capable to 
marginally reveal them; reveal the synthesis dynamics of their inherent Energy-Information through 
our CAF-DRF activity with the assistance of certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, accessible to 
us, attracted from the individual ODS in cooperation with ФЛАКС (FLUX)–Creators ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations. But that wouldn’t be their direct realization; this would be the realization of the 
“projections” of certain slloogrent part of high-frequency Formo-Creators, which are primordially 
manifested within the current groups of “human” Continuums. Their own direct realization is 
being implemented within their inherent “dodecahedron” Levels, where the most qualitative, of 
our “icosahedron” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, duvuyllerrtly interconnected with new, not yet 
accessible to our Perception Formo-Creators, ВВУ(VVU)-Information, which helps them to clex the 
outer ФЛАКС (FLUX)-reality by already synthesized СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms within the 4th – 
5th dimensional range. 

14.15991. The high-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of Formo-Creators of our Sub-
Consciousness aren’t able to manifest in our Self-Consciousness in full, because they are structured 
by much more versatile and multi-Qualitative interrelations, where Formo-Creators of other Proto-
Forms are actively employed, the Existence Principles and synthesis construction of which, are 
completely unknown to us at this point. And therefore the Energy-Information, which in reality is 
inherent for the svilgs-dynamics of the high-frequency Formo-Creators, which in turn are manifested 
through the ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators Form-Types, we simply aren’t able to reflect by any type of 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, structuring our “hexahedron” subjective Realities, due to the fact, 
that large “chunks” of the high-frequency synthesized dynamics of Energy-Plasma are absent within 
our constructive creation. That synthesized Energy-Plasma dynamics is structuring various types 
of Sub-Consciousness of the multitude of other Proto-Forms, Formo-Creators svilgs-dynamics 
of which can be easily reflected the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of our ФЛАКС (FLUX) 
Self-Consciousness Forms. Within the more primitive Proto-Form Self-Consciousness Forms, 
structuring our groups of “human” Continuums, the high-frequency dynamics of ФЛАКС (FLUX) 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, simply isn’t able to reveal by any Form-Imageries, because within 
the “hexahedron” structures of Energy-Plasma, which are quantized by the irkkulligren Formo-
Creators, there are no vibration-resonant conditions for the formation of the inherent manifestation 
Forms. All the Proto-Forms, still present within our Continuums, within our individual Realities, 
are being certain “crowd scenes”, which manifests on the background of the mutual prerogativity 
Forms, exclusively constructed by our “human” creation. 

14.15992. I must remind you once again that the dimension type in each Continuum is different. 
Please keep that in mind. The “human” Continuums have one kind of dimension type, while the 
Continuums and Realities of all various Proto-Forms – the other. On the basis of the Information, 
expounded within this section, we can make a supplement to the notion of “dimension”, and define it 
as an intermediate result of the synthesis dynamics between Formo-Creators Configurations of multi-
qualitative “karma-fractions”. “Karma-fractions”, inherent to the other Proto-Forms (rather, these of 
their Form-Types, which are manifested within our “human” subjective Realities and Continuums), 
are typical only for СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ (SVUULL-VVU)-Creators of the most inferior Levels of our Self-
Consciousness: we can include them in the slloogrent dynamics of the Stereo-Form only on the 
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Level of the creative realization of Formo-Creators, resonating with the animalistic karma Channels 
of СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ (SVUULL-VVU)-Conglomerates, i.e. on the levels of our inferior Perceptions 
regarding ourselves and the outer Reality. 

QUESTION: Oris, can your own Self-Consciousness be considered as a role model of the 
undistorted Perceptions in relation to the outer Reality?

14.15993. No, dear Вуллозамоонд. There can simply be no undistorted manifestations throughout 
the outer Reality. It is possible, however, to define them as more qualitative, and sometimes – 
much more qualitative, as yours, perhaps. But the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form Self-Consciousness 
Types, where I am currently in-focusing, aren’t at all an exception, since the CAF-DRF-dynamics of 
these НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration Forms-Creators, simply resembles the quality degree of 
certain level of the Constructive Activity, in which very soon, millions of you will also refocus, due 
to the introduction of high-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the IISSIIDIOLOGY into 
the dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators. It is simply impossible to preserve the 
absolute integrity and the slloogrent veracity of all universal Perceptions of this Knowledge, upon 
its subjective transmission over to you. 

14.15994. Having the ability of the real simultaneous experiencing of myself throughout much more 
qualitative Levels of manifestation of slloogrent Sub-Consciousness, and even Super-Consciousness, 
without any way of a more qualitative Self-expression through the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
inherent to you, very often I am simply forced to make up something similar, or very closely 
“resembling” the Truth, and “adjust” it under the existing thought-forms, expressions and Perceptions; 
although we all understand full well, that these “made up” comparisons only somewhat actually 
reflect that Actuality, within which we are all manifested beyond the focusing limits of dynamics 
of biological НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-analogs of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU). Again and again, in deep 
Meditations I am “self-projecting” into Levels of my own Sub- and Super-Consciousness, while 
I commensurate “THAT” and “THIS”, and form the more sensible Form-Thoughts of the ФЛАКС 
(FLUX) Energy-Information, “return back here”, and… again I face the same impossible task!

14.15995. This situation can be roughly compared with an empty swimming pool, while my objective 
as an instructor – is to teach you how to swim. I jump in this pool, wag my hands, but I can’t 
swim: there is no water in the pool, - there are no conditions for the swimming lesson exist. Yes, I 
know perfectly how to swim, along with all the processes, associated with swimming – everything; 
but there is no water – there are no СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms present – which means, that 
there are no conditions established for this “swimming” lesson to occur. Perhaps, the only thing 
I can do in this situation is diligently and patiently fill the outer reality by my higher-frequency 
Perceptions, variously simulate them through the multitude of “people” Self-Consciousness, i.e. 
explain to them what is the “water”, and how to move and swim in it. Many of you gradually become 
accustomed to the swimmer’s image, and more or less perceive the subjective Reality as such “filled 
with water pool”, that the real water begins to slowly but surely materialize in your “pool”, even 
though the water trickles are weak and often parched in the beginning. However, gradually the water 
begins to infiltrate into the outer Reality through the dynamics of much more qualitative СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of your Self- and Sub-Consciousness, and the larger amount of “people”, 
studying the IISSIIDIOLOGY, intuitively understand what is “water”, and that is actually exists! 
Thus, this will occur until about 150-200 million of you will realize the presence of this “water” in 
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the “pool”. As soon as this happens, the “pool” will immediately be filled – you will refocus into 
these Configurations, where the current circumstances are real. 

14.15996. Any combinations of the outer reality – are the inertially manifesting “projection” 
reflections of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators. That 
means that your Formo-Creators, while focusing onto the realizations within the lower-frequency 
synthesis processes, simply aren’t able to steadily fixate their Focuses within these Levels, as me. 
Remove your susceptibility, arrogance, insolence, envy, jealousy and other connections to the lower-
frequency activity, and you will immediately feel such a powerful increase of your own capacities 
and capabilities, that all your previous doubts regarding your Form incapacity in compassion with 
mine, will vanish. It’s just that Levels of the steady dynamics of the Focus of Constructive Activity of 
Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness of my НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, are bit different 
than of the majority of you. But this creative state of Self-Consciousness isn’t being an exception; 
it is inherent not only to me, but also to a multitude of other “people”, who will be able to evolve 
and develop fast, and transform the outer Reality into much more harmonious variations of possible 
ETERNAL Existence, once they profoundly cognize the IISSIIDIOLOGY and, literally, “saturate” 
their Self-Consciousness by the corresponding IISSIIDIOLOGICAL ФЛАКС (FLUX)-СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms. 

14.15997. Individual abilities depend on the Direction of the creation field, in which every one of 
you is being realized throughout the chosen spheres of your interests and preferences, as a Form-
Creator of Sub-Consciousness. For instance, I am entirely devoted to the most reliable transmission 
of the IISSIIDIOLOGY to “people”. Some other “people”, who have also predominantly departed 
from certain lower-frequency activity, are realizing in variable Synthesis Directions; and depending 
on the degree of compatibility or dissension of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of their Direction 
Path in relation to the superior СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of “human” Direction, they will also 
develop abilities, similar to mine, or other types of abilities, which are very subjectively defined by 
you as an “extrasensory”. 

QUESTION: Oris, I am sorry, but I don’t really understand your information in relation to 
the lower dimensional ranges. In the “Fundamentals”, when you have described the first 
three synthesis Levels of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI), you have also mentioned the 
manifestation quality of Formo-Creators of these Levels through the Self-Consciousness 
psyche in a form of various types of aggression and violence, and you have also said that the 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of these Levels variously manifest through the psyche of all 
“people”. Hence, it is quite difficult to depart the perceptions, regarding the manifestation of 
these “pyramids” and “tetrahedrons” within our Self-Consciousness.

14.15998. Well, firstly, I am not saying, dear Акссталккалларсс, that they are NOT being manifested 
through our Self-Consciousness, especially, if СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ (SVUULL-VVU)-conglomerates 
constructive activity is still present and can somehow reveal within the dynamics of its Formo-
Creators. Secondly, if we look at this issue from the prospective of a larger veracity degree, and 
extrapolate the psychisms of 0-2-dimension Formo-Creators into your psyche, you will clearly 
comprehend that there isn’t any aggression present in their synthesis dynamics at all. They aren’t 
aggressors or vandals, bloodthirsty infanticides or sadists. Such are the variable Conscious Forms, so 
primitively and forthrightly realizing through their Configurations. It is normal for them to destruct 
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any type of Form (whether it is “their own” or “someone else’s” – regardless!), or annihilate the 
results of any Creation. It’s completely normal and obvious process, and within their motivational 
model, which is also based on the resonant Principle, any type of destruction of Configurations of 
various “karma-fractions”, is being an integral part of their own Constructive realization, which in 
turn consists of the search of the most resonating Configurations.

14.15999. And if the required “tetrahedron” and “pyramidal” Configurations are structuring more 
complex Forms of Self-Consciousness or their СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, the only way to 
“acquire “ them is to destruct the whole Form of Self-Consciousness entirely. This is similar to how 
the small children behave, when in order to derive a certain item from the complex device, they 
simply break the device itself without hesitation, since that certain item in it interests them much 
more than a complete device as a whole. This is due to the one very simple (and, as I suppose – 
valid and justifying all their destruction actions) reason – the energy-informational interrelations, 
structuring them, are extremely unstable. And if they wouldn’t be able to self-organize into the 
more stable Configurations, not a single Form of Consciousness, structuring the superior ranges of 
Energy-Plasma, would be able to synthesize and manifest. 

14.16000. Hence, the degree of their proto-form egocentrism through the corresponding Forms 
of Self-Consciousness is manifested so powerfully and vividly, that only their own Creation and 
Desires they perceive as valid, implementing them all from a very simplified point of view: I need 
it, and I must have it. And believe me that the СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ (SVUULL-VVU)-Creators don’t feel any 
aggression towards any one, since such their all-destruction reactions – is the very Sense of their 
synthesizing realizations, this is all their logic and perception; by performing all that destruction 
(the reconstruction) of the least stable (i.e. tensor) in their manifestation (in relation to other Formo-
Creators) “areas” of Configuration of partially synthesized “karma-fractions”, they implement the 
very important function in the sequential Synthesis of more qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness. 
We, from the positions of our subjectively-limited Perceptions regarding “ourselves” and the outer 
reality, interpret their actions as aggression, violence, vandalism or cruelty; that’s because our 
Formo-Creators, possessing the extensive synthesis Experience of such realizations (through the 
Formo-Creators actions of lesser-qualitative НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations), know full well 
about the much more qualitative solutions.

14.16001. If the simplest “karma-fractions”, during the realization of these inherent to them 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, would resonate with Formo-Creators Configurations directly, 
and not through the much higher-qualitative brain Formo-Creators, then certain Forms of Self-
Consciousness, bearing the predominant activity of egocentric realizations over the sense of self-
preservation, which is generated by the Formo-Creators of more qualitative Levels, would be able 
to manifest in our Continuum groups. Such Self-Consciousness Forms would self-destruct fast, 
since they wouldn’t be able to preserve even their own biological body – they would perceive it as a 
realization target for their momentary destructive desire. Therefore, in their own Realities, Formo-
Creators of 0-2-dimensional levels are often manifested by means of much lesser “destructible” 
Forms of Consciousness, for instance – minerals. 

14.16002. Please tell me – do you know any such “individual”, who only destructs everything, 
without creating something? Correct - this is simply impossible. Any such “individual”, within the 
structure of their Self-Consciousness, utilizes certain Configuration parts of these lower-frequency 
“karma-fractions”, and, superimposing the already synthesized Perceptions (more stable СФУУР-
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ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms), implements the ambition, for instance. The ambition creates the desire of 
winning at all costs, even if that implies the destruction of someone else; but the mere destruction 
isn’t being the sole objective here. The primary objective is to create something, which is more 
coherent with the destructor’s ambitions. The ambition – is an attribute of lower mind (constructive 
manifestations of ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ (LUUDMII-SVUU)-Formo-Creators), which correlates to the 3rd 
Level of АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI) and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA) – the poorly-
rational activity. 

14.16003. The signs of higher mind commence to manifest through the Formo-Creators 
Configurations, resonating to СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of karmic Channels of the 4th Level 
of АРГЛЛААМУНИ and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA), through which such qualities as 
ambition, jealousy, envy, and other psycho-egocentric tendencies, can manifest in full within Form-
systems. Thus, the lower-frequency ВВУ(VVU)-Information of Formo-Creators of 0-2-dimesional 
range, “intersperses” into the slloogrent dynamics of form-creation processes of “karma-fractional” 
Formo-Creators of higher Levels, forcing the Self-Consciousness towards the indirect realization of 
the 1-2-dimensional range dynamics by means of the Desire methods realization changes. Since the 
“karma-fraction” СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ (SVUULL-VVU)-Configurations are concurrently being the structural 
Elements of more higher-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, are potentially always existing 
as various background “superstructures” in their synthesis dynamics, any instances of incomplete 
synthesis within more qualitative Levels of the slloogrent dynamics of ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ (LUUDMII-
SVUU)-Formo-Creators, become the instances of the simultaneous possibility for lesser-frequency 
“karma-fraction” Formo-Creators. 

14.16004. Please keep in mind that You, in relation to Forms of Your concurrent manifestation 
throughout Space-Time, as well as the multitypeness of constructive realization of Consciousness 
of these Forms – are slloogrent, and any Formo-Creators dynamics is also slloogrent, i.e. “filtering 
out” of the outer reality only what is the most necessary for its farther constructive development. 
The outer reality – is the flux of ВВУ(VVU)-Information of the global development scenario of the 
current duvuyllerrt Continuum groups, where each Form-Creator, regardless of the manifestation 
Level of its Configuration, “filters out” only the necessary information, which would assist in the 
implementation of this realization. 

QUESTION: Ok, following this logic, one can conclude, that the ФЛАКС (FLUX) Sub-
Consciousness Forms must also “suffer” from the indirect aggression manifestation trough 
their inherent analogs of our psyche. The same “tetrahedrons” structure the СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)–Forms of higher-dimensional ranges, for instance, 4th and the 5th, which 
means that incompletely-synthesized tensions will remain, correct?

14.16005. – Not at all, dear Ллииуллсс! Flatly not at all! All tensions always remain within all 
“karma-fractions”, all the way to Configurations of Karma-Forms of the 12th dimension; they only 
being increased qualitatively: the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which we subjectively define 
as high-frequency, always possess the tensions for the lesser-qualitative СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms; in the next, more qualitative range, there will be even more high-frequency СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms, which will become the tension source for them, and so on. As the Formo-
Creators reach the new Self-Consciousness Levels, the older СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms 
completely synthesize with “tetrahedrons” and “pyramids” of other Quality Aspects, and vanish 
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from their Constrictive Activity; but in their place, another СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms appear, 
which are more qualitative, but not in any way less active then the previous ones!

14.16006. Let me remind you of what a “tetrahedron” is. The “tetrahedron” – is an extremely unstable 
Configuration of certain Information, synthesizing into more complex and balanced states of its 
slloogrentity with the assistance of the Energy-Potential of the eglleroliftive Impulse, primordially 
programmed (individually inherent) into the svilgs-dynamics of svilgson Formo-Creators of every 
Pure Quality. The Information itself carries within it no aggression, no destruction, nothing of this 
kind. But it is being perceived that way, because these simplest “karma-fractions” haven’t yet become 
the additional part of a more qualitative svilgs-dynamics of your Formo-Creators, and therefore you 
treat them as foreign “elements”, with suspicion and skepticism. Provided for the high-frequency 
Energy-Potential of Formo-Creators Configurations of ФЛАКС (FLUX) Realities, the manifestation 
slloogrentity of the same Information simply transforms (modifies, transfigures) into ФЛАКС (FLUX)-
Forms, inherent to their manifestation Levels; and if for some reason it discords with them, it’s not 
being destroyed or annihilated, instead it’s being resonantly re-allocated (differentiated) throughout 
all the multitude of other Formo-Creators Configurations, for which these manifestation Forms of 
the Energy-Information play the positive and creative role. 

14.16007. The “tetrahedron” Information discords with our perceptions, since it creates tensions 
within the dynamics of our Self-Consciousness with certain Aspects, the carriers of which in 
this Continuum groups are being the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms, and upon the “unformed” 
manifestation circumstances this Information isn’t able to enter into any type of interrelation with 
your ВВУ(VVU)-Creators Configurations. But it has created tensions – the Directions, where the 
harmonizing svilgs-sphering should occur, elevating the quality of the implemented Synthesis 
onto the new Comprehension and successful interaction Levels between various multi-Qualitative 
Formo-Creators. The Information itself is never “bad” or “negative”, as you currently see it; in other 
combinations, in other Synthesis schemas, inherent to other Proto-Forms or more balanced Levels 
of our Self-Consciousness (Sub-Consciousness), synthesized with Formo-Creators Configurations 
of current Proto-Forms, this Information is being eglleroliftive and constructive. 

14.16008. For instance, we take a certain Quality, not really compatible with Aspects of THE-Will-
Intellect in the bilateral Synthesis processes. The mere fact of incompatibility in the beginning 
provokes the instances of misunderstanding of Formo-Creators: “What is this? This is garbage! 
This is – nothing, emptiness!” Any instant of incomprehension is a sign of denial and rejection of 
something, with which you can’t really associate yourself yet. Accordingly, the Formo-Creators 
don’t perceive the Aspects and sub-Aspects of the incompatible Qualities as something, which can 
be effectively utilized for the self-realization. If there is no realization opportunity visible, this 
something automatically is being rejected and denied. However, that in turn automatically creates 
tensions, negativity and interconnection unwillingness. 

14.16009. The dissonance (negativity) in relation to someone or something arises only because 
the current type of Energy-Information belongs to other Proto-Forms Formo-Creators of different 
Synthesis schema. However, when sub-Aspects of another Quality (compatible one) begin to draw 
into the dynamics of our Self-Consciousness along with its Aspects, which results in an inter-quality 
Synthesis; then follows the succession of sequential resonant svilgs-sphering instances, the more 
“compatible” conditions are created within Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators Configurations, and 
the Quality, which in the beginning was perceived negatively by Formo-Creators, is viewed positively: 
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“Oh! I can utilize this Information like THAT!” Why this happens? Because the Self-Consciousness 
Configuration has enriched by the multitude of other energy-informational interrelations, meaning 
that the Formo-Creators, which possess the required experience have joined the group, and they 
know the new information, which previously seemed unclear, full well. At that point the new 
Information, structured by Formo-Creators of same “tetrahedrons” and “pyramids” ceased to be 
identified with aggression and negativity. Previously it was perceived that way, since there was a 
small amount of Formo-Creators, responsible for the organization of these interrelations, and also 
due to the ignorance – shortage of more genuine Energy-Information within the Self-Consciousness 
Configuration.

14.16010. There are more energy-informationally compatible and less energy-informationally 
compatible groups of “karma-fraction” Formo-Creators, beginning from the “tetrahedron” levels. 
First, the Configurations of compatible “tetrahedrons” enter into the resonant interrelations with each 
other, which consist of the different structuring constituent Information elements, but nevertheless, 
it’s being perceived interactively by multi-Qualitative “peaks” Formo-Creators. And even though 
it is quite difficult for you to draw a certain parallel here, because within the range of the sub 
vibrational processes the analog systems of Perception work differently, but some “analogs” of the 
mutual understanding and continuation of a mutual collaboration conditions, are also inherent for 
Formo-Creators of this Level.

QUESTION: Oris, you have indicated that there are groups of “human” Continuums, which 
are manifested within 2, 5 – 3, 0 dimensional levels. I suppose that this is typical example of 
the fact, that the predominant Self-Consciousness Creative Activity of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms, manifested in that range is positioned within the +3, 0 dimensional ranges, where 
the inner-quality Synthesis activity of the finalizing phases, including the beginning phases 
of the inter-quality Synthesis is high. The Self-Conscious НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms, 
manifested within such Continuums, are structured by “octahedron-hexahedron karma-
fractions”, the major part of which, in accordance with ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Synthesis 
schema, belongs to two types of resonant zones: the first has evidently dominating synthesis 
processes of Aspect Formo-Creators of THE-Love-Wisdom Quality, while the second possesses 
the obvious dominance of THE-Will-Intellect Formo-Creators. Could the lower-frequency 
dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms actually be 
the cause of influence of weakly-synthesized narrow-range Formo-Creators Configurations 
of “tetrahedrons” and “pyramids” of the second Dominant, at the time of its juncture to 
“hexahedrons” of the first Dominant?

14.16011. No, dear Аллксзааусста, it’s not so. The inter-quality Synthesis between the two 
Dominants is implemented through the more or less equal inner-qualitatively synthesized “karma-
fractions” of both Qualities. The specific, actively resonating with each other, “hexahedron karma-
fractional parts” of THE-Love-Wisdom Quality Formo-Creators, are being attracted towards the 
specific “hexahedron karma-fractional parts” of THE Will-Intellect Formo-Creators, as a result of 
which, the certain redeployment of Formo-Creators inside of the newly formed “hexahedron karma-
fraction”, within the Configuration of which the mostly dissonant “tetrahedrons” and “pyramids” of 
background Qualities Formo-Creators immediately “brake out” of the mutual Synthesis dynamics, 
(instantly being attracted towards the more resonant with them “hexahedrons”), while more compatible 
“karma-fractions” are being attracted in their place. Therefore within the 3-4-dimensional range, the 
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inter-quality Synthesis is implemented only between the unstable Configuration parts of already 
formed “hexahedrons”, with a subsequent background alteration of Aspects of the more compatible 
Qualities (which were formed first) onto the Aspects of lesser compatible Qualities (because of the 
greater participation of multi-qualitative Formo-Creators in the Synthesis process). 

14.16012. Within the inferior sub-levels of 3-4-dimenaional ranges, in the already synthesized 
“hexahedron” CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators of the two “human” Dominants, in the background 
mode (not destroying the already formed “hexahedrons”, but instead creating on their basis the 
additional ones, mostly resonating with one another, “karma-fractions”), the “tetrahedron” CAF-
dynamics of Formo-Creators of all the other ten Qualities, powerfully “engages”, which greatly 
weakens the influence of eglleroliftive Impulses of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Direction hvasslons, 
since many types of the energy-informational interconnections with corresponding Elements are 
missing, preventing the implementation of the inter-quality Synthesis with НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) 
Configurations Formo-Creators.

14.16013. Hence, the low-frequency proto-form activity is quite common for the Creative dynamics 
of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, manifested within these Levels, factually distinguishing 
“people” from animals only in terms of the Form and not the Levels of Self-Consciousness: all their 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms are synthesized with a goal of a maximum survivability, oriented 
towards the rough realization of an instinctive behavior, acquiring of the larger living space and 
resources, which aid in the implementation of all this – power, wealth and fame, the presence of which 
also powerfully feeds the self-significance Illusion within their Self-Consciousness. Therefore, it is 
quite common to observe in our “current” groups of “human” Continuums, avid and unscrupulous, 
mendacious and double-faced, merciless and vicious, cynical and harsh “individuals”, positioned 
at the “helm” of various structures of power. Their first two pairs of inferior Levels of ИИССИИ-
ДИ-Centers are weakly developed, and they cling to the “high” society at any cost (usually at the 
others expense). 

14.16014. In the middle-frequency Levels of the current range, upon the increasing synthesis 
degree of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration Formo-Creators with “tetrahedron” proto-form 
dynamics (possessing its inherent Experience), the “hexahedron” dynamics of their Focuses is 
being sequentially densely “accreted” by various “pyramidal” interrelations with Formo-Creators 
of already synthesized “tetrahedrons”, which can differ tremendously between one another in 
terms of the hvasslon svilgs-dynamics, and by connecting with “hexahedron” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Configurations Formo-Creators they form the variable types of “human” Resomirals in the 
slloogrentity of Space-Time. The great deal of energy-information synthesis with Aspects of both 
Dominants allows the Formo-Creators of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Self-Consciousness of the middle-
frequency Levels of removing of their constructive activity limitations in terms of the roughly-
egocentric Interests, as well as the engaging into the realization through the elementary altruistic 
manifestations and intellectual activity. More often this is being the circumstantial consequences of 
the synthesis dynamics of hvasslons of the two “human” Dominants (since the characteristic signs 
of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction in these Synthesis Levels aren’t yet clearly defined), and 
not the specific manifestations, inherent to Aspect Formo-Creators of certain already synthesized 
background Qualities within the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration. 
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QUESTION: Oris, I have an additional question: what is the difference between Resomirals, 
and how exactly implemented the energy-informational interaction within them?

14.16015. Dear Галлфиллиросс, the manifestation dynamics of Configurations of Self-Consciousness 
Forms within Resomirals, which represents the structural part of the mutual dynamics of Form-
Systems, differs from the dynamics of the last by the fact that it doesn’t depend on the “individual” 
affiliation to a certain race, nation, country or nationality (plus, it doesn’t even depend on the Proto-
Form affiliation within the Resomirals of the highest dimensional Levels), but only takes into 
account the resonant peculiarities of Self-Consciousness Configurations, without the presence of 
which none of Self-Consciousness Forms would be able to become the dynamics part of the current 
Resomiral. To some degree, the Resomiral organization principles of the Constructive Activity of 
Formo-Creators resemble the formation principles within various Collective Consciousness types of 
such, already known to you, structure fractals as Egregors. The only difference is – in the Resomirals 
the Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness affiliation to various Proto-Forms, factually, has no 
significance, unless the current Configuration powerfully resonates with a certain part of all the 
other Configurations of current Resomiral. That is why all the “human” Resomirals, which were 
formed within the “boundary” (for НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations) proto-form Direction 
resopasons, are represented by Formo-Creators Configurations of not only the “human” types of 
Self-Consciousness, but also these, which have a high resonance effect with them. 

14.16016. At that, the “hexahedron” dynamics of all the multitude of “human” Resomirals, which 
are inside of themselves, are differentiated onto the multitude of various types (races, nations, 
cultures and religions – i.e. sub-sub-scenario and sub-scenario types of inter-quality Synthesis of 
the two ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Dominants), coupled with the “hexahedron” dynamics of the 
infinite multitude of animalistic and vegetative Resomirals, - are completely different Spheres of 
the realization creation, and because of the principle difference in Synthesis schemas of various 
Dominant pairs, each one of them has their own energy-informational structure. Again – not all 
“hexahedrons” are the same. 

14.16017. For instance, some of the “human hexahedron” Resomirals have a tendency towards 
the resonant attraction of already stable synthesized “octahedron” Forms to their dynamics. The 
“inter-hexahedron” dynamics between “cubes” (which, as I am sure you recall, represent the various 
types of the “spheroidicity” in their svilgs-dynamics, and not simply “cubes”!), is implemented due 
to the fact of the presence of various degree of resonant-quality-differential energy-information 
interconnections between their Form-Creator Configurations, “octahedron”, for instance, which 
in turn allows the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators themselves quite easily “re-focus” into the 
“icosahedron” Configurations in the boundary resopasons with the “dodecahedron” dynamics. 
However, this becomes evident in “hexahedrons” only upon the highest degree of an inter-quality 
Synthesis for 3-4-dimensional range.

14.16018. The Formo-Creators of the least qualitative “human” Resomirals, which are also constructed 
by the “hexahedron” dynamics, have an interconnection tendency only on the “tetrahedron” Levels. 
Upon the deepening of the inner-aspect and inter-aspect Synthesis as well as the finalizing stage of 
an inter-quality Synthesis within their own sub-level, the “tetrahedron” Formo-Creators, resonantly 
“included” into the dynamics of certain “hexahedrons”, easily merge into “pyramids” (sometimes 
only formed “pyramids” can also be utilized), while it is impossible for Formo-Creators of other 
Resomirals. Hence, this will be the other animal type Resomirals, and for various reasons these 
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Proto-Forms Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators wouldn’t be able to interconnect with each other 
in this fashion. 

14.16019. For instance, birds and lions are manifested in Continuums of the “hexahedron” dynamics. 
However, the energy-informational interrelations, providing the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators 
of these Proto-Forms with Formo-Creators of other types of Self-Consciousness are quite different 
from one another and are very specific. Moreover, if “tetrahedron” dynamics is “embedded” into 
the “inter-hexahedron” interrelations, it can have various svilgs characteristics, reflecting the 
narrow-specific attributes of certain (out of the infinite number of them) sub-Aspects or Aspects 
of a particular Quality. And if the “hexahedron” svilgs-dynamics isn’t quite compatible in that 
respect, that means that hvasslons aren’t able to fully resonantly interact with each other in these 
Formo-Creators conditions. In order for that to take place the Formo-Creators must undertake some 
intermediate Synthesis steps, perhaps with Aspects of some other Qualities. It happens very often 
when hvasslons of the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of two different Proto-Forms within the 
higher interaction Levels, aren’t able to enter into a mutual resonance with one another only because 
the interactivity on the lower Levels isn’t yet completely realized (synthesized) by their Formo-
Creators. 

14.16020. If the synthesis (realizational) interactivity between Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of various Proto-Forms are absent, or aren’t yet activated within their Self-
Consciousness Forms, then certain animal type wouldn’t be able to adequately (according to their 
own Perceptions) perceive the realization dynamics of other animal (or “human”) type; or a “human” 
wouldn’t be able to understand the exact meaning of other animals desires and realizations. That 
is due to the fact that hvasslons of various types of Self-Consciousness, organizing the synthesis 
dynamics of the two Dominants, form completely different СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, often 
bearing the directly inverse, (incompatible) meaning in the same exact situations, even within the 
same qualitative sub-levels. 

14.16021. It is the compatibility degree of Quality Aspects, which they represent within the current 
Self-Consciousness Forms through the svilgs-dynamics of the synthesizing Formo-Creators, which 
determines the hvasslon dynamics. For instance, the hvasslons of THE Love-Wisdom, THE Will-
Intellect Qualities belong to the highest compatibility group (most compatible), and therefore pretty 
easily enter into the inter-quality energy-informational interrelations with one another, beginning 
from the 3, 0 to 3, 1dimensional sub-ranges, forming the mutual (although still quite unstable) 
“hexahedron karma-fractions”. The same can be said regarding hvasslons of such Qualities, as: THE 
Stability and THE Emptiness, THE Integrity and THE Aspiration, THE Unanimity and THE Entity, 
THE Initialization and THE Mobility, THE Knowledge and THE Fullness. 

14.16022. However, there are such hvasslons, which can enter into the synthesis interrelations with 
one another only upon the partially synthesized (within the current sub-level) “hexahedron” dynamics 
of Formo-Creators of other Qualities. Therefore the inter-quality Synthesis between them begins not 
from the most inferior sub-levels of 3-4 dimensional ranges, but rather from 1-2 Levels of АИГЛ-
ЛИЛЛИАА-ОРЛААКТОР (ORLAAKTOR) (for instance, THE-Love-THE Wisdom and THE-Stability, 
THE-Will-Intellect and THE-Integrity, THE-Emptiness and THE-Aspiration, THE-Unanimity and 
THE-Initialization, THE-Entity and THE-Knowledge, THE-Mobility and THE-Fullness);
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 − Or from the 2-3rd Levels (for instance, THE-Unanimity and THE-Love-Wisdom, THE-Entity 
and THE-Will-Intellect, THE-Initialization and THE-Stability, THE-Mobility and THE-
Emptiness, THE-Knowledge and THE-Integrity, THE-Fullness and THE-Aspiration);

 − Or only beginning from 3-4th Levels (for instance, THE-Love-Wisdom and THE-Fullness, 
THE-Will-Intellect and THE-Knowledge, THE-Stability and THE-Mobility, THE-Emptiness 
and THE-Initialization, THE-Integrity and THE-Entity, THE-Aspiration and THE-Unanimity). 

14.16023. The Aspects of Formo-Creators of each Pure Quality can only come in synthesis 
interrelation with other hvasslons Formo-Creators under the certain conditions. Meaning that upon 
the more profound inter-quality Synthesis with Formo-Creators of certain, resonantly compatible 
Configurations they gradually enter into certain background interrelationships (on the sub-Aspect 
levels) with Formo-Creators of less compatible Qualities, and upon the gradual deepening into 
their svilgs-dynamics, sequentially annihilate the primordially existing tensions and overcome the 
dissonant distances, “separating” them. Only after that their Configurations are able to manifest 
in the specific situations, providing all possible opportunities for the implementation of the inter-
quality Synthesis. 

14.16024. Have you ever thought about why the hvasslons Formo-Creators Configurations (and, 
all svilgsons in general) of certain Pure Qualities are more compatible with one another, while the 
Configurations of other svilgsons are less compatible with one another? Ok, let me remind you that 
the process of the inertial differentiation of the slloogrent flux of the Energy-Information (please 
recall the example with the crossing beams of the twelve multicolor flashlights) has certain resonant 
zones, which are formed by the specific Energy-Information, predominantly inherent for certain 
types of inter-quality intercrossing, and not so much for other types. However this effect is only 
inherent for the most contrasting (“external”) parts, located in the nearest proximity to the illusory 
(subjectively perceived only by us, as the “source” of multi-qualitative types of radiation) set of 
“switched on flashlights” – conditionally not yet synthesized state of twelve ОО-УУ-Entitys (which, 
of cause, isn’t possible in reality!). 

14.16025. Upon the more gradual deepening into the mutual inter-radial multi-qualitative dynamics 
(i.e. the CAF-DRF-dynamics frequency increase in Levels of the inertially synthesized Energy-
Plasma), the illusory boundaries of the complex (mixed with others) manifestation of each of the 
“variegated flashlights” progressively obliterate; moreover, beginning from certain Levels of their 
revealing it is impossible to differentiate any individual color characteristics, which were previously 
inherent to each of these twelve “flashlights”. The same is true about the conditional degrees of the 
inter-quality “compatibility” or “incompatibility”: within the most inferior, low-frequency Levels of 
the synthesis svilgs-dynamics manifestation of multi-Qualitative Formo-Creators, this phenomenon 
is more vividly pronounced, while within the higher-frequency Levels it is expressed in a minor 
decreasing form. This is because the dissonant distances (vividly expressed peculiarities of each 
of the Pure Qualities) between the different “parts” of the slloogrent Configurations of various 
Forms of Self-Consciousness, inertially synthesized by multi-Qualitative Formo-Creators, are being 
constantly balanced and reduced, which enables them to clex the outer Space-Time with more 
universal СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, structured by the realization dynamics, inherent to the 
multitude of Proto-Forms, representing various types of Collective Intellects. Beginning from the 
9-10th synthesized dimensional Levels, any qualitative individual svilgson characteristics of various 
Qualities practically disappear. 
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14.16026. The remarkable in its evolutional Sense, attribute of the diffusive duvuyllerrt slloogrentity 
of Formo-Creators Configurations of all Proto-Forms, is being the cause of the fact, that upon the 
gradual drastic deepening of CAF-DRF-dynamics hvasslons Formo-Creators of the “human” Forms 
of Self-Consciousness into the svilgs-dynamics of Formo-Creators of other proto-form Directions, 
the “human” types of “hexahedron” Resomirals are gradually being transformed into “hexahedron” 
Resomirals of some of the animal Proto-Forms. Why is that? Because the hvasslon svilgs-
dynamics of the certain “human” Dominants begins the more intensive and stable inter-merging and 
interchanging by qualitatively other hvasslon svilgs-dynamics of one of the Dominants of Proto-
Form Self-Consciousness of the current proto-form Direction.

14.16027. Every single one of such “shifts” (refocusings) is possible because the Formo-Creators of 
the current “karma-fraction” groups, structuring the current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, 
aren’t able to “self-project” (manifest their CAF-dynamics) into the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations of the more qualitative Forms of Self-Consciousness because their own ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations lack the multi-qualitative Elements (sub-Aspects or Aspects), which are necessary for 
the implementation of process of the inter-quality Synthesis; this remains so until the missing energy-
informational interrelations, causing the tension conditions with СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of 
the current Direction, are totally synthesized. The absence of possibilities for the corresponding 
constructive realization forces the hvasslons of “human” Dominants to “shift” the CAF-dynamics of 
Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators throughout all possible Directions simultaneously, as well as to 
“project” the synthesized Experience into the НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU)-Configurations of ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Direction. 

14.16028. Coming back to the question, I wish to note that in the higher-frequency 3rd -4th -dimensional 
range (but within the conditional limits of the marginal sub-levels of the ФЛАКС (FLUX) dynamics of 
4th -5th dimensional levels) the interconnection principles between “hexahedron-pyramidal” Formo-
Creators Configurations become more stipulated by the “octahedron” interrelations they synthesize, 
which allows them to gradually “re-project” the CAF-dynamics of Forms of Self-Consciousness 
they structure, into the superior (for the current dimensional range) high-frequency “icosahedron” 
Levels, which are organized by рорантами and by structuring ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators of the inferior 
Resomirals of the 4th-5th dimensional range. Beginning with these Levels, the sufficient degree of 
the primary and secondary synthesis activity of “hexahedron-octahedron” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations, allows the manifestation of the stable Constructive Activity in the TES-“unfolding” 
dynamics of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of the “projections” 
of строолгов (паарруурсы, аамморфы, аилггиллуфцы and many other civilizations of кройдлов) 
and тлоондов (ловиргийдцы, регоспорруты, придмлы and many other civilizations of аоссоо-
нов), which establish the qualitative synthesis foundation for the formation of precisely the ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Self-Consciousness types in the diffusive НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms by means 
of inherent to them ФИМИ-УМПИ-dynamics. 

14.16029. Now, after we have reviewed the general principles of the synthesis manifestation of 
“hexahedron” Formo-Creators Configurations in various Levels of 3rd-4th dimensional ranges, let’s 
attempt to closely review the process of the energy-informational interrelations between ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations of multi-qualitative Formo-Creators in even more narrow sub-ranges, for instance, 
3-3, 1-dimensional resonant zones. If, for instance, the Configurations of independent “tetrahedron 
karma-fractions” of a certain background Quality resonantly engage in the already synthesized 
“hexahedron” dynamics, each of these “tetrahedrons” Formo-Creators will be in minority, comparing 
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to the already synthesized dynamics of Formo-Creators of 24-dominant “tetrahedrons” (which are 
structuring the “hexahedron”), and thus, the energy-informational interrelations, inherent to these 
independent “tetrahedrons” will reveal in a very weak fashion, comparing to the Constructive 
Activity of the primary “bulk” of the “mother-hexahedron” Formo-Creators; per se they will lock 
onto one or a few, out of already synthesized 24 “tetrahedrons” by their own svilgs-dynamics, at the 
same time forming the “duplex pyramid”, consisting out the two “tetrahedrons”, half-submerged 
into the primary “hexahedron” dynamics. 

14.16030. Since the Formo-Creators of the newly attached “tetrahedron” aren’t able to utilize the 
Information and its inherent Energy potential of Formo-Creators of the “mother-hexahedron” due to 
the high degree of the qualitative diversity of their Configurations, the constructive creativity Levels, 
accessible through the “unfolding” Self-Consciousness TES-dynamics to both – the Configurations 
of “tetrahedron” and “hexahedron” Formo-Creators, will considerably differ, which inevitably lead 
to the increased tensions between the Formo-Creators inside the “karma-fraction”. These tensions 
can only be resolved by injecting the certain quantity of “tetrahedrons” of other background Quality 
into the current “hexahedron karma-fraction”, so that the mutual dynamics of all its Formo-Creators 
would become balanced (harmonized) due to the straitening of their Constructive Activity mode.

14.16031. This function is being the prerogative of the two Dominant hvasslons, which provide all 
the slloogrent Existence of current Self-Consciousness Form. These hvasslons don’t let the Formo-
Creators of other Proto-Forms (НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms, for instance), fully and irreversibly 
seize all the “unfolding” dynamics of Self-Consciousness Constructive Activity, because they balance 
the inner energy-informational dynamics to the allowable limits of the qualitative manifestation. 
Therefore, the “inclusion” quantity is strictly regulated, since every additional resonant instance 
of the “inclusion” of the background “tetrahedron” into the “hexahedron” interrelationships, leads 
to the “prolapse” of the specific dominant “hexahedron”, which most actively participated in the 
process of the tension formation in relation to the current background Quality. 

14.16032. The “prolapsed tetrahedron” has manifested at the very same instant (except it didn’t 
move or shift anywhere, as you are imagining it, but only “re-projected”) within the Formo-Creators 
hexahedron dynamics, which structure the previous (slightly less synthesized, thus slightly less 
qualitative) sub-level. As soon as the degree of the background activity inside the “hexahedron” 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration reaches about 30%, the balancing of the CAF-dynamics occurs 
in relation to the specific t-indicator (≈ 70% - is the influence of eglleroliftive hvasslon Impulses 
of the two “human” Dominants + ≈ 30% - is the background Quality influence), while at the same 
time, the tension opportunities for the similar sequential “inclusion” of certain other background 
Qualities into the current “hexahedron tetrahedron karma-fraction” are being created. The dominant 
hvasslons, in the slloogrent configurations of which all the “reciprocating” inter-quality Synthesis 
process, as well as the inertial “re-projecting” of CAF-dynamics of all Formo-Creators, is primordially 
“embedded”, determine the exact type of the background Quality in question. 

14.16033. The sequential “implementation” of Formo-Creators Configurations of additional 
“tetrahedrons”, which represent the additional background Quality, also results in the “expelling” 
from the current “hexahedron” Configuration of a certain, quite insignificant amount of the dominant 
“tetrahedrons” and larger quantity of background “tetrahedrons”, representing the source of the 
newly formed tension. This process lasts until the tension somewhat levels (≈65% - dominant 
manifestations, ≈35% - two background Qualities influence). This process of the gradual Synthesis 
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lasts until there is ≈50% hvasslon and ≈50% other background Qualities influence within the CAF-
dynamics of Formo-Creators of “hexahedron” karma-fraction (every step is characterized by partial 
exchange of the background and dominant “tetrahedrons”). 

14.16034. That is precisely what I define as the profound inter-quality Synthesis criteria for Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators of each sub-level of 3rd-4th dimensional range. As the dimensional 
dynamics increases, the tension degree decreases due to the balancing of energy-information 
interrelationships between Formo-Creators inside the “hexahedron karma-fraction” itself as well 
as the more active resonant attraction of already synthesized multi-qualitative “pyramid” and 
“octahedron” Configurations (the peculiarities of which are also engaged by Dominant hvasslons 
in order to annihilate the constantly forming tensions), towards the narrow-specific “tetrahedron” 
dynamics, which forms the “facets” and “ribs” of “hexahedron karma-fraction”. 

14.16035. As you can see, Formo-Creators of “tetrahedron” karma-fractions are dissonant towards 
the various constituent Elements of that Configuration and when they “interpose” into the energy-
information dynamics of “hexahedron” (“icosahedron”, dodecahedron” and so on) Configurations, 
they begin to “undermine” that more or less stable system, which is formed on a qualitative basis 
and limited by the previous interrelationships and Perceptions, thus contributing the qualitative 
transformation of already synthesized СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of existing “karma-fractions”. 
Therefore it is partially true, that in order to create anything new, one has to somewhat destroy the 
existing object, relationship, event, or perception. In this case the “tetrahedrons” play the role of 
the dissonant dynamics source, which is destructive towards the rest of Formo-Creators, who in 
turn has formed the more qualitative, higher-frequency Configuration. By “imposing” into partially 
synthesized interrelationships between various Formo-Creators, they reveal the tensions, and while 
partially reconstructing them, commence to transform them into a something more complete. 

14.16036. Formo-Creators of “parent karma-fraction” have no other choice but to resonantly 
comply with the influence of this Information, and subsequently include it into the existing CAF-
dynamics. That requires the tension annihilation, which have emerged upon the adjourning with 
another “tetrahedron”, so that the whole “hexahedron” Configuration becomes balanced. The 
previous “hexahedron” Configuration isn’t being destroyed, but after being slightly deformed, it is 
reconstructed and modernized (improves), acquiring a different, slightly more qualitative higher-
frequency. Consequently this is the process of “quantizing” (clexing) of different part of slloogrent 
Space-Time due to the fact that previous tensions have balanced; also because the new “tetrahedron” 
was introduced into the “hexahedron”, the new interrelationships between Formo-Creators have 
emerged, in turn forming the new Space “geometry”. And this new “geometry” already belongs to 
different development scenario. 

14.16037. This is how the process of the qualitative “re-projecting” of the Formo-Creators CAF-
dynamics (and our own re-focusing within the slloogrent structures of Self-Consciousness) takes 
place. This process occurs not because they (or we) just wanted it to happen, but as a result of 
alteration of frequency of their Configurations; as soon as the frequency is changed, they instantly 
belong to different scenario, which structures the different “point” of Space-Time. Each subsequent 
“tetrahedron” resonantly merges not with the whole “hexahedron” altogether, but with a certain, most 
resonating part of it. Each “hexahedron” also consists of “tetrahedrons”, energy-informationally 
unified into the “pyramidal” and “octahedron” structures, which, following the merging of an 
additional “tetrahedron”, have formed a somewhat unstable Configuration within Space-Time – a 
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deformed “cube”. In order for the Configuration formation to become stable and balanced again, 
one “tetrahedron” has to leave this formation. Which one should leave? That should be the most 
“conflicting” (dissonant) one, comparing to all other participants of the newly formed “karma-
fraction”. Joining of yet another “tetrahedron” destabilizes the newly balanced interrelationships 
and dominant hvasslons again automatically balance the tensions inside of the “new” formation, 
while Formo-Creators are being “re-projecting” into a more qualitative Configuration, which in turn 
belongs to other “point” of Space-Time”…

14.16038. This is how the process of inertial “quantizing” by Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators 
of all objects and event Configurations (primordially synthesized “Space geometry”) of the outer 
reality, occurs. The deeper (more diverse) Experience the “hexahedron” Configurations of Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators possess, the more universal (less limited by certain СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms) Perceptions of the global slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Information they would be 
able to resonate with during the process of inertial TES-“decompressions”, and thus, have better 
opportunities for more qualitative clexing of the outer Space-Time “geometry”. What is the actual 
criterion of the “more qualitative” Experience for Self-Consciousness Forms, manifested throughout 
the 3-4 dimensional ranges? It’s a large quantity of multi-Qualitative “tetrahedrons” within the 
current Configuration, or, already synthesized “pyramids” and “octahedrons”, embedded into 
the “hexahedron” dynamics. That factor is capable of insuring the presence of a large quantity of 
various interrelationships between sub-Aspects or Aspects of various Qualities within each of the 
“hexahedrons”. 

14.16039. Hence, the larger the amount of Information, inherent to the multitude of other “hexahedron” 
Resomirals, is being “projected” (through “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and “octahedrons” of other 
background Qualities) into the synthesis dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators, the 
more qualitative (higher-frequency) can its Constructive Activity be. That is because the general 
hexahedron “quality” remains the same, regardless the quantity of “tetrahedrons”, belonging to 
the same background Quality it contains – the slloogrentity of higher-qualitative Configurations 
represents the quintEntity of less synthesized Configurations Experience. If the background 
Qualities, structuring the “hexahedron” are different (for instance, various “tetrahedrons” represent 
various amounts of partially synthesized Experience of such Qualities as THE-Mobility, THE-
Integrity and THE-Entity), the global volume of multi-Qualitative synthesized, but resonantly 
identical Information (otherwise they wouldn’t be able to resonantly attract towards one another!), 
“projected” (concentrated, potentially manifested) within the exact same Energy-potential of Formo-
Creators, tremendously increases. The inertial manifestation dynamics (per the conditional unit of 
time) of such “hexahedron karma-fraction” Configuration contains (already synthesized) the larger 
amount of Information than within the Configuration, bearing the lesser amount of Formo-Creators 
of various background Qualities, which is actually an important sign of a higher frequency (when 
the larger amount of multi-Qualitative Formo-Creators participate in the Synthesize process of each 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form). 

QUESTION: Can it be said that the unstable “karma-fractions” in a form of detached 
“tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and “octahedrons”, are being redundant in “icosahedron” and 
“dodecahedron” Configurations of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Form, manifested within 3-4 
dimensional ranges? And because of that, they somehow discord within our “hexahedron” 
Self-Consciousness?
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14.16040. Dear Эрфийлисса, the processes of the synthesis form development have absolutely 
nothing that is “redundant or unnecessary”. Absolutely everything remains intact, and only transmutes 
into new, more qualitative Experience, where Formo-Creators of each of the Levels utilize it in their 
own, specific fashion. That’s because specific synthesis conditions form on every Level of Energy-
Plasma within Formo-Creators Configurations, which more or less are energy-informationally 
interlaced with Configurations of other Level Formo-Creators, meaning that they are capable of 
expressing their Constructive Activity in relation to them by means of similar (analogic) СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms. 

14.16041. When I say “more or less”, the “quantity” of anything isn’t implied, since the manifestation 
quality of various “parts” of slloogrent ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations throughout various Levels of 
Self-Consciousness is absolutely different. For instance, the is only one СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Form, regarding “inflammable kerosene properties”, while the Perceptions regarding its use exist 
in multiples and vary tremendously throughout various Formo-Creators - from utilizing it as a jet 
or rocket fuel, all the way to kerosene lamp or a fire kindling. There is only a certain chemical 
reaction chain, providing for the manifestation of this process, exists (hydrocarbon oxidation within 
the oxygen), but various historic Formo-Creators and various Self-Consciousness Forms utilize this 
information in a very diverse fashion, following completely different objections. Formo-Creators of 
the same slloogrent “karma-fraction” Configuration, possessing different potentials for the energy-
information interrelations, reveal themselves very differently, depending on the multi-qualitative 
synthesis degree of Self-Consciousness Form-Creator Configurations, utilizing it. 

14.16042. The multilevel Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators resonantly interact only with СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) conglomerates of the individual ODS of the current 
“individual” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration according to their inherent “unfolding” dynamics, 
but these УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) conglomerates aren’t concentrated with a certain Space-Time or an 
informational space of Self-Consciousness; they are dispersed throughout the global Creation, 
throughout all the super-temporal structures, which altogether constitute the Resomirals, Worlds, 
Realities, Continuums and Conversums. The ODS, as such, doesn’t really exist. And even Form-
Systems of various Realities also don’t exist separately from the ODS or ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-
Complexes, since ALL of that remains in a unified, interconnected and balanced resonant dynamics. 
Each “part” of the slloogrent Information of any СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form is resonantly 
“attached” (primordially “projected”) towards every possible situation, being realized throughout 
various scenarios, i.e. towards the Energies of ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators, which absolutely identically correlate to the ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration of the 
current “part”. 

14.16043. As I have mentioned previously, the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Form Formo-Creators have 
their own ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations. All the ВВУ(VVU)-Information, which they consist of, initiates 
the certain resonant degree only within Form-Systems, correlating to that salient feature. All the 
Form-Systems are created in such a way that no resonance can emerge with no apparent reason, or just 
because a certain Form-Creator wanted it to happen. In fact, Formo-Creators aren’t able to “desire” 
anything; they “possess” only a slight portion of slloogrent dynamics “projections” of the global, 
most qualitative Form-Creator, and strictly in accordance with that dynamics specifically resonantly 
manifest only within certain part of the global slloogrentity of Space-Time, which corresponds to 
their own Configuration with an utmost precision. 
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14.16044. The 0-2 dimensional range slloogrently exists throughout all the more qualitative 
“dimensional” Continuums. All our Continuums consist of 0-1, 1-2, 2-3 and what we define as 
the current, - 3-4-dimensional Continuum. The “following” 4-5-dimensional Continuums Formo-
Creators dynamics are structured by the synthesized “parts” of Formo-Creators Configurations of 
0-1, 1-2, 23-, 3-4 and 4-5 dimensional ranges. The 5-6 dimensional Continuums are structured by 0-1, 
1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 and 5-6 dimensional ranges. The Configurations of the exact same Formo-Creators 
participate in the dynamics throughout all these dimensions; however, the synthesis interrelations 
between them are being constantly improved, and, transforming into more qualitative Levels, 
become completely different. They become “different” because the constructive svilgs-dynamics 
of a certain Configuration Formo-Creators gradually being aggregated of the increasing number of 
“narrow-professional specialists”, and thus, collectively, they are able to overcome the particular 
“obstacles”, which they weren’t able to overcome earlier on their own. Everything, which we define 
as “positioned below”, exists potentially throughout all possible Continuums. 

14.16045. Please keep in mind that all Synthesis schema descriptions of any “karma-fractions” are 
expressed by me exclusively from the position of the super-temporal Observer. When I state that 
when the two “pyramids” unite they form the “octahedron”, or that three “octahedrons” unifying, 
form the “hexahedron”, - this information comes not from the rotationally-subjective “routine” of 
your outer reality, which strictly limits the Perception mechanisms by its narrow-specific inertial-
temporal conditions, but rather it is an impartial position of the super-temporal Observer, whose 
Self-Consciousness is focused throughout certain VEC-Levels, owning to which he is capable of 
perceiving the quintEntity of certain inertial processes, occurring simultaneously throughout Form-
Matter Levels (ТРУУФФОРРГ-ВУУ) and Form-Plasma Levels as well (ТРУУРРГУРРДТ-НУУ). 

14.16046. For instance, upon the unifying of the three conditional “octahedrons” into a “hexahedron” 
within the 2-3 dimensional resonant zone, the infinite number of development scenarios merge 
throughout the various slloogrent parts of Form-Matter, each of which is finalized by this very 
Synthesis act. Each of these scenarios is structured by its own Temporal Flux and can be expressed 
by its own “temporal” duration, consisting out of the strict number of the individual rotational 
Shifts. Each of these scenarios has its own unique slloogrent structure, consisting of multiple 
smaller constituents – sub-scenarios, each of which, in turn, also represents the slloogrent structure, 
containing its own slloogrent structure, consisting of other …sub-levels, and so on – into infinity. 
This very much resembles the “Matreshka-Russian doll”, only the difference is, that each larger 
matreshka has not one, but trillions of “sub-matreshkas” in it, which look very similar, but still differ 
from the “mother-matreshka” in a certain way. Of cause, each subsequent matreshka has trillions of 
other, smaller matreshkas inside it, and so on, and so forth – infinitely. 

14.16047. Every development scenario, in its energy-informational Entity, represents the slloogrent 
aggregation of the multitude of sub-scenarios, within each of which, the geometrically more simplified 
“karma-fraction” of the previous dimensional range, is being added to the “mother karma-fraction”. 
Thus, for 2-3-dimensional resonant zone, the inertial finalizing of a sub-scenario represents the act of 
addition of a standalone “pyramid” (belonging to 1-2-dimensinal resonant zone) to the “octahedron-
like mother karma-fraction”, while the succession of four of such acts forms the “hexahedron” inter-
quality Synthesis. The sub-scenario, representing the act of adjoining of a “pyramid”, also consists 
of the slloogrent aggregation of sub-scenarios, where an additional “tetrahedron” is being added to 
the “mother karma-fraction”, while the sequence of four of such sub-sub-scenarios forms the sub-
scenario of the “pyramidal” inter-quality Synthesis. 
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14.16048. The hvasslon sequence of the resonant “tetrahedron” addition and the global svilgs-
dynamics formation inside each of the sub-scenarios substantially vary, depending on the global 
energy-information “contents” of its individual TES-dynamics, since the process of the energy-
informational clexing of each “karma-fraction” throughout various sub-sub-scenarios are 
implemented differently (ДООЛЛСами, waves, ФЛАКСами…). For instance, in a certain scenario 
the certain “tetrahedron” has connected to the “mother karma-fraction” by the certain “facet”, in 
the other scenarios – by different “facet”, in the third scenario it had connected to a totally different 
“mother karma-fraction tetrahedron”, and in the fourth scenario it had wedged in by both of its 
“facets”, thus substantially altering the initial “geometric form”. The configuration peculiarities for 
the resonant connection are stipulated by the exactness of the inertial influence of infinite number of 
energy-information interrelations of every “karma-fraction”, which actually represent the slloogrent 
foundation of TES-dynamics of the corresponding development scenario. 

14.16049. Once again – any scenario, any sub-scenario, any sub-sub-…scenario represents the 
clexing sequence of “mother karma-fraction” by the energy-informational carriers (bundled Photon-
fibers) of the corresponding range – ДООЛЛСами, waves, ФЛАКСами, and so on, which inevitably 
ceases by the Synthesis act (whether it’s an within-aspect, inter-aspect or inter-quality). The energy-
information clex density (the quantity of the Information and the Energy of, for instance, the 
wave carrier), determines the necessary number of rotational Shifts, which are required in order to 
overcome the dissonant distance, the svilgs-dynamics synchronization and the Synthesis process 
implementation. 

14.16050. In the example, displayed above, we have reviewed the Synthesis processes, which occur 
within the 2-3-dimensional zone, and have established the following compliance:

 • The scenario – is an act of Synthesis of non-duvuyllerrt Aspects,

 • The sub-scenario – is a Synthesis of duvuyllerrt Aspects,

 • The sub-sub-scenario – is a Synthesis of sub-Aspects of a certain Quality. 

14.16051. If we take as an example the 3-4-dimensional resonant zone, the level correspondence of 
the ongoing synthesis processes in various scenarios and sub-scenarios also varies:

 • There are the inter-quality Synthesis processes of the two Dominant Qualities, occurring 
within the scenarios,

 • The Aspect Synthesis occurs separately, relating to each Quality in the sub-scenarios,

 • The single Quality Synthesis of duvuyllerrt Aspects occurs within the sub-sub-scenarios,

 • The sub-Aspect Synthesis of a single Quality occurs within sub-sub-sub-scenarios.

14.16052. Throughout 4-5-dimensional ranges the implementation Levels of the synthesis processes 
also change:

 • The inter-quality Synthesis of connecting of additional Aspects of the third Dominant to 
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“karma-fractions” of the “Constructive Synthesis Quality” prevails (for instance – “The 
Constructive Cosmic Potentiality” for ЛЛУУ-ВВУ-Forms),

 • An inter-quality Synthesis of the two Quality Aspects prevails throughout the sub-scenarios

 • The none-duvuyllerrt Aspect Synthesis prevails throughout the sub-sub-scenarios

 • The Synthesis of duvuyllerrt Aspects are prevailing throughout the sub-sub-sub-scenarios

 • The sub-Aspect Synthesis prevails throughout the sub-sub-sub-sub-scenarios…

14.16053. As you can see the Continuum scenarios, bearing the lesser dimensionality, are being 
the constituents Elements in the slloogrent Synthesis processes of the energy-informationally more 
capacious – more highly-dimensional Continuums. Just as 3-4-dimensional Continuum scenarios 
are being constituent elements of the more qualitative Levels of slloogrentity of ФЛАКС (FLUX), 
4-5-dmensional Realities, СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of which constitute the foundation of our 
collective Sub-Consciousness. As perhaps you have noticed, the inertially-sequential inclusion of 
Configurations of inferior “karma-fractions” to Configurations of more complex synthesis Forms 
actually creates the necessary conditions for the implementation of the sub-aspect and the inner-
aspect Synthesis throughout any Level of an inter-quality Synthesis. 

14.16054. The possibilities of the implementation of the dynamics of energy-informational 
interrelations between the Formo-Creators of various “karma-fractions” will considerably differ with 
one another not only throughout the various dimensional ranges, but also within the primary ranges, 
which structure each dimensional range. For instance, throughout the superior boundary resopasons 
of 2-3-dimensional range, simultaneously with global “octahedron-pyramidal” dynamics, leading to 
the formation of very unstable “hexahedron” Forms, the “tetrahedron-hexahedron” interrelationship 
tendency will become evident, upon which the hvasslons Formo-Creators of the multi-qualitative 
“tetrahedrons” manifest the more active initiative towards the resonant interrelation with hvasslon 
Formo-Creators of the most compatible with them Qualities, which in turn have commenced to 
synthesize and integrate into the unstable “hexahedron” groups by their Configurations. This allows 
the Formo-Creators to increase the resonant integrity of the pairwise “hexahedron” formation (out 
of Aspects of the two, the most compatible Qualities).

14.16055. Throughout the most inferior boundary resopasons of 3-4-dimensional ranges, the situation 
somewhat changes, since now the hvasslon Formo-Creators of pairwise-synthesizing “hexahedrons” 
manifest the considerably more powerful activity in order to attract not only the most compatible 
“hexahedrons”, but also the differently-synthesized “pyramids” (throughout various interaction 
schemas between sub-Aspect Formo-Creators), attracting from all the multitude of them, only these, 
whose Energy-Information to the most degree is resonant with other “hexahedron” Formo-Creators 
Configurations. At that, the “hexahedron” groups, bearing lesser resonating Configurations basically 
“stick out” from the global dynamics, being immediately drawn to the more compatible formations. 

14.16056. Since the “hexahedron” inner resonant stability is still quite weak (we are only talking about 
the inferior resopasons of 3-4-dimentional ranges), while the global “hexahedron-tetrahedron” and 
“hexahedron-pyramidal” dynamics of an inter-quality Synthesis is still quite strong, the “octahedron-
hexahedron” tendencies begin to manifest between the Formo-Creators of the most compatible 
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Qualities, when already synthesized “octahedron” Formo-Creators commence to powerfully “inter-
wedge” and “expel” these “octahedrons”, whose Energy-Information, discords more with most of 
“hexahedron” Formo-Creators, then with “octahedron”. Thus, because of the Experience, infused 
by these Formo-Creators, the inner stability (vitality, survivability) of “hexahedron” Forms of 
Self-Consciousness considerably increases, which subjectively is being expressed as the powerful 
egocentric impulsiveness at the weak mind activity, which is inherent to all low-frequency Forms. 

14.16057. Throughout the mid-levels of 3-4-dimensional range, when the stability of “hexahedron” 
Forms of Self-Consciousness reaches the maximum degree of its self-expression, while the 
impulsiveness in the CAF-dynamics of Formo-Creators is more or less being balanced by Aspects of 
both Dominants, the “hexahedron” hvasslons begin the intensive and determined attraction of these 
“octahedron” Formo-Creators (from “hexahedron” Configurations of other Proto-Forms), which 
help them to reduce the tension degree within their own construction. At that, among the least 
compatible “hexahedron karma-fraction” Qualities Formo-Creators, the inertial types of other – 
inferior – energy-informational interrelationships continue their implementation – the “tetrahedron 
– pyramidal – octahedron – hexahedron-like”. Thus, the Creators-Curators of the most inferior 
ФЛАКС (FLUX) Levels (грэйсцы, аллгссы, ллаволловалоффты, эннирисцы, ууффлуусцы, оур-
ффголлуфцы and others) within the middle Levels of 3-4-dimensional ranges, begin to actively 
organize the more qualitative “hexahedron-octahedron” tendencies, which differ from “octahedron-
hexahedron” ones by the more powerful dynamics of eglleroliftive Impulses between the multi-
Quality hvasslons. This difference subjectively is being expressed by means of various Forms of 
Self-Consciousness, as the greater degree of consciousness upon the energy-information object 
choosing. 

14.16058. Throughout the superior frequency resopasons, this interaction type, actively stimulated 
and initiated by Creators-Curators (аийфуллугры, ффиллисцы, ииссорфы, нгунмы, боллфы, 
скрадомуляты and others), begin to leave the previously established biological conditions, and 
start to acquire the powerfully impulsive dynamics of the resonant “inter-wedging” into the most 
dissonant parts of Formo-Creators Configurations of still unstable “icosahedron karma-fractions”, 
which are based on the energy-informational interrelationships between the two, qualitatively related 
“hexahedrons”. This type of “hexahedron-icosahedron” tendencies in the subjective Perception 
of the corresponding Forms of Self-Consciousness, can be described as irrepressible Conscious 
Aspiration towards the spiritual self-development, which inevitably leads to the “loosening” and 
reconsideration of all the previous energy-informational interrelationships (the Perception regarding 
the Meaning and Purpose of Life, family and friends relationships, and so on), as well as the powerful 
concentration on the most qualitative inner resources, and, as the consequence, the activation of 
variable proto-form abilities, manifestation of which depends on the prevailing of CAF-dynamics of 
various Proto-Form Formo-Creators activity within the global Self-Consciousness Configuration. 

14.16059. Throughout the superior resopasons of 3-4-dimensional ranges, the ФЛАКС (FLUX)-
Creators of the 3rd Level of ФЛАКС-СТООЛЛ-ВВУ (FLUX-STOOL-VVU) range (ловиргийдцы, при-
дмлы, регоспорруты, паарруурсы, аамморфы, аилггиллуфцы and others) are organizing the 
impulse “hexahedron-icosahedron” tendencies, which are being replaced by consciously-purposeful 
“icosahedron-hexahedron” activity of “icosahedron” ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators themselves of the 
mostly compatible “hexahedron karma-fractions”. Alongside the continuous dynamics of “hexahedron-
icosahedron” and “icosahedron-octahedron” types of energy-informational interrelations between 
the “hexahedrons” of biological Forms of Self-Consciousness, the “bio-plasma” and “plasma” Forms 
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of the Resomirals, bearing the constructive realization of multi-type kinds of Self-Consciousness 
throughout the slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time, which are synthesized out of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators of the multitude of various Proto-Forms. 

14.16060. I suppose that now the principle of slloogrentity of individual development scenarios 
and individual rotational Cycles become clearer for you. There are billions of ways of inertial-
sequential clexing, along with the addition of the inferior “karma-fractions” throughout the sub-
scenario slloogrent parts, which or Perception system isn’t able to reflect, therefore the complex 
process of “step-tetrahedron” increase of the “mother karma-fraction” is being transferred into 
the simplified algorithm of the merging of N “karma-fractions” of m-dimensional range into a 
single m+1-dimensional “karma-fraction”. At that, only the scenario level is actually accessible 
for Perception system Formo-Creators, while all the infinite multitude of “tiny” fractions of sub-
synthesis processes remains “outside” of your observation. 

14.16061. It is worth mentioning at this point so-called “sub-chakra” re-focusing process, during 
which the CAF-DRF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators sort of “skips” the large 
parts of slloogrent dynamics of the Stereo-Form, thus instantaneously implementing a tremendous 
amount of sub-aspect, aspect, or even inter-quality Synthesis. In that case, the Observer, “located” 
within VEC will “see” that the whole bunch of “tetrahedrons”, “pyramids” and “octahedrons” have 
joined together. Such “impressions” are not being the duvuyllerrt principle violation indication, but 
rather indicate the infinite re-focusing dynamics possibilities, which our Self-Consciousness can 
implement. In reality each even the smallest fraction of any sub-…scenario always exists, ensuring 
the duvuyllerrt Principle implementation by means of resonant interactivity between Formo-Creators 
Configurations. The very existence of this Principle allows the hvasslons to provide an opportunity 
to Focuses of the most qualitative Self-Consciousness Configurations Formo-Creators to implement 
the necessary dynamics, soft of “skipping” through hundreds, and even millions of the intermediate 
and lesser qualitative slloogrent fragments of the Stereo-Form. 

QUESTION: When we make a choice within the skrruullerrt system, is this choice being a 
“karma-fraction” dynamics, which is formed by our own brain Formo-Creators? As far as 
I understand, the Energy-Information is being recorded into our temporary ether substance 
(TES) from “karma-fraction” Configurations. So, all the “karma-fractions” are also located 
within the same skrruullerrt system?

14.16062. Without a doubt, dear Алкриакклейя! The slloogrent dynamics of the skrruullerrt system 
is structured by Configurations of absolutely all primordially existing “possibilities”, which are 
necessary for the realization of any Constructive Activity, separate subjective Forms of which are 
slloogrently presented within the informational space of our Self-Consciousness (within our individual 
ODS) in the form of various СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, whose dynamics is actually being our 
only means of orientation at every moment of our choice making process. However, the basis of all, 
as you already know, is being the resonant effect: the specific dynamics of certain slloogrent parts 
(“karma-fractions”) of skrruullerrt system, powerfully resonating with ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of 
your brain’s Formo-Creators of your current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, will determine 
the individual characteristics of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form quality, which in turn would become 
essential for your choice making. It means that the slloogrent structure of skrruullerrt system – is, 
actually the only possible scope of application of our possible vital construction at each following 
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instant of our infinite Existence. Per se, we, as individual Forms of Self-Consciousness, simply 
don’t have any other means of representation of our constructing manifestation throughout the entire 
Universe.

- So, we resonate towards the Configuration of each of the primordially existing “karma-
fractions” in the same exact fashion, as during Mediations onto the Cosmic Codes?

14.16063. The “karma-fractions”, dear Краулларрд, actually, are the Codes. What I have “described” 
previously as a joining of very different geometrical figures, resembles the panel assembling from 
multitude of various puzzles. A figure, resembling, let’s say, a specific ASTRO-Plasma dynamics 
correlates to its own, very specifically matching it Element, reflecting the very specific dynamics 
of MENTO-Plasma. Their vibrations are identical, while their quality is very different. There is an 
unimaginable amount of such multi-qualitative Elements within each out of the narrow ranges. I 
am not talking about a quantity, but rather about a volume of Information and the Energy potential. 
The Energy, without a stimulating (directing) it Information would be completely “dead” (inactive), 
while the Information without the Energy, enforcing it, would be totally useless. They simply 
wouldn’t be able to manifest or reveal without one another. And once they form the elementary 
“tetrahedrons” of the unstable energy-informational interrelations, connect to one another and form 
extremely complex semantic constructions in a “spheroidal” fashion, the variable Configurations of 
the multitude of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, with different degree of stability are being formed, 
which slloogrently structure the specific qualitative Directions of each of the dimensional Levels of 
Karma-Plasma by means of their dynamics. 

14.16064. Per se, all our Perceptions are created by the same exact Thoughts and Senses; we simply 
structure them and correlate differently every time. For instance, let’s examine the Notion regarding 
Love in connection with other specific notion “humanity”, or “personality”. At every moment of our 
existence, our own “puzzles” exist in order for us to express our own, very specific opinion in relation 
to something or someone, which indeed, differs from other “people” opinions, at least somehow. 
And this opinion is being formed on the basis of the mutual for everyone Elements (“emanations” 
and “psyche”); we all manipulate with the same exact Information, however, we all do it our own 
way, differently, depending on the quality of Energy, which our Formo-Creators employ during this 
process. It can also be compared with the Lego assembler, when the same exact parts can be used in 
order to compile very different figures and structures. It also can be compared with a kaleidoscope, 
when a new, marvelous pattern can be created by each turn of the tube (by means of the inner, 
longitudinal lens). Thus, by utilizing the exact same slloogrent structures of Energy-Plasma we can 
express our own opinion towards everything, which surrounds us. 

- And then our brains Formo-Creators collect these Codes, decipher them, - and “record” or 
reflect them throughout the manifested biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-
Types in a form of various gene types of our DNA?

14.16065. – No, dear Гроуллссмаасс, it all happens instantaneously; there is no way to actually 
differentiate this process onto what is primary and what is secondary – our Creation or DNA – an 
egg, or a chicken. It is almost impossible to detect. Each Stereo-Form is represented by the slloogrent 
diversity of a single (global, mutual), very complex in its multidimensional organizational structure, 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration in a super-temporal (NOT in an inertial, spatial-temporal!) 
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dynamic of Form-Systems. The “inner dynamics” of this Configuration is actually what I define as 
TES-Flux and certain global Energy-Information. The complete Entity of this Flux greatly depends 
on the quality of the already synthesized in it interrelationships, whose nature in turn almost entirely 
(but not completely) depends on which Levels of Energy-Plasma’s “emanations” and “psyche” are 
structured by the “icosahedron-dodecahedron” dynamics of “cubical” molecules of our DNA. I have 
mentioned previously that the DNA consists of various combinations of “karma-fractions”, which 
are specifically “projected” into a global НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration of your Stereo-Form 
in a specific proportion by the corresponding Formo-Creators of the mutual НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Configurations of your parents. 

14.16066. It is worth mentioning, that every single one of these super-temporal НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Configurations consists of not only of slloogrently “packed” and energy-informationally 
reflected “karma-fractions”, inherent to your parents Stereo-Forms, but also of other “karma-
fractions”, inherent for Stereo-Forms of absolutely all their ancestors, which simultaneously with 
you structure all Temporal Fluxes, where realizational ПРООФФ-РРУ Forms have any means for 
frequency manifestation. Thus, your slloogrent DNA structures Configurations possess all the 
inertial development History of all the “humankind” while some chromosome “karma-fraction” 
Configurations also contains the inertial development History of the entire Universe). 

14.16067. At every moment of your infinite Existence, depending on the overall quality of your 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, within the information space of your Self-Consciousness only 
the specific slloogrent parts of the global DNA Configurations can activate, which are being the 
realizational Forms of your brain’s Formo-Creators. As soon as they come into resonance with any 
of the slloogrent areas, the specific part of the global energy-informational dynamics immediately 
activates within the individual ODS (structuring the DNA in a super-temporal mode), and all your 
thought- and psyche-creation activity is being “re-projected” into a single possible inertial Synthesis 
Direction (meaning that CAF is implementing through СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of some 
specific Levels of Energy-Plasma), but as soon as the CAF-dynamics has “changed” its frequency 
and shifted into another area of the DNA, instantly the quality of your vital existence also changes. 
As the CAF-dynamics of DNA Formo-Creators changes, the sphere of your interests changes as well. 
However, owning to slloogrent and duvuyllerrt Principles, all this diverse Form-Creator activity is 
being implemented throughout all Form-Systems, inertially allocating throughout all the multitude 
of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of “individual” Interpretations, which structure the global 
super-temporal Constructive Activity of your Stereo-Form. 

14.16068. I wouldn’t actually state that firstly, your Formo-Creators form the diversified СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms by means of their TES-dynamics, then they are being activated within 
your Self-Consciousness, then they are being activated within your DNA, and only after that all 
this is sequentially being “recorded” within your TES. No, instead all this is only a result of your 
own subjective inertial Perception of “you” as well as your outer reality. In actuality, nothing is 
being “recorded” anywhere, but rather sequentially I being recreated, since everything, absolutely 
everything already primordially exists in its completeness, or in its striving to completeness version, 
while all we actually “do”, is sequentially re-focus into various slloogrent parts of all that. 

14.16069. One more important thing. We are not actually forming our rotational Cycles. I always 
say that our choices qualitatively determine our rotation Cycles, but in reality, we don’t actually 
“build” or anyhow “construct” them. What we do, is simply choose something every instant, out of 
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the infinite multitude of choices, offered to us by the diversified dynamics of the skrruullerrt system; 
and depending on the degree of resonance with any of them by means of ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations 
of our Formo-Creators, we either utilize, or ignore it as we “move along” our Lives. Every single 
“move” has been already per-instantly “allocated” primordially, as we reveal throughout the infinite 
diversity of Form-Systems in our inertial vital existence dynamics. Absolutely any (out of all 
possible) choice at every single following instant has its own, initially programmed, schema of 
the synthesis realization throughout any of the multitude of Directions of its primordial slloogrent 
dynamics. If we talk about choices in relation to the Time, we can say that at every inertial instant the 
activation of certain parts of quantum (ДООЛЛСовых, ФЛАКСовых) structures of our DNA within 
the biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, as well as the implementation of their 
inherent though-sensing construction within the informational space of Self-Consciousness, occurs. 

14.16070. And it works vice versa. Since we aren’t able to anyhow register or sense these concise 
instances and associate our choice making process with the multi-qualitative slloogrent dynamics 
of each rotational Cycle, every single one of these already implemented facts of our existence is 
subjectively fixated within our Self-Consciousness with a considerable delay. Therefore, quite often, 
after we make a certain mechanical (unconscious) choice, and even when we realize it throughout 
the global diversity of its possible consequences, we aren’t able to change anything. Although there 
are no desperate or hopeless situations within the skrruullerrt system exist, due to the multitude of 
subjective reasons we often aren’t able to see the solution out of situations, which are being simple 
and obvious for other, our more qualitative Interpretations. 

- If we have activated a certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form within our individual ODS, 
then does it mean that this is definitely “recorded” within our DNA as an Experience?

14.16071. – Yes, deal Ооффстрруурсс, all this, as well as all the rest of what is currently remains 
inactive within our current НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations, but one way or another, has been 
stimulated by our other Interpretations, already exists. And no one in a position to change it, since 
this, frankly, is, in fact, a total infinite number of choices, which are meticulously “apportioned” 
throughout all possible development scenarios, and the individual dynamics of which is automatically 
being transformed into the global slloogrent dynamics of all the multitude of rotational Cycles of our 
Stereo-Form. Generally, all the Energy-Plasma, as well as any out of the forming it Form-Systems, 
is fully equilibrated in terms of the energy-informational balance, since Aspects of absolutely all 
Pure Qualities are ALREADY completely synthesized with one another. However, this potentially 
balanced state, regardless of how close it comes to its absolute “rest mass”, can’t actually become it 
or acquire it, because of the constant existence of a slight difference within the dynamics of effecting 
each other, diversified Vectors of multi-qualitative Forces and constructive interrelationships within 
Configurations of every “karma-fraction” of any realization Form (something, which we subjectively 
define as “a bit better”, or “a bit worse” of something else). Various manifestations of this “slight 
difference” can be found in any comparative specifics of the inertial dynamics of any Energy-
Plasma wave range. 

14.16072. Every one of you, within the global aggregated Consciousness of your ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU)-Forms, are still capable of realizing yourselves only as an incredibly tiny part of the slloogrent 
constructive dynamics of the Collective Intellect of all the realization Forms of Tertiary Energy-
Plasma. However, along with that, throughout the absolute Infinity of your eternal existence, there 
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are primordially programmed periods, where Constructive Activity Focuses of your НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-
VVU)-Forms are structuring various Levels of the Secondary Energy-Plasma, from which the Energy 
and the Information, arranged by the most qualitative ОРИС НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations 
into the universal Knowledge of the IISSIIDIOLOGY, inherent for the Collective Intellect Paradigm 
of the new, “upcoming” spatiotemporal continuum, is being transmitted to your infinite multiple 
“here and now”. 

14.16073. The most important thing throughout your infinite re-focusing process, is the constant 
activity within your Self-Consciousness of the precise and definite СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
logically and convincingly illustrating to you “personally” the profound energy-informational 
Entity of any transformative processes, be it a Planet, animals, plants, minerals or “humans”, 
that it is impossible to exist without an affirmative belief in the veracity of the Knowledge of the 
IISSIIDIOLOGY, which could be built if not onto your personal empiric Experience, than at least 
onto a deep analysis, also providing the state of the absolute authenticity of the most СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms you utilize. It’s just like when an unshakable confidence and strong belief in 
certain mathematical laws, theorems or axioms inspires the mathematician-analyst towards his own 
mathematical discoveries, representing from that moment on, his own “individual” Experience. Only 
provided for the detailed personal experience and analysis of the integral theoretical information, 
the analyst becomes capable of producing new formulas, practically easily applicable and asserted. 

14.16074. It is therefore, very important to pass all the newest Knowledge, presented within the 
IISSIIDIOLOGY through one’s own deep consciousness and analytical reasoning, in order to be able 
to logically assemble all possible peculiarities of your “individual” existence with these Processes, 
which you see as your own outer reality. For the first time in “human” history there is a chance, 
given to modern science to attempt at least somehow “shift” the accent of its Creation from spheres 
of the inveterate pragmatism and conservatism into a mysterious and unknown, “beyond limits” 
spheres of practical activity, delicately bounding with ALL, WHAT we are accustomed to consider to 
the spiritual side of our materialistic Existence. And all famous sages have insisted that the Truth in 
the World of the dualistic realities always lies somewhere in between. 

14.16075. All teachings and worldviews, preceding the Knowledge of the IISSIIDIOLOGY, have 
approached many vital issues somewhat unilaterally – either in prevailingly materialistic fashion, 
or with the excessive “theology-like” meaning, therefore it was impossible to find solutions, which 
would satisfy everyone. In order to successfully implement the fascinating Idea of conscience 
Infinite Existence, you should try to pass all this Knowledge through the dynamics of your Self-
Consciousness СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, striving to achieve the point, where most of its 
Perceptions become your own and not mine, as well as each of its corroborating Principles became 
the natural chain link of all of your forthcoming reasoning. 

14.16076. Only then, at any given moment of time, upon each of the following scenario cessation 
of your НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form, manifested within the current Reality, you will be absolutely 
convinced that you are positively, literally IMMORTAL! And at some point, during the process of the 
stable altruistic re-focusing, once you will master the conscious fixating at least within the middle-
ranged synthesis diapasons of the Creative Activity of Formo-Creators of the following two Energy 
Centers within your Self-Consciousness, you will be able to acquire your own experience and proof 
of the profound veracity and validity of everything, which now you can cognize only theoretically. 
But in order for you to achieve this, the continuous dynamics of your Self-Consciousness should 
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undergo a very complex, but total change of all your older Perceptions regarding yourselves and the 
World around you, to СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms regarding the Man and the Universe, which 
are presented by the IISSIIDIOLOGY. 

14.16077. A lot of you think that they are actually Humans. But in reality it can’t be farther from 
the truth! Don’t flatter yourselves, since such quite overestimated and practically baseless conceit 
can seriously harm the entire process of the development of your Self-Consciousness in this 
particular Direction. You will become People ONLY then, when you will cease being an instrument 
of construction of your inferior Forms, currently implementing their creativity through the first two 
Energy Centers - АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI)- and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (INGLIMILISSA)-Иис-
сииди; when you will no longer able to hate anyone, or envy anyone, when you no longer will infuse 
an dissimulation and falsity in your relationship with others. Up until all this will be completely 
gone from your Configurations, you will not be able to become Humans. Then you might ask: - 
“who are we?” Well, at this point, you are not more than simply rough intermediates, from which, 
after the endless number of corrections, the Humans can actually form. 

14.16078. These of you, who, due to their morbid ambitions and arrogance, still thinks that I am 
a Devil, arrogant boor, an ignoramus, a sex maniac, or purse-proud ambitionist, and treats this 
information as intolerable and deeply hurting their “human” dignity, I wish to remind that while 
you are capable of such negative reactions towards anything, which even slightly differs from your 
own opinion, regardless of any “the most convincing” motivations you find for it, you will not be 
able to become Humans. And, if you will not be able to be terrified by such your “current” behavior, 
you will inevitably retire more and more from the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like (genuinely Human) 
Synthesis Direction, which at some point will end for some of your “individual” Interpretations 
by the unexpected re-focusing into some Proto-Form type (of which you will not have a slightest 
idea, since the specific СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of your Self-Consciousness, duvuyllerrtly 
and sequentially, way before the final re-focusing, will securely identify “you” with the synthesis 
dynamics of current Proto-Form). 

14.16079. The True Humans simply are not capable of such animalistic vicious reactions and rabid 
condemnations of anything or anyone for anything. Why do you feel these destructive emotions? 
Anger and blame are the first signs of the process of the powerful differentiation of the qualitative 
Self-Consciousness dynamics from tendencies, inherent to the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like 
development Direction. These signs are mostly inherent to СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the 
multitude of animal Proto-Forms, actively realizing themselves through the primitive predator 
instincts. Please remember: if you feel angry or aggression towards anything or anyone, - it is an 
obvious consequence of active “shift” of the CAF-dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Formo-
Creators towards the development Direction of some of the rapacious Proto-Forms. Why that is 
certain animals consume or instinctively hate other animals? Because within the structures of their 
Self-Consciousness there are multiple low-quality tension formations (the energy-informational 
interrelationships within certain “karma-fractions”, which aren’t compatible with the “karma-
fraction” dynamics, inherent to Self-Consciousness of other Forms), which demand their realization, 
as a result of which, the qualitative inter-compensation occurs (satisfaction), which, per se, actually 
is the Synthesis. Cats hate dogs, lions, wolves and other predators consume roes, goats, sheep and 
other kinds of herbivorous animals, whose relatively peaceful СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms 
considerably differ from their own. 
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14.16080. All of them represent the multi-qualitative Directions of an inter-quality Synthesis within 
the energy-informational constructive dynamics of your outer three-dimensional Continuum. Once 
the “unfolding” CAF-DRF dynamics of your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators will stabilize within 
the Force Vectors, peculiar to ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like development Direction, no aggressive, 
hostile or criticaster tendencies have any chance for real manifestation in your life. That is when 
your superior Intellect Levels Formo-Creators are active, which allows you to treat everything, 
happening around you, or with you, only from the position of the profound Understanding of the 
objective necessity of occurrence of such events in your rotational cycle, as real opportunities for 
your “individual” intellectual and spiritual self-developing. 

14.16081. Once your Self-Consciousness dynamics stabilizes within these balanced conditions, your 
physical health, the relationship with the outer Reality and your “personal” Life’s circumstances will 
inevitably normalize and harmonize, widely opening the real perspectives of more active application 
of all your constructive abilities. And once the CAF-RDF dynamics of your brain’s Formo-Creators 
actively “shifts” into some of the infinite development Directions of predatory Proto-Forms (animal 
or vegetative), the similar СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent to the current Proto-Form 
Synthesis schema, begin to manifest through the low-quality part of the slloogrent TES-dynamics 
within the informational space of your Self-Consciousness.

 14.16082. If you communicate with “someone”, whose “unfolding” Self-Consciousness dynamics 
is saturated with qualitatively other type of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent to some other 
Proto-Forms, the certain tension will very soon be evident within your “inter-personal” energy-
informational exchange, as a result of which, “your” psyche-mental reaction towards their statements, 
reasoning or actions will predominantly reflect the relations tendencies, inherent to the animalistic 
Synthesis Directions. And if your reasoning and psyche have certain, even covert by the specific 
“human-like” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, predatory tendencies (such as preference for forceful 
solutions and rough suppression, self-opinion obtrusion, coupled with other opinion’s rejections and 
so on), while your counterpart’s Self-Consciousness is predominantly reflecting the Perceptions, 
inherent to herbivorous Proto-Forms (peacefulness, consideration, other opinion and interests 
respect, compassion, and so on), very soon there will emerge a surmountable misunderstanding, 
estrangement and coldness between you both. Your interlocutor will try to escape your presence 
as soon as possible under any pretext (just like a deer from the tiger), while you, unconsciously to 
yourself, and motivated by the animalistic hunting instinct, will strive to “run-down” and somehow 
“crush” your “victim”. 

14.16083. This is exactly what causes the misunderstanding, distrust, separateness and an unexplained 
aggression, so evidently inherent to the current “human” interpersonal relations. This is because 
during various periods of your Lifetime, considering the multi-qualitative diffusion of НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Forms, you steadily focus by your Self-Consciousness into various Directions of the 
inertial inter-quality Synthesis. Throughout various periods of our vital existence, every one of us 
actively implements СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of variable Entities of non-ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-
VVU) development type and Synthesis Direction within the energy-information dynamics of the 
outer Continuum, because of which you either constantly and adamantly enter into a powerful 
confrontation with Perceptions of “people”, who are implementing absolutely different Synthesis 
Directions, or somehow try to counterbalance and reconcile “inside yourself” all the diversity of 
multi-qualitative opinions, propositions, principles and views, at some point achieving the peace of 
mind and state of balance. 
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14.16084. The latter – is the indicator of the increasing shift towards the dynamics, inherent to the 
НУУЛЛ-ВВУ (NUULL-VVU)-Forms, which is being enforced and activated by the IISSIIDIOLOGY 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. And if you react negatively or irritably towards anyone, who transmits 
this Information, this is simply being an extra indication of the fact that within the dynamics of your 
Self-Consciousness, the various tendencies (СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms) of the not yet ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like development Directions, still prevail, since everyone, in their more conscious 
states of mind, are actually being the Humans, perfectly understand the necessity and the objective 
expediency of any manifestations of Constructive Activity throughout the inertial History of their 
eternal Existence. If something isn’t up to your expectations within your surrounding Continuum, 
you should concentrate only on “self-developing” point of view, so that you could begin re-focusing 
stably into the most desired and expected Life circumstances, being the most favorable for you at the 
time, without having to divert from your Principles and Aspirations. The deep Meditations should 
help you along the way considerably. 

14.16085. I can also state with certainty that along with the evidently manifested inhuman signs, 
you also, simultaneously are being real Humans due to the slloogrentity of ALL – it’s just that you 
aren’t yet able to stabilize your psyche-mental creative activity within the Human Levels for a 
considerable period of time in order to enter into other Space-Time Continuums and permanently 
perceive yourself “there” as Humans naturally. Up until you master the permanent focusing into 
Levels, inherent for the dynamics of АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА (AIGLLILLIAA) and ОРЛААКТОР-Ииссииди  
(ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi) Formo-Creators, you will not be able to become true Humans. However, as 
soon as you achieve this, without any reservation to even the superior Levels of ИНГЛИМИЛИС-
СА (INGLIMILISSA)- and АРГЛЛААМУНИ (ARGLLAAMUNI)-Ииссииди, the surrounding Reality, 
quantized by your Formo-Creators by exclusively the high-frequency Information, will radically 
change; far more qualitative mechanisms of the extended existence in the much better and universal 
Forms will emerge as well, along with completely improved social interrelations. And the dynamics of 
your FCA will also steadily fixate within Levels, contributing towards the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms of the powerful highly-sensuous Intellect, coupled with highly-intellectual Altruism (the 
specific states of УОЛДМИИ-И (UOLDMII-I) and СТООЛЛМИИ-СВУУ(STOOLLMII-SVUU). 

14.16086. This is why the IISSIIDIOLOGY is being the most secure Path between your “current”, vague, 
misty and semi-conscious state of existence, and these scenario variations of your highly-qualitative 
“Future”, where the globally-prevailing Positivism superimposes over the currently mutilating all 
your plans and creative initiatives, egocentrism, and becomes the foundation of all your Existence as 
well as the vital necessity, without which you simply unable to creatively implement your Life. For 
instance, if your ability to breathe was taken away from you now, you would cease to represent any 
type of realization Form of Self-Consciousness within the current Form-System. Just in the same 
fashion, if someone “there” could manage to “remove” your constant and deepest experiencing o 
Altruism, or deprived you of the ability of highly-sensuous construction and your Aspiration towards 
the positive social relationship, the total meaning of your Existence “there” would be completely 
lost. Such re-focusing tendencies will accompany every instant of your Existence up until the point, 
when you will manage to consciously “pass” the complete constructive dynamics, structuring by 
their specific НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of already fully synthesized Levels of АИ-
ГЛЛИЛЛИАА- and ОРЛААКТОР-Ииссииди (ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi) (which are inherent to ЛЛУУ-
ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms), through the inertial synthesis dynamics of your Sub-Consciousness and 
Supra-Consciousness. 
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14.16087. The implementation of that will require quite an enduring inertial period of time (despite 
the fact that we, the People, will have more universal Existential Forms by then), even though this 
timely period will be experienced by all of you completely different, than now. You begin to probe 
these Levels intuitively at this point, however, the multitude of various “inclusions” within the 
global dynamics of the information space of your Self-Consciousness, destructive in relation to 
the quality of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of our “future” Existence, 
doesn’t allow your Formo-Creators to steadily and purposefully re-focus in a desired development 
Direction. As these Levels Constructive Activity degree increases within your Self-Consciousness, 
so will the potential opportunity for the implementation of the high-frequency dynamics of the 
realization Areas of Constructive Activity of Formo-Creators of the more profound Levels – УЛ-
ГЛУУ- and ССААССФАТИ-Ииссииди. 

14.16088. I have already told you that you also cease to experience yourselves as People beyond 
the activity of the superior Levels of АИГЛЛИЛЛИАА (AIGLLILLIAA)- и ОРЛААКТОР-Ииссииди 
(ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi). It is very difficult to describe These of You, into whose Super-Consciousness 
of already existing realization Forms you will once “re-project” by means of “inferior” УУЛ-
ДМ- and ССОУИССТ-Formo-Creators dynamics, since in “these” Levels of Energy-Plasma You 
have absolutely no such deterministic exactness, which is inherent to your “current” Perceptions 
regarding the surrounding Reality. It’s almost like trying to describe the exorbitant Essence of the 
Cosmos using regular semantic terms… There you “just” immediately experience “Yourself” as 
Planetary (in our subjective opinion) Entities, who not only aggregates the realization possibilities of 
Human Forms within themselves (which is in your Super-Consciousness always remains as already 
synthesized Experience, activating in your Configurations the dynamics of the profound realization 
of Yourself in this exact capacity), but also the Self-cognizing dynamics throughout all other Proto-
Forms, which are simultaneously with ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) –Forms are being projected by the 
Planetary Entity ГРЭИЙСЛИИСС (Earth) into all possible Levels of the slloogrent Tertiary Energy-
Plasma. 

14.16089. It is fairly true, that in the “future” most qualitative constructive realization conditions, 
(of these currently subjectively perceived), You practically transform into the Collective Intellects of 
the Superior Planetary Levels Formo-Creators. And if you ask me: - “So, who are we “Out There”? 
Birds? Animals? Oceans, mountains or skies?”, - I will only be able to lie to you, and tell you 
something like: “yes, “THERE”, All of You – People,, “birds”, “animals”, “oceans”, “mountains”, 
“skies”, and much more… but not as these Forms, which we “currently” subjectively perceive, but 
rather as that their Superior Essence, which manifests so strangely within current three-dimensional 
Continuums. 

14.16090. However, it is totally meaningless to state, that you only transform into “this”, or only 
“that”, while THERE, since within lesser dimensionality ranges not only you simultaneously 
synthesize absolutely all possible Existence Experience of human or “human-like” nature, but 
also accumulate within the Super-Consciousness of all possible Constructive Potential, inherent 
to the infinite multitude of various inhuman Proto-Forms. You become the Formo-Creators of 
precisely THESE Levels only because you mastered to synthesize within yourselves and integrate 
into the Super-Consciousness all the Experience of all Proto-Forms, simultaneously developing in 
various Synthesis Directions, associated with the diffusive constructive dynamics of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ 
(LLUU-VVU)-Forms. It is worth mentioning, that within even higher quality dimensional ranges, 
the constructive dynamics of Your Universal Self-Consciousness Focus directs Your Interests into 
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the variable Spheres of energy-informational interrelationships between the Planetary and Stellar 
Essences regardless of the System, currently perceived by us as Galaxies and Nebulas, They actively 
reveal. The Experience, which you now synthesize within the Earth Forms, is being, perhaps, one/
billionth part of the aggregated Experience, which you simultaneously accumulate in the specific 
conditions and Forms of other Planetary and Stellar Essences. 

14.16091. These of You, whose Cosmic Creative Activity at this point greatly exceeds the 
capabilities of Planetary Essences, also possess certain qualities, which, from the position, let’s say, 
ЭЙЯАА- or СВААГАЛИ-Ииссииди Creators might look “egocentric” and “inferior”. The integrated 
Collective Intellect of the Planetary Essence is, actually, the transitional Form for the realization of 
various diversity of the Planetary “Egoism”. Any Planetary Essence within each Level of specific 
manifestation of Its Forms also undergoes through all phases of qualitative Self-Determination, 
beginning from the necessity of elementary Self-sustaining in unfavorable conditions (which is 
actually a result of Its inner egllerolift (эгллеролифтивной) dynamics), finding solutions to transform 
these unfavorable conditions into more harmonious and balanced ones, all the way to Cosmic Acts 
of stupendous Self-sacrifice in favor of more qualitative Forms (something, which we subjectively 
call “Planetary death”, Stars, quasars and even entire Galaxies). 

14.16092. Something, which you call “Earth” – is merely a very thin section of certain physical 
Form-Systems, whose “densly-plasmous” Forms are capable of frequency manifestation and 
implementation only within the very narrow perspective of the global Cosmic Construction. This 
low-frequency range represents certain transitional line between certain separate Collective Animal 
Intellect Forms and other Nature’s Collective Intellect Kingdoms (vegetative, mineral, variously 
“mixed” – synthesized – between them, as well as an energy-informational – various ODS and 
ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-LUU)-complexes). They are all unified by the Triunity of Essential Life Forces: 
ЛААНГХ-КРУУМ and 12 Quality Aspect helixes. In the “human” Form ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) 
is THE-Love-Wisdom and THE-Will-Intellect Qualities. There is a way for ultimate sequential “re-
projecting” of your Self-Consciousness along each of the Proto-Form synthesized development 
Direction into Constructive Activity Levels of УУН-ГЛИИРИДА, through which Ultra-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators “re-project” into the Proto-Consciousness dynamics, where You, while experiencing 
Yourselves as ААНИ- , РААКЛИМА- and СВААГАЛИ-Ииссииди Creators, are being an Element of 
Collegial Intellect АЙФААР to a much greater degree, than all Formo-Creators “projections” of any 
Planetary Levels of the Tertiary state of Energy-Plasma. 
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Part XVII

Causal Self-Consciousness influence processes onto the Forms 
manifestation dynamics of the surrounding reality

14.16093. The latest achievements of the modern science - super string theory (in its 5 variations) 
and M-Theory – both came quite close to understanding of the essence of the very complex 
“mechanism” of slloogrent (сллоогрентной) self-organization of simultaneous energy-information 
interconnections within multi-qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma. Despite its level of over-
simplification, superficialism and multitude of erroneous interpretations of the true Causes, organizing 
all the synthesis energy-informational dynamics of our reality, the super string theory (as opposed 
to the orthodox science), at least provides our Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators the specific 
energy-informational preconditions regarding the fact, that volumetric multi-dimensional Space 
of the observed Macrocosm – is only an unimaginably microscopic fraction of the more diverse, 
and still inaccessible to our understanding and cognition instruments, Space-Time, in various other 
manifestations of which, totally different types of Universes exist, bearing completely different than 
we can imagine, attributes and inherent only to them, analogs of known to us Forms of “Galaxies”, 
“Stars”, “Planets” and many other “cosmic objects”, which aren’t able to reveal by means of their 
peculiar Configurations within the synthesis conditions of the reality, surrounding us. 

14.16094. It is my subjective opinion that at this stage of our science development, the superstring 
and M-theories, although not yet experimentally and purely mathematically, managed to come real 
close to the more authentic Idea regarding the origin and manifestation – only for us! – Of All, 
That we habitually define by the term “surrounding reality». However, scientists are still missing 
in-depth elaborated, logically valid and precisely formulated Information, contained within the 
IISSIIDIOLOGY, which can assist them in acquiring of more profound cognition of diversified 
Macrocosm structure Principles and Global Existence Laws, revealing throughout all its diversity 
and slloogrentity (сллоогрентность) of energy-informational interrelations, aggregating the 
material scopes of application of collective intelligent Construction of myriads of Proto-Forms with 
their more qualitative Spheres, simultaneously existing throughout all possible levels of their mutual 
frequency (sub, and meta-vibrational) manifestation. The Revolutionary New Science, inherent to 
the more qualitative organization system of the “future” human (without quotation marks) society, 
sequentially “re-projecting” it’s vital existence dynamics into the more universal and promising 
paradigm of “bio-plasmous” and “photon-plasmous” Forms, can’t be constructed on the limited 
mind activity, coupled with disuniting logic. 
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14.16095. The “future” Continuums, structured by “bio-plasmous” analogs of our current НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Forms – is the active constructive intuitive thinking dynamics manifestation sphere, 
constantly infused by the powerful mental and highly-sensuous inspiration flashes within our 
Self-Consciousness, initially perceived as vague insights, but later developing into the shattering, 
sometimes even stupendous discoveries. In this respect, high-frequency IISSIIDIOLOGY СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms – is actually the best possible way to steadily develop and improve the 
primordially-existing extrasensory attributes of our Self-Consciousness. Currently, not a single 
scientific discipline, including quantum physics, is capable of offering any type of Universal 
Perceptions, which can closely involve the “individual” mental activity into the still inaccessible for 
the limited Perception systems of majority of “people”, dynamics of the New Worldview, inherent 
to the human society conditions of the nearest “future”. 

14.16096. The primary super-string theory concept that the most profound levels of “matter” can 
be positioned in a form of certain “strings” – no matter how hypothetic and “indivisible” it can be 
presented (but can there be any limit to the differentiation and transgression process of any type of 
“matter”, which in reality is totally immaterial?), completely differs from the IISSIIDIOLOGY concepts 
and Perceptions: the orthodox superstring concept doesn’t take into account the slloogrentity and 
skrruullerrtity of All – the condition of simultaneous diversity, super-variance, multi-dimensionality 
and multi-quality of each, supposedly, “indivisible spot”, which forms the “geometric” dynamics of 
any Level of frequency “manifestation” of all realization Forms within Energy-Plasma. You should 
already know that variously detected and registered by us, the elementary particle dynamics (quants, 
quarks, leptons, and multitude of other Conscious Fields of other Forms constituents) is implemented 
simultaneously throughout all possible Synthesis Directions of Twelve Pristine Quality Aspects. 

14.16097. They don’t have any specific development trajectory throughout Space-Time, since 
they aren’t bound to the Configuration of a single realization Form; instead they represent the 
integral of certain force (energy-information) interrelations with one another throughout each 
of the duvuyllerrt (дувуйллерртный) dimension. However, the mere fact of such “immaterial” 
Macrocosm interpretation by superstring theory is, by all means, a step forward, since it allows not 
only the more detailed analysis of “immaterial” dynamics of Energy-Information, but also provides 
the inquisitive and patient Truth researchers at least theoretical opportunities of its manipulation 
within the informational space of Self-Consciousness, uniquely identifying, and thus, overcoming 
the emerging instances of impossibility of simultaneous perception of multi-qualitative slloogrent 
(сллоогрентной) dynamics of All. 

14.16098. For instance, the experienced architect and engineer would easily be able to determine 
all the nuances and peculiarities regarding the building’s internal and external layout, position 
and location of all windows, doors, staircases, roof and the like, while looking at the building’s 
construction draft; however, a stranger, with no architect or engineer experience, looking at the same 
draft, would never be able to determine any of that. Similar to that analogy, we are also forced at 
this time to utilize the specific scientific terminology, tremendously limiting our Perception of the 
surrounding Reality, and consider certain “strings”, existing only on “quantum” level. However, 
if we imagine “quants” as singular slloogrent “dots”, which “self-propel” within the Eternity 
throughout all possible Directions of its simultaneous multi-qualitative manifestation, then there 
will be no more customary (for scientists) quants, but rather certain dynamic objects, possessing the 
individually intrinsic degrees of the intellectual self-organization. I must note, that some provisions 
of the superstring theory were chosen for the demonstration of certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
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Forms not because currently this theory reflects the most IISSIIDIOLOGY’s Perceptions or Notions 
degree, but merely as means of the schematic expression of this Knowledge, while trying to propagate 
this very complex Energy-Information, structuring the high-frequency Sub-Consciousness Levels. 

QUESTION: In connection to the above mentioned, I came up with a following subjective 
analogy: there is a certain Reality, absolutely inaccessible to our understanding, which 
we distortedly perceive as real and existing on its own, within the universal manifestation 
conditions of which the particular dynamisms, which we interpret as certain clashes or diverse 
interrelations of certain multitudes with some other multitudes, occur. In order to somehow 
explain this complex slloogrent dynamics, the scientists have created extremely limited and 
primitive analogy of this Reality, in a form of certain chess game, through which they strive 
to imitate and construct various interconnecting combinations, non-existing within the true 
Reality, or which have totally different and yet unknown to us organizational structures of 
much more complex Universal Laws…

14.16099. – Yes, dear Ммааллссм, this analogy indeed has some resemblance to the situation at hand! 
The scientists indeed have created the game; all the moves in this imaginary game are stipulated 
by particular rules, imposed by the discrete logic of mind, greatly narrowed in its Perception, on 
the basis of purely subjective interpretation of unimaginably tiny fraction of the global Nature’s 
dynamics, which, according to the very limited number of currently accessible attributes, they at 
least somehow are capable of differentiating. This definitely is a good comparison, considering the 
fact that quite simplified Perceptions of many scientists regarding the Nature and the true energy-
informational Essence of Formo-Creators (for instance, elementary particles or the electromagnetic 
fields), currently limit the possibilities of the advanced Cognition Process of the surrounding Reality 
in the same degree, as the same process occurs throughout other Temporal Fluxes and Continuums 
by means of ignorant Perceptions regarding the fact, that the Earth is flat, or that it is being a 
center of the Whole Universe. The same can be said about the very narrow and shallow Perceptions 
regarding Nature and the so-called “Big Bang” conception, which supposedly, became the initiating 
kick-start for everything in the Macrocosm. 

14.16100. The True Nature of the global slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time, together with the 
dimensionality, inertially enabled by both of them, capable of being reflected within the limited 
vibrational conditions of our surrounding reality only by the very least of its actual Essence, is 
still completely unexplored; their mutual interrelated dynamics are still perceived only linearly and 
chronologically (except certain general notions within the theory of relativity, which talk about the 
possibility of change of time intervals); as of the dimensions themselves, they are simply being 
presented as purely mathematical attributes, being added by the theoreticians as certain variables, 
which are then referred as being “the fourth”, “fifth”…or “tenth” dimension. Such narrow, purely 
schematic and mathematic interpretation of the complex and diverse organizational Nature of Space-
Time dimensional dynamics, as well as many other conclusions of quantum world scientists, aren’t 
able of satisfying the meticulous researchers, striving to the best of their ability to cognize the 
Essence of All. 

14.16101. It is already discovered, that one of the fundamental physical constants - fine-structure 
constant (represented by the α sign and equaling approximately 1/137, according to physics), defining 
the electromagnetic interrelation force interaction between the particles (interrelation of the two 
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types of energy: a) the amount of energy necessary to overcome the electrostatic repulsion between 
the two electrons, while drawing them together out of the infinity to a particular distance, and b) the 
photon energy), has substantially different values, depending on time and place. This is actually a 
new evidence of the fact that the electromagnetic interaction contravenes the Einstein’s equivalence 
principle (which states: strength of the gravitational interaction is proportional to the gravitational 
mass of the body; the force of inertia is proportional to the inertial mass of the body), according to 
which the current constant has to be permanent, regardless of time and place of its evaluation. 

14.16102. By this I only wish to highlight the fact that the mathematicians and physicists utilize 
their own Perceptions, while the Real Life dictates its own, in which even the answer to such simple 
question as: “How much is two by two?” only in very exceptional cases could actually equal four. 
For instance, even I – the complete amateur in science, would ask the counter-questions, such as: 
“what exactly, out of all the multi-qualitative dynamics of the surrounding reality is understood 
under the equation “two by two”? Which type of the energy-informational interrelation is implied 
under each of these two terms? What Aspect sum and exactly which of the twelve Pure Qualities 
enter in the dominant interrelations here? What are the background qualities participating at that, 
and so on. 

14.16103. If, for instance, some part of Quality Aspects, structuring the dynamics of the first 
“two” doesn’t correspond to some other Quality Aspects of the other “two”, the expected result 
will never occur! Our mind, not in possession of this Information, available only to intuitive (Sub-
Consciousness) Levels of Perception, irresponsibly offers us the solution, that two by two equals 
four, but in reality this solution is fake and fabrication; it is a result of a very limited logical fantasy, 
which sometimes can actually lead towards the catastrophic consequences… The scientists should 
therefore get to the very bottom of all this, including the issue of Time, and how it is connected to the 
dynamics of dimensional and Spatial formation by means of certain “quantum” mechanics within 
our Self-Consciousness. 

14.16104. You already know that our Self-Consciousness represents the unified, and not in any way, 
shape or form, divisible dynamics of Formo-Creators, coupled with СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-
Creators, simultaneously synthesizing all the Levels of constructive slloogrent Energy-Plasma 
Dynamics, which in turn represents the result of the energy-informational interrelationship of the 
infinite multitude of multi-qualitative Force Fields – realization Conscious Fields of various synthesis 
Construction of multitude of Collective Intellects. If, at least some of the truly talented scientists 
of various research fields would treat the IISSIIDIOLOGY’s Perceptions with a certain degree of 
Interest, such energy-informational symbioses would produce truly unimaginable – according to 
your current Perceptions – discoveries and practical achievements, which would actually “re-project” 
the CAF-DRF-dynamics of our Collective Consciousness Paradigm into the subjective Realities and 
Continuums, where the scientific, intellectual and spiritual development of all “human race” is 
possible in truly fabulous and stupendous proportions! 

QUESTION: We understand the Constructive Activity as certain dynamics of certain synthesis 
Processes, which are being, in fact, what we call Inertia. If everything already exists, then the 
very notion “Process dynamics” loses its sense. I mean that we should probably perceive the 
Constructive Activity somewhat different. 
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14.16105. Yes, dear Лиифмида, of cause. The entire picture of the most profound and comprehensive 
inter-qualitative Synthesis is already primordially “painted” in a very Essence of the Energy-
Information, slloogrently structuring all the Configurations of all Forms of vibrational (as well as all 
unknown to us types of meta-vibrational dynamics) manifestation of various Collective Intellects, 
which form Everything, which I subjectively imply under the term Energy-Plasma. When we discuss 
any inertia processes, or any type of the synthesis dynamics, specifically implemented only within 
dimensional Levels, inherent to it; when we talk about any re-focusing or “re-projecting” process 
of Us, as Formo-Creators and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators, or about frequency or any other 
type of meta-vibrational “shifts” within the global slloogrentity of always existing Configurations, 
please remember, that under the term “shift” I always imply certain individual energy-informational 
“alteration”, but not within the Form-System itself (since any type of deformation activity simply 
isn’t possible there!). This is merely a conditional inertial adaptation dynamics (subjectively 
perceived by any Form) towards the global quality “condition”, which primordially is inherent 
to the simultaneous state of certain Elements, which I have conditionally “isolated”, and which 
is structuring the Universal Consciousness Focus, including the UMPI (УМПИ) and DRF, FIMI 
(ФИМИ) and CAF. 

14.16106. That means that the Inertia, revealing, for instance, in the 0-4-dimension Energy-Plasma 
Configurations, is actually being a direct consequence of various “local” tensions formation within the 
CAF-DRF-dynamics of Form- and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators; within the 4-5-dimensional 
Levels it results in more harmonious and balanced energy-information interrelationship inside the 
ФИМИ-УМПИ-Creator dynamics of the current range, the more profound ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Forms 
synthesis state of which is much less likely to exhibit the dissonance dynamics of previous tensions 
degree between various Formo-Creators. The effect of diverse inertial dynamics, disrupting and 
altering absolutely nothing throughout the global balanced state of multi-qualitative Energy-
Information, is capable of being revealed only throughout the Tertiary Energy-Plasma Collective 
Intellect Levels (since Its Secondary conditions show absolutely different types of interrelationships). 

14.16107. I once again wish to remind you about this because the term “Energy-Plasma”, which 
I often utilize, is being fundamental in the IISSIIDIOLOGY. In the “Fundamentals” book series I 
have elaborated the notion Energy-Plasma quite thoroughly, and thus you should realize that what 
the scientists imply under such terms as “the energy” and “the plasma” completely contradicts the 
meaning of an indivisible notion “Energy-Plasma”, utilized in the IISSIIDIOLOGY, which actually 
implies the cause-consequence (as we define them – synthesis, even though it’s not really true), 
energy-informational interrelationships, allowing all Collective Intellectual Forms the opportunity 
of constructive self-expression throughout all the qualitative combinations of specifically organizing 
them Energy and the Information. 

14.16108. The Energy-Plasma state is unimaginably more diverse, unbelievably more “profound”, 
more “fine” and, I would say, more qualitative in its energy potential, than any characteristics of 
known to us, intranuclear relations. I am saying “more qualitative”, because in case with intranuclear 
relations we are limiting ourselves with certain perceptions regarding the particular types of particles 
(fermions, and boson fields, which are generated by fermion interactivity), owning to which the 
visibly perceived and experienced surrounding reality is formed, part of which is represented by 
the dynamics of Forms within which we currently in-focus, since these Forms are actually also a 
result of interaction of these particles and fields, structuring the whole our surrounding “material” 
Macrocosm. There are totally different Processes ongoing on a more dynamic (“deep”, “profound”) 
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Level of our Cosmic Construction, which to “current” us may seem totally inaccessible, unclear 
and incomprehensible; that is because their very Nature (synthesis schema) is completely different, 
and the Directions of energy-informational (force) interrelationships (the constructive realization 
system) between them totally differ from these, which are inherent to form-building processes of 
our subjective Reality, where, for instance, quite specific electric and magnetic field range of force 
interrelationship, correlates to the specific dimension type. 

14.16109. Once again let me remind you that any synthesis types and frequency dimensional ranges 
represent the subjective result of the reflection (by means of the multitude of duvuyllerrtno (дувуйл-
лерртно) superseding Form-Systems, structuring the spatiotemporal Continuums) of self-conscious 
processes aggregation, which initially are being implemented throughout the Energy-Plasma, with 
active energy-information interactivity (Synthesis) of the infinite multitude of realization Forms – 
the carriers of one, two, or many Pure Cosmic Qualities, powerfully dominating over the constructive 
Aspect dynamics of other Qualities (where other Conscious Forms act as dominant carriers). 
Every single Continuum, out of the infinite number of them, simultaneously interacting with one 
another by means of the various “parts” of their slloogrent Configurations, is constructed by the 
diverse dimensional combination – the types of energy-informational interconnections between the 
constructive dynamics of various Formo-Creators. 

14.16110. This concerns not only all the multitude of “human” and lluuvvumicheskih (ЛЛУУВВУ-
мических) Continuums, created throughout various Temporal Fluxes by means of the synthesis 
dynamics of Dominant Formo-Creators, inherent to ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-Forms, but also the 
various other Continuums, constructed by the diverse dominant Formo-Creators dynamics, utilizing 
the subjective Perceptions, individually inherent to various Proto-Forms. That is why there are 
different dimensional types existing throughout various “human” and proto-form Continuums. But 
you shouldn’t confuse the notion of the dimensionality with SC’s types, each of which is structured 
by the multitude of specifically synthesized dimension types, forming as a result not a single SC, 
but rather a complex-configuration slloogrent dynamics of the multitude of differently-directional 
Continuum groups, duvuyllerrtno (дувуйллерртно) transforming into each other, unattached from 
any particular dimension frequency ranges, but capable of “stretching” and “narrowing”, depending 
on the quality dynamics, manifested by various Formo-Creators of various Proto-Form Consciousness 
types. 

14.16111. As a result of the duvuyllerrt (дувуйллерртной) diversity of these energy-informational 
processes throughout the global inertial dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma slloogrentno (слло-
огрентно) – sort of “ones inside the other ones and vice versa at the same time”, the various Levels 
of sub-vibrational (sort of “BELOW-vibration”), vibrational, and meta-vibrational (sort of “OVER-
vibrational”) manifestations are formed; these various manifestations consist of the multitude of 
realization Conscious Fields Forms, along with СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators – synthesis 
transformers of these force (inner-aspect, inter-aspect and inter-quality) interactions, subjectively 
interpreted by us as electric and magnetic activity, electromagnetic (photon) and radio emission, 
as well as intranuclear, chemical, thermal, baric, ionization, biological and many other types of 
processes, which in reality represent inertial dynamics of the simultaneous constructive interaction 
of various СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, inherent to the various types of Collective Intellects, 
existing in a very diverse Pure Cosmic Quality Aspect Synthesis. 

14.16112. Please also keep in mind that the very Forms of these Conscious Fields, which we define 
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discretely and separately from one another, are not in fact, being in any way separated processes: 
for instance, gravitation fields, inherent to our three-four dimensional range, emerge upon the active 
interaction of electric and magnetic fields, although they can be created by any other Energy-carrier 
types; the only thing is – in this case they would lose some of their properties, subjectively “ascribed” 
by us to the attributes, which, are supposedly, inherent only to the gravitation: for instance, psycho-
mental conditions of powerful sympathy or antipathy, which physically and physiologically either 
connecting certain “people” together, or antagonizing their relationship so much, that the it is simply 
impossible for such “people” to either psychically or physiologically remain together. They also 
are capable of actively interacting with quants of electromagnetic fields – photons, for example, 
refracting, reflecting or rolling them up into “cocoon”; the electric fields themselves, however, not 
possessing the rest mass, also can interact with one another upon the application of certain tension, 
thus forming the various quantum effects. 

14.16113. Considering the tremendous difference between the fundamental Perceptions of “exact 
same” (as it appears to be) processes and occurrences, which are utilized in the IISSIIDIOLOGY 
and the orthodox science, I deem important to provide some information for these of you, who 
aren’t really following the scientific research. You can see for yourself that the superstring theory 
represents one of the multiple constituents of the Knowledge, which is provided IISSIIDIOLOGY. 
Let’s begin with the understanding that the term “string” in quantum physics doesn’t carry the same 
meaning as the string, used in music instruments. Instead it’s a quite abstract mathematical notion, 
adopted for the modeling convenience within the conditional n-dimensional (not existing in reality) 
coordinate system; it’s a “part” of multi-qualitative slloogrent dynamics of skrruullerrt system, 
manifested within Space-Time, representing the specific type of Energy-Plasma, which, according 
to its dimensional characteristics, relates not only to well-known to us elementary particles and 
wave fields, but also other types of sub- and meta-vibrational synthesis dynamics of Energy-Plasma. 

14.16114. So, in reality, there are no strings, allegedly structuring the Space-Time; however, we 
could still utilize these terms and notions in order to detail and concretize of other, more global 
processes, which otherwise would be impossible to anyhow describe or imagine. It’s quite the 
same when I utilize the existing notions of polyhedrons: tetrahedrons, octahedrons, hexahedrons, 
dodecahedrons, icosahedrons and others, which don’t exist in reality, but on the basis of which it 
becomes possible for me to explain the schematics of the dimensional formation mechanism, the 
energy-information interrelationships “inside” of the global dynamics of Energy-Plasma, as well 
as the Synthesis Schema within and between certain Proto-Forms, not to mention the principles of 
duvuyllerrt formation of multi-qualitative dimensional Levels. 

14.16115. The variable vibrational frequency and order (sub- or meta-vibrations) of each string 
creates the effect of diverse Form Configuration manifestation, which, considering their unique 
curvature (“geometry”), specifically structuring absolutely everything throughout the Macrocosm 
by means of their inertial dynamics of inherent to them energy-informational interconnections. Each 
excitation state (active, manifested only within the specific conditions) of each string correlates to 
its own type of the synthesis Form-Creator dynamics of sub-elementary, elementary, super-, hyper-, 
and proto-universal particles. 

14.16116. Within ranges of the most inferior excitation state (0-1 dimensional) the Form-Creator 
dynamics of energy-informational interrelations of certain strings with Formo-Creators of other 
strings, implementing various other Synthesis schemas (with sub-Aspects or other Aspects of their 
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own Quality, or sub-Aspects of other Qualities), are expressed quite weakly, therefore they tend 
to basically, “loop back” (or “ground”) the Configurations dynamics of their own sub-Aspects 
onto “themselves” – i.e. the energy-informational interrelationship implementation with only these 
string Formo-Creators, Configurations of which correspond with tier own Configurations in terms 
of quality the most, meaning that these Formo-Creators are equally conforming one another. This 
becomes possible to “conditionally free” ends of such strings, or in reality – by means of mostly 
resonating Configuration parts of inertially under-synthesized “karma-fractions”, aren’t yet capable 
of establishing resonant relationship with sub-Aspect Formo-Creators of other Qualities. 

14.16117. Any gravitation dynamics, revealed upon the dominant interrelations of electromagnetic 
fields (with the evident superiority for “human” Dominants manifestation), indirectly reflects the 
compatibility or incompatibility degree of energy-informational Configurations of certain types of 
their Form-carriers, narrow-specifically revealed within the current Level of Energy-Plasma. In 
“human” Continuums this “attractor” dynamics is manifested in its own unique way (not only as 
masses attraction, but also as psychic, intellectual, spiritual, professional and any other constructive 
inclination of “people” towards one another, as well as various situations, conditions, fulfillment 
of cherished Beliefs and so on), while in Continuums, dominantly comprised of СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms of all other Proto-Forms, its being performed in its own very unique individual 
fashion, completely unknown and inaccessible to us. 

14.16118. However, since each of the Proto-Form Self-Consciousness, manifested throughout 
the “human” Continuums, being the diffuzgentnyy carrier of the specific inter-quality Synthesis 
schema also contains one of our inherent Dominants - (either VSE-Volya-VSE-Razuma - Aspects 
of “electricity” effect, or VSE-Lyubov-VSE-Mudrost – Aspects of “magnetism” effect), and on the 
level of background interrelations with us and other Proto-Forms also shows quite high degree 
of activity of one of its inherent Dominants, these Proto-Forms also become subject of gravity 
laws, inherent to “human” Continuums; only in their Self-Consciousness types OUR gravity type is 
formed on the basis of the interactivity of one of their Dominants (either VSE-Volya-VSE-Razuma, 
or VSE-Lyubov-VSE-Mudrost) with background activity of Aspects of the second of these Dominant 
Qualities, considerably weakened in connection to its high tensions degree in relation to the other 
Dominant Aspect dynamics. Therefore within OUR Continuums OUR gravity affects other Proto-
Forms absolutely differently than НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms. Just in the same fashion, the 
underdeveloped “human” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, which structure the inertial dynamics 
of various Continuums, also subdue to СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, created only by their own 
Dominants and “gravity” laws. 

14.16119. Hence the superstring theory automatically includes the gravity notion, but due to the 
string “rolling-down” and “localization” attributes, such notion as Infinity (quite uncomfortable 
and difficult in terms of discussion for your currently limited Perception mechanisms), and inherent 
to the field as well as the gravity theory, is absent from it. The superstring theory, as well as its 
fundamental basis – supersymmetry – allows for the quantizing (“looping”, soft of “limiting” the 
infinite tendencies) of supergravity (the synthesis dynamics of low-frequency, mid-frequency and 
high-frequency energy-informational interrelationships), inherent to 3-4-dimensional range; and 
after conditionally “filtering” them off their slloogrent (infinite) Nature, unify into single whole only 
these particles, the nature of the inertial manifestation of which within the current 3-4-dimensional 
Energy-Plasma range correlates with various quantum statistics (i.e. exact conditions and parameters 
of energy-informational interrelationship). 
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14.16120. What do I mean? At first let me remind you once again that the superstring theories, as well 
as some of supersymmetry provisions are utilized here for the energy-informational manipulation 
of corresponding Perceptions only in a form of an initiating “seed”, i.e. as a certain, more or less 
suitable “departure point” in order to continue our logical conclusions and build on their more 
universal basis absolutely new, far advancing beyond the limits of both of these theories, intuitive 
Perceptions regarding the slloogrent Macrocosm construction, beginning with the theoretical review 
of various intranuclear interrelations between the particles, all the way up to such “fine” energy-
informational interconnections, of which the quantum physicists aren’t able of even thinking now 
(due to the complete absence of any mathematical preconditions). 

14.16121. Moreover – the superstring and supersymmetry theories are attributable to magnitudes of 
such powerful electromagnetic interrelationships as various Universal macro objects, only indirectly, 
by means of more profound understanding of “macro processes”, which are being implemented on 
levels of elementary particles and fields. These fields and particles help us to get a deeper knowledge 
of at least some of these synthesis processes, by means of which the Collegial Universal Intellects 
were capable of manifesting Themselves as Space-Time, creating throughout the multi-qualitative 
Energy-Plasma Levels multitudes of slloogrent Forms-Systems, Realities, Continuums, Conversums 
and Universums. Therefore I ask the worrisome advocates of quantum mechanics please not to 
continue reading this Information farther in order to avoid stressful (hence, vitally dangerous!) 
psychic states within their Self-Consciousness. 

14.16122. As of myself, I like these two theories also because within conditions of quantum 
supersymmetry the attributes of Infinity sort of “retrench” (mathematically “abridge”, logically 
localize, conditionally “annihilate”), and in their “locally-excited” state quants create the effect of 
attribute manifestation, inherent to the Space-Time – they “transform” into all the infinity of “intra-
penetrating strings”, so vividly imagined by us. Let me remind you that each quant is a carrier of a 
specific, inherent only to it, Energy-Information. A single quantum transformation (certain energy-
informational “shift” between the two quantum states) produces a single “quantum shift” – the 
alteration of previous attributes of Energy-Information of each of the two participating quants, which 
initiates the immediate conditional appearance of the graviton and its super partner gravitino (the 3/2 
spin particle), the realization dynamics of which in relation to all the multitude of the “surrounding” 
them elements, per se, results in something, which we subjectively perceive as gravity. 

14.16123. This unilateral “quantum shift” of the two strings in relation to their own individual 
slloogrent Configurations within each Continuum (in reality representing the differently directed 
– in terms of the Synthesis schema – duvuyllerrt groups of multi-qualitative Continuums!) creates 
a specific volume of certain “linear length”, which we define as “the moment” or “the instant” – 
something, which is very subjective and relative, but extremely volatile for our systems of Perception. 
The individual Perceptions regarding the length of a single “instant” within each Continuum are 
quite different: for instance, for Perception systems of the “human” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms it 
manifests from within the 1/250 to 1/400 parts of the second range, while within various Continuums 
of our organism’s bio-Creators or Formo-Creators of planetary, stellar and galactic Entities this 
range of Perception of a single “instant” either tremendously increases, or tremendously decreases, 
sometimes in hundreds of thousands of times; the same goes for all the multitude of other proto-form 
Continuums, formed by the multi-qualitative СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. 

14.16124. Therefore it is essential to remember, that every instant is absolutely conditional and 
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relativistic in its illusion “lasting” nature, since it represents the subjective reflection of the specific 
dimensional (multi-qualitative and differently directional in terms of Synthesis) dynamics, being 
individually implemented not only within each type of Self-Consciousness, but also in each psychic 
condition of each individual Proto-Form. Here I wish to highlight the fact, that throughout the whole 
Universe – the space-time, inertial slloogrent dynamics of Its Self-Expression, there can’t exist 
two absolutely identical moments, since each such moment is being the super-original slloogrent 
dynamics, structured only by the inherently specific Energy-Information, completely regardless 
(and its very important!), through the Configuration of which Form it is being visually (evidently) 
manifested throughout various Temporal Fluxes. 

14.16125. Upon the total coincidence of Configurations of two different moments, resulting from the 
various “quantum shifts”, they would immediately resonate with one another, forming the dynamics of 
a single moment. If a sufficient “quantity” of Formo-Creators ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations participate 
in the process of energy-informational “collapsing” (the necessary minimum amount of УУ-ВВУ- 
(UU-VVU) conglomerates, clexed by a single type of Energy-Information, identically manifested 
through absolutely identical psychic states of various “individuals”, belonging to various Temporal 
Fluxes), then such phenomenon as “biological shift within Space-Time” from one historical era into 
the other, when a “human”, while continuing to experience himself as the same exact “individual”, 
instantaneously realizes that he lives now either within completely different part of the chronological 
time, or, within a completely different geographical spot of his or her own Form-System. If, however, 
the amount of ВВУ(VVU)-“spectrums” within the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of various 
“individuals” is not sufficient for such phenomenon to take place, then, upon the certain degree of 
similarity of the specific energy-informational dynamics within evidently differently qualitative 
scenarios the sub-chakra “shift” (“re-projecting”) of the CAF-DRF-dynamics of Formo-Creators 
from one “individual” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration into the other “individual” НУУ-ВВУ 
(NUU-VVU)-Configuration; at that, the “déjà vu” effect, variously realized by the “individual” can 
take place, unless it wasn’t the result of stress, with the following it, “death” refocusing). 

14.16126. The “quantum” shift between the two strings applies to the total amount of Energy-
Information, clexed at that instant throughout Configurations of absolutely all possible Forms, 
structuring the slloogrent conditions of Space-Time, and is created by means of frequency 
“superimposing” (“projecting”) of slloogrent Configurations of each string. The УУЙЙ-ЛЛСС- 
Principle of Slloogrentity-of-All provides an opportunity to sort of “arrange” all possible strings, 
structured by the multi-qualitative Energy-Information as if it’s an infinite amount of “fascicles”, 
or, rather, birvulart skloongms (the dynamics of an infinite multitude of variously-synthesizing 
Configurations, “fractually” duplicating one another throughout every single spot of its resonant 
interactivity), directed throughout the global slloogrentity of the Space-Time they simultaneously 
construct, along the multi-qualitative energy-informational interrelations, and, at the same time, 
interpenetrating into one another at each single “spot” of the differently-directional resonant 
interactivity. This allows me, by means of this quite primitive fashion, to express the multi-
complex inertial dynamics of the Principal of Slloogrentity of each Form (the specific carriers of the 
particular “part” of the slloogrent Energy-Information), which you still aren’t able to associate with 
the condition of Single-Momentness. 

14.16127. Hence, because of this incredibly small “geometric” difference, created by the multi-
qualitative energy-informational interrelation between “tetrahedrons” Configurations of various 
Forms, and which is specifically manifested between the two instances of “quantum gravity” (in a 
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form of the specific Space-Time dynamics, created by the frequency “shift” of the two superstrings 
in relation to each other), the infinite quantity of resonant “shift” points is created within the energy-
informational state of the differently-directed, multi-qualitative “string fascicles”, revealing all the 
attributes of the hyperspace tunnels, or “quantum black holes” (collapsars), which in turn create 
the maximal number of opportunities for “quantum transitions” of the CAF-DRF-dynamics of Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators between the various resonant zones of the global slloogrent dynamics, 
inherent for all types of Forms of the current type of the Collective Intellect, inertially manifested 
within the current range of Energy-Plasma. That is precisely what I call the zero ingredients, and 
which are characterizing the СФААЙЙФФ-state (something, which in physics is referred to as 
“Wormhole”, for more detailed information see the IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals, Volume 1) 

14.16128. The individual attributes of each of the infinite number of zero ingredients, structuring the 
inertial dynamics of each multi-qualitative “instant” of any simultaneously manifested dimension, 
are preconditioned by the peculiarities of such synthesis processes, which are being implemented 
within each of the “quantum black holes” – in the dynamics of each single narrow-specific “instance 
of the qualitative resonance”, where only the specific zero ingredient can be revealed. For instance, 
within “quantum black holes”, structured by the wave length, which is smaller than that “spheroidal” 
dynamics, which is created as a result of the Energy-Information Flux multiplexing up to its maximum 
allowable volume limit (beyond which the powerful “deformation” - the distortion of attributes – of 
the current slloogrent Configuration of the manifestation Form of Energy-Information begins), the 
Self-Consciousness of any Form has certain capabilities for the constructive manifestation, while 
in case with “quantum black holes”, created, for instance, by the elementary particles, the wave 
length of which is larger than the “maximum allowable veracity range”, it considerably limits the 
realization capabilities of Self-Consciousness Forms, revealing through such zero ingredients. 

14.16129. Within 3-4-dimensional range the Form-Creator Configurations of the conditional types 
of the imaginable “quantum strings”, can exist not only in a form of various “self-contained energy-
informational contours”, but also in a form of “open” strings, bearing the conditionally “liberated” 
energy-informational dynamics (qualitatively inherent for any other, duvuyllerrt-birvulart strings), 
and the specifically “directed” (depending on the Synthesis schema, corresponding to their Formo-
Creators) “ends”, where the diverse “D-branes”, bearing various quality characteristics, are formed. 
Each out of the infinite number of “D-branes” (in other words – Formo Systems) represents the very 
specific quality dynamics of Space-Time, inertially initiated by each “quantum shift” of the CAF-
dynamics of Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators throughout all possible Synthesis Directions and 
specifically structuring the dimensional ranges of each Continuum group. 

14.16130. All Self-Consciousness Forms, structuring with their Configurations such simultaneously 
multi-directional “open” strings throughout all possible Directions of an inter-quality Synthesis, 
require the constant source of the egllerolift Impulses, incoming from the more qualitative slloogrentity 
“parts” of Energy-Information, in order to “disidentify” (disengage) the Form-Creator CAF-dynamics 
of each newly-formed (throughout all possible Synthesis Directions) “D-branes” with the Form-
Creator CAF-dynamics, ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of which structure less synthesized “D-branes”, 
which are clexed by less qualitative Energy-Information. In order for that to occur, they strive 
to “close-up” (connect) their liberated “ends” (which are mostly synthesized, hence, least active 
Configuration “parts”), creating, as a result of each of such energy-informational compositions, the 
certain angular velocity (the specifically directed synthesis svilgs-dynamics within the “hexahedron” 
Form-Creator Configurations) of “gravity field quants” – the graviton-analogs of УПДУЙКК-Field 
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or hvasslons. This angular velocity reflects the resulting CAF-dynamics of the energy-informational 
interrelations every time each such energy-informational interactivity occurs between the two 
Dominant hvasslon Formo-Creators in relation to the mutual synthesis dynamics of background 
Quality Formo-Creators, represented within the current “hexahedron karma-fraction”. 

14.16131. As referred in section one, the hvasslon role (as well as the other types of energy-plasma 
graviton-analogs or svilgsons, and avvakksons – the graviton-analogs of the Secondary Energy-
Plasma), which are individually being formed throughout each Direction of Synthesis of the current 
Level – is the organization and maintenance of resonant processes of sequential tension elimination 
in the dynamics of mutually synthesizing multi-qualitative Form-Creator Configurations throughout 
the Energy-Plasma of the 3-4-dimensional range; that leads to the purposeful “re-projecting” of 
their CAF-DRF-dynamics into more qualitatively-balanced conditions (due to the deepening of 
Synthesis profoundness), and sequential improving of their re-focusing to the рорант (rorant) 
svilgs-spheration, eglleroliftly organizing the synthesis dynamics of ФЛАКС (FLUX)-Creators of the 
4-5-dimensional range. As an additional charge of the guiding Impulse is received (due to the infusion 
of the new Energy-Information in a form of an additional synthesized Experience, into a string’s 
global Form-Creator Configuration), along with the “divorcing” of its Focuses from the svilgs-
dynamics of each of the previous “D-branes” Formo-Creators (throughout all possible Directions at 
once!), the Formo-Creators of the “circuited onto itself karma-fraction” (string) “re-project” into a 
new (for them) quality condition, structuring the dynamics of the higher dimensional level. 

14.16132. Thus, every instance of “circuiting” of the mostly synthesized “parts” of the “hexahedron” 
Configuration with one another becomes the reason of a certain narrow-specific dynamics between 
the Formo-Creators (mostly resonant in relation to the “karma-fraction” strings of a particular inter-
quality Synthesis Direction), manifested within 3-4-dimensional Levels of Space-Time in a form of 
the various hvasslon types – the certain gravity type carriers, individually inherent for the “karma-
fraction” Formo-Creators of various Proto-Form development Directions (as I have mentioned 
previously, the “tetrahedrons” of the least synthesized “parts”, causing the most amount of tensions 
within the Configuration, are being “expelled” continuously by the newly attracted “tetrahedrons”, 
and resonantly gravitate into the other, qualitatively corresponding “hexahedron karma-fraction”, 
and as a result – don’t participate in the “circuit” process). 

14.16133. In turn, their multi-quality dynamics initiates more active manifestation (Constructive 
Activity) of the energy-information of sub-Aspect and Aspect Formo-Creators of additional 
background Qualities, in relation to the “karma-fraction” superstring Configurations of the current 
dimensional Level (two Dominants Synthesis), which form the mutual products of their constructive 
activity together with partially synthesized “karma-fraction” sub-Aspects and Aspects of these strings 
– karmo-klofts of the current dimensional range. The latter, charged by their Formo-Creators with 
specific impulse towards the continuous deepening localization, vest the FLAKS (ФЛАКС)-Creators 
Configurations with the individual rest masses of all the super-universal “dodecahedron karma-
fractions”, which become subject of the force influence of the karmo-klofts CAF-dynamics, which 
didn’t have their own rest mass prior to that; that ultimately lead to the powerful “geometry” change 
of initially “neutral” Space, where various multidimensional objects received an opportunity for 
manifestation as a result of multiple quality-differential spatial “shifts”. 

14.16134. So, the strings, reviewed and introduced by the orthodox quantum mechanics (in a form 
of a superstring theory), which in the IISSIIDIOLOGY are considered slloogrent-birvulart skloongms, 
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which can acquire infinitely variable Configurations (depending on the structuring them Energy-
Information dynamics, including various “tetrahedron”, hexahedron”, dodecahedron”, and other 
types of multidimensional “fractal” combinations), can in fact (with a certain degree of subjectivism!) 
be perceived as certain “dimensionless projections” of concurrent inertial synthesis dynamics of 
“emanations” and “psyche” of various Proto-Forms (constantly transmuting into “karma-fractions”, 
or karmo-klofts), which in turn “re-project” onto the infinite multitude of differently-directed 
Energy-Plasma “facets”, which, upon their even slightest force (energy-informational) interaction 
(“quantum” or inertial “shift”) reveals the specific attributes within the Space-Time It constructs, 
which I define as dimensional. Each type of such interactivity of the two “circuited” strings is 
being instantly reflected through the energy-informational dynamics alteration of the other strings of 
each of the birvulart skloongms (“string fascicles”), duvuyllerrt in relation to one another, creating 
only particular type of Space, along with the unique parameters of Time and dimension (individual 
Synthesis dynamics) within every resonant spot of such differently-directional “quantum shift”. 

14.16135. When a dynamics, constructed by the infinite amount of differently-directional in relation 
to one another, birvulart skloongms, bearing various excitation and freedom degrees, consists of 
simultaneous infinite multitude of such “shifts”, then, throughout the whole Universe Infinity 
of Energy-Plasma (slloogrentity), the locally “collapsed” Configurations of multi-quality Form-
Systems, Reality types, spatial-temporal Continuums, Conversums and Universums are being 
formed simultaneously throughout Space-Time, creating, by means of their multi-quality synthesis 
dynamics, all the innumerable infinity of sublevels and dimensional Levels of Energy-Plasma, where 
the energy-informational interactions of all the Conscious Field realms of Formo-Creators along 
with СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)- and ГЛЛАА-ГЛЛИИ (GLLAA-GLLII)-Creators are being specifically 
reflected. 

14.16136. All the multitude of elementary “formo-particles”, concurrently participating in a formation 
of various Proto-Forms, structuring all the inertial dynamics of Karma-Plasma of various Form-
Systems of surrounding spatial-temporal Continuums by their collective construction dynamics, 
can be aggregated, per se, to combinations, consisting six variables of quarks, and six variables 
of leptons. While talking about “our” Continuum, I imply the 3-4-dimensional wave range of the 
constant Configuration (“curvature”), all karma (force) object interactions of which dynamically 
“incased” (sort of slloogrently “inserted”) into the multitude of Continuum Configurations of higher-
frequency resopasons (throughout all possible development Directions!), while these, in turn are 
“incased” into Configurations of all the multitude Continuums (Conversums) of 4-5-dimensional 
range, and so on. 

14.16137. Current “humankind” implements its re-focusing process throughout the specific synthesis 
dynamics, inherent to Forms of Self-Consciousness of 3-4-dimensional range: all the surrounding 
objects, including the biological analogs of НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types, where we currently 
in-focus, are structured in a three-dimensional fashion, while all our СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms (Thoughts, Senses and Desires), which we employ during the process of our mental, physic 
and “physiological” activity, are structured by either four-dimensional (higher-frequency), three-
dimensional (mid-frequency), or two-dimensional (low-frequency) principal. The creative activity 
of ФВУ-Configurations of Formo-Creators of flakglaassny (флакглаассных) 4-5-dimensional 
Continuums is being periodically manifested through the energy-informational dynamics of higher-
frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the most qualitative Self-Consciousness Levels of the 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Forms we in-focus, within our duvuyllerrt group of Continuums; the CAF-
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DRF-dynamics of ирккуллигренного (irkkulligrenny) 3-4-dimensional range are being implemented 
through the mid-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms (that is why the most “grounded” dreams 
and Desires can be fulfilled much faster and easier); the Formo-Creators of 2-3-dimensional доол-
лттрокного (doolttrokny) Level, along with partial activity of Formo-Creators “karma-fractions” 
of the superior лоолгслоорных (loolgsloorny) (1-2-dimensional) sub-levels of the unconscious are 
implemented by means of the low-frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms within the duvuyllerrt 
group of our Continuums through the biological and psychic systems of our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms. 

14.16138. All holistic objects (including objects of Macrocosm), physical objects and biological 
bodies, structuring the global mutual inertial dynamics of our Continuum groups by means of 
Configurations of their frequency dynamics, instantly acquiring the specific “rest mass” upon each 
differently directed “quantum shifts”, thus continuously altering the “geometry” of the surrounding 
Space-Time, hence simultaneously belonging to the dynamics of 3-4-dimensional range (as 
frequency manifested material objects, bearing three spatial coordinates), as well as the dynamics 
of 4-5-dimensional range (which are still aren’t inertially clexed through the Configuration’s TES-
dynamics, and which are structured by the super-universal Conscious Fields of subconscious Levels 
Formo-Creators). 

14.16139. All there is (which is manifested within specific frequency range) throughout our 
duvuyllerrt Continuum groups, represents the concentrated dynamic expression of Cosmic 
Construction of a multitude of various “formo-particles” and variable synthesized Cosmic radiation 
Formo-Creators – Thought “emanations” – “ematons”, “emarizons” and “miazons”; Sense “psyche” 
– “fluotons”, “psirizons” and “psiazons”; as well as synthesized “karma-fractions” of ASTRO and 
MENTO-Plasma – “karmotons”, “karmizons”, “kluazons” and karmo-klofts, sequentially “vested” 
by specific inert mass by means of the constructive dynamics of Collective Intellect structures. The 
entire Universe represents the unified Collegial Cosmic Intellect, the global mutual holographic 
Cosmic Entity, simultaneously Self-Expressing Itself creatively throughout the infinite multitude 
of qualitative Directions of Self-Cognition by means of the multidimensional slloogrent Energy-
Plasma dynamics, which includes within Itself all Forms of Constructive Activity as well as the 
qualitative manifestation of slloogrent Energy-Information. 

14.16140. Throughout the most inferior dimensional Levels of energy-informational interactions 
of “Plasmic Forces Diapason” (from 0-12 dimension), all the infinite variety of “quantum” and 
other types of Perceptions of That Cosmic Energy-Information, is manifested in a form of birvulart 
skloongms, “shaped” by the multi-quality dynamics of the infinite multitude of superstrings, vibrating 
on various sub-frequencies, frequencies and meta-frequencies. Hence, the multi-qualitative Forms 
of various other Form-Systems, extrinsic to our Continuum dimensional ranges, are manifested in 
various slloogrent “parts” of Space-Time and specifically self-express there by means of totally 
different attributes than these, we got accustomed to, and which are in no way can be compared not 
only with any Perceptions regarding the Time linearness and Space length, but also with any value 
criteria and the Force interaction nature, manifested on the elementary particle level, forming the 
habitual for us, “physical” type of the subjective Reality. 

QUESTION: Did you talk about these Perceptions, when you were talking about photo-
dispersive Conscious Fields or photo-dispersive Ether? Currently, there are four fundamental 
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interrelations are known to science: weak, strong, electromagnetic and gravitational. Then 
where these sub-elementary and super-universal particles, bearing the individually-inherent 
to them, Conscious Fields, came from?

14.16141. Dear Flooft (Флооффт), the answer to this very question, covered in quite detail, is 
located in the end of Volume Ten of “Commentaries” to the IISSIIDIOLOGY Fundamentals. However, 
I can gladly remind you that Conscious Fields, belonging to foreign resopasons (which are not 
manifested locally in a form of particles or fields within conditions of our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms Perception systems, structuring the dynamics of 3-4-dimensional range of Energy-Plasma), 
represent the infinite results of these background synthesis interactions, which are always present 
throughout the surrounding groups of duvuyllerrt Continuums, regardless of whether we can observe 
them, or not, but which anyhow aren’t able to enter into the energy-information interactivity with 
elementary, or even with sub-elementary particles, specifically organizing the dynamics of these 
Conscious Fields, meaning that these Formo-Creators, due to various reasons, aren’t able to be 
perceived by neither the electric, nor magnetic fields of the current dimensional range. Practically 
everything, which we – consciously or unconsciously – stimulate towards the material (frequency) 
manifestation throughout the surrounding reality by our habitual psyche reactions and emotions, 
is formed by these four types of force interactivity, each of which has its own corresponding force 
field. However, none of these fields is capable of interacting with any other type of field on its 
own, in complete disregard to the resulting dynamics of the self-organizing synthesis interactivity, 
inherent to all other fields. 

14.16142. For instance, the electric field consists not only the energies of electric activity – the 
electron dynamics, but each of its manifestations, somehow reflects the dynamics of the Constructive 
Activity of other fermions (protons and positrons, muons and anti-muoniums (anti-muons), tau-
leptons, as well as the three neutrino and antineutrino types. Any local manifestation of the electrical 
field definitely consists of other field types, together comprising the “aggregation” of their resulting 
dynamics, which in turn reflect other Quality Aspects. Currently I am unable to express the semantic 
definitions, force parameters and the energy-informational Essence of each of these Conscious 
Fields (even though I tried to achieve this quite minutely in the volume ten of the IISSIIDIOLOGY) 
through the already developed subjective Views you possess at this time, since the dynamics of these 
Fields is still virtually inexistent within the realization dynamics of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
inherent for our Perception systems. 

14.16143. However, I am totally convinced that the quantity of force fields, organizing the synthesis 
dynamics of any of the 3-4-dimensional Continuums, where WE concurrently in-focus upon, is much 
larger than just four, currently known to scientists. Very soon there will be many more interactivity 
types discovered and detected, when it definitely become evident, that something, which now can be 
detected by the highly-sensitive scientific computers, but subjectively is being perceived as a single 
type of field, in reality represents simply a specific reflection of the aggregated force interactivity 
between the multitudes of other field types, hence the more detailed field type differentiation, 
coupled with the interaction of their development detection will commence. In particular, in the 
nearest future physicists will discover, that the electric fields are structured by the 32 “constituent 
parts”, while the magnetic fields – by the 16 such “constituents”, which therefore will tremendously 
increase the number of fermion particles among the known today lepton and quark families, which 
in turn means the considerable increase in boson particle discoveries (since they are considered the 
energy-carriers between leptons and quarks). 
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14.16144. One of the most fundamental objectives of the IISSIIDIOLOGY is the speeding up of 
the process of drastic overhaul and older scientific views refinement, which include the currently 
existing physics laws, coupled with the standard scientific model of elementary particles, since 
the latter are still based upon the utmost obsolete Perceptions and quite questionable results, most 
of which are concluded and reasoned on the basis of extremely outdated (for the New Science) 
laboratory research and TESting. Once the more fundamental and profound Perceptions regarding 
the expectation possibilities of the certain result quality will be programmed primordially into the 
psychological matrix of any scientific research process, then the quality of scientific discoveries will 
occur on the considerably higher quality Levels. Until more or less profound, precise and more genuine 
Perception is formed within the scientist’s own Self-Consciousness regarding the exact outcome of 
his or her research, the actual results will be quite superficial and coincidental, inherent to the lesser 
qualitative Continuums, which tend not to lead into the ЛЛУУВВУмическом (lluuvvumichesky) 
development Direction, but rather towards some of the other Proto-Form Synthesis Directions. At 
this point there isn’t any suitable scientific equipment available for higher quality experiments, 
therefore these variable properties, emerging upon any particular electric field induction, usually are 
being interpreted as the manifestation of only the electric field, while the short-existing particles, 
detected during such experiment (depending on the radiation frequency, where any more or less 
suitable discovery potentially can be made), produce not only the natural amazement and perplexity, 
but also reveal the complete scientific insolvency, as scientists aren’t able to logically explain such 
obvious “phenomena” with the assistance of the older and outdated Perceptions. 

14.16145. Nothing “fundamentally new and undiscovered” can be found and securely accepted 
as an obvious fact, since the very equipment is oriented by СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of 
their developers and manufacturers, as well as the scientists, who utilize it, towards the specific 
outcome expectancy of only these force interactions, which occur within the strictly corresponding 
dimensional range (where only the required object can be located); other particles, as well as the 
fields of their interactivity, capable of revealing only under other types of conditions and structuring 
the dynamics of other dimensional ranges, in no way can “distinctly” manifest within the target 
dimension range, which, according to its own unique Synthesis schema, doesn’t belong to these 
other types of ranges. Factually, in their current findings, the scientists operate within very narrow 
range of Perceptions they have accumulated so far within their Self-Consciousness regarding the 
potential interactivity of only these particles, which they already know about, and the target range 
manifestation of which, - according to their subjective opinion – is exorbitant. Therefore, more often 
than not, they perceive the faintly subtle interactivity dynamics of other fields with their scientific 
equipment as certain emptiness, “tranquility”, occasionally disturbed by some “accidently” flashed 
and unknown to them “object” or an unclear and inexplicable fluctuation. But “where exactly” 
did this “object” flash? Through “what” did it flicker? Let’s review a simple analogy: if we are 
doing something bad, we understand that this something is “bad” only because we have other clear 
Perceptions of what is considered to be “good”. 

14.16146. The same goes for science. If we observe during an experiment an electron dynamics, we 
should understand that this dynamics isn’t taking place within “the emptiness” or a “vacuum”, as 
some ignoramus from science might suggest, but rather within some type of energy-informational 
interrelationship, which is unknown to science at this point! How is this possible, in our enlightened 
times to seriously talk about certain state of “emptiness” of anything!?! I suppose that these 
statements should only call for an indulgent smile. Dear friends, there isn’t such a thing as a state 
of “emptiness”, since it can’t exist in the first place, per se! What scientists currently perceive as 
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“nothing” – is not emptiness at all, but rather something, which you have no idea about! And this – 
is a core essence of my “impertinent” and straight-out Message to the worldwide science auditory 
through the revolutionary СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the IISSIIDIOLOGY. 

14.16147. While striving to deliver the Essence of this Knowledge to the profound comprehension 
level of the infinite amount of the adolescent “indigo” generation, I aim to once and for all to return 
the Collective Scientific Consciousness “from the its head onto its feet”, which is being harshly 
maltreated by the currently powerful “mammoths” and “mastodons” from science, who utilize 
any means possible to remain in power and keep the ever-increasing dynamics of the unstoppable 
evolutional progress, knocking out the remaining rotten foundations of their former authority from 
their precarious “scientific” positions, long ago transformed into the criminal authoritarianism and 
the scientific totalitarianism. It is ok if someone calls me the charlatan or a dreamer; however, in my 
relationship with the members of the scientific community I only wish to achieve the following: to 
compel the younger scientists, who aren’t yet spoiled by the farfetched doctorate degrees, initiate 
the constructive opposition to the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, thus attempt to show them that the 
surrounding Reality is much more complex, more profound and infinitely more multidimensional 
than it might seem!

14.16148. It is not a secret that beyond the ultralow Planck value distance parameters of -1,6x10-35 
meters, as well as the ultrahigh force Energy interrelationships of 1018-22 GeV (gigaelectronvolt), there 
are completely different, cardinally new “physics” laws taking effect, Understanding of considerable 
part of which throughout the more favorable human Collective Consciousness development 
scenarios, commences to actively manifest through the dynamics of the newest IISSIIDIOLOGY 
Perceptions, which are far more integral and universal, than all previous attempts the human race 
have undertaken in order to comprehend the more genuine Essence of All as well as the attempts to 
reveal the Meaning of our Existence Mystery as part of the global universal egllerolift dynamics of 
This slloogrent WHOLE. 

QUESTION: The Universe “projection”, which we can observe in the sky, is being researched 
separately from the micro-level – from molecules, atoms and other elementary particles. Is 
there any close relationship between the micro – and macrocosm? Are we able to draw any 
“inner” parallel throughout the Universal dynamics between its macro objects (galaxies, stars 
and planets) and its micro objects, such as molecules, atoms and elementary particles)? 

14.16149. Dear Эйллаиййлийда, traditionally “people” subjectively consider everything, 
surrounding them “on Earth and in the sky” the whole single reality and define the “universe” as 
everything, they see around them. Galaxies, vagueness or stellar clusters, which scientists can observe 
through their astronomical telescopes, are actually an exorbitant volume of multi-qualitative Forms 
of Cosmic Intelligence, multi-type and diverse in their realization synthesis dynamics surrounding 
us, and which are distanced from one another in linear terms in tens, and even hundreds of thousands 
of luminous years. However, within the certain frequency range of our perception, many of them 
can’t be observed even by means of the most powerful radio telescopes, which are distanced from 
Earth in billions of conditional luminous years (conditional, because in terms of such distances, 
our customary Perceptions regarding the “linear” Space-Time have no solid foundation). I would 
compare this reality, “materially” manifested through our Perception mechanisms with certain 
“macro-molecule”, where just like within a molecule of any matter, the specific force interactivity 
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is being implemented, certain causes are manifested, initiating the specific consequences, various 
energy-informational interrelations are being implemented, causing the particular outcome to be 
narrow-specifically “re-projected” into the global constructive dynamics. These outcome results 
can for instance, be revealed as various field type activity (gravity, electromagnetic and others), 
radiation, as well as the multitude of other activities, which are common throughout our “physical” 
world. 

14.16150. It is quite obvious to me that interpersonal dynamics, manifested within the conditions 
of our reality – beyond the peculiar to “humans” subjective bindings – associatively resembles 
the dynamics of multi-qualitative energy-informational interrelationships of such Existence Levels, 
which I come in contact with during the meditation onto a particular elementary particle. Once I 
“come out” of such meditation and try to associate my feelings with something, customary to me, 
like a certain Experience of my individual ODS, then the more objective Realities of elementary 
particle Self-Consciousness Forms, considerably less conditional by the subjective CAF-dynamics 
of multi-qualitative “human” and animal Forms of Self-Consciousness, according to my own Self-
Consciousness Formo-Creators seem just as large and “densely populated” by the narrow-specific 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form Configurations of its “inhabitants” (sub-elementary or super-universal 
Conscious Fields), and not in way less exorbitant, which is also inherent for my own “material” 
surrounding. The scientists still think that all electrons, protons and neutrons, forming the nucleus 
of each atom, are all absolutely identical within limits of their manifested Form. And this point of 
view is actually being the predominant one at this time. However, let me highlight a very important 
Notion once again: each of the elementary “formo-particles” – is in reality a realization Collective 
Intellect Form, through which the much higher number of other realization Forms of various Aspects 
(Formo-Creators), specifically inherent to each of the twelve Pure Cosmic Qualities, is manifested 
(if only the quantity notion can at all be applicable to the Constructive Activity of these particles). 

14.16151. Let’s begin with atom, whose nucleus consists of protons and neutrons, which in turn 
consist of quarks and multitude of gluon particles (i.e. eglleroliftivnyy directing and organizing the 
individual dynamics of each of their humongous “families”). The specific “part” of the sloogrentnyy 
Space-Time dynamics is formed around the atom nucleus, which potentially is structured by the 
energy-informational interrelations, inherent not only for sub-vibrational (below-vibrational), but 
also meta-vibrational (above-vibrational) processes in relatively the same relation, as the minimum the 
“distance” from Earth to the Sun. The impression, regarding the certain energy-informational filling 
of the “near-nuclear Space” of each atom, structuring the dynamics of each molecule (especially this 
difference is evident upon the comparison of various molecule’s “near-nuclear Spaces”), is created 
because of the electron dynamics, concurrently manifested throughout each reflecting it “spot”. The 
proton and neutron mass in about 2000 times larger than the mass of the electron (proton = 1836 
electron masses, while neutron = roughly 1838 electron masses). That means that the electron Formo-
Creators, being relatively lighter and more “volatile”, concurrently uninterruptedly “fill” every 
spot of “near-nuclear Space” by means of energy-information dynamics of their Configurations, 
constantly “interlacing” with the specific “karma-fraction” dynamics, formed by proton and neutron 
Formo-Creators. 

14.16152. There aren’t any “empty shells”, limiting the “nuclear Spaces” of neighboring atoms: if we 
are to switch to the schematics and conventionality language, I would have to note that the “inter-nuclear 
Space” inertially is formed by the various, already known to you, multi-qualitative “tetrahedron”, 
octahedron”, hexahedron”, dodecahedron” and other synthesis Form-Creator dynamics, but which 
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is expressed through completely different energy-information interconnections between the “karma-
fractions” than these, which are inherent to our – “human” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms!

14.16153. Frankly, the “distance” (although in reality this inertial dynamics isn’t at all what we 
think regarding the linear time, but rather is a certain energy-informational fluctuation) between 
atom nucleuses can subjectively be compared with the indefinite separation, similar to the feeling 
we all have, while observing few Cosmic objects simultaneously: visually, the distance between the 
observer and all these objects is the same, while there is a feeling of separation and discreteness of 
our and their existence. Perhaps it has to do with the fact, that on the level of the generally-molecular 
dynamics, the energy-informational interrelations between the atom Formo-Creators, are manifested 
in a considerably lesser degree, than between their nucleus Formo-Creators, therefore during the 
Meditation, the Self-Consciousness interactions with the latter are perceived more distinctively and 
more certainly. 

14.16154. If one would reveal throughout the multidimensional dynamics of atomic and inter-
nuclear levels of any material object by means of their CAF-DRF Form-Creator dynamics and 
higher-frequency УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Conglomerates, one would be able to simultaneously observe 
of the entire “karma-fraction” multitude of sub-elementary, as well as the super-universal particles, 
which – each within its own dimensional range, - are organizing the global (unified and integral) 
inner-molecular, atomic and nuclear dynamics, simultaneously providing for absolutely all possible 
energy-informational interrelations on these dimensional Levels, which are vital for Form,- and СЛУ-
И-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators in order for them to establish the variable inertial Form Configuration 
transformations concurrently throughout all possible Directions of the inner-nuclear Synthesis. 

14.16155. Attentive readers can recall the information, which I have mentioned in Volume 11 of the 
IISSIIDIOLOGY regarding the Alan Aspect experiment with “tangled” elementary particles. The roots 
of this experiment go back to 1930’s, when so called “The EPR Paradox” (Einstein, Podolsky and 
Rosen), which involved the situation, where the “entangled” particles soft of “felt” the conditions 
of one another, meaning that upon the certain parameter alteration of one particle, the parameters 
of another particle immediately changed in precisely the same manner; moreover, this effect was 
always true regardless of the distance, separating these particles. By the end of the twentieth century, 
the scientists actually managed to demonstrate the fundamental possibility of such notion, as the 
“teleportation”: the Energy-Information, inherent to one carrier-particle was transformed by one 
atom Formo-Creators to the other atom Formo-Creators. Lately, the technology and attributes of this 
experiment have steadily improved, and currently entered into the new phase of quantum computer 
manufacturing. 

14.16156. The true cause of such elementary particle behavior phenomena is the fact, that the 
elementary particle Form-Creator interactivity specifics with each other (subjectively interpreted by 
researchers as “the entangled objects”), is actually a certain aggregated manifestation of slloogrent 
multidimensional Collective Consciousness manifestation Constructive Activity Form dynamics; 
hence each of the elements of such dynamics within limits of the conditionally circuited system 
(within the 3-4-dimensional Spatial-Time Continuum range) is capable of preserving the spatial-
temporal (unbound from any specific inertial parameters of Space-Time) informational interrelation 
with other elements, indefinitely. The “entangled particle” Form-Creator Configurations belong 
to a specific, mutual for them all, slloogrent Flux “part” of such dynamics, and on the higher 
energy-informational quality Level (4-5 dimension and higher), are organized by means of СФУУР-
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ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, created by the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of such experiment 
researchers (or, anyone for that matter), - by their Thoughts and feelings, Formo-Creators (“karma-
fractions”) of which also involuntary (unconsciously on the researcher’s part) participate in the 
current dynamics, modeling of all the variations of their expectations, assumptions and Aspirations. 

14.16157. I must add here, that the discovered “entangled particle” effect in only a tiniest degree 
can actually reflect all the slloogrent interrelationship dynamics between the multi-typed Collective 
Intellect Formo-Creators, since absolutely all particles of the spatial-temporal Continuum, are 
actually “entangled” with one another as a result of continuous resonant interactivity, by means of 
the inherent to them, energy-informational interrelationship, bearing various degree of resonance, 
which in turn automatically means, that the Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators of any particle 
always “know” the conditional state of any other particle Formo-Creators and respond to their 
“psyche-mental” radiation emission by the corresponding resonant reactions, correlating to their 
quality and their degree of identity. 

14.16158. All the ongoing events of our lives are always being perceived only from the position 
of subjectivity, which is inherent to our current “individual” systems of Perception. Any point 
of view, while isolating only the accessible “part” of its global inertial dynamics of current 
“individual” Self-Consciousness from the Energy-Plasma slloogrentity, always considerably limits 
the realization possibilities of other Levels and development Directions Formo-Creators throughout 
the “unfolding” CAF-dynamics of the current Form of Self-Consciousness. During all experiments 
with “entangled” particles, the experimenter’s sensing systems, operating with limited amount of 
Perceptions regarding the properties of the surrounding reality, are capable of subjective isolating 
only these signs and obvious interrelations out of the infinite multitude of variations of elementary 
particle slloogrent dynamics, which are concurrently ongoing “around them” and are accessible to 
their own understanding and comprehension Levels. However, these attributes in only a slightest 
fashion are capable of reflecting the infinite energy-informational interconnection between various 
Causes and Consequences, where the Self-Consciousness of “people”, motivationally observing this 
experiment, and potentially tuned towards the specific and precise (even results, participates in the 
purposeful СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form dynamics. 

14.16159. Their involuntary Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators Constructive Activity creates 
the conditions for something they define as an “unexpected particle entanglement”. However, 
if these experiment observers could utilize the more qualitative and synthesized СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms, they would be able to derive totally different – much more reliable results out 
of the entire potential interrelationship slloogrentity. This actually is the real source of the infinite 
multi-qualitative elementary particle diversity of Form-Creator manifestation of various Forms 
throughout our subjective Reality type – some of these groups are mostly capable of manifesting 
their individual attributes through something, which we (subjectively, but nevertheless, vaguely!) 
define as “electrons”, other groups of somewhat similar particle Formo-Creators are defined by us 
as “neutrons”, the third group is named “protons”, and so on – involving multiple fermion and boson 
particle types. 

14.16160. The “superposition” experiment (Superposition is a principle of quantum theory that 
describes a challenging concept about the nature and behavior of matter and forces at the sub-
atomic level. The principle of superposition claims that while we do not know what the state 
of any object is, it is actually in all possible states simultaneously, as long as we don’t look to 
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check. It is the measurement itself that causes the object to be limited to a single possibility) is 
another very interesting example of the slloogrent Formo-Creators dynamics, where, according to 
quantum mechanics, any system can exist in a definite certainty only in a specific state, and not in 
a multiple states simultaneously. In quantum mechanics, such system condition, where only one of 
the multitude of variants is implemented of their multiple diversity, is defined as “tangled”. These 
situations seem normal for our logical sense; that is precisely what science calls “matter”, and 
which is capable of be perceived by our sense organs as well as the scientific equipment. However, 
for all Self-Consciousness Forms of our surrounding reality, the situations of the simultaneous 
existence throughout the multitude of diverse states are actually the most natural. We all know that, 
since the considerable part of our physic and psychic experience is being implemented by means of 
certain superimposing of (sort of) separate conditions onto one another without any specific mutual 
influence. 

14.16161. On the other hand, it was experimentally proved, that a single object, which we interpret 
as a particle, can simultaneously go through the two separate gaps (diffraction). The particle, going 
though one gap is being in its certain state, while “the same” particle, going through the other gap, 
has its own state. That is exactly what in quantum mechanics is defined as superposition, or “purely-
quantum” state. We now talk about “quantum superposition”, where multi-qualitative superposition 
states (from the orthodox scientific point of view!) simply unable to be implemented concurrently. 
The super-positional states can exist only while there isn’t any energy-informational relationship 
between the system and its surroundings - the experimenter’s Form-Creator Self-Consciousness 
CAF-dynamics. It was also found during the two-gap experiment that the quantum system ceased to 
be closed (circuited) when the flight detector, representing the “outer surrounding” was installed; 
moreover – the system has transformed into a “tangled” state since there was no interference present. 

14.16162. It is possible to observe the superposition only if we don’t fixate the object’s condition 
at the same time. When we observe an electron, we can only see the same obvious and researched 
attributes of its slloogrent dynamics, which already have formed within our own Self-Consciousness. 
And so, the electron conformably is either passing through one gap or both gaps simultaneously, 
reflecting our own subjective expectations. However, the only instance when a particle can go 
through two (and more) gaps simultaneously is when we don’t consciously motivate its Formo-
Creators CAF-dynamics by our limited Perceptions regarding its potential abilities! The interference 
infringement occurs only because the certain experimenter СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms within 
his or her Self-Consciousness, limit the particle moving path to a particular and the most probable 
movement vector. If we are aware of a particle’s trajectory vector, then the interference doesn’t 
occur; if, on the other hand, an experiment can include a few mutually-exclusive – from the orthodox 
science point of view – variants, then it means that we are dealing with superposition of various 
states, when the electron, as a classic reality element, doesn’t exist. 

14.16163. Only the “unfolding” Formo-Creators CAF-dynamics of our Self-Consciousness allows 
for various objects to be somehow manifested on certain frequency throughout our surrounding 
micro-world (as well as throughout our individual Realms). Without such energy-informational 
interconnection not a single Conscious Field is able to discretely manifest throughout the surrounding 
reality as elementary particles or their resonant conglomerates (nucleus, atoms and molecules), but 
always exists only as multi-qualitative dynamics potential – waves, or “probabilistic projections”, 
which, while only resonantly reflecting the aggregated CAF-DRF-dynamics of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators and the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms they utilize, transform into the orderly 
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Self-Consciousness Forms of the elementary particle diversity, correspondingly “materializing” our 
steadily initiated abilities into certain expectations. 

14.16164. Thus, the process of “materialization” of anything throughout the surrounding Reality can 
only be implemented due to the intense (powerful and lasting) “projective dynamics interposing” of 
the individual ODS Self-Consciousness СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms onto the Conscious Fields 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations Formo-Creators energy foundation, structuring the current Form-System. 
In order for any type of “materialization” to occur, the quality-relevant Form-Creator ВВУ(VVU)-
Configurations, along with the corresponding СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms within each Level of 
the Energy-Plasma, must be actively initiated in this inertial process. Therefore, the most complicated 
kind of “materialization” - is to perform this task within a dynamics of low-frequency or middle-
frequency СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form range, which don’t reflect the dynamics of high-frequency 
Self-Consciousness Levels: as the Close Attention Focus (CAF) descends towards the Levels of the 
low-frequency dynamics, the tension degree between the Form-system Form-Creator Configurations 
rises, hence the possibilities towards active manifestation of high-frequency “probabilistic 
projections” in them, drastically decreases. This is precisely the reason for scientist’s inability of 
detecting any facts of the super-frequency dynamics even while utilizing such super-device as adorn 
collider, during many currently ongoing experiments. However, upon the implementation of higher 
quality re-focusing into more qualitative Form-Systems, the scientific experiments, based on the 
IISSIIDIOLOGY СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, will bring the ever-increasing amount of purely 
shocking results. 

14.16165. The second conclusion: the superposition of possible state of various elementary particle 
Forms is actually nothing else, but the aggregation of slloogrent Choice Vectors within the skrruullerrt 
system. Depending on the quality of СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, steadily utilized and activated 
within our Self-Consciousness by our Formo-Creators (employed in clexing process of TES-dynamics) 
during the process of inertial step-instantaneous choice-making, we acquire such corresponding 
opportunities for the elementary particle formation throughout the surrounding Form-System 
(meaning that we re-focus into these scenarios, where the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of 
our temporarily in-focusing, clexed by these specific Perceptions, already primordially exist). The 
“tangled” particle states are a result of specific instrumentations (such as establishing of energy-
informational interconnections), applied to purely-quantum states; this is a decoherence result of 
purely-quantum states. Per se, the quantum mechanics describes the Directions aggregation for the 
microcosm particles within the skrruullerrt system, in detail. 

14.16166. The elementary particle Formo-Creators Configuration superposition states, as well as the 
slloogrent Form-Creator CAF-DRF-dynamics throughout the skrruullerrt system is per se, the same 
thing; the only difference is that superposition – is a quantum-mechanic notion, which is utilized by 
scientists in relation to the force interrelationships of the microcosm, while the slloogrent formation 
of the multi-qualitative rotational Cycles throughout the Energy-Plasma skrruullerrt system – is a 
purely IISSIIDIOLOGICAL Perception regarding the dynamics of the self-conscientious Elements, 
the multi-qualitative Form Configurations of which are structuring the duvuyllerrt SC diversity. 

14.16167. Summing up all the above, I once again intend to highlight my principal position in 
relation to the Essence of form-dynamics of the surrounding Reality, which by many scientists 
might be perceived as the most absurd and seditious Perceptions, the profound validity of which, is 
nevertheless very obvious to me:
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The elementary particles, structuring the nuclear and “perinuclear Space” of atoms of various 
substances (quarks, electrons, neutrons, protons, neutrino and the like), as well as elementary 
particle Forms, always perceived by scientists as “the exactly the same” during many different 
experiments, within Levels of 2nd, 3rd, 4th-5th and other dimensions of their concurrent constructive 
realization, nevertheless represent different Conscious Field types, each one of which is bearing the 
unique, individually denominated characteristics within each Form they focus upon (such as sub-
elementary, elementary and super-universal particles). 

14.16168. Just as neutron, in case when it’s not connected with proton within the atom nucleus, exists 
only for 15 minutes and then disintegrates onto the proton and electron, the electrons themselves, 
while preserving their fundamental attributes of their inherent Form (mass is 0, 511 Mega electron 
Volts, charge -1, spin ½) for billions of years within our type of irkkulligren Reality, are manifested 
through each of these Forms throughout the multi-qualitative doolsovy and flaksovy Interpretations, 
providing for the inertial dynamics of various synthesis processes throughout inherent to them 
dimensional Levels. This can conditionally be compared to the group of “people”, where no matter 
how similar they might appear, they nevertheless display various individual characteristics, such as 
inclinations, habits, behavior, knowledge, skills and the general vital Experience. 

14.16169. The most superficial and the most “rough” (the most accessible for discovery by the super-
accurate scientific equipment) disparity attributes can only be revealed though the spin dynamics 
upon the multi-qualitative interactivity within the individual electron properties of various substances. 
Some of you might know the principle of operation of electron-radial tube of an ordinary TV: the 
cathode thermionic emission causes the electron flux to reflect onto the inner display surface. There 
are various materials, which are utilized as cathodes for the electron emission, mostly compatible for 
these purposes. In fact, this device can be used for a very special and very interesting experiment, 
showing the property differences of an electron beam, radiated by cathodes of various materials. 
When various substances are used as basis of a cathode (for instance, barium or calcium oxide and 
so on), we will observe the different properties of an incident electron beams upon the exact same 
display surface attribute provision. The conventional physics research is quite often faces such fine 
effects, which precipitately are written off due to the experiment’s error, which in turn results in a 
huge amount of potential experimental discoveries being basically buried in their infancy. 

14.16170. The “electron” constructive activity within 3-4-dimensional range is closely connected 
with THE-Unanimity Aspect Quality dynamics, which is revealed only indirectly through the “human” 
НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations – by means of the partial synthesis dynamics within the Self-
Consciousness space, between the sub-Aspects of the current Quality and the “karma-fractions” of 
already partially synthesized sub-Aspects of two Dominants, inherent to the biological analogs of 
our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form-Types: it’s when we are trying to create something together, when 
we closely feel and specifically relate to one another, when we consider other’s opinion; when we 
intuitively feel the necessity of unification with either a “human”, group of “people”, or with a certain 
animal, a plant, mineral, or generally with nature – forest, field, maintain, ocean, and so on. The 
higher the degree of synthesis between both Dominant Aspects within the НУУ-Self-Consciousness 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations, the easier and faster the THE-Unanimity Quality Aspects, as well as its 
sub-Aspects can enter into the inter-quality synthesis interrelationship, since separately they interact 
with both Dominants Conscious Fields quite “reluctantly” due to considerable amount of energy-
informational tensions and disparity between them (the absence of the complete resonance). 
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14.16171. Let me remind you again, that in quantum mechanics and particle physics, spin is an 
intrinsic form of angular momentum carried by elementary particles, composite particles (hadrons), 
and atomic nuclei. Spin is a solely quantum-mechanical phenomenon; it does not have a counterpart 
in classical mechanics (despite the term spin being reminiscent of classical phenomena such as a 
planet spinning on its axis). It is known throughout scientists, that an electron isn’t able to have 
few various spins in its unexcited state, just as it can’t have different charges and different mass. 
However, once you begin the deep Meditation, concentrating onto the narrow-specific peculiarities 
of the energy-information dynamics of all the currently known particles, bearing various “spin” 
characteristics, you start to absolutely unequivocally understand, that each realization slloogrent 
Form of Energy-Plasma, frequency manifested throughout the irkkulligren Reality types as an 
elementary particle, represents by itself the simultaneous dynamics of infinite amount of multi-
qualitative types of various Collective Intellects, existing in more qualitative dimensional Levels, 
outside of the customary to us, discrete state, but rather in a form of already known to you, slloogrent 
superposition – the tremendously more organized, perfected and integral dynamics of the global 
Form-Creator Constructive Activity. 

14.16172. Even the conventional scientific cutting-edge equipment still can’t offer the ability to 
differentiate the diversity of the finest nuances and peculiarities, allowing each elementary particle 
to manifest even throughout this Reality types considerably in more unique ways, than it might seem 
to the experimenters, therefore all the differences between these particles can only be distinguishable 
in terms of the most approximate and imperfect spin classification system of the whole (1, 2, 3…) 
and semi-integral (1/2, 3/2, 5/2) digits. However, once the new scientific possibilities and technical 
capabilities will emerge in a near future, the scientists will be able to tremendously increase and 
broaden their knowledge, by deepening into the Self-Consciousness Levels, which currently seem 
“inaccessible”. They will discover absolutely new types of Form-Creator groups (various cosmic 
civilizations) of particles, which appear to be “similar” to many already known particle types, and 
which, while not being quite active within the current “human” subjective “materiality” type, are 
organizing the foundation of the energy-informational dynamics throughout other “human” and 
proto-form Continuums and Conversums (by means of creating an infinite amount of “individual” 
Forms of Self-Consciousness), providing the coexistence and constructive interaction ability 
(within their inherent dimensional Levels) to the infinite Proto-Form diversity, structuring the entire 
simultaneous and slloogrent Energy-Plasma Constructive Activity. 

14.16173. The final result of Their Creation - is that SOMETHING, which all of them (if they were 
“humans”) would perceive as “the Universe”. Upon the sequential intensification into the matter 
dynamics, I would conditionally compare all the force interactions, which are being implemented 
between the sub-elementary, elementary and super-universal particles within the “intra-atomic 
Space” with customary to us Perceptions of “interplanetary cosmic interrelationships”, while the 
multi-qualitative synthesis dynamics between the atoms within each molecule – with our Perceptions 
regarding the interconnections between various “stellar systems” (considering the fact, of cause, 
that within the corresponding atom Levels, the completely different Space-Time “structure system” 
dynamics of force interrelationships are being implemented and interpretationally reflected). 

14.16174. If we compare each molecule with the visible Universe part, then the distances, which 
various Electron Forms are traveling within the “intra-atomic Space” can be also compared with 
the individual and “attractor” correlated (specifically organized in accordance with certain Laws) 
Stellar and Planetary Entity dynamics (of cause, very subjectively, since the very Nature of the 
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“speed linear” movement is also a constant variable!). However, since all this synthesis Creation is 
being implemented within completely different Perception Systems, it would be grossly ignorant 
and foolish to try to imagine you as such “form-particle”, thinking that it perceives and observes the 
surrounding Reality just as we do! Their Perception systems are totally different from ours, and are 
implemented outside of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Synthesis Schemas. 

14.16175. The conditions, where we are synthesizing the Aspects of the dominant and background 
Qualities through our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations are narrow-specific, and inherent only 
for the НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Formo-Creators Constructive Activity; therefore we aren’t able even 
remotely to cognize the Perceptions, inherent to sub-elementary and super-universal Conscious 
Fields systems, which, on the much subtle Levels, form all the intra-atomic, inter-nuclear and 
inter-molecular interaction diversity, which in turn are being the corner stone of the creation of 
various “physical” Reality types. If we compare two various “Universes” (one comprised of “iron” 
force interactivity and the other – by “radium” or “uranium” interactivity), we will see, that these 
“Universes” will not be able to perceive one another, just like we aren’t able to anyhow perceive other 
“human-like” Forms of Self-Consciousness, which synthesize the same Dominants, but differently, 
and with different background correlation factor. 

14.16176. Again – each elementary particle is totally unique in terms of its individual manifestation 
activity! However, it would not be correct to assume that metals “electrons” are more similar 
with one another than, let’s say, non-metal “electrons”. It is only possible to assume this from our 
own subjective Perception level. In reality these “realization systems” are organized in a much 
more complex fashion. Physicists know, that a neutron is “almost” a proton, which during certain 
conditions (at tremendous speeds, for instance) sort of “bind” with an electron: electron shells are 
being indented into protons, forming a mutually aggregated for various certain conditions, realization 
Form, which we subjectively interpret as “neutron”. But there are other very complicated types 
of energy-informational interactions, which are hidden from us behind all these “diversions” and 
“merges”, and which are implemented for sake of sub-Aspect and Aspect synthesis of only certain 
types of Qualities, and which are in turn are organized by the very scrupulous, even more intense 
and complex of other materiality Formo-Creators dynamics of the certain type – quarks, photons 
and gluons; these particles, while are assumed “indivisible” within the inherent to them dimensional 
Levels, are nevertheless differentiate (transgress) onto additional sub-elementary and super-universal 
Forms, bearing their intrinsic energy-informational interrelations, completely different from atom 
nucleus ones, and they are represented by much greater force field interactions, which we utilize to 
describe any inertial dynamics (for example, intensiveness and tensions). 

14.16177. That is where the processes, precipitately classified by the scientists as “weak energy 
interactions”, commence. However, in reality these energy types are expressed through the purely 
colossal, unimaginable and completely unprecedented for us, volumes, which penetrate the global 
slloogrent dynamics of all the innumerable diversity of individually synthesized Form-Systems, 
simultaneously revealed throughout each dimensional Level, inherent to them, and manifest in totally 
unique way in each separate case! This results in multiple atom nucleus splitting experiments, with 
stupendous outbursts of Energy, not always controllable by the scientists. 

14.16178. It was calculated during multiple experiments that the elementary particle mass accounts 
for no more than 5% of the total nucleus mass. And the legitimate question is: where and how the 
remaining 95% are manifested? Well, the remaining 95% of the nucleus mass is actually these colossal 
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unimaginable Energy interactivities, simultaneously implemented by ourselves, THESE US, who are 
currently in-focusing within Formo-Creators НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configurations of much higher 
dimensional frequencies. This type of Energy is being allocated by THESE US into the simultaneous 
infinite diversity of multi-qualitatively synthesized “human” Continuum inertial dynamics, within 
each of the duvuyllerrt groups of which, its certain part is being revealed as elementary particle 
dynamics, while other part is also being allocated throughout various Synthesis schemas, sort of 
“transforming” from the kinetic energy into the potential one (for each “existing” types of Forms). 

14.16179. The scientist are grossly mistaken when they assume the gluons (elementary particles, 
located “between” quarks) to be “just” an “adhesive substance”, connecting quarks together. In 
reality, however, this is a much higher Level of Collective Intellect Forms of Self-Consciousness, 
WHICH stimulatingly (egllerolift) guide the inertial quark Form-Systems dynamic, correlating it 
with the dynamics, which is also simultaneously manifested by “them” throughout each duvuyllerrt 
group of Continuums. The conditional specifics of their construction activity can be compared with 
the functions of foremen, who are responsible for all the steps of construction implementation, 
performed by the regular workers. Quarks, and other particles, transforming through them (and 
into them) – are these “regular workers”, responsible for the implementation of only certain kind 
of synthesized “materiality” in various parts of the universal global Space-Time slloogrentity. 
And gluons are the more qualitative Formo-Creators Forms, actually organizing the quark activity 
processes. In fact, they both represent synthesis realization Forms of us as other various Form-
System Formo-Creators. 

QUESTION: Then what is being the “construction material”, which WE, as Formo-Creators, 
utilize in each “separate” case? 

14.16180. In the previous section, dear Саантофрея (Saantofreya), I have described the inertial 
principles of “karma-fraction” intra-aspect, inter-aspect and inter-quality synthesis, structuring all 
the dimensional Levels of slloogrent dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. The primary dynamic 
energy-information foundation for absolutely all systems of OUR surrounding Reality dimensional 
Level Synthesis is actually represented by “emanations” and “psyche”, which serve as a primary basis 
for the narrow-specific dynamics of any СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, providing the opportunities 
towards the various Formo-Creators diverse realization activity through any Proto-Form Perception 
system. 

14.16181. Let me remind you that absolutely all our Thoughts and Emotions – is a result of narrow-
specific biochemical dynamic reflection of various brain’s realizational Forms of its specific bio-
Creators, resonantly manipulating (strictly within limits of specific ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations) with 
ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration “projections”, qualitatively completely correlating with corresponding 
УУ-ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Conglomerates of each “person” individual ODS. Alongside with you, the same 
occurs within individual Self-Consciousness of all other Proto-Forms of “Animal”, “Vegetative” 
and Mineral” Kingdoms, visually perceived Forms of which are also structured by the synthesis 
dynamics of elementary particles, such as fermions – leptons and quarks, as well the carriers of their 
energy-informational interactivity – bosons. 

14.16182. In other words, any Thoughts and Emotions can manifest within our Self-Consciousness 
only when specific biological mechanism Formo-Creators (nerve cells, for instance), “project” the 
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certain ВВУ(VVU)-Configurations of the corresponding СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms through 
their own realization Forms, which immediately is being reflected in a dynamics of all other Forms 
of the biological body as specific biochemical reaction. At the same time, the so called “weak 
interrelationship electric fields” (Conscious Fields) appear throughout Space-Time of that particular 
Continuum, which “re-project” into the corresponding ВВУ(VVU)-Configuration (inherent only 
to that synthesis sub-level) of any of the two ИИССИИДИ-Centers (IISSIIDI-Centers), after which 
they are being deciphered by other Formo-Creators and subjectively experienced by you as certain 
psychic emotion or a part of thinking process. The unique attributes of each atom of all substances 
primarily depend on the quality of Proto-Forms, which structure the proton and neutron nucleus 
of this particular atom (predominantly sub-elementary, elementary, or super-universal particles). 
Because as I’ve mentioned previously, possess their own Individuality, which in our material reality 
is revealed through the individual properties of each atom, for instance, iron, helium, hydrogen, and 
so on, including the entire Periodic table. 

QUESTION: Oris, if I, for instance, unscrew this bold, currently sort of “belonging” to this fan, 
tighten it into the wall and will hang a picture on it, will the bold atoms and the elementary 
particles, structuring it, change?

14.16183. Yes, dear Овуллддс (Ovulldds), they indeed, will. The point is that you clex the current 
“hexahedron” Configuration of the existing Form, “equipped” with the fan СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Forms by your own СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of a its new application, for instance by handing 
the picture on this bold. At that the surrounding Reality type remains the “hexahedron” one; however, 
the “hexahedron” Configuration, structuring the geometry of the bold Space-Time will be slightly 
different, since this energy-informational (and hence, already DIFFERENT kind of bold) becomes 
a constituent part of a psyche-dynamics of the other type (of your own Self-Consciousness and 
not the fan’s assembling technician), and thus will not be karma-interconnected with the previous 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form source, which have clexed its Configuration with a fan functions 
interactivity (for instance, if the fan would be damaged and became a reason for a fire or someone’s 
injury, the responsibility would in this case apply to someone’, who had actually caused the item’s 
malfunction). At that the previous Form-system, where this bold has slloogrently structured the 
fan’s Form, haven’t disappeared – in Form-systems, where you haven’t chosen this course of action, 
the bold remains at its original place, while in other Form-systems, where it was removed from the 
fan, its primary function hasn’t changed (its Form remained exactly the same); it simply had sort 
of “extended” due to your own Self-Consciousness Experience, when you have clexed this type of 
“hexahedron” dynamics by the new type of Energy-Information. 

14.16184. As a result of a TES-“unpacking” within the information space of your Self-Consciousness, 
the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of the certain bold, inserted into the non-working fan have 
appeared; hence the Formo-Creators Experience, “imprinted” within a global Configuration of your 
individual ODS has prompted you that the current item (bold) can be used at other destination. 
This is exactly what I call “clexing” - “quantizing” of the current Configuration by the new 
application “function”. However, by altering the item’s application “function”, programmed into its 
Configuration, you haven’t altered its primary energy-information essence (СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-
Form), determining its functionality – the bold still remains itself. But if you had, for instance, filed 
its thread, then you would definitely alter its original functionality essence and revealed in your 
Form-system a completely new Form – a nail. 
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QUESTION: How can we apply the “form-particles”, structuring various Self-Consciousness 
manifestation Forms within the current dimensional range (the aggregation of bosons and 
fermions, manifested in a form of a bold in this case) to the specific type of “hexahedron” 
Formo-Creators, which precisely determine its primary functionality to the currently 
manifested Form: “the fan’s bracket bold”?

14.16185. Dear Ийювиллоиррисс (Iyuvilloirriss), the “hexahedron” Formo-Creators actually 
compose this rotating mechanism, which we define as fan. Does the fan (or any other “inanimate” 
item) possess its own Form of Self-Consciousness? Yes, it does. However, this is manifested only 
on levels of energy-information interactivity of all bosons and fermions, structuring it, and uniquely 
revealing through the current Form of their mutual manifestation. This is the same as if many 
“people” would build a large, mutual house for everyone, and while living in it, they would realize 
the multiple “interpersonal” relationships. 

14.16186. It’s also similar to “our” biological body, through the Form and attributes of which we 
implement as electrons, neutrons and other various energy field Formo-Creators. Think about it – 
it’s not you, who is organizing each biological reaction, ongoing in your body! It is not you, who is 
thinking about the necessary hormones, which have to be produced and where it should be directed 
through the bloodstream! It’s not you, who determines the protein, glucose and vitamins obtaining 
process from the digested food and what should be done with all that thereafter! It’s not you, who 
performs all these vital functions! Then who are really YOU? In what way do you relate to the 
body, which you think “belongs” to you? Just like in the case with a fan, you are simply a resulting 
realization part of all the global dynamics of the multitude of boson and fermion Formo-Creators. As 
a manifestation Form – You are simply an automobile, structured by various parts and mechanisms, 
while they are actually you, but as a Self-Consciousness Form – a DRIVER of that vehicle! Without 
a driver any vehicle becomes only an object, a realization Form of OTHER Self-Consciousness 
Levels of the above-mentioned fermion and boson Formo-Creators. Hence, it’s THEM, who actually 
orchestrate an entire “human” society, our politics, economics, religions, Realities and Continuums. 
They are within us and around us – these infinitely diverse cosmic civilizations, the presence of which 
we don’t consider only because we don’t correlate their activity with “ourselves”, perceiving them 
simply as primitive “elementary particles”; that is why our scientists often are sincerely amazed, 
when they observe the signs of a Conscious Intellect, manifested by these particles during various 
experiments! 

14.16187. But let’s come back to the fan and its bold. Any action, through which you can currently 
implement, is principally based on the fact that you resonantly attract the mostly compatible УУ-
ВВУ- (UU-VVU) Forms (ВВУ-Information) from the slloogrent Space-Time Energy-Information into 
the “unfolding” dynamics of your own Self-Consciousness and steadily “re-project” the СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms, peculiar to your ННААССММ (NNAASSMM) – meaning that you will inertially 
quantize it by the Formo-Creators Experience, primordially programmed into your individual ODS. 
If you spend a considerable amount of psychic effort (Energy and Time = re-focusing quantity), you 
will achieve the initially desired result. Each individual choice alters the narrow-specific energy-
information interrelationships between various Formo-Creators of specific resonant “hexahedron” 
groups (each of which structures only the specific Synthesis Vector, inherent to its Formo-Creators), 
manifesting various qualities, peculiar to different Constructive Activity of the individual Self-
Consciousness. In other words, each choice is actually an alteration of the resonant frequency 
within the mutual Form-Creator Configuration group by the “unfolding” dynamics of your Self-
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Consciousness Formo-Creators of any chosen Direction Vectors, which factually always represents 
the qualitatively totally different “hexahedron” group in relation to its initial attributes. 

14.16188. For instance, revealing the aggression qualities, inherent to the inferior Levels of Formo-
Creators Self-Consciousness, you can break this fan, thus clexing it’s Form anew, by incasing a whole 
new meaning to it, depriving a certain Formo-Creators group of the farther continuous constructive 
implementation through this particular fan’s working process. It is you and not them, who are 
refocusing into the particular Form-System, where these Formo-Creators don’t have the ability of 
implementing through the fan’s working process. By breaking it you have incased in its Form a 
certain ВВУ(VVU)-Information type (СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, explaining the reason for such 
solution) as well as the inherent to it, type of specific psychic Energy. This Energy-Information 
has transformed the earlier unified Form into the ruined remains and fragments (by the way, the 
destruction is actually a distinctive characteristic of all low-quality Energy types, since the creation 
of something requires a participation of more developed and more advanced Formo-Creators). 

14.16189. Until such aggressive clexing was applied, the Form-System has been structured by 
“this particular” manifestation Form of certain Energy-Information, and now it has been corrected 
in accordance with your Formo-Creators perception into its new Form – the broken remains and 
particles. The completely different type of Energy-Information can be utilized, for instance, by 
pasting of this ordinary bottle by the ornamental glass. In this case you have displayed a higher 
quality Formo-Creators dynamics, the result of which can be observed here – the Configuration of 
this very beautiful vase, now structuring the Form-System “geometry”. The results of any clexing-
quantizing always depend on the quality of Experience utilized by your Formo-Creators, meaning 
the quality of your own manifestation, as a resulting Form of their constructive realization. 

QUESTION: At what point the electrons change, so they could correspond to their new purpose?

14.16190. Dear Маарр (Maar), not a single Form of electrons or other particles, structuring the 
current Form-system, ever changes – it is forever affixed (stabilized, programmed) within inherent 
only to this particle, resonant spot of inertial Space-Time dynamics! Coming back to our example 
– the intake and broken fans are structuring the scenarios of qualitatively different Form-systems, 
where various Levels Formo-Creators of your aggregated Stereo-Form’s unified Self-Consciousness 
are manifested by means of the corresponding “individual” Interpretations and Formo-Creators, 
peculiar to its (your Stereo-Form) Configuration. Remember – everything, which concerns Forms 
never ever, changes; it always “has been”, “is” and “will be” remain exactly the same throughout 
each of the inertially synthesized Levels of Energy-Plasma. The ONLY thing, which always changes 
– is the FSA-DRF dynamics, while focusing onto the quality contents of each of these Forms 
depending on the participating Form-Creator Self-Consciousness Levels: each Focus condition (the 
Constructive Activity Level) correlates to a specific result throughout the slloogrent dynamics of 
Space-Time. While in current Form-system the fan was quantized by aggression, thus disintegrating 
into a pile of trash, in other Form-system the same fan was actually modified by more qualitative 
Form of your Interpretations, and the fan acquired an additional working function – an air ionizer. 

14.16191. The electron Forms themselves in this example haven’t changed, however throughout 
various Form-systems they acquire various types of Experience provided for various СФУУРММ 
(SFUURMM)-Forms interconnection, correspondingly altering their inherent Configurations. The 
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electron remains itself throughout each Form-system, but its Configuration can considerably change, 
in which case we say that in certain conditions “electron has switched to another orbit”, or “changed 
his previous level”. What does that mean? What “other level”? Other frequency! The saturation 
of any Configuration with a more qualitative Information causes its frequency to risen, and vice 
versa. Together with that the Form’s energy potential either automatically increases or decreases 
accordingly. The more qualitative Information realization dynamics required more qualitative and 
more powerful energy supply. All these illusive “alterations” and “corrections” are reflected within 
the Perception system only by means of the inertial FSA-DRF dynamics of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators themselves, which are unaware of any of their other Interpretation results throughout 
other Form-systems. Due to the fact that we aren’t familiar with an integral state and the whole 
“universal picture”, occurring to other Forms throughout various other Form-systems, we perceive 
the electron’s Form, inherent only to the “geometry” of these current Form-systems as exactly the 
same, although its Configuration isn’t the same, comparing to its previous Configuration. 

14.16192. Everything is much more complicated than you can imagine, and it can’t be really 
simplified and narrated down to the levels of our existing subjective Perceptions and current 
technical potential. Our scientists remind me some quite limited and amateur observers, trying to 
research the dynamics of very similar types of “particles” with outdated scientific equipment. Let’s 
assume the “particles” resemble the Planet’s population, which is very diverse in terms of race, 
culture, nation, intellect and phycology factors. However, with only a limited amount of measuring 
instruments, these observers have managed to find only three “distinctive” characteristics, such as 
color (they defined it as “charge”), gender (which was defined as “spin”) and the weight (which they 
characterized as “rest mass”); all these properties (as they think!), are being the primary determining 
characteristics of our human race in general. All other distinctions and characteristics, which are 
so evident between various human races and nations, were left behind, since the limited scientific 
equipment wasn’t capable of even registering them. And hence, these observers begun to classify us 
according to these three characteristics and draw all their conclusions based on an assumption that 
we are the “particles”. At the same time we know perfectly well, that humans vary in many more 
ways than just color, weight and gender!

14.16193. Someone could oppose, asking how it can be explained that our worldwide scientific 
community has achieved a great success and continues on. Well, if we are to be chosen to perform 
a certain simple rough work, which doesn’t require any type of experience, based on these three 
defining characteristics (weight, color and gender), we would indeed successfully complete it: upon 
the certain working conditions, the representatives of various races and nationalities, political views 
and religious confessions, scientists and workmen, painters and farmers can dig a pit of required 
size along with canals, construct supporting walls, apply a pavement, land and grow the trees, and 
so on…In fact, our scientists have basically the same type of relationship with various particles and 
fields they research. But if they only knew more about the individual capabilities and talents of their 
“employed force”, they would be able to acquire tremendously greater potential volume of benefit 
if they treated us not as some “unenlightened rednecks”, but rather as equal Creators (who might 
be even more advanced sometimes!). So, please think about it, especially these of you, who even in 
the slightest way are capable of influencing the critical situation in our global scientific community. 

14.16194. Now we understand that the Forms themselves don’t change, - it’s their Formo-Creators 
Self-Consciousness, which do. It occurs every time you alter your previous Perception in regards to 
them, applying the different СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. The fan bold, reviewed in the earlier 
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example, as a manifestation Form, capable of participating simultaneously throughout various 
Synthesis Vectors never changes, it always remains the same; however, if we look at it as a Form of 
Self-Consciousness, then it is always different. Thus, it becomes evident, that each atom’s elementary 
particle Conscious Fields contains the slloogrent program of its participation in all possible kinds 
of Synthesis, primordially incased in it. The precise Form of a precise atomic composition, bearing 
precise mechanical and chemical attributes is capable of revealing itself within the specific realization 
type. In someone’s Self-Consciousness this bold is structured by the “octahedron” Formo-Creators, 
in other person’s Self-Consciousness its structured by the “hexahedron” Formo-Creators, while in 
someone else’s Self-Consciousness – by the “dodecahedron” Formo-Creators, not counting all the 
variety of other “intermediate” variants of synthesized “karma-fractions”. 

14.16195. By utilizing the specific machine, it’s possible to transform this bold into a nail, re-melt it 
into a bracket, or, while chemically treating it, make a pigment out of it with a reagent’s participation; 
or, we can create a fertilizer from it, and its atoms will then enter the plant’s molecular structure. 
Only the quality degree of your Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators can determine the specific 
morphogenetic processes, where the aggregation of iron atoms, currently expressed in this bold, can 
participate. As well as knowing about the material processing, physical and chemical structure of 
matter, also determine the entire spectrum of various “tasks”, where these particles can be utilized 
as various Forms. The quality of application for each item (the bold in this case) is determined by 
the quality of Form-system, where you are capable of re-focusing into. This bold have acquired its 
current Form because certain “people”, who knew about the ore and steel mining and processing, 
have transformed the once “lose” elementary particles into it. Similarly, other “people”, possessing 
slightly different set of raw material processing СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, could manage the 
creation of blood-substitute specimen constituent. 

14.16196. Hence, the electrons can be clexed by various definitions, and then they would differ not 
by a Form, but by such quality degree, which you can attract from СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, 
already existing as certain Experience within your individual ODS. And if you have nothing to do 
with creation of this fan (if you aren’t being its Form-Creator, and you don’t have the СФУУР-
ММ (SFUURMM)-Forms regarding its structure), then, following the untwisting the screw, the fan 
can at some point fell and brake, since you have incased the fan’s Configuration with your own 
Information, which isn’t compatible with the previous Information, which in turn has contributed 
to its manifestation in this Reality as a fan. In order to understand the differences between electrons 
and atoms, comprising the various materials, it is essential to understand what gluons are. 

14.16197. Well, what are gluons? First of all, they are the Information carriers, on the basis of which 
they organize quarks into the more complex structures. On the basis of Information, which gluon 
Formo-Creators incase into each family of quark Formo-Creators, gluons together with photons 
“project” this Information into lepton Formo-Creators Configurations together with Information, 
which photons “project” into the lepton Form-Creator Configurations. However, the Information, 
inherent to gluon, photon and quark Formo-Creators is slloogrent in its nature. The electron Formo-
Creators, while resonantly attracting it from this slloogrentity strictly in accordance with their 
function quality, uniquely “unpack” and reveal it as a certain Form; this means that the definition 
type of the Information, clexed by them, depends on which exact Configuration Forms will be 
structured by these precise electron Formo-Creators. For them it’s unimportant whether it’s a fan, 
or some type of plastic; the important fact is that they react differently towards the various types of 
definitions – towards the “projecting” of various Energy-Information, coming from quarks. 
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14.16198. How is that electron, proton and neutron Formo-Creators became a fan, and not anything 
else? Well, the “humankind” collective Consciousness possesses the natural resource processing 
technology, the energy source, technological drafts of manufacturing and assembly – an aggregation 
of certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, which has defined the entire dynamics of certain fragments 
along with this whole “creation’s” consecutive manifestation. And the resonantly formed proton, 
electron and neutron Form-Creator “creative team” Configuration became this very “creation”. The 
gluon Formo-Creators have “projected” the Energy-Information regarding “this very” utilization 
type of these elementary particles within this current Continuum groups into the Configurations 
of the specific quark families, representing tiniest fraction out of the considerably more extensive 
slloogrent information flux of all possible ways of their various “utilization”. 

14.16199. The only utilization type, which isn’t possible to perform – is to accelerate these atoms 
to the speed of light. This Energy-Information isn’t primordially incased into their Configurations, 
since in this case they would cease to be the electron, proton and neutron Formo-Creators, as 
well as the “substance atoms” within current dimensional range. The Energy-Information of each 
particle is slloogrent, and all possibilities for its manifestation in a certain Reality are primordially 
predetermined within it. Electrons, participating in a morphogenetic dynamics of “human” Self-
Consciousness Forms, are synthesized (clexed) by СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms of “our” “human 
“Formo-Creators; therefore they differ from other electron Configurations, clexed by various other 
Synthesis Vectors. 

14.16200. In Continuums, where other Proto-Forms act as the dominant manifestation Form, 
the electron, proton and other “formo-particle” Forms are the same; however their Form-Creator 
Configurations will be different, since they are structured by the different Quality Aspect “karma-
fractions”, than the “human” ones. The ННААССММ (NNAASSMM) of each elementary particle 
is structured by the slloogrent Energy-Information, resonantly “projected” into it, and everything, 
related to the dynamics of this particular slloogrent part, in relation to this very particle, can 
implement it only in this particular type of dynamics and non-other. The exchange of the realization 
Form of this particle is possible only upon the change of the Energy-Information, structuring it, the 
resonance source of which can come from various other Self-Consciousness Formo-Creators. Any 
“form-particle” dynamics always has a boson present there, as a representative of a field structure, 
which created this particle and allowed its manifestation in this exact “fashion” by means of its own 
resonant interactivity with the corresponding (in terms of quality) karmo-klofts of УПДУЙКК-Field 
(UPDUYKK-Field). 

14.16201. The Universal Energy-Information slloogrentity attribute is a core component of any 
particle manifestation ability. For instance, why electron can become a polaron? Because primordially 
this capability is programmed into it, and once a polaron, it imparts a whole new attributes to the 
Space. However, “externally” (according to its manifestation Form), it’s the same exact electron, 
which slowed its dynamics and imbedded a part of is Energy-Information into the Energy, necessary 
for the surrounding atoms polarization, which immediately effected its own attributes, re-focusing it 
into the other Form, resonantly more compatible to its newly acquired attributes. And it’s important 
to keep in mind, that the Energy-Information, related to such “re-focusing” activity upon the specific 
constructive realization cessation process, has always been a part of its dynamics. 

14.16202. I know that any “form-particle” of our Reality is either a “dodecahedron”, or “hexahedron”, 
and the only difference between them lies in the quality of Energy-Information, structuring their 
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manifestation Form Configurations. Their Form is the same, but the Energy-Information, structuring 
the “ribs” and stimulating the svilgs-dynamics of such “hexahedron” towards the manifestation in a 
form of a “sphere” – is different. Factually the “sphere” doesn’t exist in reality, since the only thing, 
which does exist – is the “spheroidal” dynamics – it speeds up so fast, that actually transforms into 
something, which can only be compared with an electron cloud, a “geometrical figure”, which, at 
the instant of its forced “halting” within the information space of my own Self-Consciousness, most 
closely have resembled the “hexahedron” to me. The ever-increasing amount of other “hexahedron” 
interconnections continuously enters this “spheroidisity” due to the resonantly-egllerolift attractor 
influence of gravitons-hvasslons. Each “hexahedron” can only enter into a very specific resonant 
interactivity type with other “hexahedrons”, hence producing various types of substances, various 
types of interconnections and Conscious Fields. 

QUESTION: Wouldn’t it be logical to assume, that the quantity of elementary particles, 
structuring our Reality must be much larger, not 12 (6 leptons + 6 quarks), since each 
“hexahedron” Configuration should have its own particle. In reality, however, we observe a 
quite limited amount of stable particles, constituting the basis of our materiality, while at the 
same time for some reason don’t observe any intermediate Forms between, let’s say, proton 
and neutron – some hypothetical kind of “neutron-proton” or “proton-neutron”. Or am I 
wrong?

14.16203. Dear Велла (Vella), it’s just that we try to research them from the very same Reality, 
where they are manifested. We actually are manifested here by means of the same protons and 
neutrons, and thus can see only things, which mostly correlate to our Reality type and our Synthesis 
schema, which is assured due to specific “human” СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, and not, let’s say, 
animal or insect СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms. If you are to turn into an ant now, the tremendous 
amount of circumstances in your biology, surroundings and Perceptions, would change accordingly. 
For instance, in Thailand I’ve seen large ants, capable of maintaining of incredible amount of 
efforts during a very long period of time, holding a growing palm leaf with their front paws, while 
attempting to build their cocoon; they remain in this stretched, extremely tense conditions for days, 
withstanding unimaginable (from our point of view), amounts of pressure. 

14.16204. They have completely different electron Form-Creator Configuration, differing from 
ours, since they utilize totally different part of slloogrent Energy-Information. Slloogrent! The one, 
which allows the electron Formo-Creators to be manifested as a Form of an ant, and not our “cellular 
component” Form, for instance. As a “form-particle”, the electron Energy-Information of an ant’s 
body varies from ours. The Energy-Information provides variable attributes to the same (as you 
think) electrons and protons, participating in manifestation Forms of various Proto-Forms. However, 
in reality, the scientists have defined a vast, multi-quality “hexahedron” quantity as an electron, only 
because they somewhat similarly interact with karmo-klofts, while another “hexahedron” group, 
tremendously different from the first, was defined as “protons”. And so on. Therefore I repeat one 
again: supposedly “the same electrons”, structuring various Proto-Forms, are in fact – different 
particles; and in the future, as we progress towards the флакглаассный (flakglaass) Reality types, 
these distinctions will become evident progressively. 

- According to physics, the difference in biological and physical Form attributes is based on organic 
molecule structure variance. The ant’s external skeleton consists for the most part of the chitin 
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compounds, allowing for such tremendous load pressures, manifold surpassing its body weight. 

14.16205. Dear Ввуулдтууррм (Vvuuldtuurrm), let’s look at it more closely! What a chitin consists 
of? That’s right – of the monosaccharide molecules. They are structured by atoms, which, in 
turn, consist of electrons, protons and neutrons. The electron, proton and neutron Configurations, 
possessing the Energy-Information, inherent only to them, have managed to merge within a specific 
ant Form into a substance, which we define as chitin (non-existing in our НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-
Forms), since we, in our subjective Reality, going through completely different Synthesis schemas. 
The atom and molecule Formo-Creators of “our” biological Forms – electrons and nucleons, 
can never become a chitin, because in realization construction of the current Synthesis schema 
such Energy-Information is completely irrelevant to them throughout any stage of their inertial 
development. And even if you compose yourself a meal, consisting of ants for 100%, the level of 
chitin constituent, nevertheless, will not change within your biological Form. Whenever the superior 
Formo-Creators of an ant Proto-Form “re-focus” out of the “dead” ant Forms, they still only possess 
the ant bio-Creators of ant’s DNA, proteins and polysaccharides. Our DNA bio-Creators aren’t able 
to utilize the ant’s proteins and polysaccharides for their own synthesis purposes (intact!); for that 
to occur they first have to disintegrate them onto constituent Forms, for which initially they would 
require СВУУЛЛМИИ-СВУУ (SVUULLMII-SVUU)- and ЛУУДМИИ-СВУУ (LUUDMII-SVUU)-Formo-
Creators (SVUULLMII-SVUU- and LUUDMII-SVUU), responsible for the decomposition, putrefaction 
and disintegration processes, which actually “know” how to separate the highly-molecular protein 
and polysaccharide structures into the low-molecular ones. 

14.16206. Our Formo-Creators, manifesting through bosons (photons and gluons, to which you 
are accustomed to), are capable of quantizing only in relation to the limits of their own Synthesis 
schema; and in order for them to utilize chitin for any purposes, they have to “dismantle” it to such 
degree of its protein “elementariness”, certain fragments of which they could successfully utilize in 
their Creation, while everything else, not suitable for them, withdraw from the body. And only after 
that, utilizing the Energy-Information, embedded into their Configurations (just like an engineering 
draft regarding their own Synthesis schema), our bio-Creators can utilize the universal fragments, 
formed on the chitin basis for their realization Construction. As I’ve mentioned previously, the 
Formo-Creators, utilizing the СВУУЛЛ-ВВУ (SVUULL-VVU) and ЛУУД-ВВУ (LUUD-VVU)-copy 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms – are mutual for all biological Proto-Forms, since they represent the 
hypothetical “building blocks”, which the more developed bio-Creators utilize for the construction 
of their own synthesis dynamics. 

14.16207. It should be very clear for you that it isn’t us, “the people”, who are organizing the protein, 
polysaccharides, DNA, RNA, and other macromolecule formation processes, not mentioning the 
regulation of various systems and organs. In fact, most of us have no idea what that is! However, 
not many of us actually wonder who is organizing all these processes. Is it really some “inanimate 
atoms and molecules” are wiser, more experienced and more educated than most of “us”? Of cause 
not! Most of you are inclined to believe anything, but that, since it offends their individual “honor 
and dignity”! But I couldn’t care less about the egocentric artificiality regarding “yourselves” and 
“your own” farfetched self-pride! 

14.16208. Therefore I once again highlight for the most inapprehensive and stubborn of you: 
everything, which you define as “the base, inferior psyche” and discrete mental processes is actually 
a result of continuous biochemical reactions, organized by various molecular (resonantly aggregated 
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in terms of specific Synthesis schema Configurations) groups of self-conscious elementary particle 
Formo-Creators. The more organized Self-Consciousness dynamics, verging with a Collective Sub-
Consciousness, is implemented on flaks-wave Level, since the higher-frequency psyche-mental 
activity is based not upon the ODS СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms, but rather ФЛУУ-ЛУУ (FLUU-
LUU)-complexes of ФЛУУ-ВВУ (FLUU-VVU)-modules. Hence, the “unpacking” process of such 
Energy-Information requires the participation of boson ФЛАКС (FLAKS)-Creators – photons and 
gluons. And such dynamics itself is implemented not so much by the biochemical reactions, but 
rather by the “Bio-pendulum” (Biomayatnik) and the cerebral cortex of higher-frequency Form-
Creator Configurations wave dynamics, “projected” onto the Self-Consciousness “bio-screen”. 

14.16209. If you could actually enter into an “inner space” of your own physical organism, you 
wouldn’t see anything, even remotely connected to your subjective Perceptions regarding a “homo 
sapiens”, manageable from a certain “main console”; you will only see an entire biochemical 
laboratory, or better yet – gigantic processing plant, where each separate element performs “its own” 
specific function. Why is that pipe vibrating over there? Oh, it actually produces a specific hormone! 
Where does it get it from? Well, it derives it from these circulatory blood vessels with various 
substances being delivered to it (the “phosphorous” and “iron” Formo-Creators), which in turn are 
being absorbed by it through specific membranes and turned into adenosine triphosphate and so on. 
No one of us have any idea how exactly this is done, but all this – is a specific Formo-Creators activity, 
which operate by the realization dynamics of specific atoms and elementary particles by means 
of the continuous egllerolift “presence” in them of the higher-quality energy-information carrier 
Configurations – bosons (that is why most bosons are capable of active interactivity relationship 
with karma-klofts, since without their specific Energy-Information the elementary particle Formo-
Creators couldn’t implement their primary functions). At that, the boson aggregation, structuring 
each realization Form, represents the combination of self-conscious multitude of various Conscious 
Fields, certain elements of which you define as weak or strong electric or magnetic interactivity. 

QUESTION: Well, is this true that elementary particles themselves are like these universal 
bricks, let’s say, 50 types or kinds, and only Formo-Creators decide how they wish to utilize 
them…

14.16210. Dear Грааллгллаасс (Graallgllaass), you again got it all wrong! You are trying to divide 
the elementary particles onto some sort of “building blocks” and some certain Form-Creators. Such 
separation doesn’t exist in the Universe. You tend to forget that each particle is fully self-conscious 
and it’s concurrently a Form-Creator, information carrier and transmitter, since in the basis of its 
realization construction lays the partially synthesized “karma-fraction”. As you know, any “karma-
fraction” is an aggregation of Form- and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators (SLUI-SLUU). I have 
indicated that a “karma-fraction” lays in a basis of any particle, since the particle is actually a 
narrow-specific Configuration “projection” of this “karma-fraction” onto the Space-Time dynamics 
(through the clexing process of any СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form by the Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators). 

14.16211. Even according to modern physics there aren’t any completely neutral particles – any 
particles participates in a single or multiple field interactivity processes, hence it potentially possesses 
the required Energy-Information, allowing it to act accordingly. Moreover, any particle has its own 
spin and is capable of egllerolift alternation of its state towards the other particles; therefore it can 
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be considered the Energy-Information carrier. Considering the abovementioned, can you still assert 
that there are certain “building blocks” and separately from them – certain “builders”? Please get 
accustomed to a notion, that any particles type is actually a specific Energy-Information type carrier, 
simultaneously being both - the “construction material” as well as organizing “principle”, involving 
this particle into various morphogenetic processes, not just as a passive “structural element”, but 
rather as an informational transmitter of the global slloogrent dynamics. Let’s review a simple 
example: what are the plant’s seeds? It’s a DNA, coupled with certain amount of nutrient reserves 
for an initial growth phase. The DNA possesses sufficient amount of Energy-Information for seed’s 
Formo-Creators to initiate an active involvement of elements of the surrounding reality into their 
resonant dynamics and code the entire flux of newly attracted “formo-particles” (clexing within their 
Self-Consciousness) by their own genetic Energy-Information, thus “making” them the participants 
of this synthesis process. 

14.16212. Furthermore – what is a Thought? It is a certain СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, bearing 
the prevailing Will-Intellect Aspect Quality realization dynamics within its Configuration. On 
which Levels the Thought can implement throughout our STC - on levels of electron, proton or 
neutron activity? Well, in reality, the inferior Sensitivity СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form Formo-
Creators implement their constructive activity on these Levels, where the Love-Wisdom Quality 
Aspects are in predominance. In fact, I would compare the high-quality Thinking dynamics with 
tachyon Form-Creator attributes, which are being active construction Elements of ФЛАКС (FLAKS) 
3-4 dimensional “resopason” (resonant diapason). Hence, thinking about certain processes, “not 
belonging” to this Reality, and not in any way reflected by the Formo-Matter Configuration of 
3-4-dimensional levels, means manipulating from gluon and tachyon particle Formo-Creator Level 
positions, which structure the 4-5-dimensional resopasons. 

14.16213. Gluons, tachyons and photons – are the particles, closest to quarks (currently known to 
scientists) – in terms of “materiality” degree of ФЛАКС (FLAKS)-Creator Configurations. So, where 
the quarks originate from? That’s right - within superior resopasons of 3-4-dimensional levels. Hence, 
gluons and photons are actually being these Forms of constructive manifestation of Self-Consciousness 
Formo-Creators, which directly transmit the Energy-Information from the neighboring ФЛАКС (FLAKS) 
inferior Reality resopason into Configurations of irkkulligrenn Reality Formo-Creators Configurations. 
According to our Perceptions, what is “out there”, most closely resembling the ФЛАКС (FLAKS) 
dynamics? Out of what is currently known to scientists, these are tachyons (moving faster than a speed of 
light), luxons (moving with the speed of light) as well as all possible types of polaritons, originating as a 
result of the photon interactivity with various medium exaltations, such as phonons, excitons, plasmons 
and magnons). All morphogenetic processes occur not as a result of our activity (like working with 
a saw), but because the Sub-Consciousness Formo-Creators are constantly transmitting the slloogrent 
Energy-Information into the information space of Self-Consciousness, and through the most qualitative 
Formo-and СЛУИ-СЛУУ (SLUI-SLUU)-Creators are organizing the quark Formo-Creators from within, 
implementing absolutely all possible morphogenetic processes, which we observe around us in a form of 
a fan or a bold, for instance. There is a slloogrent Energy-Information regarding a certain implementation 
process – it has manifested in a form of a Thought СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Form, while a Thought 
itself – is actually a tachyon, gluon and polariton Formo-Creator Configurations aggregation, specifically 
interacting with one another. 

14.16214. If you are to incase your Self-Consciousness into your own body by means of a deep 
Meditation and examine any tissue fragment, you will be amazed that there is nothing exists there, 
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except electron, nucleon as well as protein and fatty complexes, created by them! No one is running 
or fussing around, and no one is “loafing” either. The whole organization and implementation 
structure is flawless and fully automated in a “space”, which seems virtually unlimited and endless. 
If you closely examine the blood, you will be staggered by the orderly and self-sustaining degree 
of any Formo-Creators organization, for instance, the ones which we define as leukocytes. Thus, 
without “asking anyone”, or “reporting to anyone”, neutrophil bio-Creators detect, capture and 
process various pathogenic bacteria and tissue particles with the assistance of hydrolytic ferment; 
parallel with them, bio-Creators of eosinophil, independently migrating from the bloodstream into 
the mucous membranes of respiratory, genitourinary and intestine, locate specific parasites there 
and inject them with the contains of their granules (peroxidase, phospholipase, acid phosphatase, 
collagenases and so on) as well as lipid mediators, perniciously affecting them; along with all of 
them, basophile bio-Creators, also without “asking anyone’s permission” precisely implement their 
warning functions, secreting upon necessity various substances, provoking allergic rhinitis, various 
asthma forms, or – at in very dangerous situations – anaphylactic shock; monocyte bio-Creators, 
upon exiting the bloodstream, actively absorb bacteria and other foreign inclusions; lymphocyte bio-
Creators form the multitude of antibodies, combat the tumorous cells, detect and annihilate viruses 
and much more. Parallel with them, erythrocyte bio-Creators transmit the oxygen from the lungs to 
various tissues, and carbon dioxide from various tissues back to lungs. 

14.16215. Something, which we subjectively define as the “blood plasma”, is in fact much more 
than just “watery blood part”; it is a specifically manifested Form of the superior protein Collective 
Intellect Formo-Creators, which are not simply assisting the entire multitude of various bio-Creators 
in their blood vessel movement, - the plasma Form-Creators (albumin and globulin) implement an 
egllerolift leucocyte and erythrocyte dynamics correction, directing their activity towards the needy 
organs, and various body parts, while such protein Form-Creators as prothrombin and fibrinogen insure 
the blood coagulation process. Many of these Form-Creators act as transport proteins (hemoglobin) 
for various hormones, free fatty acids, bilirubin, various ions and incoming medicine; maintain 
the stability of colloid osmotic constant blood, participate in a number of metabolic processes (for 
instance, link the genital hormones, transferrin, histamine, thyroxin and bilirubin, iron, cholesterol, 
and vitamins A, D ad K), as well as the inflammation and immune response processes (for instance, 
low-molecular peptide Form-Creators cytokines) and so on. 

14.16216. The minerals Form-Creators, structuring the blood’s plasma dynamics, - salts 
Configurations of sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, chlorine, phosphorus, iodine, zinc, 
and others – mutually participate in an osmotic pressure of blood pH and other processes (for 
instance, Form-Creators of calcium ions affect the colloidal state of the cell contents, are involved in 
regulation processes of blood clotting as well of muscle contraction and the nerve cells sensitivity). 
Form-Creators of plasma proteins, along with the rest of the blood constituents, maintain a constant 
concentration of hydrogen ions on the low-alkaline level (pH 7.39), which is vital for the flow 
of most of the biochemical processes in the body. The other plasma Form-Creators group is busy 
“garbage cleaning” (for instance, expelling of urea, uric acid, creatinine, bilirubin, and others). 
Moreover, all Form-Creators have their own Conscious Field. 

14.16217. Frankly, while observing this highly-organized, precisely orchestrated and incomprehensible 
dynamics, one would involuntarily be amazed by the coherence and synchronism degree of their 
implementation. It looks like all this is created by an imaginary Creator, far more advanced than 
we are! However, in reality all this is being orchestrated by Form-Creators of electrons, protons, 
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neutrons, as well as the protein complexes they initiate – white and gray matter with protein amino-
acids, which manage all our surrounding Reality by means of the boson conscious-fields Energy-
Information, slloogrently “projected” into their Configurations. It isn’t us, who receives certain 
directives through TES in our Self-Consciousness regarding each of the Form-Creators: “ok, right 
now so many erythrocytes have to enter the bloodstream and so many salt milligrams have to be 
removed from it…” Yes, it looks funny that’s because these Form-Creators know and constantly 
implement all this far better than us. 

QUESTION: It appears, that everything “people” implement within each the “human” Reality 
type, is being “unpacked” into the information space of our Self-Consciousness not directly 
by us, but rather by these invisible and not in any way comprehensible or impalpable Cosmic 
Entities – Formo- and bio-Creators?

14.16218. – Yes, dear Зааомми (Zaaommi), exactly! The gluons Form-Creators transmute the 
Energy-Information from our Sub- to Self-Consciousness. Even the most inferior (from our point 
of view) types of creation are also being formed through gluons, but are being perceived by other 
Forms – resopasons (resonant diapasons) between the irkkulligrenn and this Reality. The surrounding 
matter crystal lattice ionization of, let’s say, the brain’s gray matter, doesn’t allow the high-quality 
СФУУРММ (SFUURMM)-Forms to manifest through it, causing inhibited polarons (moving through 
the matter multi-polarized charged quasi-particles, surrounded by ions) to appear, and create only 
simplified primitive crafts, and not anything complex. So, how do they actually appear within the 
brain? Well, since this is very complicated and advanced topic, I would have to provide some initial 
information, for a better comprehension. 

14.16219. Each “individual” Interpretation’s cerebral slloogrent Configuration manifestation is 
formed by the specific proton, electron and neutron Form-Creators, structuring its entire molecular 
dynamics. However, various parts of the brain are structured by the various proton, electron and 
neutron Configurations. Their energy-information interactivity spectrums are formed by the 
resonantly compatible (minimally tense) as well as resonantly incompatible (dissonant, maximally 
tense) zones. What does that mean? Each electron’s synthesis Self-Consciousness Configuration is 
resonantly oriented towards very specific level (spectrum) of other Form-Creator energy-information 
Configuration interactivity. Speaking scientifically, it means that every electron can occupy only its 
own Level of Energy-Plasma, resonantly mostly compatible with its own dynamics. Certain part of 
the current Level is predominantly harmonious and balanced with its Configuration, while another 
part can become such only after the introduction (Synthesis) of a specific Energy-Information to it, 
only upon its certain qualitative “excitation”. 

14.16220. While striving to its previous, most stable condition, the current electron Form-Creators 
– with assistance of hvasslon egllerolift svilgs-dynamics – are attempting to return into their 
most balanced state, and “project” a part of the incased – already synthesized by them! – Energy-
Information into the synthesis dynamics of other Form-Creator Configurations (electrons, protons 
and neutrons), at that, supposedly “returning” their Focus (since their “previous” Form had never 
“left” the current “resonant” spot!) into the inherent to them energy-information Level (such 
qualitative Form-Creators “re-focusing” are always related to either “absorbing” of a missing, or an 
“allocation” of an “excessive” for them, Energy-Information). 
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14.16221. The resonant force, attracting all compatible election Configurations together, as well 
as the dissonant resistance (“rejection”, “repulsion”) force between incompatible Configurations, 
is always present within the Form-Creator Configuration dynamics of any electron (and any other 
particle!). These Forces are initiated by the “leveling” egllerolift hvasslon svilgs-dynamics – the 
carriers of certain Pure Qualities, which have motivated the current Form to its manifestation. For 
instance, gravitons-hvasslons of the ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like Development Vectors correct 
and adjust the entire Form-Creators Configuration synthesis process only along the inherent to 
them, НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Form Direction, continuously experiencing the dissonant influence 
of other proto-form hvasslon development Vectors, since all Forms are diffusive. If the electron 
Configurations are maximally incompatible with one another (for instance, the water and gold 
molecules), such Configurations remain intact, and have almost zero interactivity degree. 

14.16222. Upon the instant of resonant interactivity between the compatible Configurations, the 
distinctive dynamics of each Configuration Form-Creators becomes somewhat deformed as a result 
of their mutual counteractive influence (for instance, when two different substance atoms form 
a single crystal lattice, to some extent altering their previously inherent electron orbitals). Each 
interactive Configuration has its own force balance interaction due to the considerable duvuyllerrt and 
resonance degree between each slloogrent Energy-Information part, structuring every one of these 
Configurations. Once the new, additionally “introduced” (synthesized) Energy-Information enters 
the picture, the counterbalanced energy-informational Levels within each Configuration change 
accordingly: in some of them the Energy Level decreases on a “single quantum of implemented 
interactivity”, while in others – increases on the same “single quantum of implemented interactivity”. 

14.16223. At that, the Configurations themselves don’t “mix” with one another, but rather are “tightly” 
held “together” (in certain qualitative condition) only within the level of newly appeared resonant 
interaction between them (like a magnet and the metal, a fire and the wood, a water and the sponge). 
However, in such state, the “inner forces”, inherent to each of the interacting Configurations undergo 
a certain deformation of their dynamics due to that new resonant force impact (meaning that electron 
shells of all interacting atoms somehow superimpose one another), which in turn considerably alters 
the typical dynamics of each electron Form-Creators Configuration, which at certain conditions, 
without any additional energy-information costs, can “inter-project” from their original Level into 
the other Form-Creators Configuration Level, as if they simultaneously belong to each one of them. 
In the example with a crystal substance it looks like a totally costless electron transition from certain 
atom level onto the neighboring atom levels – so, while freely “moving” along the crystal, the 
electron can belong simultaneously to all crystal lattice atoms. 

14.16224. However, this can only occur when an Energy-Information mutual exchange is being 
implemented within a single Stereo-Form НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU)-Configuration, which, actually, 
leads to the situation, when all “individual” Interpretations of a single Stereo-Form are initiated by 
Configurations of the exact same electron, proton and neutron Form-Creators. Thus, their FSA-DRF 
dynamics can easily and without any extra energy input (only by shifting the information contains of its 
Focus) concurrently “re-focus” among multitudes of various НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Configurations. 
Within the limits general stereotype of a single Stereo-Form dynamics, all Form-Creators - of each 
elementary particle type – acquire a certain similarity attribute, which results in their orchestrated 
interaction, evident through the biological organism systems and various organs dynamics of 
every concurrently manifested НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Form, where these various processes occur. 
Therefore in certain scenarios we witness “Death of an individual”, while throughout a multitude 
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of other, “neighboring” scenarios we can actually observe various multi-qualitative variants of that 
same “individual” continuous Life. That’s because the Form-Creators, implementing throughout the 
global slloogrent Configuration of the current Stereo-Form, are exactly the same! 

14.16225. As a result of a resonant Configuration merge of the entire Form-Creator multitude 
(electrons, for instance), the slloogrent energy-information zones, inherent only to that very Stereo-
Form, are created within global information space of its Self-Consciousness; similar zones are created 
within mutual slloogrent Form-Types of a single ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Form Configuration. These 
are such typical clex attributes, which prevent Form-Creators of certain electron Stereo-Forms to 
manifest within a biological analog of other НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) Form-Type, unless they structure 
the same exact ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Form Configuration. 

14.16226. The “allowable range” – the dynamics manifestation between the Form-Creator 
Configurations of only within all the “individual” single Stereo-Form Interpretations, or throughout 
a certain number of ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Form-Types, depends on the resonance degree 
between them: the higher the resonance degree, the weaker the manifestation differentiating Level, 
hence the manifestation ability throughout other Configurations. Therefore, the only way to actually 
accomplish an inter-form-type, or an inter-proto-form refocusing is within the two Self-Consciousness 
“quantum unpacking” instants. That is what, frankly, a “Death” phenomena is all about – without 
it Self-Consciousness Form-Creators of certain ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Form wouldn’t be able to 
“refocus” into the any other ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU) Form Self-Consciousness. At the very instant 
of a specific intermediate “quantum differential” condition between the “already dead” and living 
bodies (along the entire Synthesis Direction multitude) they acquire this opportunity. Therefore each 
Stereo-Form has so many variable “Death” conditions – for a better energy-information exchange 
between Form-Creators of various Form-Types. The same is typical not only for biological НУУ-
ВВУ (NUU-VVU), and other bio-Proto-Form analogs, but also for elementary particle Form-Creator 
conditions: each conditionally discrete atom of any matter possesses its own Energy parameters, just 
like elementary particles, structuring it. 

14.16227. Consequently, it can be asserted that elementary and super-universal Form-Creator 
particles of every Self-, Over-, Super-, and Sub-Consciousness Form (within either a single 
biological НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU), all Stereo-Types of a single Stereo-Form, within all Form-
Types of a single ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU), or all the way over to the superior ГООЛГАМАА-А 
(GOOLGAMAA-A) (GOOLGAMAA-A) Collective Consciousness Intellect) exist as a specific energy-
information manifestation spectrum, bearing the resonance (and not tier-like!) structure – from one 
allowable parameter to the next, beyond which the same exact Energy-Information manifestation 
becomes impossible. For instance, the Constructive Activity of the exact same АРГЛЛААМУНИ 
and ИНГЛИМИЛИССА (ARGLLAAMUNI, and INGLIMILISSA) 1-9 Karma-Channel Form-Creators is 
possible only within quite wide range of manifested Self-Consciousness Form Configurations of a 
single Stereo-Form, however, once a certain Synthesis degree is reached, it becomes impossible for 
these Form-Creators to reveal in the same type of “quantizing”, since this Self-Consciousness type 
corresponds to a totally different Form-Creators dynamics. The same can be asserted in relation to the 
matter’s Form-Creators: the forbidden energy parameter volume is determined only by the nature of 
interrelating atoms, crystal lattice structure, and doesn’t depend at all on the crystal size itself; as the 
elementary particle manifestation energy level increases, so does its “implementation resopason”, 
while the forbidden energy spectrum narrows (for additional reference see “The electronic band 
structure” article: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_band_structure) 
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14.16228. This isn’t as simple as it seems, though. Each “allowable resopason” (or “tolerance zone” 
for the Form-Creators dynamics) is structured by the variety of multi-qualitative and differently-
directed proto-form sub-levels, synthesized by the multitude of energy-information interrelations. 
Therefore, the low-frequency Form-Creators, which form the most tensor dynamics in relation to 
other Configurations, are considerably more limited in their choice of Forms, to the Configurations 
of which they can freely “refocus”. Respectively, the more balanced and less conflict high-frequency 
Form-Creators can manifest throughout a much wider “allowable ranges”, which can be weakly, 
moderately, or fully synthesized. 

14.16229. The filling of any particular resopason by any particular Form-Creator Configuration 
group commences from the moment of synthesis of Energy-Information, the СФУУРММ (SFUURMM) 
Form quality of which corresponds the majority of energy-information parameters, typical for 
the current resonant manifestation zone. There are no completely synthesized “allowable range” 
inertial conditions exist, since within some of their structuring Synthesis types, there are always 
some provisional deformations and defects, caused by the inner-aspect, inter-aspect or inter-quality 
Synthesis, which usually localize on the “boarders” of each of the proto-form development Vectors. 

14.16230. All the inter-proto-form refocusing occurs within such psychic conditions, which are 
typical for these “defect zones”. Moreover, in such “zones”, not only the Configuration energy-
information conditions of the most resonating with defect, for the current Vector, Configuration, 
elementary particles.

More “localized” Form-Creators conditions, revealing within the “defect zone” force them to be 
limited with a very narrow manifestation spectrum in deformed Form Configurations, which, for 
example, in ЛЛУУ-ВВУ (LLUU-VVU)-like development Direction become a foundation of a short 
nonviable imbecile, oligophrenic and other retarded “individual” НУУ-ВВУ (NUU-VVU) dynamics.

14.16231. The same is true regarding the Form-Creator manifestations of similarly nonviable and 
deformed Configurations throughout all other development directions as well. These Form-Creators, 
being a various defect condition carriers at the crossroads of the multitude of various “allowable 
ranges”, not typical for any Proto-Form, - due to their own dissonance – aren’t able to participate 
in realization dynamics of non-deformed Self-Consciousness Form-Creators of any development 
Direction. The tremendous amount of “Deaths” (nonviable manifestation Form losses) is required 
so that the deformation elements could synthesize into acceptable, for the current Direction, Self-
Consciousness Configurations. This occurs because in a defectiveness conditions the background 
Quality Form-Creator Aspect energy-information interrelationships becoming active, actually “lead” 
the deformed Configuration onto manifestation Levels with certain Synthesis type Forms, where the 
“allowable ranges” become wider, while the spectrums, limiting various manifestations, become 
narrow respectively. 

14.16232. Let’s review now the example of sequential conglomerate refocusing process, along with 
the Self-Consciousness Form-Creators merging-and-differentiation principle, organized according 
to various “allowable range” limits and their respective types. 
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